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Abstract 
What happens when we look at others, and when others look at us? 
How does the experience of looking at or being seen by others shape 
our perceptions of ourselves? This thesis addresses these questions 
with reference to a specific historical and cultural moment; I examine 
scenes of vision and display in the Athenian writer Xenophon's 
representations of Spartans, Persians and other non-Greek peoples in 
Asia as a means of investigating the place of Sparta, Persia and the 
non-Greek in fourth century Athenian thought. Focusing in particular 
on the Anabasis, Cyropaedia, Lakedaimonion Politeia and Agesilaus, I 
analyse the representation of the responses of spectators to foreign 
sights in order to consider how these texts position their readers in 
relation to Spartans, Persians and others, and also, therefore, how they 
articulate and interrogate what it means to be Athenian, and what it 
means to be Greek. I will argue that sight is involved in the 
construction of Greek identity; that although some of the ways in 
which Greek identity is represented imply its cohesion, more often 
Xenophon's scenes of vision reveal the uncertainties and 
manipulations involved in attempting to imagine or lay claim to 
Greekness; and that Xenophon reveals the complexities of Panhellenist 
thought and of the intellectual and political climate of the fourth 
century. This thesis contributes towards a history of Greek identity and 
a history of visuality; it also seeks to reappraise Xenophon as a writer, 
revealing him as a valuable source for Greek conceptions of political 
power and conflict, and of ethnic, political and cultural self-
consciousness. 
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1. Introduction 
What happens when we look at others, and when others look at us? 
How does the experience of looking at or being seen by others shape 
our perceptions of ourselves? This thesis addresses these questions 
with reference to a specific historical and cultural moment; I examine 
scenes of vision and display in the Athenian writer Xenophon's 
representations of Spartans, Persians and other non-Greek peoples in 
Asia as a means of investigating the place of Sparta, Persia and the 
non-Greek in fourth century Athenian thought. Focusing in particular 
on the Anabasis, Cyropaedia, Lakedaimonion Politeia (Lak. Pol.) and 
Agesilaus, I analyse the representation of the responses of spectators 
to foreign sights in order to consider how these texts position their 
readers in relation to Spartans, Persians and others, and also, 
therefore, how they articulate and interrogate what it means to be 
Athenian, and what it means to be Greek. I will argue that sight is 
involved in the construction of Greek identity; that although some of 
the ways in which Greek identity is represented imply its cohesion, 
more often Xenophon's scenes of vision reveal the uncertainties and 
manipulations involved in attempting to imagine or lay claim to 
Greekness; and that Xenophon reveals the complexities of Panhellenist 
thought and of the intellectual and political climate of the fourth 
century. This thesis contributes towards a history of Greek identity and 
a history of visuality; it also seeks to reappraise Xenophon as a writer, 
revealing him as a valuable source for Greek conceptions of political 
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power and conflict, and of ethnic, political and cultural self-
consciousness. 
The identity of Xenophon 
What does a reading of Xenophon contribute to the history of Greek 
identity? Xenophon is a writer caught between cultures. 1 An elite 
Athenian and associate of Socrates, he was exiled from Athens,2 and 
had close personal association with Persians and Spartans, Athens' 
historical enemies. He joined a Greek mercenary army fighting for the 
Persian renegade Cyrus the Younger in his attempt to overthrow his 
brother the Persian King in 401; and he accompanied Agesilaus against 
the Boeotians in 394,3 may have fought on the Spartan side against the 
Athenians at the battle of Coronea,4 owned an estate at Skillous in Elis 
provided by the Spartans,S and may have had his sons educated in the 
Spartan agoge.6 His "identity" is therefore hard to pin down; his 
exceptional cultural position as a writer who "crosses the boundaries 
of engagement between Greek and barbarian, Athens and Sparta"? 
makes him a crucially important figure for understanding how such 
1 Goldhill (1998b) describes Xenophon as "a man who was exiled from his democratic 
country to live in the community of its worst military and political enemies, and who 
fought (and wrote about his fighting) for a charismatic barbarian revolutionary .... 
Xenophon should be seen as a figure of exemplary importance and attractively 
transgressive social positioning ... Xenophon is ripe for rehabilitation." 
2 An. 5.3.7 & 7.7.57; Diog. Laert. 2.51 & 2.58. The reasons for his exile are unknown. 
3 An. 5.3.6; Diog. Laert. 2.51. 
4 Plut. Ages. 18.2. An. 5.3.6 says he took part in Agesilaus' campaign against Boeotia 
but does not specify whether he was present at Coronea. See Humble (1997) 10-11 
for discussion of the evidence. 
sAn. 5.3.7; Diog. Laert. 2.52. 
6 Diog. Laert. 2.54; Plut. Ages. 20.2. See Humble (1997) 19-21 for discussion of the 
evidence. 
7 Goldhill (1998b). See also Azoulay (2004c) 15. 
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boundaries operated and were conceptualised. Xenophon offers us 
unique insight into what it meant to be Greek at this historical 
moment. 
Xenophon's political positioning has tended to be read in 
contradictory ways. He is either represented as a Hellenocentric writer, 
depicting Greeks as superior to barbarians,8 or as a writer 
"sympathetic" to barbarians and interested in showing how barbarians 
are not so very different from Greeks - a reading influenced by his 
personal association with Cyrus the Younger. 9 These positions have 
sometimes been combined, producing Xenophon as an author 
generally "negative" about barbarians, but "positive" about certain 
barbarian individuals, or certain aspects of non-Greek societies. A 
similar approach can be found in responses to Xenophon's attitude 
towards the Spartans. Whereas the majority view has tended to cast 
Xenophon as a "pro-Spartan" writer,lO an interpretation again 
influenced by his personal relationship with Sparta, others have seen 
him as condemning Sparta. ll Again these positions have been bridged 
by those arguing that Xenophon is generally pro-Spartan, but capable 
of noticing Sparta's defects.12 
8 Dillery (1995); Brule (1995); Cartledge (1993a) 44- 5; Tripodi (1995); Starr (1975) 
51-52; Delebecque (1957) 199. 
9 Hirsch (1985); L'Allier (2004); Anderson (2001) 139-41; Roy (2007); Rzchiladze 
(1980); Nickel (1979) 25; Georges (1994) 213. 
10 E.g. Oilier (1933); Delebecque (1957); Luccioni (1947); Tigerstedt (1965); Lipka 
(2002). 
11 Strauss (1939); Proietti (1987); Higgins (1977). 
12 E.g. Cartledge (1987) 296-297. For Xenophon's critical attitude towards Sparta see 
Cloche (1944); Tuplin (1993) and (1994); Humble (1997). 
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These contradictory views are a reflection of the contradictory 
nature of Xenophon's writing. 13 The Anabasis contains statements on 
the superiority of Greeks to barbarians, yet it describes Greek military 
service to a barbarian, Cyrus the Younger, whom it presents as a 
powerful and impressive figure. It also describes factionalism and 
violence between different Greek groups in the army, and hostility 
between them and those Greeks they encounter on the Black Sea coast. 
The Cyropaedia sets itself up as an analysis of the successful methods 
used by Cyrus the Great in his conquest of the Persian Empire, and is 
seemingly an admiring portrait of him; yet its presentation of those 
methods is ambiguous, describing Cyrus as rejecting the deceptions 
used by Median rulers, yet showing him as indulging in similarly 
manipulative means of winning power. The Lak. Pol. presents itself as 
praising Lycurgus' organisation of Spartan society, yet not only 
describes customs which are extremely strange, but is full of 
contradictory assertions and inconsistencies in its argument. The 
Agesi/aus similarly presents itself as a eulogy of the Spartan king 
Agesilaus as a champion of Greeks against barbarians, yet a 
considerable portion of the text describes his violence against non-
Spartan Greeks.14 
13 Harrison (2002) 8. 
14 See discussions of these texts in their respective chapters for bibliography. Where 
inconsistencies in these texts have been noted, they have often been put down to 
Xenophon's failure as a writer. See e.g. Tatum (1989) 238 and Cera (1993) 299; cf. 
Nadon (2001) 9-12 for criticism of the claim of Xenophon's incoherence. The high 
esteem in which Xenophon's writings were held throughout antiquity indicates that 
the problem does not lie with Xenophon, but with the expectations of his modern 
readers: for a discussion of attitudes to Xenophon in ancient authors, see Tuplin 
(1993) 21-28. 
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The passages of Xenophon's writing on Spartans and Persians 
which have perhaps raised the most problems for scholars are the 
concluding chapter of the Cyropaedia (8.8) and the penultimate 
chapter of the Lak. Pol. (14), both of which seem to contradict the 
arguments presented in those texts up to that point: whereas the 
Cyropaedia has tended to be read as an adulatory celebration of the 
life and career of Cyrus the Great,15 the final chapter of the text 
launches an attack on the morality and self-discipline of contemporary 
Persians; similarly, the Lak. Pol., usually read as a eulogy of Spartan 
societY,16 becomes in the fourteenth chapter a savage critique of 
contemporary Sparta. 
These awkward passages have been approached in a number of 
different ways, which nevertheless all aim to smooth over the 
disturbing and challenging resonances of these texts. They have 
frequently been regarded as later interpolations;17 the 1914 Loeb 
translation of the Cyropaedia by Walter Miller interposes a note within 
the body of the text between chapters 8.7 and 8.8 commenting that 
although it has been deemed necessary to include the coming chapter 
as it is found in all manuscript versions, "the reader is recommended 
to close the book at this point and read no further".18 Another 
approach has been to regard these chapters as later additions made by 
15 Due (1989); Gera (1993); Tatum (1989). 
16 Oilier (1934) xiii; Tigerstedt (1965) 162-169; Hod kin son (1994) 190-195; 
Rebenich (1998) 18; Lipka (2002) 31-32. See Humble (2004) 215 n.3 for extensive 
further bibliography. 
17 Hirsch (1985) 91-97. On eyr.: Bizos (1971) xxvi-xxxvi. 
18 Miller (1914) 439. 
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Xenophon when his admiration for Persia and Sparta was dashed by 
historical events. 19 
Of those who see the problematic chapters as original, the 
majority attempt to wipe out all sense of contradiction either by 
arguing that Xenophon's focus on contemporary degeneration gives 
added weight to his praise of the past achievements of Cyrus the Great 
and Lycurgus by showing the catastrophe that ensued when their 
models of rule were no longer applied,2° or (in the case of the Lak. Pol.) 
by seeing Xenophon as offering a careful, dispassionate analysis of 
Sparta's positive and negative characteristics. 21 Alternatively, these 
texts have been read as wholly condemnatory, either (in the case of the 
Lak. Pol.) by reading the apparent praise of Sparta in the earlier portion 
of the work as a heavily veiled ironic pastiche through privileging the 
rather strange leaps and contradictions in its argument,22 or (in the 
case of the Cyropaedia) by linking the final chapter to the disturbing 
aspects of the representation of Cyrus as a ruler which occur 
throughout the text. 23 
These different interpretations have led to huge variations in 
dating, particularly in the case of the Lak. Pol., which has been dated 
to the 390s by those who see it as enthusiastic propaganda for Sparta 
written in thanks for Sparta's protection of Xenophon while in exile (on 
19 On Cyr.: Eichler (1880); Georges (1994) 234. On Lak. Pol.: Delebecque (1957) 194-
195; Luccioni (1947) 171. In the case of the Lak. Pol. a problem for this 
interpretation has been the position of chap. 14 as the penultimate, not final chapter; 
this has led to the suggestion that chap. 14 was not originally in its current position, 
but was transposed with chap. 15 by later editors: Breitenbach (1967) 1751-1752. 
20 On Lak. Pol.: Gray (2007) 217-221. On Cyr.: Due (1989) 16-22. 
21 Humble (2004). 
22 Strauss (1939); followed by Proietti (1987) and Higg ins (1977). 
23 Too (1998). 
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this model chapter 14 is a later addition),24 but to the 360s by those 
who believe that it betrays Xenophon's disillusionment with Sparta and 
could therefore only have been written after Agesilaus' death (on this 
model chapter 14 is an original part of the work).25 On the assumption 
that it is a later addition, chapter 14 has been variously dated based on 
different suggestions as to which event could have disillusioned 
Xenophon about Sparta, such as Phoebidas' seizure of the Cadmea in 
382 or Sphodrias' attack on the Piraeus in 378. 26 A similar approach 
has been taken to the Cyropaedia: one reading places the rest of the 
text before, and the final chapter after, the betrayal of the leaders of 
the Satraps' Revolt in 362.27 
Such arguments are speculative. They use assumptions about 
Xenophon's biography to explain away complexities in his thought; I 
prefer to see these complexities as intrinsic. In my discussion of 
individual texts I will suggest not only that the unsettling nature of the 
contradictions in Xenophon's works must be taken seriously, but that 
they can be understood as evidence of fourth century Athenian 
uncertainty or anxiety about how to position oneself in relation to 
Spartans, Persians and others, and about how to understand oneself as 
an Athenian and as a Greek: Xenophon's works engage in the problem 
of Greek self-conception in a troublingly ambiguous and challenging 
24 E.g. Oilier (1934) xxiii-xxix. 
2S E.g. Cartledge (1987) 57. 
26 See Oilier (1934) xxiii-xxix. However, MacDowell (1986) 12 dates Xenophon's 
disillusionment to his first visit to Sparta in the 390s. See Humble (2004) 219-220 
for an overview of the different arguments about how to date both chapter 14 and 
the Lak. Pol. as a whole. 
27 Georges (1994) 234. 
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way. They are highly revealing about the complexities of fourth century 
Greek self-consciousness. 
Greek identity in the fourth century 
Xenophon's representations of Sparta, Persia and the non-Greek world 
must be understood within the political context of the early fourth 
century B.C. and the intellectual context of the rise of Panhellenist 
thought. A time of upheaval, conflict and violence, this period saw 
multiple shifting alliances and struggles for ascendancy between Greek 
states in the Corinthian War. It was also a period when, for Athenians, 
old certainties fell away. With the defeat of Athens in the 
Peloponnesian War and the fall of the Athenian empire, Sparta became 
the new centre of power in the Greek world, although Spartan 
supremacy itself soon failed following Sparta's defeat at Leuctra in 
371; and Persia, the traditional enemy of the Greeks since the Persian 
Wars, came to have an increasing role in Greek affairs, with Persia's 
support for Sparta in the Ionian War of 413/12, the conflicts between 
Sparta, Athens and Persia in the aftermath of the Peloponnesian War, 
and Persian intervention in Greek affairs in and after the King's Peace 
of 387/86.28 Sparta and Persia therefore occupy a particularly 
fascinating, and troubling, place in the Athenian imagination of this 
time. 
This period is associated with the development of what has been 
termed "Panhellenism", the calls for an end to Greek-on-Greek conflict 
28 See Ryder (1965); Hamilton (1979); Kagan (1987). 
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and for collective Greek action against Persia which begin to appear 
around this time, especially in the writings of Isocrates. 29 This period 
is also frequently associated with a new focus in the way that 
Greekness as such is understood. Jonathan Hall has argued that in the 
late fifth and early fourth centuries the way that Greek identity was 
conceptualised shifted, so that a concern with ethnicity - with blood-
ties, ancestry and ethne - came to be replaced with a broader cultural 
model of Greekness based on education and shared customs;30 again, 
Isocrates is frequently viewed as a key figure in this development. I 
return to this argument in a moment. 
I wish to make two broad points about the way Greekness is 
imagined in this period, before turning to a consideration of 
Xenophon. The first point I wish to make is that the conceptualisation 
of Greek identity in Panhellenist writing is often more complex and 
conflicted than it might at first sight appear. The works of Isocrates are 
far from straightforward or simplistic; as Too notes, "as an Athenian 
writer invoking what appears to be a pan hellenic ideology, he is caught 
up in a complicated tension that exists in being both Athenian and 
Greek."31 The Panathenaicus can be read as a Panhellenist tract in its 
29 The term "Panhellenism" can also be used more broadly to indicate a concern with 
a Greek identity above and beyond identities associated with the polis, the region 
(such as the Peloponnese) or the ethnic group (such as the Dorians or lonians); in this 
sense it has a much longer history. "Panhellenism" has been used to describe the 
growth of collective Greek consciousness in the aftermath of the Persian Wars; see E. 
Hall (1989) 16-17. It has been used to describe the interest in a Greek community 
and culture in the Iliad; see Nagy (1979) 6-7 on the synthesis of local Greek 
traditions, especially in the representation of the gods, in Homer. For a discussion of 
the different ways in which the term "Panhellenism" has been used, see Mitchell 
(2007) xv-xxii. 
30 J. Hall (2002) 189-220. 
31 Too (1995) 129. 
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praise of Athens for having worked for the collective benefit of the 
Greeks; it also contains a eulogy of Agamemnon for having united the 
Greeks and led a collective Greek attack on Asia (74-83). Yet it remains 
an encomium specifically of one state, Athens, and is structured 
around the condemnation of Sparta: the text sets out the differences 
between Athens and Sparta in order to show the superiority of Athens 
in championing the Greek cause and the inferiority of Sparta in failing 
to do so, revealing Athens and Sparta not just as enemies, but as 
fundamentally culturally opposed. While arguing for the importance of 
laying aside differences between Greeks, therefore, the text both 
represents and reinscribes those differences. 
Further, the security of a reading of the Panathenaicus as a 
praise of Athens and attack on Sparta is itself undercut: not only are 
the text's accusations against Sparta framed by comparison with a list 
of Athens' crimes against other Greeks which we are assured are not 
as bad (53-73), but the authority of the authorial persona receives 
internal criticism through the introduction of a competing voice which 
comments on the text's argument. When, towards the close of the text, 
Isocrates claims to be unsure about what he has written about Sparta 
(231-232) and describes presenting the speech to his former pupils in 
order to gain their opinion (233), one pupil claims to perceive that its 
argument is deliberately constructed so as to be unconvincing and 
open to be read as a praise of Sparta (235-263). Importantly, Isocrates 
neither valorises nor dismisses this reading; he says that he praised his 
pupil's ability but did not tell him whether or not he had correctly 
10 
surmised his intentions (265). The question of whether the pupil's 
interpretation is "right" is left unresolved;32 the text self-consciously 
challenges its readers to reconsider their responses, but provides only 
for a loss of certainty. 
The second point I wish to make about the representation of 
Greek identity in this period is that claims about identity are frequently 
involved in the manipulation of power. 33 A text often cited as evidence 
of a new cultural definition of Greekness is Isocrates' Panegyricus, 
which asserts that the Athenians had so far surpassed all other men in 
thought and speech that "it is those who share our education who are 
called Greeks rather than those who share our common nature".34 This 
definition of Greekness opens up Greek identity beyond the confines of 
ethnic distinction, but it also closes it down, by making Athens the 
gatekeeper of Greekness, thereby asserting its cultural supremacy.35 As 
noted above, in the Panathenaicus it is Athens which stands for Greece, 
whereas through the claim of their exploitation of other Greeks the 
Greekness of the Spartans is questioned 36 - although the text's 
distinctions between Athens and Sparta are also undercut. Claims 
32 Livingstone (1998) 276. 
33 See Perlman (1976). See also Ober (1999) 254-255 and Azoulay (2004c) 157 on 
the class aspects of Panhellenism. 
34 I.HXAAOV 'EAA~V<XC; K<XAElcr8<Xl TOUC; T~C; TI<XlbEucrEwC; T~C; ~IJETEP<XC; ~ TOUC; T~C; 
KOlV~C; cpucrEWC; I..IETEXOVT<XC;: Isoc. Panegyr. 50. This echoes Thucydides' Pericles' 
praise of Athens in his funeral speech as an "education for Greece" (T~C; 'EAAaboc; 
TI<xibEucrlV, Thuc. 2.41.1). 
3S See Sa'ld (2001) 282-283; J. Hall (2002) 209; Whitmarsh (2001) 9; Too (1995) 129. 
Cf. E. Hall (1989) 16 on the "tension between Panhellenic and Athenian propaganda 
in Athenian discourse of the fifth century": she argues that the conceptual 
polarisation of Greek and non-Greek in fifth century literature was based on an 
Athenian opposition between barbarian tyranny and Athenian democracy aimed at 
consolidating Athenian power over the Delian League. 
36 Sa"ld (2001) 283 notes how Panathenaicus 189-195 "goes so far as to include the 
invasion of Attica by the "Peloponnesians" led by Eurystheus among the wars waged 
by Athens against the "barbarians''''. 
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about what it means to be Athenian, Spartan, Greek and non-Greek 
(and especially Persian) of this period must be understood as highly 
fraught; the definition of Greekness is open to be contested and 
fought over. 37 
Xenophon must be understood as operating within this broad 
intellectual framework. His works are clearly informed by Panhellenist 
discourse; yet he is difficult to place within that framework - he cannot 
be associated either with a straightforward celebration of an 
overarching, unified Greek identity, or with its outright rejection. 
Rather we can see Xenophon as testing out the implications of 
Panhellenism in his writings, exploring what it might mean in practice, 
and more often than not running up against the difficulties, 
ambiguities and manipulations within claims about Greek identity. 
Xenophon also provides evidence of an interest In cultural 
manifestations of identity rather than a narrow focus on ethnic criteria 
in this period, as argued by Hall. As we shall see, Xenophon is 
interested in the visible signs of identity in a person's body, dress and 
behaviour, as well as in exploring the implications of the act of looking 
at such signs for the identity of both the person viewed and the person 
viewing. However, Hall sees Xenophon's representation of the cultural 
basis of identity as essentially inclusive - as denying fundamental 
differences between Greeks and barbarians. He describes Xenophon's 
37 Trede (1991) 76-80 has demonstrated how definitions of Hellenism are debated 
and contested in the fourth century throug h competi ng representations of Philip of 
Macedon in Isocrates and Demosthenes: for Isocrates Philip is a Greek, whom he calls 
upon to unite the Greeks against Persia, whereas for Demosthenes, Philip is a 
barbarian, aiming like Xerxes to subjugate Greece. Cf. Usher (1993). 
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Cyrus the Great and Cyrus the Younger as "culture Greeks" -
barbarians who think, talk and act like Greeks, and are to be valued on 
the same level. 38 This reading treats Xenophon's representation of 
such figures as self-evident or straightforward; yet surely for a Greek 
audience the experience of reading about "Greek barbarians" would 
not have been entirely unproblematic or easy. Whereas my analysis 
confirms Hall's findings on the cultural basis of identity in Xenophon, 
it also reveals the difficulties and ambiguities which arise from such a 
valuation of identity: in Xenophon's scenes of viewing, where 
spectators look at and respond to signs of similarity and difference in 
others, identity becomes open to challenge and manipulation. When 
identity is culturally defined, it becomes harder to pin down, own or 
contain. 
Reading identities: Xenophon as ethnographer 
How should we think about the issue of identity in Xenophon's 
writings? In this thesis I approach my four central texts, the 
Cyropaedia, Anabasis, Lakedaimonion Politeia and Agesilaus, as 
ethnography. Of course, these texts vary enormously from each other 
in genre, length, subject matter and purpose. By using the term 
"ethnography" I do not mean to impose narrow generic definitions on 
these texts or deny the important differences between them; in fact, as 
we shall see, a recognition of the specific concerns and rhetorical 
38 J. Hall (2002) 210; he borrows the term "culture Greek" from Tarn & Griffith (1952) 
160. 
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strategies of each text will be an important aspect of my 
interpretation. Rather I use the term "ethnography" as a heuristic tool 
for the analysis of Xenophon's works by noting that all four of them, in 
different ways, are concerned with descriptions of and narratives about 
foreigners. The Cyropaedia and Anabasis can be described (at least in 
part) as Greek discussions of non-Greek peoples and places, especially 
Persia; the Lak. Pol. and Agesilaus are discussions of Spartans by an 
Athenian. Yet, as noted above, Xenophon's varied biography 
complicates any simplistic attribution of identity; his personal 
involvement with Persians and Spartans militates against a 
straightforward reading of Xenophon as a detached outsider observing 
foreign customs. 
What is at stake in reading the Lak. Pol., Agesilaus, Cyropaedia 
and Anabasis as ethnography? Ethnography often provides as much 
evidence of the cultural preoccupations of the ethnographer as it does 
about the ethnographic subject; it is also often a highly politicised 
genre, producing relations of power between the ethnographer who 
describes and the passive object of description. 39 The most influential 
discussion of these issues has been Edward Said's Orientalism,40 
which, following Foucault's articulation of the organisation of 
knowledge as a system of domination,41 argues that modern Western 
accounts of the Orient participate in a discourse of exoticism, 
eroticism and mystification whereby the Orient is constituted as Other 
39 Clifford & Marcus (1986). On the ancient world see especially E. Hall (1989), 
updated and critiqued in E. Hall (2006) 184-224, and Hartog (1988). 
40 Said (1978). 
41 Foucault (1972) and (1977). 
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to the West; the production of this Other enables the construction 
, 
through difference, of the normative Western subject.42 Said's reading 
opposes an essentialist model of identity, instead viewing identities as 
culturally constructed - a concept which has received extensive 
theoretical elaboration;43 he also shows how the cultural construction 
of identities is bound up with the formation and articulation of power 
relations: "The Orient was Orientalised not only because it was 
discovered to be "Oriental" in all those ways considered commonplace 
by an average nineteenth-century European, but also because it could 
be - that is, submitted to being - made Oriental."44 
However, Said's interpretation of the relationship between Orient 
and West has been challenged by more recent post-colonial criticism 
for treating Self and Other as fixed and absolute terms, and for reading 
power as a one way process, owned entirely by the West. In particular, 
Homi Bhabha's work on Western colonialism has argued for a more 
fluid relationship between coloniser and colonised, revealing ways in 
which the security of the colonisers' control not only over the 
colonised but over their own identities as separate and dominant can 
42 This theoretical move is referred to elsewhere via the term differance. In analysing 
different theories of the subaltern, Grossberg (1996) 90 describes differance as a 
theory of the marginalised Other whereby the Other, or subordinate term, is 
constructed as necessary and constitutive to the identity of the dominant term, or 
Self; he identifies this approach with Said's Orientalism (91). 
43 Said (1978) 4: " ... the Orient is not an inert fact of nature. It is not merely there, just 
as the Occident itself is not just there either." See S. Hall (1996) for a discussion of 
the concept of identity in Lacan and psychoanalytic theory, Althusser and Marxist 
criticism, Foucault, Derrida and Butler. 
44 Said (1978) 6. See also the arg ument of Laclau (1990) 33 that "the constitution of a 
social identity is an act of power" since it functions by repressing and excluding what 
is Other; and Judith Butler's articulation of the discursive construction, reg ulation and 
social enforcement of sexual difference (1993). 
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be complicated and challenged. 4s Indeed, writers in contemporary 
cultural theory (particularly following Michel Foucault and Judith Butler) 
have contested the concept of a stable or unified identity, arguing for 
the contingency and partiality of identity, and for its tendency to shift 
and fragment. 46 
Xenophon's representation of Spartans and Asians in the Lak. 
Pol., Agesilaus, Cyropaedia and Anabasis therefore poses a number of 
questions. Do these texts present Asians, as non-Greeks, as 
essentially "foreign", different and Other? How is power distributed? 
Are Asians exoticised, reduced to passive objects of ethnographic 
curiosity, or is the confident detachment of the ethnographer 
challenged? What about Spartans, as Greeks, but as non-Athenians? Is 
their representation similar to or different from the treatment of 
Asians? As has often been noted, Athenian representations of Spartans 
often stress their difference and exoticism: Millender has argued for 
the "barbarisation" of Spartans in fifth century literature, whereas Hesk 
reveals how Athenian representations of Spartan deceit function within 
a self-constituting democratic discourse of Athenian transparency, to 
which Sparta provides the foil. 47 
45 Bhabha (1985) argues for the need to recover the autonomous voice of the 
colonised. Following Frantz Fanon's discussion (1967) of the colonial condition as a 
form of "imitativeness", whereby the colonial subject is seduced by and identifies 
with the power of the coloniser, imitating the coloniser's cultural behaviour 
(discussed by Gandhi (1998) 14-20), Bhabha argues that colonial relations produce 
"hybrid" identities, as the colonised appropriates and "misreads" the culture of the 
coloniser, interrogating, challenging and recreating it in a new form, thereby 
disrupting its absolute authority (but see Parry (1987) for criticism of this approach). 
I return to this issue in chapter 4. 
46 See e.g. S. Hall (1992); Woodward (1997). 
47 Millender (1996); Hesk (2000) 23-40. Cf. Cartledge (1993a) 80-82 and Hartog 
(1988) 152-156 on the Spartans as a "Greek Other" in Herodotus. 
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It is not just the author but also the reader of ethnography who 
scrutinises and engages with the peoples described: we can ask, 
therefore, what sorts of relationships are set up in these texts between 
the reader and those represented. Do these texts constitute the reader 
as a subject, objectifying the peoples under scrutiny, or is reading a 
less comfortable, self-validating experience? In investigating the 
positioning of the reader, I am clearly not attempting to reconstruct 
the responses of Xenophon's actual, historical readers, which could 
have varied enormously and are hard to access, apart from through 
later ancient writers' comments on Xenophon;48 rather I explore how 
each work constructs its implied reader - the reader as an effect of the 
text. 
According to Iser, the concept of the implied reader "designates 
a network of response-inviting structures, which impel the reader to 
grasp the text"; it does not describe any real-life reader, but the reader 
as imagined by the text itself.49 The study of the implied reader allows 
a text for which contemporary responses are unavailable to be 
submitted to historical analysis: because every text is written within a 
certain political and cultural milieu, the cultural expectations it 
presupposes are encoded within it. (This clearly has nothing to do with 
the author's intentions, given that an author whose mindset is 
48 Lucian, for example, after commending Xenophon as a historian (Hist. conser. 39), 
says that a good historian should not be partisan but should be ;evoe; EV Tole; 
~l~Aiole; Kat anoAle; ("in his books a stranger and stateless", Hist. conser. 41). For 
this much later ancient reader at least, Xenophon's cultural positioning is both hard 
to pin down and a key aspect of his authorial persona. 
49 Iser (1978) 34. 
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conditioned by the attitudes of his or her own time can produce a text 
expressing those attitudes without being fully conscious of it.) 
However, a text does not only reflect the cultural models of its 
period, but actively constructs those models, by reproducing and 
imposing on its readers certain ways of thinking about the world to 
which they are expected to conform, although there can often be great 
room for manoeuvre within the possibilities of reading which a text 
allows. 50 Reading can therefore be understood as a politically 
constitutive act. 51 It also raises important political and ethical 
dilemmas: will a text's real-life readers identify with the model offered 
by the text, or will they resist reading in the expected way? 
Unfortunately an answer to this question is unavailable to us in the 
case of Xenophon. 
In studying Xenophon, we can ask exactly how the implied 
reader is constructed: what identity, or identities, do each of 
Xenophon's works require their implied reader to adopt? Is the identity 
of the implied reader the same or different across Xenophon's works, 
particularly if we compare his works on Spartans (Lak. Pol. and 
Agesilaus) to his works on Asians (Anabasis and Cyropaedia)? As the 
foregoing discussion indicates, the term "identity" is highly 
problematic, implying not an essential, natural, fixed or unified set of 
50 Cf. De Lauretis (1987), who argues that representations of men and women, 
especially film, act as a "technology of gender", by not only reflecting contemporary 
ideas about gender relations but constructing them. It also therefore becomes a tool 
in the oppression of women. The violence inherent in representation has been 
forcefully argued by Kappeler (1986) in her work on pornography; arguing that under 
patriarchy representation as such reinscribes the oppression of women, she 
infamously concl udes that "all art must go". 
51 See Rabinowitz (1987). 
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characteristics, but a mode of self-description which is culturally 
constructed and invested in modalities of power. My use of the term 
operates in this sense; I am interested in elucidating the "identity" of 
Spartans, Asians and reader as a construction of Xenophon's texts. 
Vision and Greek identity 
What does an analysis of Xenophon's representation of vision bring to 
the study of Greek identity? Historians of ancient vision have revealed 
that Greek conceptions of sight and display were implicated in the 
formation of political relations and social roles. 52 Most importantly for 
our purposes, the period in which Xenophon lived and wrote has been 
associated with a new political valuation of sight under Athenian 
democracy, and therefore with an increased interest in and anxiety 
about what it means to look. 
The importance of sight in the construction of social and 
political identity goes back to Homer. In the Iliad, the status of the 
heroes is visible in their impressive appearance; the heroes emit a 
luminous gleam at the moment of their aristeia, especially Achilles. 53 
When Helen and Priam look down from the walls of Troy in the 
52 There is a remarkable interest in sight and display across Greek literature: Greek 
culture has been described as "ocularcentric": Morales (2004) 8-9, Jay (1993) 21-26. 
In his study of the ancient visual experience of the Parthenon frieze, Osborne (1987) 
has shown how Greek viewing was an active process of engagement with the object 
of sight which reflected back on the position of the viewer. Cf. Cairns (2005) 137, 
who notes that across Greek literature "the degree of looking and eye-contact in a 
face-to-face interaction manifests and defines the status of the interactants". 
53 Segal (1995); Prier (1989) 2 5-117. The gleam of Achilles as he reappears at the 
edge of the battlefield produces confusion in the Trojans and gladness in the 
Achaeans (II. 18.202-38); Achilles in his new armour sends out a gleam (II. 19.373-
83) which terrifies the Trojans (II. 20.44-6). See Howie (1996) on the heroic gleam 
and its use in Xenophon. 
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teichoskopia they see the figures of the kings and leaders standing out 
above all others around them. 54 In contrast, the low social status of 
Thersites is visible in his ugly appearance. 55 In the Odyssey, the 
relationship between social status and appearance is played with and 
reaffirmed as Odysseus assumes the disguise of the beggar, but is 
restored to a beautiful appearance each time he reveals his true 
identity.56 
The Odyssey also depicts Odysseus as a viewer of the foreign 
and fantastical lands he visits. Placing the Odyssey in the context of 
early Greek thought about travel and colonisation, Dougherty has 
argued that Odysseus' surveying of foreign lands can be understood as 
a "proto-colonialist" act of cultural empowerment. 57 Similarly, 
Herodotus makes widespread use of vision as a metaphor for 
interaction with the non-Greek world: 58 he calls his text a display 
(apodeixis, 1.1),59 describes objects and places mentioned in his 
narrative as worth seeing (axiotheeta),60 repeatedly refers to the 
wondrous sights (th6mata) to be found in foreign lands,61 and verifies 
the authority of his narrative through the claim of having seen what he 
describes. 62 Hartog argues that Herodotus' sight and display of foreign 
54 11.3.161-242. See Zeitlin (1994). 
55 II. 2. 2 1 7 - 2 19. 
56 Goldhill (1998a) 106. 
57 See especially Dougherty (2001) 122-141 on Odysseus' experience of travel to 
Phaeacia and the land of the Cyclopes. 
58 The relationship between travel and vision has also been discussed by Elsner 
(1992) and (1994) in regard to Pausanias. 
59 Hartog (1988) 276. 
60 Hdt. 1.14; 2.111; 2.163; 2.176 (two uses); 2.182; 3.123; 4.85; 4.162. 
61 Hartog (1988) 230-237; Elsner (1994) 230-235; Munson (2001) 232-265. 
62 See Hartog (1988) 260-309 on Herodotean autopsy. 
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lands function as an ethnographic device, offering foreign peoples as 
the object of Greek observation and enquiry.63 
In the late fifth century, interest in vision took on a new 
urgency.64 Goldhill has shown that under Athenian democracy the act 
of being a spectator was inextricably bound up with the act of being a 
citizen, whether in the theatre, the law-courts, the assembly, or other 
state rituals and institutions, and therefore that viewing itself became a 
political act. He argues that an evaluative, judging, analytical form of 
viewing became an ideal of civic participation;65 the speeches of 
Demosthenes and Aeschines, for example, show a repeated concern 
with the nature of spectatorship, invoking the power of the citizens to 
watch and judge their own and their opponents' actions.66 This period 
saw a new self-consciousness about the effects of viewing, and an 
anxiety about the way viewers could be manipulated, deceived and 
controlled, especially given the context of the Sophistic Enlightenment 
and the association in Athenian thought between persuasive rhetoric 
and persuasive display.67 Gorgias' Helen claims that sight acts as a 
63 See especially Hartog (1988) 230-237 on thomata. Hartog's reading is opposed by 
Munson (2001) 232-265. Herodotus also uses claims about the visibility of what he 
describes (<pocvepoC;; ct. also TO Oc<pOCVEC;) to back up his arguments; his use of visual 
lang uage recalls the termi nology of the Pre-Socratic philosophers and early medical 
writers, indicating that for Herodotus vision is associated with the acquisition of 
knowledge: Thomas (2000) 190-212, 221-228, 249-269 (discussed further in 
chapter 6). See Herodotus' story of Gyges and the wife of Candaules: in a near-
quotation from Heraclitus 22 B lOla (D.-K.), Candaules informs Gyges that the eyes 
are more trustworthy than the ears (Hdt. 1.8). 
64 Goldhill (2000) 175 makes a "tentative suggestion of an increasing focus on 
visuality as the century progresses." 
65 Goldhill (1998a) 106-109, (1999) 1-10 and (2000). 
66 Goldhill (2000) 169-172. 
67 Worman (2002) 149-192. 
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form of compulsion against which resistance is futile (DK 828 15-19).68 
Thucydides' representation of audience responses to spectacle depicts 
sight as capable of stirring up emotions so powerful that the 
spectators' critical judgements about what they see are lost;69 
Thucydides' Cleon berates the Athenians for becoming the "spectators 
of speeches" (theatai ton logon) of others, rather than relying on their 
own sight to make judgments (3.38) - for failing to use vision in the 
appropriate way.70 
The anxiety about the effects of vision associated with Athenian 
democracy is apparent in the work of Xenophon's contemporary, Plato, 
who uses the language of vision to express philosophical 
enlightenment, in particular through the term theoria, which can also 
describe the missions of state ambassadors to observe foreign 
festivals, and therefore has specifically democratic connotations (see 
below). This term appears most strikingly in the allegory of the Cave in 
the Republic, which represents the philosophical ascent to knowledge 
through the escaped prisoner's sight of the sun (7.514a-517c).71 
However, as well as treating sight as a means of philosophical 
revelation, Plato is also famously suspicious of the illusory nature of 
68 Gorgias claims that the sight of a hostile army makes the viewer forget law and 
honour, and flee (15-16), and that a terrifying sight even has the power to drive 
people mad (17); he concludes that if it was the sight of Paris that caused Helen to 
run away with him she cannot be held accountable (19). 
69 Walker (1993) 356 discusses the spectacle of the departure of the Athenian fleet 
from the Piraeus for Sicily (6.30-31), and the spectators' reaction to the naval battle 
at Syracuse (7.71): "In the Piraeus scene, the outstanding spectacle of the Athenian 
fleet all but overwhelms the Athenians' misgivings about the wisdom of the 
expedition as a whole ... conflicting feelings of hope and lamentation are alleviated by 
the impressive sight (apsis) of the powerful Athenian fleet ... ". 
70 Goldhill (2000) 172-173. 
71 Gold hill (2000) 166-169; Nig htingale (2001) and (2004). 
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the phenomenal world.72 As in other democratic literature, vision may 
provide knowledge, but may also deceive. 
The specific ways in which vision took on meaning In the 
intellectual context of Xenophon's time indicate that Xenophon's use 
of vision must be understood as participating within an Athenian 
democratic discourse of vision concerned with the nature and security 
of Athenian identity. Indeed, in an important article, whose argument I 
discuss in detail in chapter 2, Goldhill has shown how a short passage 
from the Memorabilia, in which Socrates discusses the effects of sight 
and display, can be understood in terms of the construction of the 
democratic Athenian citizen. 73 This thesis takes these historical 
findings further - in relation both to the study of Xenophon and to the 
history of ancient vision. In my discussion of Xenophon's use of sight 
in his representation of Spartans and non-Greeks, I show that, in this 
author at least, the interest in the effects of sight manifested in late 
fifth and early fourth century Athenian literature goes beyond a 
72 This contradictory attitude has been described by Bartsch (2000) 71-73 and (2006) 
37-38, 41-56, in her discussion of Plato's representation of the mirror. In Alcibiades 
1, Socrates advises Alcibiades that self-knowledge can be achieved by the 
philosophical equivalent of observing oneself in a mirror - by allowing one's soul to 
behold itself in the soul of another through the process of dialectic (132d). However, 
in the Theatetus the mirror is the purveyor of false visions in the way that it reverses 
the image it reflects (193c-d), while in the Republic the concrete world around us is 
compared in its unreality to the visions seen in a mirror (10.596d-e). 
73 Goldhill (1998a); Mem. 3.10.1-3.11.18. With the exception of this article, 
Xenophon's interest in vision has received very little attention. Other scholars who 
mention Xenophon's representation of sight and display tend to do so as part of a 
discussion of other issues, such as dance or dress. See in particular Wohl (2004) on 
dance in the Symposium, which discusses how response to display is theorised by 
Socrates (discussed in chapter 2); and Azoulay (2004a) on dress in the Cyr. and Too 
(1998) on "seeming and being" in the Cyr., which both consider how Cyrus' method 
of visual self-presentation relates to his method of rule (see chapter 4). See also 
Dillery (2004) on Xenophon's representation of processions. Powell (1989) and 
L'Allier (2004) discuss Xenophon's treatment of vision in the context of the 
representation of Spartans and Asians, respectively: see chapters 5 and 3 for 
discussion of their approaches. 
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concern with the identity of the Athenian citizen within the polis, to 
encompass a broader concern with the place of the Athenian in the 
social, political and cultural context not only of Greece, but of the 
wider world. 74 
Reading vision in Xenophon 
What can Xenophon's scenes of sight tell us about his conception of 
Athenian, and Greek, identity? In the Anabasis, Cyropaedia, Lak. Pol. 
and Agesilaus, viewing is largely cross-cultural: we are shown Greeks 
looking at barbarians, barbarians looking at Greeks, and different 
Greek groups looking at each other, frequently in situations of political 
struggle or conflict. The representation of internal spectators viewing 
and responding to events invites the reader to consider how far his or 
her own responses tally with or diverge from those presented. 75 
Indeed, in various places in his texts Xenophon invites the reader to 
look at what he describes. 76 Xenophon's scenes of spectatorship allow 
74 Cf. Dillery (2004) 274 on Xenophon's representation of public processions, which 
he argues contain features reminiscent of Classical civic processions but also 
anticipate the processions of Hellenistic rulers: "Xenophon was thinking in ways that 
clearly went beyond conventional, polis-centred attitudes: the imagined spectators 
were not simply local citizens, but much larger, regional audiences." 
75 In his discussion of enargeia in Greek historiography, Walker (1993) 355-63 shows 
that the concept of the reader as a viewer of a text's action was a concern of ancient 
literary criticism; he notes Plutarch's comment on Thucydides' description of the 
responses of spectators to the battle of the Athenian fleet at the harbour at Syracuse 
(Thuc. 7.71) - that Thucydides makes the reader into a spectator (8ECXT~V) who 
experiences the same responses as those who witnessed the eve~t (0 yoOv 
00UKUbibl1<; aEl Tq> AOyq> TTPO<; TCXUTI1V <Xj.JlAACXTCXl T~V EvapYElCXv, olov 8ECXT~V 
TToliiacxl TOV aKpocxT~V KCXl T<X YlVOj..lEVCX TTE Pl TOU<; OPWVTCX<; EKTTAI1 KTlK<X KCXl 
TCXPCXKTlK<X TTa811 Tol<; avcxYlvwaKoualv EVEpyaacxa8cxl AlXVEUOj..lEVO<;, PI ut. De g/or. 
Ath. 347a). Cf. Feldherr (1998) 4-12 for the visual role of the reader in Greco-Roman 
historiography; also G. Zanker (1981) and Webb (1999) on ancient enargeia and 
ekphrasis. 
76 Xenophon both directly addresses the reader as a viewer ("you would see"; 
"someone present would see"), and invites the reader to view through the impersonal 
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us to access how each of his texts constructs the identity of its implied 
reader. We can ask whether the implied reader is invited to identify 
with the text's internal spectators, or to be alienated from their 
responses;?7 we can also investigate the political consequences of the 
reader's response. 78 
My approach is informed by theoretical discussions of viewing In 
studies of modern culture, which have revealed the relationship 
between sight and identity. Feminist scholars in film theory in the 
1970s and 1980s, most notably Laura Mulvey, E. Ann Kaplan and 
expression "it was possible to see": Lak. Pol.: 1.10,2.14,9.1, 13.5; eyr.: 1.3.3,4.2.8, 
8.1.33,8.8.27; Ages.: 1.25-27,2.14,8.1,8.7; An.: 1.5.8,1.5.9, 1.9.13; Hell.: 3.4.16-
18,6.4.16, 7.2.9. 
77 As with the concept of "identity" discussed above, "identification", a term often 
associated with psychoanalysis, must be understood as a process of social, political 
and cultural self-construction. See S. Hall (1996) 2-3 on the problems of political and 
cultural identification. Freud's analysis of a child's development towards adulthood 
involved his progression through various stages of identification with, and separation 
from, one or other parent ("the Oedipal complex"); Lacan's concept of the "mirror 
phase" describes the child's sight of himself in a mirror as allowing his first self-
identification as an independent subject separate from his mother: see Alcoff (2006) 
62-67; Silverman (1983) 126-194. There has been much discussion in literary and 
film theory about the workings of audience identification. See Silverman (1983) 201-
215 for discussion of the way that camera angles, cuts and editing are employed so 
as to manipulate the audience's identification with a film's characters, a process 
described through the term "suture": "The operation of suture is successful at the 
moment that the viewing subject says, "Yes, that's me," or "That's what I see"" (205). 
See in particular the discussion of the shot / reverse shot technique (201-204): the 
shot/ reverse shot, where the camera presents a visual field, such as a view of a 
landscape, and then reverses its direction to show a character gazing into the 
camera, produces the impression that the first shot is the view seen by the character 
shown in the second shot. The effect is to obscure the controlling presence of the 
camera; this produces suture, the construction of a subject position for the audience 
through identification with the character's visual experiences. See also Scheler (1970) 
and Silverman (1992) 185-213 for discussion of the different forms of identification, 
which can involve the audience's sense of being like a character and sharing a 
character's experience ("idiopathic" identification), or alternatively of not being like a 
character, but of wishing to be like them and aspiring to some aspect of their 
experience ("heteropathic" identification). 
78 Cf. Griffith (1998), who interrogates the tendency of tragedy, a democratic genre, 
to invite identification with members of transgressive ruling families: "Monarchy is 
represented in Greek tragedy as being at the same time both a disreputable 
challenge to, or negation of, democratic norms, and a desireable and irresistible 
object of admiration and fascination" (43). 
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Teresa De Lauretis/9 investigated the involvement of viewing in the 
construction of gender identities, arguing that in Western commercial 
cinema, especially Hollywood cinema, the act of looking is gendered so 
that the male is presented as the one who views, and the female as the 
object of view: 80 the male viewer is constituted as an active, 
empowered subject, whereas the female is denied subjectivity. This 
conception of vision imagines looking as an act of empowerment 
which is owned by men, a theoretical move which has been termed 
"the male gaze". More recently scholars have developed and nuanced 
this model to consider the variety of positions a spectator can adopt, 
examining, for example, the experience of the female viewer. 81 
More importantly for our purposes, the act of looking has also 
been revealed as implicated in the construction of race and ethnicity 
through its use as an assertion of racial or colonial power, a concept 
usually referred to as "the imperial gaze". E. Ann Kaplan has examined 
how Western commercial film employs a visual language which denies 
black and Asian people control over how they are seen, as well as 
denying their ability to look at and pass judgement on whites;82 hooks 
analyses representations of black people, particularly black women, in 
mainstream American film, advertising and popular culture to show 
how they are persistently objectified and sexualised;83 and Mary Louise 
79 Mulvey (1975), Kaplan (1983) and De Lauretis (1987). 
80 Cf. Berger (1972) 47. Berger argued that there are different "ways of seeing" 
represented in Western art which codify a gender hierarchy: "Men look at women. 
Women watch themselves being looked at." 
81 See Sturken & Cartwright (2001) 72-108. 
82 Kaplan (1997). 
83 hooks (1992). 
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Pratt's study of 18th-20 th century travel writing has examined how the 
Western traveller's position as an empowered and assertive agent in 
control of his or her environment is formulated by his or her role as a 
viewer of African or Latin American people and landscape, rendered 
passive before the Western gaze.84 
However, the power created In vision IS complex. It relies not 
only on the action of a controlling gaze, but on the viewed person's 
sight of and response to the fact of being observed. Frantz Fanon's 
critique of the operation of colonial power in Black Skin, White Masks 
emphasises the necessity of the complicity of the "native" in his or her 
own subjugation. He describes the experience of a loss of self which 
overcomes the colonial subject when exposed to the gaze of 
colonialists,85 as well as the mixture of alienation and desire which 
inform his or her gaze back at the colonialists. 86 
Foucault's examination of the uses of vision in 18th and 19th 
century criminal punishment has similarly revealed the necessity of the 
viewer's complicity in his or her own incorporation into systems of 
domination. In his discussion of Jeremy Bentham's Panopticon, 
Foucault describes how the prisoners in their cells are continuously 
visible to the overseer in a central control tower, whose power depends 
84 Pratt (1992). Similarly, Urry (2002) has argued that Western tourism structures 
specific forms of visual experience, as tourists' gaze at "sights", in their search for 
the romantic, the extraordinary and the "authentic", is mediated by their cultural and 
economic separation from the places they visit. 
85 Fanon (1967). Fanon famously recounts his painful realisation of his own 
blackness, and its codification by whites as something different, horrifying and to be 
objectified, when subjected to the white gaze: he describes his feelings of alienation 
from his own body and person on hearing a white child cry out at the sight of him, 
"Mama, see the Negro! I'm frightened!" (112). 
86 See Gandhi (1998) 14-20; hooks (1992) 116. 
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not only on his sight of the prisoners, but on the prisoners' ability to 
see the control tower, and simultaneously their inability to see whether 
there is at any moment someone inside the tower looking out at them. 
The effect is that they are in a continual state of anxiety about being 
seen, and control their behaviour: "He who is subjected to a field of 
visibility, and who know it, assumes responsibility for the constraints 
of power; ... he becomes the principle of his own subjection."87 
Sight can also be disempowering when the viewer is confronted 
with spectacular display. Foucault discusses the necessity of the 
complicity of the viewer for the effectiveness of the spectacle of public 
torture and execution as a means of social control. He argues that the 
effectiveness of the display on the torturer's scaffold for the 
production of state power relies upon the spectator's identification 
with the executioner as the legitimate upholder of the law, so that the 
crowd acquiesces and participates in the ritual of execution; it also 
requires identification with the victim as a suffering body, in order to 
inspire fear and obedience. However, importantly, the subtleness of 
this balance of responses produces a danger that identification with 
the victim will move the spectator into resistance and civil 
disobedience: Foucault describes moments when the crowd changed 
its allegiance, attacking the executioner and rescuing the victim. 88 
These approaches can usefully inform our reading of Xenophon 
by pointing up the various ways in which viewing can produce 
87 Foucault (1977) 202 -203. Cf. Foucault (1980) 155. 
88 Foucault (1977) 58-65. See also Bell (2004) 1-10 on collusion and dissent in the 
reactions of crowds at the fall of Ceau~escu. I discuss the issue of resistance and 
dissent as a response to display in chapter 4. 
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relationships of power and identity. Viewing can place the viewer in a 
position of dominance and security, but it can also be a destabilising 
and disempowering experience: importantly, political positioning is 
produced in the viewer's response to sight, and therefore can shift or 
be challenged. 89 As we shall see, Xenophon's scenes of cross-cultural 
sight produce a range of responses. The reader's experience of foreign 
peoples is sometimes a confident, distanced viewing of the exotic; yet 
frequently the secure position of the reader as a viewer of foreign 
sights is put at risk. Through the complexity of responses to viewing, 
the Anabasis, Cyropaedia, Lak. Pol. and Agesilaus do not only reinforce 
the ethnocentrism of the reader, but also challenge it. 
Xenophon's language of vision 
I treat the subject of visuality in Xenophon not only in passages 
marked by the use of specific visual vocabulary, but also in more 
broadly defined scenes of display and visual self-presentation; a 
narrow linguistic focus would not do justice to the richness of 
Xenophon's concern with the visual. However, I also consider the 
resonances and implications of the different terms used for vision and 
the visible as they arise. Xenophon uses a variety of terms to express 
sight. The verb op6cw often implies to see with a sense of recognition 
89 Kaplan (1997) 135-291 compares Western commercial film to the work of 
independent women film-makers of black and Asian origin to investigate how a non-
exploitative filmic language could be developed, which grants control over the gaze 
to non-whites. hooks (1992) 115-131 considers examples of what she calls lithe 
oppositional gaze": the ways in which black audiences have read white 
representations of them "against the grain" to reassert some control over their 
meaning, and have found ways to "look back" at whites. Cf. Urry (2002) 9, 59-73, on 
how people living in places visited by tourists take control of their environment to 
offer artificially constructed sights for economic gain. 
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or understanding. The phrase we; OPCXTE ("as you see") is used 
rhetorically to imply that since those addressed can see what is being 
indicated, by necessity they must acknowledge the truth of the claim 
being made about it, which is sometimes deceptive (Hell. 3.2.18; An. 
2.1.4,4.6.7,5.5.21,5.6.28,6.4.17). 
The verb ~AEnw (with various prefixes) can imply a socially 
meaningful look. Socrates uses this term when he asks whether there 
is a friendly and a hostile way to look at someone (TO TE qnAocppOVWe; 
KCXl TO EX8pwC; ~AEnElV npoe; TlVCXe;; Mem. 3.10.4); Seuthes says he 
wished to gain power so as not to have to look towards the table of 
another (Ocno~AEnwv, An. 7.2.33); the modesty of the Spartan 
Paidiskoi means that they are allowed to look at no-one (nEpl~AEnElv 
bE IJl1bCXIJOL, Lak. Pol 3.4); and OcvTl~AEnElv is used to describe the 
inability, through shame or fear, to return someone's gaze (Hell. 
5.4.27; Cyr. 3.1.23; Ages. 1.34; also Ocvcx~AEnElv: 1.4.12 Cyr.).90 
The verbs 8ECxOIJCXl and 8EWPEW and their cognates have been 
discussed by Goldhill as terms especially associated with spectatorship 
in the context of the institutions of Athenian democracy; he notes their 
increased use in tragedy as the fifth century progresses, with very rare 
90 Cf. the term TTEpi~AETTTO<;, being "looked at from all sides", which implies social 
prestige. The impressive reputation of the Spartans is indicated through their 
description as the most looked at people in Greece (TTEpl~AETTT6TCXTOl, Hell. 7.1.30); 
Autolycus is understood to desire to be looked at from all sides (TTEpi~AETTT6<;, Sym. 
8.38) for having benefited friends and glorified his country (see also: Cyr. 6.1.5, 
Hiero 11.9); Nichomachides complains that the Athenians have elected as general a 
merchant who had never been looked at from all sides in the cavalry (TTEpi~AETTTOV, 
3.4.1 Mem.). Cf. the ironic use of TTEpi~AETTTO<; in the Cyropaedia, when Artabazus, 
who has been hoping to be honoured by Cyrus but is not, complains that he is 
looked from all sides because he waits all day to speak to Cyrus without eating or 
drinking - ie. he has been treated in such a way that the looks of others do not imply 
the prestige he deserves (Cyr. 7.5.53). 
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uses In Aeschylus but frequent uses in Sophocles and Euripides. 91 
0Ewpew can operate as a technical term for the travel of state 
delegates on missions to foreign festivals, and 9ECxOIJ<Xl can imply 
presence at public ritual more generally.92 Both are used to suggest 
gaze at a spectacle, and can imply a reflective, evaluative viewing 
associated with the political engagement of the democratic spectator 
(see the discussion of the history of democratic viewing above). 
In Xenophon 9Ewpew and cognates can describe the viewing of 
festivals: they describe travel to foreign spectacles longed for by Hiero 
(Hiero 1.11 and 11.10) and Cyrus the Younger's viewing of the 
Arcadians' Lycaean festival (An. 1.2.10). The verb is also used to 
describe Agesilaus viewing the removal of captured property (Hell. 
4.5.6), the Persian King's brother viewing the Greeks pass by in an 
impressive formation (An. 2.4.25-26), Cyrus the Younger viewing his 
army performing a military review (An. 1.2.16) and the Greeks' gaze at 
the so-called Jason's Cape on the Black Sea coast (An. 6.2.1); it implies 
a sense of active and engaged spectatorship. 
0EOcOIJ<Xl, 9E<XTriC; and their cognates can also be used for 
spectatorship of festivals (Hipparch. 3.1, 3.2, 3.5; Hiero 1.11; An. 
4.8.27; Lak. Pol. 4.2) and other public spectacles, such as sacrifice (An. 
6.4.15). It is used of watching the dance troupe in the Symposium 
(2.12), and is often used of gazing at something pleasurable (e.g. 
Mem. 2.1.31), beautiful (e.g. Abradatas as a beautifu I sight, eyr. 
91 Goldhill (2000) 174-175. 
92 Goldhill (2000) 166-167. 
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6.4.11) or impressive (e.g. it is used to compare gazing at a well 
disciplined army to gazing at a successful chorus, Cyr. 1.6.18). 
Interestingly, it can express the sight of a spectacle which is exotic 
(Dec. 8.11: viewing a Phoenician ship; An. 1.5.8: spectacle of Persian 
discipline; Ages. 8.7: viewing the house of Agesilaus in Sparta) or 
unusual (Mem. 3.11.2-3: viewing Theodote; eyr. 5.1.7-8: viewing 
Panthea). It implies looking at a sight that particularly draws the eye, 
as in the term Oc~lOeE()(TOC; ("worth looking at": discussed in chapter 
6).93 
The last major verb of sight used by Xenophon is e()(U~Oc~W, "I 
look with wonder" (with the noun e()(o~()( and cognates).94 It occurs in 
the proems of the Lak. Pol. (1.1-2), Cyropaedia (1.1.1, 1.1.6) and 
Memorabilia (1.1.1), setting out the Spartans, Cyrus the Great and the 
Athenian decision to execute Socrates as open to wonder which 
prompts investigation. 95 The term appears frequently in Xenophon's 
scenes of cross-cultural response. 96 Its use in Herodotus has been 
discussed by Hartog in terms of its function as an ethnographic 
marker; he argues that it sets up the object described as an exotic 
93 See Ages. 2.14: gazing at the battlefield in the aftermath of the battle of Coronea; 
Cyr. 5.4.11: Gadatas expresses the desire to gaze at Cyrus after he defeats the 
Assyrians. 
94 For the visual connotations of this term and its etymological connection to 
SEOcoJ,JeXl see Frisk (1958) 656; Chantraine (1984) 425. 
95 On the relationship between wonder and investigation see Arist. Metaph. 
1. 982 b12-13; PI. Tht. 15 5d3; and Llewelyn (1988). 
96 Out of 50 uses of the verb ScxuJ,JOc~w and its cognates in the Cyr., 33 occur in a 
cross-cultural context, describing the responses both of internal audiences and of 
the narrator: 1.1.6, 1.4.20, 2.4.9, 4.2.14, 4.2.28, 4.5.20, 4.5.37, 4.6.4, 4.18.12, 
5.1.6, 5.1.18, 5.1.27, 5.2.9, 5.2.12, 5.2.20, 5.4.7, 5.4.13 (2 uses), 5.4.19, 5.4.44, 
5.4.43, 5.5.11, 6.1.12, 7.1.6, 7.2.29, 7.3.2, 7.5.2, 7.5.25, 8.2.5, 8.2.13, 8.2.14, 
8.4.6, 8.8.11. In the An. 18 out of 29 uses are cross-cultural: 1.2.18, 1. 8.16, 1.9.24, 
1.10.16,2.1.2,2.1.10,2.3.15,2.3.16,2.5.15,2.5.33, 3.1.27, 3.2.35, 3.5.13,4.2.15, 
4.8.20,5.7.18,6.3.23,7.7.10. 
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oddity available to the wonder of the ethnographer. 97 However, 
Hartog's politicised reading of 8()(O~()( has been challenged by Munson, 
who stresses its narratological effects. 98 As well as curiosity, 8()(O~()( 
suggests awe.99 Prier argues that in Homer the term 8()(O~()(, especially 
in the phrase 8()(O~()( loeu8()(l, suggests something that is divine, yet 
which IS not entirely separate from the human world: "the thauma 
idesthai is lodged squarely between the loci of the gods and 
humans".lOo As will become clear, 8()(O~()( in Xenophon combines 
alienation and identification. 
Other terms used frequently in scenes of visual response are 
O(,TTOOEiKVU~l / E:TTlOEiKVU~l and cognates, and (f)()(VEP0C; (cf. Oc(f)()(vrlC;). 
In Herodotus these terms imply the demonstration of knowledge, as 
claims are justified through statements of visibility; they recall the 
language of early medical writers and Presocratic philosophy.lol 
However, in later writing these terms are associated with the Sophists 
and with forensic and epideictic oratory; display becomes associated 
with deception or manipulative allure. 102 In Xenophon both these sets 
of connotations of display and visibility - as providing access to 
97 Hartog (1988). 
98 Munson (2001) 234. 
99 Cf. the Armenian king's envy of his son's tutor in the Cyr.: KCXl EYW EKElVLp, eCP'l, 
Ecp90vouv, on I-IOl EboKEl TOOTOV TIOlELV CXlJTOV I-ICXAAOV 9cxu1-I0c<ElV ~ El-le ("I envied 
him because he seemed to me to make [my son] wonder at himself more than at me": 
3.1.39). Cf. also Cyrus' attempt to bolster the status of his followers by trai ni ng them 
... 1-I'lbE I-IETCXaTPECP0I-IEVOl ETIl gecxv l-I'lbEVO<;, w<; oubEv 9CXUI-I0c<OVTE<; (" ... not to turn 
at the sight of anything, as if they wondered at nothing": Cyr.8.1.42). 
100 Prier (1989) 96. See his discussion of the armour of Rhesus, described as 9cxOl-lcx 
lbea9cxl (II. 10-436-441). Dolon says that the armour is not suitable for mortals, but 
for the immortals. As Prier notes, the armour "is quite clearly "other" in origin. It is, 
however, in the hands or in the sight of mortals and hence a property of the "this"" 
(95). 
101 See Thomas (2000) 190-212, 221-228, 249-269. 
102 Worman (2002) 149-192 . 
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knowledge but also potentially as manipulative - are at play (see 
further discussion in chapter 6).103 
However, not all uses of visual vocabulary imply a specifically 
visual meaning. The verb opw is often used rhetorically in phrases like 
"I see that ... " or "do you not see that ... 7" in contexts which have more 
to do with recognition or understanding than vision. Similarly, the verb 
cXTIObElKVU~l and its cognates can refer to display through speech as 
well as to visual display, as can the term cpavEpo<;. We are told in the 
Memorabilia that Socrates displayed himself as self-controlled more 
through his deeds than through his words (eYKpaTEOTEpoV T01<; epyol<; 
n TOLe; XOYOle; EaUTOV eTIEbElKVUEV, 1.5.6), and that in regard to his 
attitude to religion, he was visible / apparent in deed and word 
(cpavEpo<; ~v Kal TIOlWV Kal AEYWV, 1.3.1) conforming to the 
instruction of the Pythia, to follow the custom of the state. Words as 
well as deeds are open to be described as "displayed" or "visible".104 
103 See Goldhill (1999) 3-4 on the ambiguities of ETTloEl~l<; in fifth century thought. 
104 This is an ambiguity directly addressed by the Mem .. Hippias attacks Socrates for 
criticising the views of others but not offering an argument (uTTeXElV Xoyov) or 
revealing his own opinion (yvWI.Hlv cXTTocp()(lVEa9()(l, 4.4.9). Socrates retorts that he 
never ceases to display what actions he considers to be just ax OOKEl ~Ol OlK()(l()( ElV()(l 
ouoev TT()(UO~()(l cXTIOOElKVU~EVO<;, 4.1.10). When Hippias asks how this constitutes an 
argument (K()(l TTOlO<; o~ aOl, eCP'l, OUTO<; 6 Xoyo<; EO'TlV; 4.4.10), Socrates replies ''''If 
not in argument / words," he said, "I display it in my actions. For do you not think 
that actions provide better evidence than arguments / words?"" (El oe ~r1 Xoytp, eCP'l, 
cXXX' epyw cXTTOOElKVU~()(l. A ou OOKEl aOl cX~lOTEK~()(PTOTEPOV TOO Xoyou TO epyov 
ElV()(l; 4.4L.10). Display is understood as comparable to but different from rhetorical 
exposition. A distinction is drawn between display as action and display as speech 
which indicates self-consciousness about a tension within the meaning of "display" -
a tension which Socrates attempts to manipulate. When, in spite of this exchange, 
Hippias goes on to use cXTTOOElKVU~l to describe Socrates' speech ("It is c1e~r that 
even now, Socrates, you are trying to avoid displaying your opinion", O~Xo<; El, eCP'l, 
J., ~WKP()(TE<;, K()(l vOv Ol()(CPEUYElV EYXElPWV TO cXTTOOElKVUa9()(l yvw~'lV, 4.4.11) the 
more active meanings of the term nevertheless remain in the reader's mind. 
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How this thesis is structured 
Let us now turn to some close readings of Xenophon. 10s In chapter 2 
take a look at the uses of vision in the texts which do not form my 
main concern, the technical works, Hiero, Socratic works and He lie n ica , 
in order to contextualise my discussion of cross-cultural vision in the 
central chapters of this thesis. I will show that viewing in Xenophon is 
concerned with the construction of identities and political positioning, 
in a variety of different contexts. In chapters 3 and 4 I turn to a 
detailed examination of the Anabasis and Cyropaedia to consider the 
specific issues that arise in the viewing of non-Greeks; in chapters 5 
and 6 we will look at the Lak. Pol. and Agesi/aus to see how cross-
cultural vision is imagined when those represented are Greek, but 
Spartan. Although I place two "non-Greek" texts beside two "Spartan" 
texts, it must be noted that all four of these texts are very different 
from each other in genre, purpose and rhetorical strategy, and use 
vision in rather different ways. My discussion is alive to the differences 
between texts, as well as the similarities, taking each text seriously as 
a piece of literature in its own right. Nevertheless, this bipartite 
structure is useful in allowing the different strands of Xenophon's 
political thought to emerge through juxtaposition: each set of texts 
can inform us, respectively, about the place of Asia and the place of 
Sparta in Xenophon's imagination, revealing how they function in the 
construction of Greek self-consciousness. 
105 Quotations from Xenophon use the Oxford Classical Texts editions of E.C. 
Marchant: Hell.: Marchant (1900); Mem., Sym. & Dec.: Marchant (1921); An.: 
Marchant (1904); Cyr.: Marchant (1910); Cyn., Peri Hipp., Hipparch., Hier., Lak. Pol. & 
Ages.: Marchant (1920). 
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2. Vision, power and political positioning in Xenophon 
In order to introduce the main texts with which we will be concerned, 
the Anabasis, Cyropaedia, Lakedaimonion Politeia, and Agesilaus, I 
would like first of all to look at the uses of viewing in Xenophon's 
other works: throughout Xenophon's corpus vision is repeatedly 
represented, discussed and theorised in a wide variety of contexts. It 
will be my contention that the representation of vision and display in 
Xenophon is implicated, in different ways, in the production of power 
relations and political positioning, depending on the interests of the 
text within which it occurs. I argue that although visual interaction in 
Xenophon is always involved in the formation of political relationships, 
in those texts which deal with the representation of foreign cultures 
such scenes become more complex and conflicted: viewing and 
responses to sight become a means of working through problems of 
cross-cultural interaction, and thus a means of articulating, and 
interrogating, the nature of Greek identity. 
A good place to start our investigation of vision in Xenophon is 
with the 1998 article by Simon Goldhill, "The seductions of the gaze: 
Socrates and his girlfriends,"l which takes as its focus an episode of 
viewing from the Memorabilia, Socrates' encounter with the hetaira 
Theodote (3.11). In this scene, Socrates and his companions go to look 
at Theodote while she is being painted by an artist, on account of her 
reputation for a beauty which is beyond description (3.11.1). On 
1 Goldhill (1998a). 
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arriving and looking at her, Socrates asks his companions whether they 
ought to be more grateful to Theodote for displaying her beauty to 
them, or whether Theodote ought to be more grateful to them for 
looking at her ('0 OcVbPE<;, eCP'1 6 ~WKPOcT'1<;, 110TEPOV ril,HX<; bEL 1,J(XAAov 
riIlLV, OTl €SEOCUOcIlESOC; 3.11.2). He asks "Is it not so that if the display 
is more beneficial to her, she ought to be more grateful to us, but if 
the sight is more beneficial to us, then we ought to be grateful to her?" 
(&p' ELIlEV TOCUT[l WCPEAlllWTEPOC €CJTlV ri €l1ibEL~l<;, TOCUT'1V rillLv XOcPlV 
EKTEOV, EL bE rillLV ri SEOC, rilllX<; TOCUT[l; 3.11.2). He goes on to insist 
that it is Theodote who gains most benefit: she gains their praise and 
will profit yet more when they spread the news about her, whereas 
Socrates and his companions will be overcome by longing to touch 
what they have seen (<Lv €SEOCUOcIlESOC €l1lSUIlOUIlEV Oc4JOCUSOCl) and will 
leave excited and full of desire (3.11.3).2 
Goldhill places this passage, and the dialogue between Socrates 
and Theodote that follows it, in the context of the preceding chapter of 
the Memorabilia, in which Socrates visits a painter, a sculptor and an 
armourer (3.10). Socrates asks Parrhasius the painter if painting is the 
representation of what is seen (YPOCcplKr; €CJTlV ELKocuioc TWV 
OPWIlEVWV, 3.10.1) and then asks if he tries to depict the soul of those 
he paints, to which Parrhasius objects that the soul is not visible (ll'1bE 
2 On this passage see also Morales (2004) 25-27 and Davidson (1997) 120-121, 
123-125, 128-130. 
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OAWC; OPCXTOV EOTlV, 3.10.3). Socrates argues that the nature of the 
soul is visible: 
!AtAAOc jJ~v KCXt TO jJEYCXAOlTPElTEC; TE KCXt EAEU8EPlOV KCXt TO TCXTTElVOV TE 
KCXt OcVEAEU8EPOV KCXt TO aW<ppoVlKOV TE KCXt <pPOVljJOV KCXt TO 
U~PlOTlKOV TE KCXt OcTTElPOKCXAOV KCXt OlOc TOO TTpoaWTTou KCXt OlOc TWV 
OXlljJOcTWV KCXt EOTWTWV KCXt KlVOUjJEVWV OcV8PWTTWV OlCX<pCXLVEl. 
"Nobility and freedom, lowliness and slavery, self-control and good 
sense, arrogance and vulgarity are revealed in the face and in the 
gestures of men whether moving or at rest." (10.5) 
Socrates' conclusion is that it is more pleasurable to look (t,OlOV op6cv, 
3.10.5) at the beautiful, good and lovable than the shameful, wicked 
and hateful. Similar issues are raised in the conversations with the 
sculptor and armourer. 3 
Goldhill notes that "Socrates' conclusion is designed to introduce 
the ethical - the qualities of a good citizen - into the process of visual 
representation";4 he argues that in the discussions with the painter, 
sculptor and armourer, how to look is made a fundamental problem 
for the construction of Athenian identity. He reads the viewing of 
Theodote in the same light, suggesting that in his dialogue with 
Theodote Socrates is able to subdue the threat that she is imagined to 
pose to male self-sufficiency by himself replacing her as the object of 
desire, leaving her longing for more contact with him (rather than the 
3 The sculptor is advised that he must represent the activities of the soul (Ta T~C; 
4JUX~C; EPYex, 3.10.8) in his statues (3.10.6-8). The conversation with the armourer 
reveals that good armour is not ornamented armour but armour that fits the wearer, 
and therefore that a beautiful appearance is of less value than usefulness (3.10.9-
15). 
4 Gold hill (1998a) 111. 
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other way around);5 however, in doing so Socrates himself risks 
becoming just as much of a dangerous and disruptive figure as 
Theodote.6 
Goldhill's reading is of fundamental importance, because it 
places what is, on the face of it, a rather curious episode, with its 
highly theoretical philosophising about the nature of looking, within 
the social and political context of democratic Athens; the 
representation of vision is revealed as closely implicated in a discourse 
of Athenian self-consciousness. This approach is very useful for 
thinking about the significance of vision and display elsewhere in 
Xenophon's works. Indeed, the construction of identity through vision 
will be one of my principal concerns, as I trace the specific ways in 
which identities are formed, and contested, in moments of visual 
interaction in a variety of cultural settings. 
However, Goldhill's reading of the relationships produced by 
sight - the specific ways in which identities are constructed in the 
viewing of Theodote - IS problematic. Suggesting that Theodote's 
status as a hetaira - not a gune, who must obey her husband, or a 
porne, who can be bought - gives her an independence which makes 
her a threat to male power, he argues that "Looking at a beautiful 
woman is useful, even beneficial for her, but it is unsatisfying and even 
dangerous for the (male) viewer".7 Goldhill positions his reading of 
Xenophon in relation to the debate among cultural historians on the 
5 3.11.15-18; Goldhill (1998a) 120-122. 
6 Goldhill (1998a) 122-123. 
7 Goldhill (1998a) 116. Cf. "Male self-determination - self-sufficiency - is set at risk 
by the fig ure of the hetaira," (113). 
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applicability of the model of the empowered "male gaze", as posited by 
feminist film theorists of the 1970s and 1980s, to the ancient world -
the question of whether ancient viewing inscribes gender oppression 
by producing an empowered male subject and a disempowered female 
object of the gaze, as it often does in mainstream Western cinema. s 
Whereas Richlin, following the work of Kappeler on pornography, 
argues for the continuity of the "male gaze" from the ancient to the 
modern world,9 Goldhill uses the viewing of Theodote to stress 
discontinuity.lO He reads the viewing of Theodote as a fundamentally 
unsettling process, in which the security of male Athenian identity is 
set at risk. 
There are a number of problems with this reading. Despite 
Socrates' claim that she benefits from the encounter, Theodote is not 
presented as a powerful figure in this scene. Although, unlike the art 
objects of 3.10, Theodote speaks, as Goldhill himself notes, "her lines 
8 See discussion in chap.!. The Greeks' rather different conception of the mechanics 
of vision, as revealed in ancient optical theories of intromission and extramission, 
could be read to imply a more reciprocal model of visual relationships: Jay (1993) 30. 
Intromission, where particles emanate from an object and penetrate the eye (a theory 
broadly associated with the Atomists, Leucippus, Democritus, Epicurus and Lucretius) 
and extramission, where the eye emits rays which strike an object (a theory 
associated with the Stoics, Ptolemy and Galen) both imagine vision as an active, 
bodily encounter akin to the sense of touch; the viewer and the object of view are 
therefore not as separate as they are in modern conceptions of vision. See Van Hoorn 
(1972); Simon (1988); Morales (2004) 15-16. However, theoretical discussions of 
optics do not necessarily tell us that much about how vision was thought about in 
the wider culture. See Morales (2004) 31: "It is impossible to ascertain for sure the 
degree to which optical theories remained specialised areas of knowledge, or how 
much they became assimilated into everyday thought. Moreover, the reciprocal 
relations observed in materialist accounts of optics are by means the only models of 
visuality. When we come to some symbols and metaphors of vision, we find power 
structured very differently." 
9 Richlin (1992a); Kappeler (1986). See also Morales (2004) 30-34. 
10 Goldhi" (1998a) 123. Cf. 115: "The gaze, for Xenophon's Socrates, even -
especially - when directed by a man at a beautiful woman, is not a unilinear process 
of objectification". Cf. Cairns (2005) 138, who argues that Greek vision and visibility 
are interactive and reciprocal. 
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will be carefully directed by Socrates."ll She may derive "benefit" from 
being looked at, but it is surely a most questionable "benefit" - the 
attraction of clients who will use her body: although hetaira and not 
porne, she is still a prostitute. 12 As Morales points out, Socrates' 
comparison of Theodote to a plate of food to be served to men 
(3.11.13) renders her "passive and there to satisfy male hunger".13 
Unlike other scenes in book 3 in which Socrates offers advice to his 
interlocutors, such as his advice on how to become a successful 
general (3.1.1-11) or his advice on how to become a successful cavalry 
commander (3.3.1-15), Socrates' advice to Theodote on how to be a 
successful prostitute (3.11.4-18) is not aimed at teaching her how to 
raise her social status above others, but how to make herself 
compliant and subservient to others. 
My reading is supported by comparison with the representation 
of erotically motivated viewing elsewhere in Xenophon's works: the 
claim of the dangerous power of the erotic object of viewing occurs 
repeatedly, including elsewhere in the Memorabilia,14 yet frequently 
11 Goldhill (1998a) 116. 
12 Although Goldhill may well be right that the hetaira could be thought of by male 
Athenians as a threat to their control of women's bodies, this does not make the 
hetaira a model of female power. Although the distinctions within the ancient 
terminology for sex-workers are important, a focus on such issues must not obscure 
the realities of the lives of those forced to sell their bodies. See Davidson (1997) 73-
108. 
13 Morales (2004) 32. 
14 In Socrates' condemnation of Critobulus for having kissed the handsome son of 
Alcibiades Socrates compares looking at a beautiful boy to being bitten by a , -
venomous spider: OUK ola8' on TOOTO TO 8'1piov, 0 KcxAoOal KCXAOV KCXl WPCXLOV, 
TOaOl)TW 8ElVOTEPOV EaTl niJv q>cxAcxyyiwv, oatp EKELVCX j.J€V a4JCxj.JEvcx, TOOTO 8€ 
ou8' a~Toj.JEvOV, ECxV TlC; CXUTO 8E<XTCXl, Evi'1ai n KCXl TICxVU TIpOaW8Ev TOlOOTOV 
WaTE j.JcxivEa8<Xl TIOlELV; ("Don't you know that this creature which they call the 
beautiful and lovely is more terrible than venomous spiders, since spiders produce 
their effect by contact, whereas it does not require contact, but if someone even 
looks at it, it can inject even from quite a distance something which drives them 
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these episodes fail to depict the one who is desired and viewed as a 
powerful figure. Following the viewing of Panthea by Araspas in the 
Cyropaedia, which takes place after her capture as war-booty when 
she is being allocated to Cyrus as a concubine (Cyr. 5.1.4-7), Cyrus 
claims that he will lose all power over himself if he looks at Panthea 
(5.1. 7 -8): ... El VUVl aoO OcKouaoc<; OTl KOCAri EO"Tl nEla8riaoIJOCl EA8Elv 
8EOCaOIJEvo<;, OUbE nOcvu IJOl aXOAr;<; oual1<;, bEbolKOC IJrl nOAl> 8<XTTOV 
EKEivl1 oc68l<; OcvocnEia[l KOCl nOcAlv EA8Elv 8EOCaOIJEVov· EK bE TOUTOU 
'(awe; (Xv OcIJEAriaoce; <Lv IJE bEL npOcTTElV Koc8VIJI1v EKEivI1v 8EWIJEVO<;. 
(" ... if hearing from you that she is beautiful persuades me to go to see 
her now, even though I do not have much leisure, I fear that she in turn 
will much more quickly persuade me to come to see her again. 
Consequently I would perhaps sit gazing at her, neglecting what I need 
to do." 5.1.7-8).15 Cyrus further claims that he risks becoming 
Panthea's slave, even though Panthea is the one who has just been 
enslaved, with Cyrus her master. 16 
mad?" Mem. 1.3.13). As in the viewing of Theodote, the expected effect is a loss of 
self-control, in this case through madness; the act of looking is described in 
pathological terms as the onset of poisoning or illness. Socrates' advice is "Whenever 
you see someone beautiful, flee as fast as you can" (oTTonxv 'lo[le; TlVc)( KCXXOV, 
CPEUYElV TTPOTPOTTOcOflV, 1. 3.13). 
15 Cyrus' assertion that Panthea herself will persuade him to return to look at her is 
highly misogynistic: it denies her lack of agency in the encounter. 
16 Cyrus describes men who succumb to passion as enslaved to those they desire 
(OOUXEUOVTOce; yE Tole; Epw~evOle;, 5.1.12) and as "bound by some necessity stronger 
than if they had been bound in iron" (OEOE~evOUe; laxupoTep~ TlVl OeVOcYK[l A El EV 
alo~ptp EoeOEvTo, 5.1.12). Cf. the transfer of the lang uage of captivity and 
compulsion from Panthea to the one desiring her: when Araspas is sent to watch over 
Panthea we are told that he is captured by desire (~XiaKETo epwTl, 5.1.18) and that 
desire seizes him and compels him to try to seduce her (XflCP9Ele; epwTl T~e; 
YUVCXlKOe; ~vcxYKOca9fl TTpoaEvEYKElv Xoyoue; CXlJTr;, 6.1.31). Ironically, he resp~nds by 
threatening her with rape (~TTEiXflaE TO YUVCXlKl 'on El ~~ ~OUXOlTO EKoOacx, <XKouacx 
TTol~aol TcxOnx, 6.1.33. Cf. T~V ~icxv, 6.1.33; ~lOc-CEa9cxl, 6.1.34). 
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However, Araspas' description of the experience of viewing 
Panthea emphasises, and eroticises, her powerlessness and distress.17 
When she is told that she will be Cyrus' concubine, she cries out and 
tears her clothing (5.1.6): Araspas' reaction is to say that he could now 
see her face, neck and hands through her torn clothes, and that all 
those who saw her were overwhelmed by her beauty (5.1. 7). Panthea's 
visual effect does not place her in a position of power because she 
does not want to be looked at. As Morales notes, "Power is not just the 
ability to have an effect on someone, it is the capacity to control that 
ability, to use it if and when a person wants to, and for its effect to be 
a desired effect."ls Panthea's subsequent treatment, as she IS 
threatened with rape by Araspas and manipulated by Cyrus, stresses 
her vulnerability.19 
The erotic viewing of beautiful boys is often treated in a similar 
way. In the Symposium the visual effect of Autolycus is compared to 
the power of a king and to physical compulsion (Sym. 1.8-9),20 yet the 
17 In Araspas' description, the confident, scrutinising gaze of himself and the other 
men as they survey the captured women is emphasised (nEplE~AelJJoc~Ev, 5.1.4), 
whereas Panthea is described as looking at the ground (Ete; y~v opwaoc, 5.1.4). Her 
powerlessness is stressed: she sits on the ground; she is dressed like her servants; 
she weeps; she stands with a submissive posture (ev TocnElvq> ax~~ocn, 5.1.5). Cf. 
Richlin (1992b) on the eroticization of female distress. 
18 Morales (2004) 162. Her comment concerns the very similar description of the 
powerful visual effect of the abject Leucippe in Achilles Tatius. 
19 Panthea has been read as an active, assertive figure, exerting influence over Cyrus 
and the other men around her to her own ends. Baragwanath (2002) 133 claims that 
Panthea and Cyrus enjoy a "reciprocal relationship based on philia". See also 
Cartledge (1993 b): despite recog nisi ng the viewing of Panthea (5.1.4-7) as "a 
fragrant pot-pourri of the male gaze, visual striptease, and feminine pathos" (12), he 
asserts that "Pantheia mounts a challenge to the stereotypical Men: Women polarity" 
(13). _ 
20 EuSue; ~EV ouv evvo~aoce; ne; T(X YlYVO~EVOC ~y~aocT' <Xv <puaEl ~ocalAlKov n 
KOcAAOe; ElvOCl, (XAAWe; TE KOCt <Xv ~ET' OCtbOOe; KOCt aw<ppoauvne;, KocSOcnep AUTOAUKOe; 
TOTE, KEKT~TOCi ne; OCUTO. npWTov ~EV yap, wanep OTOCV <peyyoe; n ev VUKTt <pocv[i, 
nOcvTwv npoO'OcYETOCl T(X O~~OCTOC, OUTW KOCt TOTE TOO AUToAuKou TO KaAAOe; navTWv 
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wider representation of Autolycus, who barely speaks in the 
Symposium, emphasises his shyness, diffidence and dependence on 
his father and his lover, Callias. The viewing of Cleinias by Critobulus 
(Sym. 4.12, 4.21-24) functions in a similar way: Critobulus claims to 
lose all personal agency in looking at Cleinias,21 yet he makes this 
claim in order to explain his pride in the power of his own beauty over 
others. Just as Cleinias has this effect on him, he argues, so too can he 
have this effect on other people. 22 Critobulus does not explain his 
erotic power by describing his experience of being looked at, but 
resorts to comparison with his experience of looking at another. 
Although the power of the erotic object of view is insisted upon, the 
text shies away from allowing the reader to identify with someone in 
such a position or imagine their experience: it is only the experience of 
the viewing lover which is of interest. An important exception to these 
examples is offered, however, by the viewing of Cyrus the Great as a 
young boy by Artabazus in the Cyropaedia (Cyr. 1.4.27-28), where 
ElAKE nxc; 04JElC; npoc; O<lJTov, ("Someone considering the matter would conclude that 
beauty is kingly in nature, especially when someone possesses it along with modesty 
and self-control as Autolycus did then. Just as when a light shines forth in the night 
it draws the eyes of all to it, so did the beauty of Autolycus drag the eyes of all 
towards him," 1.8-9). Note, however, that it is Autolycus' beauty, not Autolycus 
himself, which exercises compulsion. Cf. eyr. 5.1.9: Araspas asks whether " ... the 
beauty of a person is sufficient tQ force someone to act contrary to what is best 
against their will" (. .. lKOCVOV ElVOCl KCxAAOC; <xv8pwnou <XVOCYKCx~ElV TOV ~~ 
~OUAO~EVOV npCxTTElV nocpa TO ~EAnOTov). 
21 Critobulus states "I would more gladly gaze at Cleinias than at all the other 
beautiful things in the world. I would choose to be blind to all oJher things than to 
Cleinias alone." (vOv yap eyw KAElVlOCV ~blOV ~Ev 8EW~OCl ~ T<XAAOC TTCxVTOC _TcX ev 
<XV8PWTTOlC; KOCACx' TUCPAOC; bE TWV <XAAWV dcnCxvTwv ~CXAAOV bE~ocl~I1V CXV ElVOCl ~ 
KAElVlOU EVOC; OVTOC;, 4.12). Socrates describes how Critobulus' gaze at Cleinias was 
like the gaze of someone looking at the Gorgons (WCJTTEP Ol TcXC; ropyovocC; 
8EW~EVOl) - he stared at him as if turned to stone, never left his side and was 
incapable of even blinking (4.24). Critobulus compares his relationship to Cleinias to 
a slave's relationship to his master (4.14). 
22 Critobulus informs his audience: "I would walk through fire with Cleinias, and I 
know that you would do the same with me" (eyw yoOv ~ETcX KAElVlOU KCXV blcX TTUPOC; 
lOll1V' olboc b' on KOCt u~ElC; ~ET' e~oO, 4.16). 
Cyrus retains control: Cyrus later takes advantage of Artabazus' claim 
to be overwhelmed by the sight of him23 when he uses Artabazus in 
order to gain influence over the Medes (4.1.23).24 I return to these 
episodes in my discussions of individual texts below. 
Although Socrates' analysis of the viewing of Theodote presents 
a theory of female empowerment through exposure to the gaze of 
men, we must be wary of allowing the philosophical theorisation of 
viewing to obscure or override how viewing is actually represented as 
functioning in this scene. 25 As Morales points out, in ancient culture 
viewing is imagined in a variety of different ways, some highly 
theoretical, which "mayor may not be related to the ideologies of 
23 Artabazus tells Cyrus: OUK ola~cx, CPcXVCXl, <1 KOpE, OTl KCXl oaov aKCXpbCXIJUTTW 
Xpovov, ncXvu nOAu<; IJOl bOKEL ELVCXl, on OUX opu> aE TOTE TOlOOTOV QVTCX; (Cyr. 
1.4.28) ""Do you not know, Cyrus," he said, "that even so long as it takes me to blink 
seems to me to be an extremely long time, because I then do not see you, such as 
you are."" 
24 Cyrus uses Artabazus to perform a de-facto coup, getting him to persuade the 
other Medes to desert their commander Cyaxares for him. In co-opting Artabazus to 
his side, Cyrus tells him: NOv b~ au b'1AwaEl<; El cXA'1S~ EAEYE<;, OTE ECP'1<; MbEaScxl 
SEWIJEVO<; EIJE. (Cyr. 4.1.23) "You will now show whether you spoke the truth when 
you said that you took pleasure in gazing at me." Cyrus chooses Artabazus as 
intermediary specifically because he can exert complete control of him: see Gera 
(1993) 167 and Nadon (2001) 92. 
2S As indicated in the above discussion, the male viewing of women in Xenophon 
often seems to function as an assertion of male power: see also e.g. Ischomachus' 
viewing of his wife (Dec. 10.2-13) and Murnaghan (1988) (for a contrary view of the 
wife's position see Gini (1992-3), Pomeroy (1984) and Scaife (1995». There are, 
however, two examples of powerful women viewers in Xenophon. The Cilician Queen, 
Epyaxa, in the Anabasis and Mania in the Hellenica are independent political leaders, 
who are described watching the military exploits of their troops from a carriage: the 
Cilician Queen watches the mercenary Greek force, which she has financed, 
performing a military review for their commander, Cyrus the Younger (An. 1.2.12-
18), whereas Mania watches her mercenaries (again Greek) capture new cities for 
Pharnabazus (CXUT~ bE ECP' aPlJcxlJcX~'1<; SEWIJEV'1, Hell. 3.1.13). However, they are not 
represented as straightforwardly powerful figures; the Cilician Queen's response to 
the sight of the Greeks is to run away (see discussion in chapter 3 for the 
complexities of power relations in this passage), and Mania comes to a grisly end, 
murdered by her son-in-law Meidias because he cannot bear to be ruled by a woman 
(Hell. 3.1.14). 
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viewing In contemporary practice".26 Further, it could be argued that 
the very claim of the "power" of female beauty over men is in itself 
inherently misogynistic: it opens the way for women to be blamed for 
their effect on men while removing responsibility from the men 
themselves, and thus becomes a tool of oppression. This does not 
mean that Socrates' claim of the danger of viewing should not be taken 
seriously as a mark of how vision is thought about and valued. As we 
shall see in due course, the allure or deceptiveness of display and its 
potential to subjugate the viewer is an important concern in 
Xenophon's representation of viewing in the contexts of political or 
cultural difference, especially in situations of class and ethnic conflict: 
the concept of viewing as a struggle for power and agency - as 
involved in political positioning which is often problematic - lies at the 
heart of Xenophon's treatment of vision. 
Let us now turn to Xenophon's various uses of vision. In my 
discussion of the Cynegeticus, On Horsemanship and Cavalry 
Commander, I examine how vision is involved in the construction of 
elite Athenian identity and in the anxieties of elite self-conception 
within the context of Athenian democratic ideology. In the Hiero, vision 
and display become ways of marking different political roles and 
investigating the workings of political power. The Symposium, 
Memorabilia and Oeconomicus a", in different ways, deploy scenes of 
26 Morales (2004) 34: "We should not reject the Kappeler/Richlin model of 
objectification through the gaze because ancient optical theories and philosophical 
discussions tend to present a less unilinear model of how vision works." See also 34 
n.139, where she notes that Goldhill (1998a) is "too dismissive" of this model. 
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vision or the use of visual language to investigate and challenge the 
nature of Athenian self-consciousness, especially by staging a contest 
between the values embodied by the eccentric, but alluring, figure of 
Socrates and normative Athenian sensibilities. Finally, I turn to the 
Hellenica, to introduce the issues which will form the chief concern of 
this thesis: the use of vision in the representation of relationships 
between different Greek or non-Greek groups. I hope to indicate that 
although in Xenophon vision is always a matter of political positioning, 
viewing and responses to sight become more problematic, fraught and 
contested in the context of cross-cultural interaction and conflict. 
Technical works: Cvnegeticus, On Horsemanship, Cavalrv Commander 
I begin by looking at the focus on vision and display in Xenophon's 
works on hunting, riding and cavalry training - Athenian cultural 
institutions of fundamental ideological importance for elite self-
definition. The Cynegeticus evinces concern with the visual effect of 
the hunt: not only is it necessary that the dogs are the correct colour 
(4.7-8) and are not misshapen and ugly to look at (<XIJOP<POl bE K<Xl 
<XlUXP<Xl Op6cUS<Xl, 3.3), but the correctly organised hunt should create 
a spectacle which has an overwhelming effect on its viewers: OUTW bE 
eTIix<xpi eOTl TO SE<XIJ<X, WOTE OUbEl<; OaTl<; OUK exv lb<l>v lXVEUOIJ EVOV , 
EUPlUKOIJEVOV, IJET<xSEOIJEVOV, OcAlUKOIJEVOV, eTIlAOcSOlT' exv E'l TOU 
, , 
EPLpl1· 
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"So pleasurable is the spectacle, that if anyone saw [a hare] tracked, 
found, chased and caught he would forget whatever else he loved", 
(5.33.) 
This concern can be read in terms of the production of socio-
political values: as Johnstone notes, "the hunt was meant to be both 
beautiful, that is, an elite spectacle to be seen, and ennobling, that is, 
morally good in a class specific way".27 The hunter's elite identity is 
constructed both through his pleasurable sight of the spectacular hunt 
and through his own participation in that spectacle before the eyes of 
others. The production of elite identity through both seeing and being 
seen emerges in the text's discussion of apET~: 
~<; OTl IJEV Epwalv CXTH)(VTE<; EUOI1AOV, OTl oE oux TTOVWV eaTl TUXELV 
()(UTiic;, Ol TTOAAOl a<plaT()(VT()(l. TO IJEV yOcp K()(TEpyaa()(aS()(l ()(UT~V 
OeOI1AOV, Ol oE TTOVOl Ol EV ()(UTO EVOVTE<; <P()(VEpoi. '(aw<; IJEV 06v, El rlv 
TO aWIJ()( ()(uTiic; OiiAOV, ~TTOV <Xv rllJEAOUV Ol OeVSPWTTOl apETiic;, 
,. ,_ t' ", t _ ,,, _, , t' EKElVI1<; OPWVT()(l. OT()(V IJEV Y()(P Tl<; OP()(T()(l UTTO TOU EpWIJEVOU, ()(TT()(<; 
lV()( IJtl o<pSO UTT' EKElVOU. UTTO oE Tii<; apETii<; OUK OlOJ..lEVOl 
ETTlaKOTTELaS()(l TTOAAOc K()(KOc K()(l ()(lUXPOc EV()(VTlOV TToloOalv, OTl ()(UTOl 
EKElVI1V oUX opwalv, ri oE TT()(VT()(XOO TTapEaTl OlOc TO ElV()(l aSaV()(TO<; 
K()(l TllJ~ TOUC; TTEPl ()(UTtlV ay()(Souc;, TOU<; OE K()(KOU<; aTllJa~El. El o6v 
27 Johnstone (1994) 227. Cf. Gray (1985), who arg ues for the unity of the text as a 
work of moral instruction, not just technical instruction. 
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ElbEIEV TOOTO, OTl 8EexTexl exUTOUe;, lElVTO (XV ETTl TOUe; TTOVOUe; Kexl T<XC; 
TTexlbEuaEle; exle; OcAlaKETexl ~6Ale;, Kexl KexTEpy6c~OlVTO (XV exUT~V. 
"That all men desire (Virtue) is clearly apparent / visible, but because 
she must be gained through toil, many men give up. For conquering 
her is invisible, whereas the toils associated with her are visible. It may 
be that if her body were visible, men would be less careless about 
Virtue, knowing that just as she is apparent to them, so they are seen 
by her. For whenever someone is seen by his beloved, every man 
becomes better than himself and neither says nor does anything 
shameful or bad, in case he should be seen by him. But because men 
do not think they are seen by Virtue, they do bad and shameful things 
in her presence, because they do not see her. But she is present 
everywhere because she is immortal, and she honours those who are 
good in regard to her, but scorns those who are bad. If men knew that 
she watches them, they would long for the toils and the training by 
which she is with difficulty captured, and they would conquer her." 
(12.18-22) 
Vision is involved in the production of values, and thus in social 
positioning, which, as Johnstone (above) notes, can be understood as 
class specific. Vision is imagined both as a form of social policing (as 
the gaze of Virtue at men ensures their attempt to achieve, but also 
conquer, virtue) and as ensuring self-policing (as the men's sight of 
Virtue is the prerequisite for the power of her gaze over them): vision 
is imagined as constructing socio-political relationships which are 
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complex. 28 The production of elite identities functions through a highly 
self-conscious network of interlocking gazes. 
A similar concern occurs in the Cavalry Commander and the On 
Horsemanship with the spectacular display of horses; as Vilatte has 
argued, in these texts the horse is imagined to display the excellence 
of the master, and is therefore an important ideological signifier. 29 As 
with the choice of dogs in the Cynegeticus, in On Horsemanship an 
important criterion in the choice of a horse is how it looks: wide 
nostrils "display the horse as more formidable / gorgon-like" 
(YOPYOTEPOV TOV lTITIOV aTIOOElKvuoucrl, 1.10),30 whereas a double 
back is "more pleasant to look at" (lOElV nOiwv, 1.11). 
Further, a major concern is how to control the appearance of a 
horse in order to create a particular response in the spectator: after a 
description of a technique for making the horse bound forward 
elegantly, we are told 
KO<l Ol 8EW~EVOl TOV lTITIOV TOlOOTOV ETIlKO<AOOcrlV EAEu8eplDv TE KO<l 
E8EAOUPYOV KO<l lTITIO<crT~V KO<l 8U~OElOri KO<l cro~O<pov KO<l &~O< nouv 
TE KO<l yoPyov lOElv ... (10.17) 
28 This passage is also of interest in terms of its presentation of gender: although 
Virtue is a personification and is described as immortal, she is imagined as female 
and is eroticized. Men are said to desire her (epwolv), a verb specifically associated 
with erotic desire, and she is compared to an eromenos, a young boy who is 
normatively the passive love object. Men's relation to her is described in terms of 
their conquest of her (KocTEpyexaoca8ocl, 12.19; KOCTEpyex~OlVTO, 12.22): the verb 
KOCTEpyex~OIJOCl can mean "conquer" or "subdue", as well as "acquire" or "achieve". She 
is also described as being captured (cXAlaKETocl, 12.22). Although men are controlled 
by her when they see that she sees them, the passage does not set Virtue up as a 
figure of power, but as open to being seduced and conquered. Cf. the discussion of 
the viewing of Panthea in eyr. S.1.4-17. 
29 Vilatte (1986) 274. 
30 Cf. the more gorgon-like (YOPYOTEpOCV) appearance of the horse which stands with 
hind legs well apart (1.14). 
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"Those who see such a horse call it noble, a willing worker, good to 
ride, high-spirited, impressive, and both pleasing and formidable / 
gorgon-like to look at." 
As Vilatte notes, "Xenophon cite avec ironie les exclamations 
populaires, car il sait que cette belle attitude n'est que Ie fruit de la 
maltrise de I'homme sur Ie cheval et non la marque de la spontaneite 
de l'animal".31 Display is understood as open to manipulation. This 
text's repeated use of the adjective yopy6v (which can be translated as 
"terrible", "formidable", but which derives etymologically from ~ 
ropyw, the Gorgon)32 to describe the desired visual effect of the horse 
hints at the potentially overwhelming power of the sight over its 
viewers: 
OUTW oE KOCl EOTlV 6 ~ETEWpiswv EocuTov 'lTITIOe; crcp6opoc [n KOCAOV n 
OElVOV n] dcYOCOTOV [n 8OCU~OCOT6v], we; TI6cVTWV TWV OPWVTWV KOCl 
VEWV KOCl YEPOClTEPWV TOe 5~~OCTOC KOCTEXElV. OUOEle; YOUV OUTE 
dcTIOAEiTIEl , " OCUTOV " OUTE 
, , 
OCTIOCYOPEUEl " , EOT " OCV TIEP 
ETIlOElKVUIlTOCl TrlV Aoc~TIp6TIlTOC. (11.8-9) 
"A prancing horse is so very beautiful, terrible, admirable and 
wondrous, that it takes hold of the eyes of all who see it, both young 
31 Vilatte (1986) 274. 
32 1.10, 1.14, 10.5, 10.17, 11.12. Cf. yOPYOUj,JEVOC;, of a stallion prancing before 
mares (Peri Hipp. 10.4). See also Hipparch. 3.11, where yopyoC; describes a cavalry 
procession. According to Chantraine (1984) 233, the term yopyoC; is derived from 
yopywnoc;, which itself derives from the proper noun ~ ropyw, found in Homer and 
Hesiod. The term may recall the shield blazon, often shown as a Gorgon in Greek 
vase painting. The adjective yopyoC; (in positive, comparative and superlative) is used 
by Xenophon in a variety of contexts: eyr.: of successful soldiers (4.4.3; 5.2.37); 
Sym.: of someone possessed by a god (1.10); Lak. Pol.: of Spartan men (11.3). In all 
examples except eyr. 4.4.3 and Sym. 1.10, yopyoC; is a deliberately contrived effect. 
Cf. also T<XC; ropyovcxC; (Sym. 4.24): looking at the beautiful Cleinias is compared to 
looking at the Gorgons-his lover Critobulus is unable to look away but stares at him 
stonily (Al8ivwC;). See Vernant (1991) 111-41 on the contexts of gorgon termi nology. 
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and old alike. At any rate no-one either departs or grows tired of 
looking at it, as long as it displays its brilliance."33 
Viewing is described as a physical compulsion. The production of elite 
identity is imagined as an assertion of power. 
However, this raises a problem: who should control this power? 
In the description of cavalry processions, the text evinces concern over 
whether horses should be manoeuvred so as most effectively to display 
the troop leader, or the troop as a whole. A horse managed in the 
correct way makes the rider look like a god or hero (ETTl TWV TOlOUTWV 
btl lTTTTOCs6~EVOl tTTTTWV KOCl SEOl KOCl tlPWEC; ypixcpOVTOCl, KOCl (XVbPEC; 
Ol KOCAW<; XPW~EVOl OCUTOlC; ~EYOCAOTTPETTElC; CPOCiVOVTOCl, "It is on 
horses such as these that artists depict gods and heroes riding, and 
the men who can manage such horses well have a magnificent 
appearance," 11.8). Yet in a cavalry troop, the leader "should not try to 
make himself the single brilliant figure, but rather should try to make 
the whole troop appear worth watching" (ou bEL OCUTOV TOOTO 
anoubixsElV, OTTW<; OCUTOC; ~6voC; AOC~TTPOC; EOTOCl, OcAAOc TTOAU ~6cAAOV 
OTTW<; OAOV TO ETT6~EVOV Oc~lOSEOCTOV CPOCVElTOCl, 11.10).34 Despite the 
interest in the production of elite identity, this concern seems rooted 
33 This idea of the horse as "shining" or "brilliant" occurs throughout this passage: 
nOcvT(x T(X KOcAALOT()( K()(l A()(~npOT()(T()( enLbELKVUa9()(L (11.6); cf. 11.10, 11.11. 
34 After a description of a leader prancing forward but his troops following at a walk, 
the question is posed "What can there be brilliant in such a sight?" (eK be T()(lH'1<; T~<; 
04JEW <; TL &v K()(l A()(~npOV yeVOLT' <Xv; 11.11). However, if the leader leads in such a 
way that all horses appear Eu9U~OT()(TOL (most spirited), YOPYOT()(TOL (most 
formidable / "gorgon-like") and EUo")('1~OVeO"T()(TOL (most graceful), then not only he 
but all those accompanying him appear worth watching (WOTE ou ~ovov ()(UTO<; eXAAcX 
K()(l nOcvTE<; Ol (J"u~n()(pEnO~EvoL eX~L0ge()(TOL &v <P()(LVOLVTO, 11.12). 
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In democratic ideology:35 the passage hints at a fear that the power 
available in display might be open to misuse. 
There is a similar tension in the Cavalry Commander, which 
instructs the potential cavalry leader on how to make the cavalry 
displays for various Athenian festivals worth watching (Oc~lOSEOcTOUe;, 
3.1) and how to make the other city displays as beautiful as possible 
(KOcAAlOTCX ETTlOEi~El, 3.1). The concern here is with the benefits that 
accrue to the city, which depend not only on the display of the 
individual leader but on the display of the group: TTOAl> EOTl TTp6e; Tile; 
TTOAEWC; EUOO~OTEPOV Tn Tile; cpuAile; ACXIJTTPOTflTl KEKOalJilaSCXl A 
IJOVOV Tn ECXUTWV OTOAn ("From the point of view of the city, it is far 
more glorious [for the commanders] to be adorned by the brilliance of 
the cavalry troop than only by their own equipment," 1.22). However, 
although, as in On Horsemanship, this statement indicates a concern 
to regulate the power of the individual, it also imagines the cavalry 
troop as an adornment to its leader. 
Attention is paid to creating the required response in the 
audience: 36 the status of the commander is created through the 
production of processions which are "good, beautiful and pleasant for 
the spectators" (Ocycx80c KCX l KCXAOc KCXl TOlC; SECXTCXlC; rlOECX EOTCX l, 3.5). 
However, the processions do not only construct the power of the 
cavalry leader, but display the military power of the state: lances are to 
35 See Seager (2001) on Xenophon's interest in the conflict between individual and 
community advantage. 
36 For the festival processions the audience is imagined as composed of both men 
and gods (TTcXVTCX ETTl8E8ElY~Evcx EOTon KCXl Tol<; SEol<; KCXl Tol<; cXVSPWTTOl<;, 3.4); we 
are told that the processions must be "most pleasing to both gods and spectators" 
(Tole; SEole; KEXCXPlO'~EVWTcXTCXe; KCXl Tole; SECXTCXle;, 3.2). 
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be pointed between horses' ears so as "to be fearsome and stand out 
, 
and appear numerous" (cpO~EPOc TE Kal EUKplVr; ecrEcr9al Kal &~CX 
nOAAOc cpavElcr9al, 3.3); in the sham fight the spectacle should appear 
yopyov (formidable, "gorgon-like"), crE~vov (solemn) and KCXAOV 
(beautiful) (3.11-12); and manoeuvres are to be engineered "to appear 
more warlike and more terrible" (noAE~lKWTEPOc TE CPCXivEcr9cxl (Xv KCXl 
KalVOTEpa, 3.13). In mimicking successful warfare, the cavalry 
produces a spectacle of the power not of any individual, but of the 
city.37 
Hiero 
This concern with the political ramifications of vision also occurs in the 
Hiero, a discussion of tyranny staged between the Syracusan tyrant 
Hiero and the poet Simonides, where it is used to articulate different 
forms of political status. Simonides begins the discussion of the 
differences between the life of the private citizen and the life of a 
tyrant by suggesting that tyrants enjoy more pleasure through their 
use of their bodily senses, the first of those mentioned being sight 
(1.4).38 Hiero counters this claim: 
npWTOV IJEV yap EV Tole; Ola Tne; OllJEwe; 9EOcIJacrl AOYl~O~EVOe; 
EupicrKW IJElOVEKToOVTae; TOUe; TUpOcVVOue;. <XAAa IJ€V YE EV <XAA[1 XWP~ 
37 See Dillery (2004) 260-264 on the combination of the religious and the military in 
the cavalry processions of the Hipparch., which he sees as indicating a new 
development in the history of the Classical procession. 
38 As Gray (1986) points out, the statements of Simonides about the benefits of a 
tyrant's life in this portion of the text (which are each quickly refuted by Hiero) must 
be read as ironic. Gray compares Simonides to Socrates: as in a Socratic dialogue, 
Hiero is led to reach a self-critical concl usion (ie. that he gai ns nothi ng from ruli ng in 
the way that he does) through responding to the apparently simplistic assertions of 
his opponent. 
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EOTlV oc'~l08EOCTOC· ETIl oE TOUTUJV EKOCOTOC Ol J,JEv lOUi>TOCl EPXOVTOCl KOCl 
ElC; TIOAElC; &C; (XV ~OUAUJVTOCl 8EOCJ,J<XTUJV EVEKOC, KOCl Elc; Tac; KOlVac; 
TIOCVI1VUPElC;, Ev80c v' & oc'~lo8EOCT6TOCTOC OOKEL ElvOCl OcV8PWTIOlC; 
O"uvocVEipETOCl. Ol oE TUPOCVVOl OU J,J<XAOC OcJ,JCPl 8EUJpiocC; EXOUO"lV. 
"First of all, in regard to the sights perceived through vision, I find on 
considering the matter that tyrants are at a disadvantage. In every land 
there are things worth seeing. On account of this, private citizens 
travel to whichever cities they wish for the sake of their sights, and to 
the public festivals where the things reputed to be most worth seeing 
are gathered together. But tyrants have nothing to do with missions to 
festivals." (1.11) 
Hiero explains that it is too risky for a tyrant to expose himself to a 
crowd (1.12); he also claims that he is unable to watch spectacles at 
home, as hardly any good purveyors of spectacles (Ol ETIlOElKVUJ,JEVOl) 
turn up, and those that do charge exorbitantly for their services (1.13). 
As Goldhill has noted, in this passage how one sees is understood to 
be an expression of political role;39 spectatorship is valued in such a 
way that it makes sense to think about the difference between tyrants 
and citizens in terms of their differential ability to look at interesting 
sights. Here sight is valued primarily in terms of pleasure. 
Elsewhere in the text it is the tyrant himself who is imagined as 
on display. When Simonides suggests that the tyrant's luxurious 
possessions are evidence of his superior happiness, Hiero retorts: 
39 Goldhill (1999) 7 and (2000) 168-9 discusses this passage in regard to its use of 
the terms eEex~ex and eEwpiex to mean travel to view a foreign festival. He argues that 
eEwplex implies travel to festivals as a state delegate, whereas eEex~ex indicates 
presence at festivals in any capacity. 
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J..IEV <TO> TIA~SOe; TWV OcVSPWTIWV, 'j W LLJ..IWVLOI1, 
E~OCTIOCTaO"SOCL UTIO T~e; TUPOCVVlOOe; OUOEV TL Soc UJ..Ia1::w· J..IaACX Y<XP 0 
DXAOe; J..IOL OOKEl oo~a1::ELv opWV KCXL EUOOClJ..lOVOce; TLVCXe; E[VCXL KCXt 
OcSAlOUC;· Ii bE TUpOCVVLe; T<X J..IEv OOKOOVTCX TIOAAOO lX~LCX KT~J..ICXTCX E[VCXL 
OcVETITUYJ..IEVOC eEaO"SocL <pCXVEP<X TIaO"L TICXPEXETCXL, T<X oE XCXAETI<X EV 
TOClC; lVUXOClC; TWV Tupavvwv KEKTI1TOCL OcTIOKEKPUJ..IJ..IEVCX, EVSCXTIEP KCXt 
TO EUbOCLJ..IOVElv KOCL TO KOCKOOOCLJ..IOVElV TOLe; OcVSpWTIOLe; OcTIOKELTCXL. TO 
J..IEv o6v TO TIA~eOe; TIEPL TOUTOU AEAI1SEVCXL, WO"TIEP E[TIOV, ou 
TOOTO J..IOL OOKEl SCXUJ..ICXO"TOV ElvcxL. 
"'I do not wonder at the fact that the majority of people, Simonides, are 
deceived by tyranny. For the crowd seems to me to judge that some 
men are happy and others are wretched wholly by sight. But tyranny 
presents its possessions, seemingly worth much, outspread to be 
gazed upon and visible to all. Yet its troubles it keeps hidden away in 
the souls of tyrants, where both the happiness and unhappiness of 
human beings lies. As I said, I do not wonder that this escapes the 
notice of the crowd; but that men like you do not know this, men who 
seem to see most things more clearly through their mind than through 
their eyes - this seems wondrous to me.'" (2.3-5) 
Sight is presented not only as potentially deceptive, but as open to 
manipulation in the service of political power: the tyrant offers a 
deliberately contrived display to impress, and therefore maintain 
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control over, his subjects. 4o Further, the ability to interpret sights is 
presented as a mark of social positioning: whereas the common crowd 
are taken in by superficial sights, the wise man is capable of "seeing 
through" the charade to access the hidden truth. 41 Uncritical 
acceptance of appearances is presented as a mark of naivety, whereas 
the ability to judge a sight analytically is the sign of the sophisticated 
viewer. 42 Here sight is understood as a means to knowledge; yet the 
text also indicates the potential difficulty of acquiring knowledge 
through sight. 
When, in the later portion of the text, Simonides replaces Hiero 
as the main speaker to insist that Hiero is not going about the 
business of being a tyrant in the right way and should change his 
method of ruling, Hiero's complaints of being unable either to see or 
to be seen in a satisfactory manner are taken up and reformulated. 
Simonides advises that a beautifully decorated palace is less of an 
adornment (K6a~ou, 11.2) to him than a lavishly cared for city; that he 
will appear more terrible to his enemies if the whole city is well-armed 
than if he himself is adorned with the most terrifying arms (OTTAOl<; Of 
40 Cf. PI. Rep. 577, where it is argued that the best judge of a tyrant's life is someone 
who is not dazzled by the tyrant's outward display of grandeur, like a child, but who 
has seen how a tyrant behaves in private when stripped of his props, and can 
therefore observe his inner character. 
41 Gray (1986) 116 cites this passage to note the text's ironic framing, which stages 
the wise Simonides as apparently believing popular notions about tyrants, and being 
"educated" by Hiero. Cf. the presentation of Simonides as wise man at the opening of 
the text (1.1), where Simonides asks Hiero if he can explain something to him, and 
Hiero responds by asking how someone so wise could need anything explaining by 
someone like him. 
42 Cf. Goldhill (2001) 160-162 on Lucian's On the House, where the responses to 
sight of the educated and the uneducated are different: the uneducated gaze in silent 
astonishment, whereas the educated are prompted to speak analytically about what 
they see. 
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nOTEpov TOLe; EKnOCYAOTOcTOle; OCUTOe; KOCTOCKEKOaJ,JI1J,JEVOe; OElVOTEpOe; 
(XV <pOCLVOlO TOLe; nOAEJ,JLOle; ~ Tt;e; nOAEWe; aAI1e; EUOnAOU aOl oual1e;; 
11.3); and that he will adorn (KoaJ,JElv, 11.5) himself more if the 
greatest numbers of competitors go to festivals from his city than if he 
personally sends the greatest number of chariot teams, and if he 
outstrips other rulers not in chariot victories but in the prosperity of 
his city (11.5-8). These requirements are reminiscent of the 
instructions to the leader of cavalry in On Horsemanship, in their 
concern with the display of a community rather than an individual. 
However, in contrast to the democratic Athenian context of that text, 
these instructions are intended to bolster tyrannical power; they focus 
on how Hiero can adorn himselfmost effectively.43 
The positive results of this new method of ruling are imagined in 
terms of a change in Hiero's visual interactions: 
nEpi~AEnTOe; OE WV OUX uno (OlWTWV J,Jovov OcAAa KOCt uno nOAAwv 
nOAEWV Ocyocnq>o Oev, KOCt SocuJ,JOCaTOe; OUK (Oi~ J,Jovov OcAAa KOCt 
Ol1J,JoaLoc nocpa niXalv (Xv E'll1e;, KOCt E~Eil1 J,JEv Oev aOl EVEKEV 
l. 
Oca<pOCAEioce;, E'l nOl ~OUAOlO, SEwpriaovTl nopEuEaSocl, E~Eil1 0' (Xv 
, " " ,," "" . " OCUTOO J,JEVOVTl TOOTO npocTTElV. OCEl yocp ocv nocpoc aOl nOCvI1YUple; Ell1 
TWV ~OUAOJ,JEVWV EnlOElKvUVOCl E'l Tie; Tl ao<p6v ~ KOCAOV ~ OcyocSov 
EXOl, TWV OE KOCt EnlSUJ,JoUVTWV unl1PETEIV. niXe; OE 6 J,JEv nocpwv 
aUJ,JJ,Jocxoe; (Xv E'll1 aOl, 6 OE Ocnwv EnlSuJ,Joil1 (Xv (OEIV aE. 
43 Cf. the very similar reference to the cavalry leader's use of group display as 
personal adornment in Hipparch. 1.22, discussed above. 
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'''You will be looked at from all sides and loved not only by the private 
citizens, but by many states, and you will be an object of wonder not 
only at home, but in public in front of all. In regard to your safety, you 
will be able, if you wish, to travel to see sights, or equally you will be 
able to do this while staying at home. For there will always be a throng 
around you of those wishing to display something wise or beautiful or 
good, and of those longing to serve you. Everyone present will be your 
ally, whereas everyone absent will long to see you.'" (11.9-11) 
Simonides indicates the transformation of Hiero's relationship with his 
people through a transformation in the way that he sees and is seen: 
he will be able to look at sights to his heart's content, and rather than 
being forced to present false appearances to his subjects, all will look 
at him with love. 
Sevieri suggests that Simonides imagines Hiero "as much an 
object of admiration as those public festivals and natural or artistic 
sights he felt himself so painfully excluded from."44 Although this 
passage does imply a degree of equivalence between Hiero's 
pleasurable gaze at spectacles and his subjects' and others' gaze at 
him there are also differences between these forms of viewing. The , 
loving, longing and wondrous gaze of Hiero's subjects implies 
submission to him (as those around him long to please him and to 
serve him), but also, simultaneously, identification with him: as Sevieri 
shows, the Hiero is intimately concerned with the problem of how to 
establish common bonds between the tyrant and his alienated 
44 Sevieri (2004) 284. 
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b· 45 h su ~ects. T e passage poses the problem of what it means to look in 
the context of tyrannical power: simple pleasure in looking seems to 
be the province of the tyrant, whereas for his su bjects looking at the 
tyrant may be a more complex and ambiguous process. 
Memorabilia 
The narratives of the Memorabilia, Symposium and Oeconomicus all 
take place within an explicitly Athenian cultural setting; Athenian 
places and events are referred to,46 and (unlike the representation of 
Sparta in the Lak. Pol.) comprehension of the Athenian way of life is 
assumed. Yet by presenting the personality and arguments of Socrates, 
all three texts, in different ways, open up for reflection the question of 
what it means to be Athenian. 
In the Memorabilia the potential challenge posed by Socrates is 
made explicit by the text's framing as an investigation into Socrates' 
execution. In order to counter the accusations against him the 
Memorabilia presents Socrates as upholding normative values; yet at 
the same time it demonstrates his uniqueness in order to suggest the 
positive benefits he conferred on the city.47 For example, the 
45 Through a comparison with the ambiguous figure of the returning athletic victor in 
epinician poetry evoked by the Hiero's use of Simonides as a protagonist, Sevieri 
(2004) discusses the text's concern with how to overcome the threat which the tyrant 
poses to his city through the affirmation of their common identity. 
46 The conversation between Socrates and Ischomachus in the Gec. takes places in 
the agora, and the narrative of the Sym. takes place in the wake of the Panathenaic 
games, and presents that most familiar of elite Athenian cultural institutions, the 
symposium. 
47 Gray (1998) makes this argument from the point of view of literary genre: she 
demonstrates the participation of the Mem. within a tradition of wisdom literature, 
but also the unusual nature of Socrates' dialectical approach within the context of 
that tradition. 
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Memorabilia insists that Socrates' communication with his divine sign 
was not In any way more strange (K<XlVOTEpOV) than others' use of 
oracles, augury or sacrifices (1.1.3),48 while at the same time 
explaining that those who followed the advice he gave when under the 
influence of his divine sign prospered, whereas those who ignored the 
advice came to grief (1.1.4). This tension between familiarity and 
strangeness lies at the heart of the difficulty of this text, which invites 
the reader to identify with Socrates while at the same time posing such 
identification as problematic: identification with Socrates means a 
rejection of or, at least, a distancing from conventional Athenian 
perspectives, as Athenian values become the object of his and the 
reader's scrutiny. 
This problem IS evident in the text's programmatic opening 
statement of wonder: "I have often wondered by what arguments those 
who indicted Socrates could have persuaded the Athenians that he 
deserved execution by the city" (TToAAaKle; eS<xull<Xu<x TlUl TTOTE AOYOle; 
:AtSnV<XlOUe; ETTElU<XV Ol yp<xllJallEvol LWKpaTnV we; O(~lOe; Ern S<xvaTou 
Tn TTOAEl, 1.1.1).49 As noted in chapter 1, S<xulla~w has visual 
L 
connotations; it is etymologically linked to SEaoll<Xl. The object of 
wonder can be read as twofold: the text offers both Socrates and the 
Athenians as open to investigation and re-evaluation (the terminology 
48 Sedley (2007) 79-80 discusses the contrast between the normalisation of Socrates' 
daimonion, and Socrates' "radically unconventional theology" (80). 
49 A similar declaration of wonder (a()(u~6c-Cw) opens the discussion of Sparta in the 
Lak. Pol. (1.1-2), and of Cyrus and the rise of Persian power in the Cyropaedia (1.1.1, 
1.1.6); a()(o~()( is a privileged term throughout Xenophon's works, as we shall see. 
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of wonder is applied to both elsewhere in the text, but IS especially 
used by Socrates in his analysis of Athenian behaviour).50 
Sight functions as a means of characterising this process of 
investigation. Socrates is offered as an object of visual scrutiny - the 
reader is invited to look at him, and his visibility is repeatedly 
presented as a guarantee of the claims made about him; yet he himself 
is also frequently described as looking at the nature of Athens, or as 
displaying the nature of Athens to others. As Socrates and his values 
are set in opposition to those of the city in a series of encounters with 
other Athenians, the text's language of vision requires the reader to 
position him- or herself in relation to both. 
Visual language is used repeatedly throughout the text. The 
enquiry of the narrator into the life of Socrates and the circumstances 
of his execution is framed as a visual investigation, as the narrator's 
claims are introduced by OpW. 51 The visibility of Socrates is repeatedly 
mentioned. We are informed that he was always in the open (cXAA<X ~~v 
EKElV6e; YE cXEl ~Ev ~v EV Ttp <p<XVEPtp, 1.1.10): "in the mornings he 
used to go to the covered walkways and gymnasia, and when the agora 
became busy he was there in full view" (TTp~ TE Y<XP Ele; TOUe; 
TTEplTTaTouc; K<Xl T<X yu~vaal<X DEL K<Xl TTAn8ouane; cXyopae; EKEl 
50 See 1.1.17, 1.1.20 and 1.2.1 for the use of the termi nology of e()(o~()( to describe 
the narrator's wonder at the Athenian jurors' conviction of Socrates. For Socrates as a 
source of wonder: 4.2.3; 4.8.2; 4.8.5-6. For the Athenians as a source of wonder: 
1.2.7; 2.3.9; 2.3.2; 2.8.5; 3.5.13; 3.5.19; 3.6.17-18; 3.7.8; 4.2.6. Also: wonder at 
wise men and gods: 1.4.2-4; wonder at Heracles: 2.28. 
51 E.g. 1.2.19-22: "I see" that those who do not train the body cannot perform the 
functions of the body (1.2.19); "I see" that just as poetry is forgotten if not repeated, 
so will instruction fade from the mind (1.2.21); "I see" that those who take to drink or 
lovers stop caring about good conduct (1.2.22). These uses do not always necessarily 
imply a purely visual meaning, but can also suggest recognition: see chapter l. 
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<P()(VEPOC; 'lV, 1.1.10). The adjective <P()(VEPOC; IS frequently used to 
describe him, as when the accusation that he rejected the city's gods is 
countered by the claim that he was visible (<p()(VEpOC;) making 
sacrifices, and was not invisible (OUK Oc<P()(V~C;) using divination 
(1.1.2).52 The public sight of Socrates can imply social policing: we are 
told that no-one ever saw him do or heard him say anything impious 
or irreligious (OUbElC; bE TTUHTOTE ~wKpaTouc; oubEv OcaE~EC; oubE 
Ocvoalov OUTE TTpaTTovToC; ElbEV OUTE AEYOVTOC; ~KouaEV, 1.1.11).53 
Similarly, as a sign that Socrates had a positive effect on his associates 
we are told that they were virtuous not only whenever they were seen 
by other people (OTTOTE UTTO TWV OcVSPWTTWV OpWVTO) but also 
L 
whenever they were alone (OTTOTE EV EP'lJll~ ElEV), since they thought 
that nothing they could do would escape the notice of the gods (SEOUC; 
bl()(A()(SElV) (1.4.19). 
Socrates' visibility not only acts as a proof of his virtue, but is 
involved in his educational effect. He made men K()(AOUC; KOcY()(SOUC; 
(1.2.2), "yet he never claimed to teach them this, but rather by being 
visible as such a man himself he led his followers to hope that through 
imitating him they would become such men" (K()(lTOl yE OUbETTWTTOTE 
UTTEO)(ETO blbaaK()(AOC; Elv()(l TOUTOU, , j <P()(VE poC; E l V()( l 
52 Si milarly, we are told that he was visible (<pOCVEpOC;) as brll.JOTlKOC; and 
<PlAOcv9pwnoc; (1.2.60); he was visible (<pOCVEpOC;) serving the gods and visible 
(<pOCVEp0C;) in trying to reform the wickedness of his associates (1.2.64); he w~s 
visible (<pOCVEp0C;) bei ng in love not with bodies but with soul s (4.1.2); and while 
awaiting execution he was visible (<pOCVEpOC;) living exactly as he had done before 
(4.8.2). 
53 Similarly, we are told that he did not hide his opi_nion in regard to justice~ but 
displayed it by his deeds (OUK anEKpunTETo ~v ElXE yvw~'1~, a~Aa KOCt ~pytp 
anEbElKvUTO) and that he was conspicuous before others In his orderliness 
(bUXb'1 AO C; ElvOCl nocpa TOUC; liAAOUC; EUTOCKTWV) (4.4.1). 
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TOlOOTOe; " WV EAni~ElV , , EnOlEl TOlle; UUVOlCXTpi~oVTCX<; , -ECXUTW 
l. 
J..IlJ..lOUJ..IEVOUe; EKELVOV TOlOUTOU<; YEVr;UEU8cxl, 1.2.3).54 His display is 
presented as equal in value and effect to his dialectic: Wq>EAELV Eo6KEl 
J..IOl TOlle; UUVOVTCXe; TOe J..IEV EPY~ OElKVUWV ECXUTOV olo<; ~V, TOe OE KCXL 
OlCXAEyOJ..lEVOe; ("He seemed to me to be useful to his companions both 
in displaying through his actions what sort of a man he was, and In 
conversing with them" 1.3.1).55 Sight is imagined as involved in 
learning and self-development, and as such has political implications, 
as Socrates' viewers are produced as good citizens. However, imitation 
is not the inevitable resu It of the sight of Socrates. Critias and 
Alcibiades are imagined as viewing Socrates' way of life, but as 
nevertheless rejecting it: "had a god offered them the choice between 
living their whole lives just as they saw Socrates living (WcrTIEp ~WVTCX 
LWKPOcTI1V EWpWV), or death, they would have rather chosen death" 
(1.2.16). 
Visual vocabulary is also applied to the process of examination 
which Socrates undertakes and promotes. 56 We are told that by leading 
54 We are told that just as all teachers display to those they teach that )hey 
themselves practise what they teach (()(llTOOe; bElKVUVT()(e; TE Tole; lJ()(v96cVOU(JlV QTTEP 
()(UTOl TToloOalv ex blbaaKoual, 1.2.17), so too Socrates displayed to his companions 
that he was hi mself K()(AOV KOcy()(90v (~wKp6cT'lV bElKVUVT()( Tole; auvoOalv E()(UTOV 
K()(AOV KOcy()(90V QVT()(, 1. 2.17). 
55 The pairing of display and dialectic as methods of education occurs elsewhere: 
Socrates was visible (cp()(VEpOe;) to his companions in training himself in self-control 
and also exhorted them to self-control throug h speech (bl()(AEYOIJEVOe;) (4.5.1). The 
assertion of Socrates' usefulness makes a statement about the nature of his political 
role: see Goldhill (1998a). The visibility of his usefulness is also addressed: it was 
visible / apparent to anyone considering the matter and perceiving in an ordinary / 
measured way (Tl{J aKOTTOUIJEVtp TOOTO K()(l [Ell IJETplWe; ()(la9()(voIJEvtp cp()(vEp6v 
Elv()(l) that nothing was more useful (WcpEAlIJUJTEPOV) than the companionship of 
Socrates (4.1.1). Of course, this statement implicitly raises the question of what sort 
of sight Socrates would make for someone who did not perceive in a IJETpLOe; way. 
56 See Nightingale (2001) and (2004) on the use of visual vocabulary to describe the 
process of philosophical investigation, especially in fourth century philosophy. 
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an argument back to a discussion of basic definitions Socrates allowed 
the truth to become visible even to those with whom he was disputing 
(K<Xl Tole; OcVTlAeyoUUlV <XUTole; CP<XVEPOV EylYVETO TOcAI18ee;, 4.6.14).57 
Similarly, Athenian customs are imagined as exposed to view and 
analysis: for example, Socrates says that he sees that men brought up 
under the same laws and customs differ widely in daring (oPU> yap EV 
Tole; <XUTole; VOIJOle; TE K<Xl E8EUl TpEcpOlJeVOue; TIOAl> Ol<xcpepoVT<xe; 
OcAAr;AWV TOAIJ[1, 3.9.1).58 Such references might be read as rhetorical 
rather than as actively implying visuality; nevertheless, the repeated 
use of visual vocabulary links the philosophical enquiry of Socrates to 
the text's own enquiry into the life of Socrates. 
The sight of events in the city involves not just analysis and 
understanding, but a new way of thinking about how to engage with 
one's environment. 59 In a discussion on how to choose a friend, 
Critobulus asks how to test / judge (OOKlIJOcU<XlIJEV) the qualities of a 
man (2.6.6): the term has specifically democratic connotations through 
57 Cf. 1.1.13: Socrates wondered that it was not visible (E9()(u~()(-C;:E 8' EL ~~ <p()(vEp6v 
()(lnolc; Eanv) to the Sophists that their questions about heavenly phenomena were 
unsolvable; 2.6.37: Socrates asks Critobulus if what he is arguing is not yet visible 
(<p()(vEp6v) to him. 
58 Similarly, in arguing that Athenians are well-disciplined, Socrates asks Pericles if 
he does not see (op~C;) what good discipline they have in their fleets, how well they 
obey the umpires in athletic contests and how readily they take orders from chorus 
trainers (3.5.18). According to Socrates' interlocutor Euthedemus, it is possible both 
to see and hear (op6cv TE K()(l aKOUElv) works of justice and of injustice in the city 
every day (4.2.12). Socrates is also imagined as watching and responding to the 
behaviour of his companions. On seeing (opwv) that Aristarchus looked distressed, 
Socrates questioned him (2.7.1); we are told that if he had seen (opwv) worthless 
behaviour among his companions and condoned it, he could be blamed - but he did 
not (1.2.29). 
59 Cf. 3.5.8: Socrates argues that to make the Athenians virtuous it is necessary to 
display to them (8ElKTEOV) that in ancient times they had been pre-eminent in virtue, 
in the same way that if one wanted to encourage them to seize money, it would be 
necessary to display (ano8ElKvUVTEC;) to them that it had originally been their 
fathers' money. Here response to display involves becoming a more virtuous citizen. 
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its allusion to the dokimasia, the public inspection of citizens. Socrates 
compares judging a friend to judging a sculptor: ""We judge sculptors," 
he said, "not by witnessing their words, but rather if we see that 
someone has previously crafted statues beautifully, then we trust that 
his future works will also be well-made"" (TOU<; J,JEV <XV8Pl<XVTOTTOlOU<;, 
eCPI1, 80KlJ,JOc~OJ,JEV ou Tol<; AOYOl<; <XUTWV TEKJ,J<XlpOJ,JEVOl, <XXX' QV (Xv 
OPWJ,JEV TOUC; TTpou8EV <XV8PlOcVT<X<; K<XAWC; ElPY<XUJ,JEVOV, TOUT~ 
TTlaTEUOJ,JEV K<Xl TOU<; AOlTTOU<; E6 TTOl~UElV, 2.6.6).60 Sight is involved 
in a process of judgement which determines the viewer's relations with 
others. 61 
60 Critobul us draws the concl usion that if a man appears (<p()(lV'1T<Xl) to have done 
well previously by his friends, then it is clear (b~AOV) that he will treat his new friends 
well too (2.6.7); Socrates confirms this conclusion by noting that he sees (opw) that if 
a horse owner has previously treated his horses well then, he will treat other horses 
well too (2.6.7). 
61 Similarly, it is argued that in order to become a good general it is necessary to be 
able to distinguish good and bad men. The interlocutor states that it is easy to 
discover TOUC; <plAOTlIlOTOcTOUC; (the lovers of honour / the ambitious): ou TOlVUV 
06TOl yE lib'1AOl, eXAA' ErTl<p()(VELC; TT()(VT()(XOO QVTEC; EU()(lPETOl exv ElEV, "They are not 
unobvious, for they are conspicuous everywhere and would be easy to pick out" 
(3.1.10). Again, the good cavalry-man is apparent (<p()(lV'1T()(l) in being especially 
knowledgeable about the business of horsemanship (3.3.9). However, display is also 
acknowledged to be open to manipulation. Nichomachides complains about not 
being elected to the office of general despite his record of service, which he proves 
by a display of his scars (Cill()( bE K()(t TOcC; OUAOcC; TWV TP()(UIlOcTWV eXTTOYUj..IVOUj..IEVOC; 
ETTEbElKVUEV, 3.4.1); he dismisses the man who has been elected on the grounds that 
as a merchant he has never been TTEPl~AETTTOV ("conspicuous"; literally, "looked at 
from all sides") in the cavalry (3.4.1). His self-display acts as an assertion of his 
suitability to command, and is intended to persuade. However, Socrates disagrees, 
arguing that a successful merchant can also make a successful general: whereas 
Nichomachides wishes his viewers to interpret his self-display in a way beneficial to 
hi m, Socrates sees thi ngs differently. Similarly, Socrates arg ues that the appearance 
of competence is an insufficient proof of competence: if a bad flute-player wanted to 
seem (bOKELV) a good one and therefore imitated (lllll'1TEOV) the trappings of the 
successful flute-player by wearing fine clothes and travelling with many attendants, 
he could never accept an engagement to play the flute without being exposed to 
ridicule (1.7.2); and someone who wanted to appear (<p()(lVEa9()(l) a good pilot or 
general without actually being one would bring disgrace on himself as soon as he 
tried to take up the role (1. 7.3). Cf. 2.6.38-39. Socrates advises Critobul us that false 
reputation for proficiency at a skill is unhelpful: if_he wishes to seem good, he should 
try to be good (. .. exv ~OUA!1 bOKELV eXy()(96C; ElV()(l, TOOTO K()(t YEvEa9()(l eXy()(96v 
TTElpCXa9(Xl, 2.6.39). 
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Socrates also refers to sight as a metaphor for knowledge. 62 In 
arguing for the existence of the gods, Socrates claims that although 
the gods themselves are unseen, yet their effects on the world are seen 
(. .. <Xv ~r1 Ocvoc~EvDC; EW<; <Xv TOe<; ~opcpOe<; TWV 9EWV '(0[1<;, OcAA' E"~ocpKfl 
O'Ol TOe epyoc OCUTWV OPWVTl O'E~E0'9OCl KOCt Tl~6cv TOll<; 9EOU<;, 4.3.13).63 
A comparison is made with natural phenomena. The sun seems to be 
visible to all (TI6cO'l CPOCVEPO<; OOKWV) but cannot himself be closely 
looked at by men (OUK ETIlTPETIEl ToIC; cXV9ptiJTIOl<; EOCUTOV cXKPl~W<; 
op6cv) and if anyone attempts to look at him shamelessly, he blinds 
them (ECxV Tl<; OCUTOV 9ECxO'oc0'9oc l, , " T'lV 0lVlV 
cXCPOClPEITocl) (4.3.14).64 Similarly, although it is evident (O';AOV) that the 
thunderbolt is hurled from heaven, it is not seen (Op6cTOCl 0' OUT' ... ) as 
it comes, strikes or departs; the winds are not seen (Oux OpWVTOCl) but 
62 Ignoring warnings from the gods is compared to choosing a blind rather than a 
sighted guide on a journey (1.3.4), and the omniscience of the gods is argued for by 
saying that if the human eye can travel across many stades, then the eye of god can 
surely encompass the whole world (1.4.17). The usefulness of sight is also employed 
as an analogy for the usefulness of personal relationships. In Socrates' argument on 
the need for brothers to support each other he compares two brothers to a pair of 
eyes (as well as to pairs of hands and feet) in the way in which they are designed to 
work together: although eyes can act at a long distance (which hands and feet 
cannot), they are unable to be effective when their object is behind them, whereas 
brothers can act for mutual benefit wherever they are (2.3.19). Similarly, the help that 
is offered to a man by his hands, eyes, ears and feet are compared to the help 
offered by a friend (2.4.7). For the usefulness of eyes, d. the arguments for the gods' 
beneficent design of the world based on their design of the eye (1.4.5-6) and their 
design of the human body to allow the best possible field of vision (1.4.11). (See 
Sedley (2007) 52-54, 81, 124-125, 152-155 for the use of the eye as an example in 
the design argument in Greco-Roman philosophy.) 
63 The gods reveal (unobElKvUOUUlV) reasons for their worship even though they 
themselves are not apparent (ElC; TO E~CP<XVEC;) (4.3.13); the god who controls all 
things is seen in carrying out the greatest works, although he is unseen in the 
ordering of them (06TOC; T(X ~EYlaT<X ~Ev npOcTTwv OPCXT<Xl, TOcbE bE OlKOVO~WV 
de6P<XTOC; ~~lv EaTlV, 4.3.13). 
64 The impossibility of looking at the sun reoccurs in Socrates' arguments against the 
speculations of natural philosophers. Whereas Anaxagoras claimed that the sun is 
fire, he ignored the fact that men can look easily at fire, but cannot look at the sun 
(TO ~EV nOp Ol <xv9pwnol PC(CblWC; K<x90pWUlV, ElC; bE TOV ~ALOV ou bUV<XVT<Xl 
deVTl~AEnElV, 4.7.7). See Cairns (2005) 129 on looking deV<XlbWC; - the idea that an 
overly direct look can indicate a lack of due respect. 
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their effects are visible (q>ocvEpdc); and the human soul is visible in its 
rule over us, although it is not visible in itself (OTl J..IEV ~OC(nAE6El EV 
~J..ILV, q>OCVEPOV, OPO<TOCl OE ouo' OCUTr;) (4.3.14).65 The conclusion drawn 
is that one should not "despise the unseen" (KOCTOCq>POVELV TWV 
OcOP<XTWV, 4.3.14). By stating that sight of the gods is not necessary to 
knowledge of them, Socrates seems to be arguing against the grain: 
the implicit expectation behind his statements is of the necessity of 
sight for knowledge. However, this expectation is fulfilled as Socrates 
develops his argument by relying on what can be seen. As vision is 
simultaneously dispensed with and relied upon, the relationship of 
sight to knowledge is raised as a problem. In the context of the wider 
uses of the visual in the text - in the representation of both Socrates 
and Athens - the question of how far vision allows knowledge and 
understanding is especially urgent. 
The Memorabilia also presents how to look and be seen in moral 
terms. In Socrates' parable of Prodicus, which describes how Heracles, 
when pondering whether to pursue the path of virtue or of vice, was 
approached by Virtue (Arete) and Vice (Kakia) in female form, moral 
personifications are imagined as presenting themselves, and seeing, in 
different ways. Virtue is modestly dressed and "fitting / appropriate / 
becoming to look at" (EUTTpETTr; TE lOELV, 2.1.22); Vice is immodestly 
dressed and uses cosmetics and other means of deceptively enhancing 
65 The analogy between the invisibility of the soul and the invisibility of the gods also 
occurs in Socrates' conversation with Aristodemus on the existence of the gods. 
When Aristodemus argues that he does not see (opw) those who control and craft the 
world whereas he does see the craftsmen who are makers of things in the world, 
Socrates responds that since he also does not see (oP(XC;) his own soul which controls 
his body, he must think that he does everything by chance rather than design (1.4.9). 
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her appearance.66 Virtue looks in a modest way ("she adorned her eyes 
in modesty": KEKOUIJI1IJEVl1v ... T<X oE OIJIJ<XT<X <XlOOL, 2.1.22);67 Vice has 
open eyes (T<X OE OIJIJ<XT<X eXElV cXV<XTTETTT<XIJEV<X, 2.1.22) and "eyed 
herself, watched out whether anyone was looking at her, and often 
glanced at her own shadow" (K<XT<XUKOTTELUS<Xl oE S<XIJ<X E<XUT~V, 
ETTlUKOTTELV oE K<Xl E'l TlC; <xXXOC; <XUT~V SEOcT<Xl, TTOXXOcKlC; oE K<XL ElC; 
T~V E<xuTr;c; UKl<XV cXTTO~XETTElV, 2.1.22). Further, Vice promises 
Heracles that if he should follow her path, he will be able to choose 
"whatever sights and sounds you will take pleasure in" (~ Tl Ocv lOWV ~ 
cXKOUU<XC; TEp<pSEll1C;, 2.1.24); Virtue counters this claim by telling Vice 
"you cannot look at the most pleasurable sight of all, for you have 
never looked at any fine act of your own" (TOO TTOcVTWV ~OlUTOU 
SEOcIJ<XTOC; cXSE<XTOC;' OUOEV Y<XP TTWTTOTE UE<XUTr;c; epyov K<XAOV 
TESE<XU<X l, 2.1. 31). 
In regard to appearance and the constraints, or lack of 
constraints, on how to look, it is important to remember that the 
figures whose appearance and way of looking are described are 
female, and therefore that the modes of display and sight attributed to 
them may well be gendered as female. A modest appearance and 
downcast gaze are often presented as normative characteristics of 
women in Greek literature, although also of young boys; as Cairns 
points out, Vice's immodest use of her eyes resembles the 
physiognomists' descriptions of the characteristic behaviour of the 
66 Cf. the discussion of female cosmetics at Gee. 10.2-13. 
67 See Cairns (2005) 134 on the proverbial phrase "aidos in the eyes". 
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kinaidos, as well as of the female prostitute. 68 It would be interesting if 
Xenophon had provided us with a comparable description of virtuous 
and vicious male self-presentation and ways of looking. In the absence 
of this, the least that can be said is that, at any rate as regards women 
(assuming that personified moral characteristics can be described as 
women), Xenophon imagines that how to be seen and how to look are 
open to moral censure or approbation. We can compare Socrates' 
assertion in his dialogue with the painter Parrhasius that the character 
of the soul can be represented in painting because it is visible; his first 
move in this argument is to claim that moral character can be seen in 
the way someone looks (3.10.4).69 
As regards the discussion of what sights to look at, for which the 
imagined viewer is Heracles himself, the choice of what sort of sight to 
take pleasure in also operates as a mark of the viewer's political role: 
whereas Vice promotes a life of self-interested ease (2.1.24-25), 
Virtue argues for an attempt to win the favour of gods, friends, the city 
and Greece itself through commitment and hard work (2.1.28) - a life 
68 Cairns (2005) 134. Cf. Ferrari (1990) 189. For the downcast eyes of modest boys, 
see Lak. Pol. 3.4-5 (the description of the Paidiskoi); eyr. 1.4.12 (the youthful Cyrus' 
inability to look at his grandfather); Hell. 5.4.27 (Archidamus' inability to look at his 
father, A.gesilaus). 
69 ~p' OUV, ecpr" yiYVETCXl EV <XV9PWTTW TO TE CPlXOCPPOVWC; KCXl TO EX9pWC; ~XETTElV 
TTPOC; TlVCXC;; "E~OlYE 50KEL, ecpr,. OUKLOOV TOOTO YE ~l~r,TOV EV TOLC; o~~cxal; KCXl 
~6cXcx, ecpr,. (""Surely", he said, "there is both a friendly and a hostile way for a person 
to look at someone?" "It seems so," he replied. "Then cannot this be imitated in the 
eyes?" "Yes, of course," he said." 3.10.4). The concept of friendly and hostile ways of 
looking is also evident in the description of Aristarchus' relationship with his female 
dependants. Socrates describes how currently the women see that Aristarchus is 
resentful towards them (EKELVCXl 5e ae opwacxl <XX90~EVOV ECP' ECXUTCXLC;, 2.7.9) 
whereas if he makes them work, seeing them useful to him he will like them (au ~ev 
EKELVCXC; cplXr;aElC;, opwv wcpEXi~ouC; aEcxuT<{> ouacxc;, 2.7.9) and instead of looki ng at 
each other suspiciously he and the women will look at each other with pleasure (<XVTl 
UCPOPW~EVWV ECXUTOUC; ~5EWC; <xXXr;Xouc; EWPWV, 2.7.12). Here different ways of 
looking mark not moral character but changing economic circumstances. 
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of political engagement. The question posed by the representation of 
vision in the Memorabilia - how to look at and respond to Socrates - is 
framed as a matter of political positioning. 
The Symposium 
The Symposium is intimately concerned with the nature of display and 
of responses to it. It is structured around a series of spectacles put on 
by hired dancers or produced by the guests themselves, followed by 
discussion among the group, and contains theoretical comment on the 
nature of looking at the object of erotic desire. 70 In an important article 
on dance in the Symposium, Victoria Wohl argues that through his 
responses to the dances produced by the Syracusan dance troupe 
leader, and his description of his own danCing, Socrates produces a 
philosophy of dance by which he attempts to educate his fellow 
guests: 71 as dance becomes involved in the production and analysis of 
values, it also becomes concerned with the proper behaviour of the 
ideal citizen.72 I wish to build on this reading by arguing that different 
modes of viewing are put forward by the text, both in the viewing of 
70 Gray (1992) describes the text as a whole as a performance; setting it in the 
context of earlier "wisdom literature", she argues that Socrates makes his 
interlocutors reveal their wisdom (or lack of it). 
71 Wohl (2004). Wiles (2000) discusses the dance acting out the marriage of Ariadne 
and Dionysus in terms of the cultural significance of Dionysus and the Dionysiac. 
Other approaches to the performances of the text have viewed them as part of a 
comic take on the realities of the symposia of the rich (Andrisano (2003» or have 
focused on the text as a social document of symposium entertainments (Gilula 
(2002», especially in relation to the history of theatre (Garelli-Franc;ois (2002». 
72 This education is specifically a political education, as Socrates' professed skill at 
pimping (3.10, 4.56-62) is revealed to be aimed at urging young men to enter public 
life. Socrates is a lover along with the city (Tn TTOXEl auvEpocOT~<;, 8.41) of those who 
are good and desire virtue; he encourages Callias to enter politics (8.40-42), 
provoking the reply, "you are pimping for the city" (j.JOCOTpoTTEuaEl<; TTp6<; T~V TTOAlV, 
8.42). Wohl (2004) 350-351, 360. Higgins (1977) 18. 
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dance and in other scenes of vision,?3 which offer different ways of 
thinking about how to be a citizen. I suggest that visual response is 
made a matter of the viewer's agency, as Socrates attempts to replace 
a passive response with an active and empowered one, a distinction 
which has political resonances; that Socrates opposes unthinking awe 
as a response to sight with a critical evaluation which is, crucially, 
politically engaged; but that the text does not straightforwardly 
valorise Socrates' position,?4 revealing him as oddity with whom it is 
not always easy to identify. 
The text opens with the luminous spectacle of the lovers 
Autolycus and Callias, in whose house the symposium is held: 
EuSu<; J,JEV o6v Evvoria<xe; Tle; TOe Ylyv0j.JEV<X ~Yria<XT' av cpuaEl 
~<xalAlKOV Tl KOcAAOe; Elv<Xl, <XAAWe; TE K<Xl av j.JET' <XlOOOe; K<Xl 
awcppoauvl1<;, K<xSOcTTEP AUTOAUKOe; TOTE, KEKTnT<Xl Tl<; <xUTO. TTPWTOV 
, • t' I' , , , -, , j.JEV y<XP, WO'TTEP OT<XV cpEyyoe; Tl EV VUKTl CP<XV[l, TT<XVTWV TTpoa<XYET<Xl 
TOe OJ,JJ,J<XT<X, OUTW K<Xl TOTE TOO AUTOAUKOU TO KOcAAOe; TTOcVTWV ElAKE 
TOe<; OlJ,JEl<; TTPO<; <XUTOV' ETTElT<X TWV OPWVTWV OUOEle; OUK ETT<XCJ)(e Tl 
TrlV lJ,JUXrlV UTT' EKElVOU. Ol J,Jev YE alWTTI1POTEPOl EYlYVOVTO, Ol OE K<Xl 
Eo)(l1J,J<XTl~ovTo TTW<;. TTOcVTE<; J,JEV o6v Ol EK SEWV TOU K<XTEXOj.JEVOl 
O(~lOSE<XTOl 8oKoOalv Elv<xl. OcAA' Ol J,JEV E~ <XAAWV TTpOe; TO 
YOPYOTEPOl TE op6caS<Xl K<Xl CPO~EPWTEPOV cpSeYYEaS<Xl K<Xl 
acpo8pOTEPOl Elv<Xl cpepovT<Xl, Ol 8' UTTO TOO awcppOVoe; EpWTOe; 
EVSEOl TOc TE OJ,JJ,J<XT<X CPlAOcpPOVEaTepw<; Exoual K<Xl TrlV CPWVrlV 
73 Wohl (2004) 346-348 discusses the viewing of Autolycus and Callias (1.8-10) in 
addition to scenes depicting the viewing of dance: see below. 
74 Hobden (2004); Hindley (1994, 1999, 2004). 
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lTp~OTep()(V lTOlOOVT()(l K()(l TOc axJlI.J()(T()( El<; TO EAEUSEPU.oTEPOV 
<XyoualV. ex b~ K()(l K()(AAl()(<; TOTE blOc TOV epWT()( lTpixTTWV <X~lOSe()(TO<; 
~V Tol<; TETEAEa~evOl<; TOUTW TOO SEW. 
L L L 
"Someone considering the matter would conclude that beauty is kingly 
in nature, especially when someone possesses it along with modesty 
and self-control as Autolycus did then. Just as when a light shines 
forth in the night it draws the eyes of all to it, so did the beauty of 
Autolycus drag the eyes of all towards him. There was not one of those 
looking who did not experience something in his soul on his account. 
Some of them grew quieter, others gesticulated. All those who are 
possessed by gods seem worth looking at, but whereas those who are 
inspired by the other gods are more gorgonlike to look at, speak in a 
more fearsome voice and have a more violent bearing, those inspired 
by self-controlled love have kindlier eyes, a gentler voice and act most 
like free men in their gestures. That was how Callias was behaving 
because of love, and he was worth looking at for the initiates of this 
god." (1.8-10) 
Although they respond in different ways, the viewers of the lovers are 
all similarly rapt by the sight: "this vision united them as initiates into a 
common mystery."75 
This scene contrasts with the spectacle which closes the text, a 
pornographic tableau depicting the marriage of Dionysus and Ariadne 
laid on by the dance troupe, which sexually arouses its viewers 
(lTixVTE<; <XVElTTEpW~evol ESEWVTO, 9.5): the symposium comes to an 
7S Wohl (2004) 356. 
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abrupt end as those of the guests who are married rush away to their 
wives' beds, and those who are unmarried swear to marry (9.7). This 
display of male-female sensuality offers a challenge to Socrates' 
arguments for the ideal love as a chaste love between men and boys 
given during the course of the symposium, by inviting the reader also 
to feel aroused at the scene. 76 Noting how, in contrast, the spectacle of 
Autolycus and Callias does not scatter but unites its viewers, Wohl 
opposes the two scenes, reading the erotic dance as representing the 
antithesis of Socratic principles of desire, and the viewing of Autolycus 
and Callias as an enactment of Socrates' strictures on the ideal, pure 
love: she describes the pleasure of reading this scene as "the pleasure 
of watching philosophers in love".77 
While there is much to recommend this reading, the lovers 
should not be understood as straightforwardly illustrating Socrates' 
arguments on love: 78 as Hobden points out, "the symposiasts' 
appreciation of Autolycus contradicts Socrates' outright rejection of 
beauty".79 The spectacle is highly alluring, yet its allure is also 
troubling. Autolycus exerts a powerful draw on the eyes of his 
audience. His visual effect is described in physical and violent 
language: his beauty "drags the eyes of all towards him" (TOO 
AUTOAUKOU TO KOcAAO<; TTOcVTWV ElAKE TOcC; OlVElC; TTPOC; ()(UTOV, 1.9). The 
76 Wiles (2000) 112. However, alternative reactions are also shown: Socrates and the 
others who remained, marked as separate by the use of oe (~WKPCxTJ1C; oe KOl nilv 
cxXXwv Ot uno~EivoVTEC;, 9.7), respond by going out for a walk. 
77 Wohl (2004) 348. 
78 Also N.B. these characters' notoriously scandalous lives in the real world, which 
Xenophon may well be playing on: Huss (1999) 399-400; Wohl (2004) 352-353. 
79 Hobden (2004) 133. 
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description of beauty as ~()(alAlK6v (1.8), "like a king", formulates the 
power of beauty as comparable to political power. 80 Such a comparison 
is problematic in the context of the Athenian democratic setting, 
recalled in the text's opening, which frames Callias' party as a 
celebration of Autolycus' pancration victory at the Panatheniac games 
(1.2) - although we must remember that this is also specifically an elite 
celebration, concerned with elite erotic values. 
The description of Callias is also unsettling: he too is a lure to 
the gaze (O(~lOSE()(TO<;, 1.10), but in a rather different way. The 
passage stresses the terrifying effect that he does not have. Looking at 
him is not like looking at the Gorgon (YOPYOTEpoi TE OpaaS()(l, 1.10);81 
rather he has (literally) "more kind-minded eyes" (Ta TE O~~()(TCX 
q>LAOq>POVEaTEPW<;, 1.10) - a phrase which refers not just to his 
appearance, but to the nature of his own gaze. Although a fearsome 
appearance is mentioned only to be denied, the comparison to the 
terrifying implants an impression of Callias as a man transfigured, 
separated from his companions by his love. The description of his 
viewers as those initiated into the god (TETEAEa~EVOlr TOUTW TW SEW, ~ L L L 
1.10), a phrase which recalls mystery cult,82 might imply a sense of 
communality between Callias and those who look at him, as the other 
guests are able to identify with him in his state of love; so too might 
80 We should note that it is Autolycus' beauty, not Autolycus himself, who is kingly 
and who draws the eyes. Autolycus, who barely speaks and whose shyness and lack 
of independence are stressed throughout this text, is not presented as a figure of 
power: the viewing of Autolycus objectifies and eroticises him. See above. 
81 See the discussion of the term yopy6<; above. 
82 See Wohl (2004) 348 on the use of the language of initiation rites, e.g. the 
reference to a light appearing from the darkness, and the silence of the audience. 
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the reference to his own gaze, which suggests a similarity between 
Callias and his viewers (unlike Autolycus who is only the object, not the 
subject, of the gaze). Yet the cult connotations also inspire a sense of 
awe and otherworldliness. The result of looking at both lovers is that 
the guests dine in silence, "as if on the orders of someone in power" 
(wanEp TOOTO EnlTETO<Y~EVOV o<uTolC; uno KPElTTov6C; TlV0C;, 1.11): as 
with Autolycus, the visual effect of Callias is imagined as akin to 
political sUbjugation. The passage invites reflection on the significance 
of viewing, and being viewed, in the context of desire - specifically, 
elite Athenian desire; opening the story of the symposium, it stands in 
a programmatic relationship to the rest of the text. 
The power of erotic vision is discussed later in the text, when 
Critobulus describes his visual relationship to his beloved, Cleinias: 
vOv yap EYW KAElVlO<V i10lov ~Ev eEW~O<l f1 T&XXo< nOcVTa TcX EV 
Oev ElvO<l f1 KAElVlOU EVOC; OVTOC;· &xeO~al oE KO<l VUKTl Kal unvtp OTl 
KAElVlO<V OcVo<q>o<lVOUOlV. 
"/ would more gladly gaze at Cleinias than at all the other beautiful 
things in the world. / would choose to be blind to all other things than 
to Cleinias alone. / hate both night and sleep since because of them I 
do not see him, whereas I feel the greatest gratitude to daylight and 
the sun because they reveal Cleinias to me." (4.12)83 
83 Diogenes Laertius' biography of Xenophon reproduces this pa~sage with minor 
alterations (2.49) as a quotation from Aristippus, whom he claims reports that 
Xenophon himself spoke these words about his own desire for his beloved, called 
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The claim of the disempowerment of the viewer of the beautiful is 
made explicit as Critobulus describes his relationship to Cleinias as 
like a slave's relationship to his master ("I would rather be a slave than 
a free man if Cleinias could be my master": ~8l0V 8' <Xv 80UAEuoq.a ~ 
EAEU9EPOC; E'lI1V, E'l j.JOU KAElVi()(C; apXElv E9EAOl, 4.14).84 
Socrates is presented as working to release Critobulus from the 
disempowered position in which his gaze at beauty is imagined to 
place him: 85 he says that Critobulus was originally entrusted to his care 
by his father in the hope that Socrates could cure him of his infatuation 
with Cleinias, and that since Critobulus began associating with him he 
has much improved (4.24): 
TTpoa9EV j.JEv yap, WaTTEP Ol Tac; ropy6v()(c; 9EWj.JEVOl, Al8ivwc; E~AEnE 
TTPOC; ()(UTOV K()(l [Al9ivwc;] ou8()(j.JoO CeTTDEl CeTT' ()(UTOO· vOv 8e .,811 
El80v ()(UTOV K()(l aK()(p8()(j.Ju~()(VT()(. (4.24) 
Cleinias. The biographical attribution perhaps indicates the importance of 
Xenophon's treatment of vision for the ancient reception of Xenophon. 
84 Not only is Critobulus d_esperate to see Cleinias, but he "sees" him even when away 
from his presence: OUK oLaScx QTl OUTW acxcp~<; EXW E'lbwAov CXUTOO EV Tii \J.'uxii w<; 
EL nACXaTlKO<; ~ ~WVPCXCPlKO<; ~V, OUbEV av ~TTOV EK TOO ELbWAOU ~ npo<; CXUTOV 
opwv OJ.JOlOV cxun~ OcnElPvcxaOcj.J'lv; ("Do you not know that I have so clear an image 
of him in my soul that if I were a sculptor or a painter, I could produce a likeness of 
him from this image no less accurate than if I were looking at him himself?" 4.21). 
The effect of this internal "seeing" is to fill him with unsatisfied desire: ~ j.JEv CXUTOO 
O\J.'l<; EUCPPCXlVElV bUVCXTCXl, ~ bE TOO ELbwAOU TEp\J.'lV j.JEv ou nCXpEXEl, noSov bE 
Ej.JnolEl. ("Whereas the sig ht of hi m hi mself is able to delig ht, the sig ht of his image 
does not produce pleasure but implants longing," 4.22). The intensity of his gaze at 
Cleinias renders him abject, caught in a trap from which there is no escape. 
85 Socrates also opposes Critobulus' larger argument on beauty. As discussed above, 
Critobulus' statement on the effect of looking at Cleinias occurs as part of his speech 
in praise of his own beauty, where it is used to prove the power of beauty. Socrates 
challenges Critobulus' system of values by aski!)g about the social utility of his 
beauty: E;El<; AEVElV OTl T~ a~ KOcAAEl lKCXVO<; EL ~EATlOU<; ~j.J<X<; nOlELv; "Can you 
claim that you are capable of making us better men through your_ beauty?" (3.7) 
Critobulus picks up on this critique in his speech: ... j.J'lKETl OcnopEl, W LWKPCXTE<;, E'l 
Tl TOUj.JOV KOcAAO<; OcvSpwnou<; wcpEA~aEl, "No longer question, Socrates, whether 
beauty is of any benefit to men" (4.16). 
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"Previously he was just like those who look at the Gorgons - he would 
fix him with a stony stare and never go away from him. But now I have 
actually seen him blink." 
Critobulus' gaze at Cleinias IS depicted as a pathological affliction 
which renders him helpless, as incapable of independent action as a 
stone, and which Socrates works to counteract. This is reminiscent of 
Socrates' attempt to counteract the erotic threat and visual power 
claimed of Theodote in the Memorabilia (see earlier discussion).86 Yet, 
as I note above, there is a disjunction in both that scene and this 
between the claim of the lover's loss of agency and the presentation of 
erotic relations: the Symposium focuses entirely on the experience of 
Critobulus as lover, sidelining his experience as beloved, despite the 
context of a discussion on the effect of his beauty on others (4.10-16). 
While taking seriously the theoretical claims made about erotic vision, 
we must also draw a distinction between the theorisation and the 
cultural practice of power in such scenes. 
Socrates opposes this model of visual relations between lovers 
with another: he describes the mutual, pleasurable gaze of the virtuous 
lovers (olc; YE Il~V KOlVQV TO cplAEla8<Xl, THi><; OUK Ocv6cYKr] TOUTOU<; 
~bEWC; IlEV TTpoaopav OcAAJiAOU<; ... ; (8.18), "Must not those whose love 
is shared look at each other with pleasure ... ?"), whereas the unequal 
love-making of couples whose relationship is physical is described 
through their unequal visual relationship (oubE yap 6 TT<Xl<; Tq> Ocvbpi 
WOTIEP yuv~ KOlVWVEl TWV EV TOl<; OcCPPoblaiol<; Eucppoauvwv, cXAA& 
86 See Goldhill (1998a). 
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Vr,cpwv ~e8UOvTOC UTTO T~<; OcCPP08lT'l<; 8e<XTocl: "A boy does not share 
the pleasure of sex with the man like a woman does, but gazes, sober, 
at someone drunk on love," 8.21). At the end of Socrates' speech, the 
newly educated Callias and Autolycus are described as gazing into 
each others' eyes: 6 8' AUTOAUKO<; KocTe8e<XTo TOV KcxAAlcxv. Kcxt 6 
KocAAloc<; bE: TTCXpOPWV el<; EKelvov erTTev ... "Autolycus gazed at Callias; 
Callias replied [to Socrates], but all the while looked past him at 
Autolycus" (8.42). In presenting the ideal love Socrates imagines 
Autolycus as the object of the gaze of all, just as he appears at the 
text's opening (1.8-10), but in a rather different context: encouraging 
Callias to strive towards political usefulness, he says that Autolycus 
would particularly honour anyone who could help him be looked at 
from all sides (TTepl~AeTTTo<;, 8.38) on account of having benefited his 
friends and glorified his country. Socrates not only replaces a physical 
and self-interested erotics with a chaste and politically engaged one, 
but he describes this transformation through a transformed erotic 
gaze. 
The positing of an alternative way of seeing is also in evidence in 
Socrates' responses to the displays of the dance troupe. Wohl has 
discussed how Socrates intervenes in and comments on the troupe's 
performances. 87 He responds to each of the performances by drawing 
87 Wohl (2004) 344. Socrates also intervenes in the dances by encouraging his 
interlocutors to entertain each other with speech rather than be entertained by the 
performers, since they consider themselves super.ior to ~h~ dancers (3.2). Their 
speeches are described throug h the lang uage of display (Enl5El~l<;: l.6, 3.3, 4.1), 
vocabulary which also describes the text's dance performances (2.1, 2.13, 6.6, 7.3), 
including Philip's parodic dance (2.22): Wohl (2004) 346 n.22. Socrates replaces one 
form of display with another. 
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conclusions which bear on his listeners' social behaviour. The female 
dancer's dance with hoops prompts the comment: 
EV TTOAAOL<; IJEV, JJ <XVbpEe;, KOCl <XAAOle; bnAOV KOCl EV o[e; b' ~ nOCL<; 
nOlEL OTl ~ YUVOClKELOC <pUO'le; OUbEV XELPWV Tne; TOO cXVbp6<; 060'oc 
TUYX<XVEl, yvwlJl1<; bE KOCl laxUOe; bELTOCl. WO'TE E'l Tle; tJlJWV YUVOCLKOC 
EXEl, Socppwv blbOCO'KETW 0 Tl ~OUAOlT' (Xv OCUTn EnlO'TOCIJEVn xpnO'SOCl. 
L L 
"It is clear from the girl's feats, as well as in many other things, that a 
woman's nature is no worse than that of a man, except that it lacks a 
mind and strength. Therefore if any of you has a wife, encouraged by 
this you should teach her whatever you wish to have her know." (2.9) 
Similarly, the dancing girl's display of leaping through hoops ringed 
with swords draws the response: 
OUTOl TOUe; YE SEWIJEVOUe; T<xbE cXVTlAE~ElV ETl o'lOIJ OCl , we; OUXl KOCl ~ 
cXVbPELOC blbOCKTOV, onOTE OCUTI1 KOCLnEp yUVrl 060'oc OUTW TOAIJI1PW<; 
Ele; TOe ~L<P11 lETOC l. 
"I think that those watching such feats could not deny that courage / 
manliness can be taught, when, although she is only a woman, this girl 
leaps so boldly through the swords." (2.12) 
Socrates' interlocutor Antisthenes makes explicit the political relevance 
of this observation when he replies: 
OCi P' 06v KOCl TwbE TW LUPOCKOO'LW KP<XTlO'TOV EnlbEL~OCVTl Tn nOAEl TrlV L L L L 
OPXI1O'TPLbOC ElnELV, EOeV blbwO'lV OCUTq> i\SI1VOCLOl XP~IJOCTOC, nOl~O'ElV 
TT<XVTOC<; i\SI1VOCLOU<; TOAIJCXV OIJOO'E TOCLe; AOYXOCle; lEVOCl; 
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"Would it not therefore be best for this Syracusan to display his dancer 
to the city, saying that if the Athenians pay him, he would make all 
Athenians courageous in facing spears?" (2.13) 
Again, following the dancing boy's dance, Socrates says that the dance 
makes the beautiful boy even more beautiful (2.15), and notes that 
ouoev <xpy6v TOO aWIJ<XTo<; ev Tn Opxr;aEL ~V, <XAA' OcIJ<X K<Xl TPcXXI1 AO<; 
K<Xl aKEAIl K<Xl XE1PE<; eyuIJVcX'l::ovTo, WOlTEP XPrl oPXElaSocL TOV 
IJEAAOVT<X EUCPOPWTEPOV TO aWIJ<X E~ELV. 
" ... no part of his body was inactive in the dance, but his neck and legs 
and hands were all exercised together, which is just the right way to 
dance for someone who wishes to have a well-proportioned body." 
(2.16) 
The sight of spectacle becomes a process of learning how to be a 
citizen. 88 
88 When a potter's wheel is brought in on which the dancing girl is to perform an 
acrobatic spectacle (8CXUIJCXTOUPY~CTElV, 7.2), Socrates criticises this display as a 
8cxOIJcx (7.3) which provides no pleasure (~bOV~V, 7.3). He offers an interpretation of 
what it means to look at a 8cxOlJcx: "It is not a rare thing to come upon wonders, if 
that is what someone is after, for one can wonder at whatever is immediately to hand 
- why a lamp produces light from having a bright flame whereas bronze, although it 
is bright, does not give light but rather reflects other things that appear in it; or why 
olive oil, although it is wet, makes flames increase, whereas water, because it is wet, 
puts fire out. However, such questions do not encourage the same effect as wine." 
(KCXl yocp b~ OUbE TTOcVU Tl CTTTOcVLOV TO yE 8CXUIJCXCTlOLC; EVTUXELV, E'l Tle; TOlnou bELTCXl, 
<XAA' E~ECTTlV CXUTlKCX 1J00ACX TOc TTCXPOVTCX 8CXUIJOcSElV, Tl TTOTE 6 IJEV AUxVOe; blOc TO 
ACXIJTTPOcV q>AOYCX EXElV q>we; TTcxpeXEl, TO bE XCXAKELOV ACXIJTTPOV OV q>we; IJEV ou nOlEL, 
EV CXUTW bE <XAACX EIJq>CXlVOIJEVCX TTcxpeXETcxl' KCXl TTWe; TO IJEV EACXlOV uypov OV cxG~El 
T~V q>A6ycx, TO bE GbWp, OTl uypov ECTTl, KCXTCXCT~eVVUCTl TO TTOp. <XAAOc yocp KCXl TCXOTCX 
IJEV OUK Ele; TCXUTOV Tq> o'lvt.p ETTlCTTTEUbEl, 7.4-5). Socrates presents looking at the 
wondrous in terms of a thoughtful, questioning analysis - an active engagement with 
one's environment which aims to understand and assert control over it. Socrates 
imagines the dancer's acrobatics as provoking an analytical response, rather than as 
provoking pleasure. He also says that turning somersaults among knives is a stisplay 
of danger, which is out of place in a symposium (KlVbuvou ETTlbElYIJCX ElVCXl, 0 
CTUIJTTOCTlW OUbEV TTpOCT~KEl, 7.3), and tells the Syracusan to replace these spectacles 
with a da~ce depicting the Charites, Horai and Nymphs (7.5) which he says would 
provide greater pleasure for those watching (IJOcAlCTT' av EUq>PCXlVOlIJE8cx 8EWIJEVOl, 
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However, Socrates' authoritative voice is challenged, as each of 
his observations is followed by a humorous exchange in which the 
eccentricity of his responses is highlighted. Following the comment on 
the education of wives, Socrates is asked why he has not educated his 
own wife, who is the hardest to live with of all women, to which he 
replies that he uses the challenge of dealing with her as training for his 
wider social interactions, which feel easier by comparison (2.10). 
Antisthenes' reaction to Socrates' comment on the teachability of 
courage - that the Syracusan should train the Athenians for warfare - is 
similarly absurd, as is the conclusion of Socrates' comments on dance 
as exercise, his desire to dance himself (at which everybody laughs: 
2.17). Socrates' way of responding to the displays is offered as an 
authoritative response, but is also shown as strange. 
Further, the buffoon Philip's response to the dances relates 
directly to Socrates' analysis, impinging on the reader's relationship to 
him. He imitates the dances (j.Jlj.JOUj.JEVOC; T~V TE TOO TT()(106c; K()(l T~V 
Tnc; TT()(106C; OPXI1UlV, 2.22) in a way which parodies Socrates' 
comments by attempting either to render his observations ridiculous 
(he waves his arms, legs and head all at the same time because 
Socrates praised the male dancer for involving his whole body in the 
dance) or to contradict them (he makes himself as grotesque as 
possible because Socrates praised the way dance increased the male 
dancer's beauty). Although he makes himself ridiculous (everyone 
7.2). See Hobden (2004) on the text's self-consciousness about symposium 
etiquette. 
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laughs: 2.23), his dance also potentially renders Socrates' analysis 
ridiculous: if the reader too is caused to laugh, will he or she be 
laughing only at Philip, or also at Socrates? 
Socrates' arguments on how to respond to spectacle similarly 
invite scepticism in the beauty contest between the handsome 
Critobulus and Socrates himself, who is famously ugly (5.1-9).89 The 
pair exhibit themselves under lamplight (5.2, 5.9) for the scrutiny of 
the boy and girl dancers who act as judges. Socrates argues that he is 
the more beautiful by stating that beauty (TO K()(AOV, 5.3) depends not 
on external appearance but usefulness. He details how various parts of 
his body are superior in their functioning - so his eyes, he claims, are 
more beautiful/finer (K()(AAlOVE<;, 5.5) than Critobulus' because by 
bulging out they allow him to see to the side as well as straight ahead, 
like a crab (5.5). In spite of Socrates' arguments, the dancers award the 
prize to Critobulus. The act of looking becomes a process of 
evaluating and judging which is value laden. Socrates theorises a new 
way of looking at beauty, yet the dancers are unable to see things his 
way, rather seeing Socrates through normative estimations of beauty. 
Socrates' authority is undercut by the verdict, as well as by the self-
mocking tone of his exposition, which stresses his ugliness even while 
89 See P. Zanker (1995) 32-39 on the significance of the emphasis placed on 
Socrates' ugliness in ancient textual and artistic representations. He argues that the 
comparison of Socrates to the divine Silenus (4.19;5.7; also Plato Sym. 2158) figures 
him as "an extraordinary human being, transcending human norms" (38), but also as 
a challenging, disruptive presence when viewed "against the background of a city 
filled with perfectly proportioned and idealized human fig ures in marble and bronze 
embodyi ng virtue and moral authority" (38). 
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arguing for his beauty.9o The reader is pulled in two directions: the 
response of the contest's judges suggests a model for how to react to 
the sight and may lead the reader to reject the unconventional claims 
of Socrates, yet the reader may also reject the uneducated reaction of 
mere slaves. 91 
A similar dynamic governs the scene In which Socrates informs 
his audience how to interpret his own dancing, offering an explanation 
which "situates dancing within a familiar philosophical discourse of 
personal askesis"92 by listing its health benefits (2.17-19). Unlike the 
beauty contest, which is staged for the sight and judgement of the 
dancers, and more importantly, the other guests, Socrates does not 
present himself to an audience but dances by himself: ... ou oE~aEl J-JE 
auyyuJ.JVOCOT~V -Z;:l1TEIV, ouo' EV DXXtp TTpEa~UTl1V DVTOC OcTToOUEaSOCl. .. 
(" ... it will not be necessary for me to seek out a partner to exercise 
with, or in myoid age to strip in a crowd ... ," 2.18). When he is seen, it 
is by accident: t1 OUK 'lOTE OTl EVOCYXOC; EWSEV XocPJ-Jiol1C; oUToaL 
90 Hobden (2004) 132: "Critoboulos' victory leaves a question-mark hanging over 
whose definition of beauty is correct." Cf. Hindley (1994, 1999, 2004), who argues 
that Socrates' views on desire need not always represent those of Xenophon. The 
self-mocking tone is flagged up as Critobulus pokes fun at Socrates by 
enthusiastically adding to his argument: he says that Socrates' mouth must be the 
more beautiful because he can bite bigger mouthfuls, and his kisses softer because 
he has thicker lips - to which Socrates replies that according to such an argument he 
must have a mouth more ugly than an ass's (EOlKOC, E<P'1, EYW KOCTcX TOV aov X6yov 
KOCL nov OVillV OClOXLOV TO OT6~oc EXElV, 5.7). 
91 See Wiles (2000) 115 on the slave status of the dancers; he arg ues that by inviting 
the reader's sexual arousal, the final tableau suggests that sexual relations and 
marriage are both inescapable and a form of enslavement. Contrast Wohl (2004) 352 
who, in my view unconvincingly, sees the dancers as the children of the Syracusan, 
by reading the term nocle; as "child" instead of "slave" and by treating the Syracusan's 
admission that he shares a bed with his male dancer (4.54) as a sign of a paternal 
rather than a sexual relationship. 
92 Wohl (2004) 344. 
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KCXTEACX~E J,JE OPXOUJ,JEVOV; "Don't you know that Charmides recently 
caught me dancing early in the morning?" 2.19).93 
Socrates subverts dance by giving it a function independent of 
its effect on an audience. The eccentricity of such a change of meaning 
is indicated in the representation of the exotic tribe of the 
Mossynoecians in the Anabasis: ... J,JOVOL TE QVTEC; OJ,JOLCX ETTPCXTTOV 
OcTTEP (Xv J,JET' (XAAWV QVTE<;, OLEAEYOVTO TE CXUTOLC; KCXl EYEAWV Eq)' 
ECXUTOL<; KCXl WPXOOVTO Eq)LOTOcJ,JEVOL OTTOU TUXOLEV, WOTTEP {xAAOL<; 
ETTlOElKVUJ,JEVOl. (5.4.34) " ... they did alone the sorts of things that 
people usually do amongst others - they talked to themselves and 
laughed by themselves and would start dancing wherever they 
happened to be, as if putting on a display for others." The 
Mossynoecians are described as ~CXP~CXPWTOcTOUC; ... KCXl TTAELOTOV TWV 
'EAAI1VLKWV vOJ,Jwv KExwpLaJ,JEvou<; ("the most barbarian people ... and 
the most far removed from Greek customs," 5.5.34). Socrates' solitary 
dance renders him strange. Indeed, when Charmides sees him he is 
overcome with perplexity, unable to comprehend his actions within a 
normative frame (KCXl TO J,JEV YE TTPWTOV E~ETTAOcYI1V KCXl EOELacx ~~ 
J,JCXiVOLO, "At first I was astonished and feared you were going mad", 
2.19). His attitude changes on hearing Socrates' explanation, but is 
contradictory: he goes home and does not dance, practising boxing 
instead (ETTEl OE aou ~Kouacx OJ,JOLCX 0[<; vOv AEYEL<;, KCXl CXUTO<; EA8wv 
" OU, OU yap TTWTTOTE - , TOUT 
93 His dance is also not "seen" by the reader. In contrast the other dances of the text, 
Socrates' dance does not take place in the narrative moment of the symposium but is 
discussed in retrospect. We are not given a description of his movements - only an 
explanation of them. 
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EXElPOVO~OUV OE, 2.19). He is almost moved to copy Socrates, but not 
quite.
94 
His response to the bizarre but improving sight of Socrates is a 
mixture of alienation and identification. 95 
Oeconomicus 
A similar set of concerns motivates the treatment of vision In the 
Oeconomicus, although here the subject is not how to be a lover but 
how to manage an estate. An important problem for the text is the 
relationship between the speakers of the nested dialogues. As part of 
his conversation with Critobulus, Socrates relates his conversation with 
Ischomachus, who in turn relates his conversations with his wife. Do 
the values of Ischomachus represent the values of Socrates?96 Where 
does textual authority lie? 
Ischomachus is a wealthy, landed, elite Athenian whom Socrates 
seeks out as part of his investigation into the nature of virtue, because 
he hears that everyone calls him kalos kagathos (6.16). Ischomachus' 
didactic speeches have been read as involved in the normative 
94 Wohl (2004) 345 discusses this scene in terms of its treatment of mimesis. 
Charm ides says he did not dance because he has not been taught, whereas Socrates, 
although he expresses a wish to learn from the Syracusan, dances without need of 
teaching. Wohl argues that Socrates' dance therefore indicates that his virtue is not 
mimetic, but innate: "the dcPET~ of the performer's character and the performance of 
that character are identical". 
95 Contrast Huss (1999), who reads this scene as a joke with which Charmides plays 
along. 
96 Too (2001), following Stevens (1994), distances Ischomachus from Socrates, 
arguing that Ischomachus is revealed by Socrates as not a true kalos kagathos in 
Socratic terms, but as obsessed by material gain and incapable of understanding 
Socratic principles of education; cf. Higgins (1977) 34. I do not consider here the 
question of the status and textual authority of the wife: see the important article of 
Murnaghan (1988), who reveals the text's complicity in gender oppression; for 
opposing views see Gini (1992-3), Pomeroy (1984) and Scaife (1995). Goldhill (1995) 
139-141 discusses the text's playful treatment of gender in the context of the 
scandalous relationship of the historical Ischomachus and his wife. 
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construction of elite values. 97 However, the meaning of the term kalos 
kagathos is questioned, as Socrates declares that wealth is not a 
prerequisite of being Ocycx86C; (11.5) - indeed that it is possible for him 
himself to be Ocycx86C; despite being poor (11.6) - and as he questions 
Ischomachus' over-riding concern for material gain (11.9).98 The 
authoritative voice of Socrates is also potentially called into question. 
Socrates disparages himself in relation to Ischomachus, saying that he 
cannot possibly criticise him because he has the appearance of (bOKW) 
an idle talker and measurer of the air, and a poor beggar (11.3); yet, as 
Too points out, the mention of the appearance (not reality) of Socrates' 
life marks these comments as heavily ironic. 99 
Socrates' unconventional, troubling and potentially disruptive 
persona and arguments are set in competition with the normative 
values of Ischomachus. The Oeconomicus sets out, and plays off 
against each other, different models of what it might mean to be kalos 
kagathos. lOO The question of how to look recurs throughout these 
discussions: sight becomes a central problem in evaluating the proper 
action of the virtuous citizen. 
97 Johnstone (1994). Cf. Vilatte (1986). 
98 See Stevens (1994). Also cf. Ischomachus' complaint that the result of his activities 
for efficient wealth creation is not that he is called a kalos kagathos by many, but 
that he is falsely prosecuted by many (11. 21). 
99 Too (2001) 76. The irony of Socrates' comments is flagged as Ischomachus 
responds, "you're joking" (ncxi<El<;, 11.7). . 
100 Johnstone (1994) argues persuasively that the Oeconomlcus should be read as 
engaged in the construction of elite ide,ntity (cf. ~i1a~te (1:86». However, whe~eas he 
reads the text as bolstering and confirming elite Identity, I would emphasise the 
text's self-consciousness about the problems of such a discourse: the involvement of 
such a troubling figure as Socrates in the discussion of elite values produces a 
presentation which is self-questioning. 
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A key passage is Socrates' exchange with Critobulus on how to 
. , 
Increase one s estate. Socrates tells Critobulus that the first step is to 
look about him in the city, which he is described as displaying to 
Critobulus (see the use of eTIlOElKVUW / eTIlOElKVUI.H to describe 
Socrates at 3.1, 3.2, 3.4, 3.8, 3.10, 3.16 and 4.1).101 He asks whether if 
he displays (eTIlOElKVUW, 3.4) that in some households the slaves are 
always running away whereas in others they work willingly, he will be 
making a display worth watching (ou KOCl TOOTO aOl 06~w Oc~logeaTov 
Tr;C; OLKOVOlJlOCC; epyov eTIlOElKVUVOCl; 3.4); and after describing how of 
those who work the same sort of land, some are poverty-stricken and 
others are wealthy, to Critobulus' enquiry as to the reason (arTlOV, 3.6) 
he replies that if he looks at them he will find out (au oE 9EWIJEVOC; 
Or;TIOU KOCTOClJoc9r;an, 3.6). 
L 
A comparison is made between watching events in the city and 
watching theatre. Socrates tells Critobulus 
OUKOOV XPrl 9EWIJEVOV aOCUTOO OcTIOTIElp<xa9OCl EL yvwa[1. vOv 0' eyw 
auv9E<xa9OCl' eTIl oE TOlOOTOV ouoev IJE TIWTIOTE epyov TIOCpEKaAEO'ac;. 
"You must watch and test out whether you are able to understand. At 
present I know that to watch a comedy you get up very early, and walk 
a very long way, and enthusiastically urge me to watch it with you. But 
you have never invited me to such events as these." (3.7) 
101 Vilatte (1986) 280-281 relates the use of the language of display (eTIlOElKVUW / 
E1TlOElKVU~l) in the Gee. to the text's concer~ wit.h Ischomachus' display of his soci~1 
identity through the correct behaviour of hiS Wife and correct management of hiS 
household and estate. 
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The question of the purpose and effect of watching the city is self-
consciously raised, as Critobulus expresses doubt about the possibility 
of learning anything from watching people around him. To Socrates' 
offer to display (ETTlOElKVUW) that some men become poverty-stricken 
through horse breeding whereas others prosper, Critobulus replies "I 
see and know both sorts but I do not in any way gain from it" (OUKOOV 
TOUTOU<; J,lEV K<Xl EYW opw K<Xl olo<x EK<XTepou<;, K<Xl ouoev Tl I.HXAAOV 
TWV KEpO<XlV6vTWV yiYVOJ,l<Xl, 3.8). Socrates responds by returning to 
the comparison with theatre to present a theory of spectatorship: 
eE~ yap <XUTOU<; DTTEP TOU<; TP<XYtpoou<; TE K<Xl KWJ,ltpOOU<;, OUX OTTW<; 
TTOlllTrl<; O'lOJ,l<Xl yev[1, OcAA' OTTW<; nuS[i<; LOWV Tl fl OcKOUU<X<;' K<Xl 
T<xOT<X J,lEV 'luw<; OUTW<; opSw<; EXEl (ou yap TToulTi)<; ~OUAEl 
YEveuS<Xl), lTTTTlKt1 0' OcV<XYK<XSOJ,lEVO<; XP~US<Xl ou J,lwpo<; O'lEl Elv<Xl EL L 
J,lrl UKOTTEL<; OTTW<; J,lrl LOlWTf1<; EUEl TOUTOU TOO EPYOU ... 
"The reason for this is that you watch them in the same way as you 
watch tragedies and comedies - not, I think, in order that you should 
become a playwright, but in order that you should take pleasure in 
seeing or hearing something. And perhaps this is correct, for you do 
not wish to become a playwright; but since you are forced to be 
involved in horse-rearing, don't you think it would be foolish not to 
ensure that you are not ignorant of the matter ... ?" (3.9) 
In this exchange Socrates imagines Athens as a theatre writ large 
- a place full of sights to be watched and contemplated. Further, he 
argues for a form of viewing which is active and assertive, not passive 
and receptive, and which replaces pleasure with self-education as its 
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aim. He brings spectatorship into the realms of the political: to look is 
to learn how to play one's part as a citizen. 
In contrast, Ischomachus imagines pleasure as a desirable 
response to sight when using sight as an analogy in his speech to his 
wife on orderliness. However, here pleasure indicates political 
engagement rather than detachment, as sight is imagined as capable 
of evoking feelings both of identification and of alienation, depending 
on the viewer's relationship to the object of sight. A disordered army is 
a most ignoble sight for friends and totally useless (TolC; OE cpiAOlC; 
OcKAEEOTOCTOV opcxv KOCl OcXPIlOTOTOCTOV, 8.4), whereas an ordered army 
is a most beautiful sight for friends and a most unwelcome sight for 
enemies (KOcAAlOTOV !-lEv {OElv TolC; cpiAOlC;, OUCT)(EPEOTOCTOV OE TolC; 
TTOAE!-liol<;, 8.6).102 In the description of serried ranks of troops 
marching in line, the question is posed "Which friend would not watch 
in pleasure ... Which enemy would not look in fear. .. ?" (TiC; !-lEV yap OUK 
(XV cpiAOC; ~OEWC; 8EOcaoclTo... Tic; OE OUK (XV TTOAE!-IlOC; cpo~1l8Eill 
's:. ' luWV ... , 8.6). Similarly, a swiftly speeding warship is fearful for 
enemies but worth watching for friends (cpO~EPOV eOTl TTOAE!-liOlC; A 
cpiAOl<; Oc~lo8EOCTOV, 8.8).103 Pleasure is a matter of political 
commitment: the pleasant sight is the sight of something beneficial to 
one's state. 104 These sights are used to illustrate the necessity of order 
102 For the army as a beautiful sight, see Sappho Fr. 16 (L.-P.); for the army as a 
terrifying sight see Corg. Hel. 15-16. . 
103 Too (2001) 74-75 views this passage as irrelevant, and treats It as the text's 
implicit criticism of Ischomachus' verbose and undirected pedagogical method. 
104 Cf. the discussion of female beauty: Socrates says he takes more pleasure in 
learning about a real woman's virtues than in looking at a painting of a beautiful 
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in the house, where the efficient storage of cloaks is a beautiful sight 
(K<XAOV be lJJOcTl<X KEXWPlUJJEV<X (bELV, 8.19), and the ordered array of 
pots is comparable to the beautiful spectacle (K<XAOV SE<xj.JcX, 8.20) of 
the chorus: Ischomachus has previously informed us that whereas a 
disorderly chorus is unpleasant to watch (SECXUS<Xl OcTEpnE<;, 8.3), the 
same men participating in an ordered chorus are worth watching 
(Oc~lOSE<XTOl, 8.3).105 As in the city, the pleasurable sight is the sight of 
what benefits the household. lo6 
The Oeconomicu5 is also self-conscious about the potential 
problems involved in viewing others. In Socrates' description of his 
quest for knowledge, sight is a means of analysing and learning; and 
the proper objects of sight are the practices of citizens. Socrates 
describes himself moving on from visiting good (Ocy<xSou<;, 6.13) 
builders, smiths, painters and sculptors and looking at (SEcXU<XUS<Xl, 
6.13) their beautiful (K<XAOc, 6.13) works, to trying to examine someone 
who was beautiful and good in himself: "Whomever I saw who was 
beautiful I would approach, and attempt to learn whether I could see 
goodness In combination with beauty" (OVTlV<X 'LbOlj.Jl K<XXOV, TOUTtp 
, 
npOUnElV 
L 
, , 
EnElpWJJIlV K<XT<X JJ <xvS cXVE lV, " Elnou 'L80lj.J l 
npoUIlPTIlJJEVOV T~ K<XA~ TO Ocy<xS6v, 6.15). However, Socrates is 
baffled: he discovers that the beautiful of body are often ugly in their 
soul (6.16), so decides no longer to rely on sight for the discovery of 
woman (we; Ej..IOl TIOAU ~bLOV ~wcrf1e; &pET~V YUV()(lKOe; K()(T()(IJ()(v9aVElv ~ El ZEO~le; 
IJOl K()(A~V ElKaa()(e; YP()(CP[i YUV()(LK()( ETIEbElKVUEV, 10.1). 
105 See Dillery (1995) 31. 
106 Cf. Ischomachus' display of the household arrangements to his wife in, order to 
educate her in how to manage them, with the repeated use of the verb bElKVUlJl or 
ETIlbELKVUj..Il (9.2,9.4,9.5,9.9,9.10,9.13). 
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the beautiful (OccpEIJEVOV T~e; KexA~e; OlJjEwe;, 6.16), but instead seeks 
out Ischomachus, whom everyone calls kalos kagathos (6.17). Socrates 
presents the necessity, but also the limitations, of a politically engaged 
model of sight. This passage is reminiscent of the text's well known 
diatribe against cosmetics (10.2-13), where the concern is with false 
appearances: under Ischomachus' instruction, the wife asks "how to 
appear beautiful in reality rather than only to seem so" (we; &v TW OVTl 
l. 
KexAtl cpexlvOlTO, OcAAOc IJtl lJovov 80KOl'1, 10.9). The ironic privileging of 
"real appearances" over apparent appearances lays bare the text's 
anxiety over how a viewer should cope with the potentially deceptive 
nature of sight. 
Slightly different concerns are raised in Ischomachus' speech on 
farming techniques, where sight is again understood to be equivalent 
to learning and understanding. lOl Ischomachus insists that not only 
can Socrates learn how to farm by watching farmers,108 but because he 
has seen people farming in the past, he already has this knowledge. lo9 
He reveals Socrates' knowledge of farming techniques by asking him 
what he has seen.1l0 To see is automatically and immediately to 
comprehend: 
107 Compare the description of the ig norance of the wife who had been broug ht up to 
see, hear and speak as little as possible (7.5) and had previously seen only how the 
spinning is given out to the maids (7.6). 
108 Ischomachus claims that unlike other arts whose practitioners conceal their skills, 
farming lends itself to being watched: TWV oE yewpywv 6 KCxAAlOTCX IJEV <puTeuwv 
IJCxAlOT' av ~OOl TO, el ne; CXUTC)V 8eqno, 6 KCxAAlOTCX OE aTTeipw~ wacxuTWe; ("the 
farmer who plants best is most pleased if he is being watched, as IS the farmer who 
sows best", 15.11). 
109 This seems to recall the Platonic theory of anamnesis: see Gini (1992-3) and Too 
(2001). 
110 See e.g. the conversation on the digging of trenches:"1 am sure you have seen 
(olo' on EWpCXKCXe;) what sort of trenches they dig for plants" (19.3) (answer: yes); 
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, - " " 
opW, ECPI1V EyW, TOCOTOC TICxVTOL 
KOClOPWV 8~, eCPI1, TL OCUTWV OU YlYVWUKElC;; (19.14) 
''''I see," I said, "all these th i ng s." 
"And since you see" he said, "which of them do you not understand?"" 
However, Socrates casts doubt on the efficacy of sight in the 
acquisition of knowledge, by asking whether he might also have 
knowledge of other arts, like smelting gold, playing the flute, or 
painting, without being aware of it: "For I have never been taught these 
things any more than I have been taught farming, but I see men 
working at these arts just as I see them farming" (E8i8oc~E yap OUTE 
TOCOTCx IJE Ou8El<; OUTE YEWPYElv· opw 8' WcrTIEP YEWPYOOVTOCC; KOCl Tac; 
(XXXOC<; TEXVOC<; EPYOC~OIJEVOUC; cXv8pwTIouC;, 18.9). Ischomachus' reply, 
that farming is distinguished from other arts in being the easiest to 
learn (18.10), acknowledges Socrates' conclusion as problematic. lll 
Socrates points up the value invested in sight as a means of developing 
oneself in the context of the city, but he also reveals the contradictions 
and failures of such a valuation. 
The problems of viewing are also of concern in Socrates' story of 
the Spartan leader Lysander's viewing of the activities of the Persian 
"Did you ever see (elbec;) one more than three feet deep?" (19.3) (answer: no); "Did 
you ever se_e (elbec;) one more than three feet broad?" (19.3) (answer: no); "Did you 
ever see (elbec;) one less than a foot deep?" (19.4) (answer: no); "In that case you 
know well enough that trenches are never ... " (19.5) (answer: "Something so obvious / 
visible cannot but be seen" (OevaYK'1 yap ... TOOTO OpCXa8(Xl OUTW ye K()(T()(CP()(VEC; QV, 
19.5)). Similar exchanges follow on distinguishing dry and wet ground by sight 
(19.6), on seeing how plants are planted in different soils (19.7), on seeing how 
shoots bud (19.10) and on seeing how to plant olives (19.13). 
III Also see the comments on farming as open to being watched, unlike other arts: 
15.11. 
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prince Cyrus the Younger at Sardis. 112 When Cyrus displays 
(ETTlbElKVUV()(l, 4.20) his "paradise" to Lysander, Lysander wonders 
( '8' 7' 113 E ()(UJ..I()(':;,EV, 4.21) at the beauty of the trees, the accuracy of the 
spacing, the straightness of the rows, the regularity of the angles and 
the many sweet scents.114 On being informed that Cyrus did much of 
the planting himself, "looking at him, and seeing the beauty of his 
clothing and noticing their scent and the beauty of his necklaces, 
bracelets and other adornments" (OcTTO~X€lIJ()(<; El<; ()(UTOV K()(l lOWV TWV 
TE lJ..l()(Tiwv TO KOcXXOC; JJv ElxE K()(l Tr;C; ocrJ..lr;C; ()(lcr80J..lEVOC; K()(l TWV 
O"TPETTTWV K()(l TWV lIJEXlWV TO KOcXXOC; K()(l TOO <xXXOU KOcrJ..lOU o~ 
112 Cf. the use of the Persian king's rule over his kingdom as an analogy for the 
successful estate-owner's control of his estate, both of which are imagined as 
enforced through vision. In describing the correct management of subordinates, 
Ischomachus says that when the Persian king asked a man clever with horses by what 
means a horse could most quickly be fattened, "He is said to have replied, 'The 
master's eye'" (TOV b' ElTTELV AEYETeXl OTl bEaTToTou Ocp8OCAIJOC;, 12.20). Similarly, 
Socrates explains the Persian king's control over his empire through his 
watchfulness: "He personally inspects the men who are near his residence, and sends 
trusted agents to review those who live far away" (KOCl TOUC; IJEV OcIJCPl T~V EOCUTOO 
o'lKIlalv OCL>TOC; ECPOP~, TOUC; bE TTpoaw OcTTOlKOOVTOCC; TTlaTOUC; TTEIJTTEl ETTlaKoTTELv, 
4.6); "he personally inspects and examines the part of the land that he travels 
through, and the part that he cannot see he sends trusted agents to review" (ETl bE 
oTToallv IJEV T~C; xwpOCC; blEAOCUVWV ECPOP~ OCL>TOC;, KOCl bOKllJ6c~El, oTToallv be IJ~ 
OCL>TOC; ECPOP~, TTEIJTTWV TTlaTOUC; ETTlaKoTTELTOCl, 4.8); we are also told that those of 
the Persian king's subordinates whose territory he sees (op~) to be uncultivated or 
thinly populated, he punishes (4.8). Similarly, sight is imagined by both Socrates and 
Ischomachus as an assertion of the estate-owner's control over his property. To run 
a successful estate, and make slaves work effiCiently, says Isshomachus, "you must 
watch over and survey their work" (EcpOPOCTlKOV bEL ElVOCl nbv epywv KOCl 
E~ETOCaTlKOV, 12.19). He recounts: OTOCV IJEV yap ETTlIJEAOIJEVOUC; 'lbw, KOCl ETTOClVW 
KOCl TlIJOcV TTElPWIJOCl OCL>TOUC;, OTOCV bE OcIJEAOOVTOCC;, AEYElV TE TTElPWIJOCl KOCl TTOlELV 
OTTOLOC b~~ETOCl OCL>TOUC; ("Whenever I see them working carefully I praise and try to 
honour them, but whenever I see them being careless I try to say and do whatever 
will hurt them", 12.16). Ischomachus also presents the appearance of the master 
before the eyes of his slaves as contributing to their control: if the appearance of the 
master (TOO be bEanoTou ETTlCPOCVEVTOC;, 21.10) brings no response in the workers, 
he is not to be ad mired, but if at the sig ht of hi m (lbOVTEC;, 21.10) they get busy, and 
are filled with enthusiasm, rivalry and desire for honour, "I would say such a man had 
something of the character of a king" (TOOTOV EYW CPOCLIlV &.v EXElv Tl ~8ouC; 
~ocalAlKoO, 21.10). .., 
113 Lysander is repeatedly described as wondenng: 8oculJoc~wV, 8oculJoc~w, 4.21; 
8ocuj.l6c~ElC;, 4.24. . . 
114 Socrates also invites Critobulus to examine (ETTlaKoTToOvTEC;, 4.5) the king, uSing 
the same verb as that used of the king's agents who examine his domain (4.6 & 4.8). 
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; 
ElXEV, 4.23), he expresses surprise, before praising Cyrus as a virtuous 
man (dcy<x86c; yap wv dcv~p Euf,<Xlj..lOVELC;, 4.25). 
As elsewhere in the Oeconomicus, Lysander's sight involves 
learning. Just as in Socrates' claims about the necessity of watching 
people around one in the city, Lysander discovers something new 
about the world, and implicitly, therefore, about his own place in it: 
Socrates concludes from Lysander's story that even the wealthiest men 
should not shun farming (5.1). Yet the implications of viewing in this 
scene are more complex. In its perfection, Cyrus' orchard is 
reminiscent of the gardens of Alcinous in the Odyssey (7.112-132):115 
it is a fantastical place both desirable and unattainable. The astonished 
and admiring gaze of Lysander potentially mediates the response of 
the reader, who might both be dazzled by Cyrus' alluring appearance 
and alienated by his exoticism: Lysander's response, which highlights 
the unlikelihood of someone like Cyrus involving himself in farming, 
marks the incongruity of the use of the Persian king as a model for the 
Athenian estate-owner, as well as indicating his appeal as a paradigm. 
However, Lysander's response can also be understood as conditioned 
by his identity as a Spartan: Spartans were well known not only for 
their austere dress, but for their rejection of manual labour. This 
complicates the response of the reader, challenging the reader to 
consider how far he or she sees like Lysander, or sees differently. Sight 
offers a means of articulating both the value and the difficulty of 
115 Cf. Odysseus' gaze at Alcinous' garden: Ev9<x OTac; 9'1ELTO TToAlnA<XC; bLOC; 
'ObUo"o"EUC;. <Xlnap ETTEl br) TTOcVT<X Elf> 9'1~a<XTo 9u~lf> ... (Od. 7.133-134). 
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encountering and comprehending others, as the problem of how to 
look at Cyrus becomes a problem of political self-positioning. 116 
He lien ica 
This scene of cross-cultural visual response, and the problems it 
raises, offers a useful introduction to the representation of vision in 
the He lie nica , which itself introduces the sorts of issues with which we 
shall be concerned in the four central readings of cross-cultural vision 
in this thesis. In the He lien ica , looking becomes a means of articulating 
cultural, social and political relationships, as a series of scenes present 
the visual interactions of leaders and their men, of the armies of 
different Greek states, and of Greeks and Persians, frequently in 
situations involving conflict and the struggle for power. 
Control over viewing in the Hellenica functions as an expression 
of power. Archidamus encourages the Spartan troops by urging them 
not to allow themselves to be made to feel ashamed but to look others 
in the face (vOv dcy<xSOl YEv6~EVOl dcV<x~XE4JW~EV opSol<; o~~<xalv, 
7.1.30: literally, "Now being noble men let us look with straight eyes"), 
and he reminds them of their previous status as "the most looked at 
people of all the Greeks" (TTp6aSEv yE TTOcVTWV TWV 'EXXr;vwv 
116 The sight of the foreign operates similarly in t!:1e scene of Ischomachus' inspection 
(lbElv, Ela~OcC; eTTl 9E()(V, e9E()(aoq.Jflv: 8.11; ElbOV: 8.15) of the rigging on the 
Phoenician ship. His vision is to do with learning, analysing and drawing conclusions 
for the organisation of his household. He says that given that people aboard ship 
keep order despite being tossed by the waves, he and his wife ought be able to keep 
order in their house: eyw 06v K()(nbwv T()(UTflV T~V &Kpl~El()(V T~C; K()(T()(aKEU~C; 
EAEYOV Tn YUV()(lKl on ... ("After seeing the careful order of the ship's rigging, I told 
my wife that ... ", 8.17). However, the intricacies of the shi.p's organisation an? t~e 
lengths to which the sailors go to keep order also open It up to an awe which IS 
potentially both idealising and alienati,ng: as in Lysander's sight of Cyrus, 
Ischomachus' sig ht involves wonder (9()(u~()(a()(c;, 8.15). 
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nEpl~AEnT6T()(TOl ~J..IEV, 7.1.30).117 Control over one's look, as well as 
over how one is seen by others, acts as an assertion of power. 
Similarly, Spartan victory over the Corinthians is enacted in their 
production of a spectacle of the Corinthians' defeat: "So many men fell 
in a short time that people accustomed to seeing heaps of grain, wood 
or stones then gazed upon heaps of corpses" (TOTE yoOv OUTW<; EV 
6Aiy~ nOAAOl EnEaov tomE El8laJ..lEvol opc5cv Ol av8pwnol awpou<; 
aiTou, ~UAWV, Ai8wv, T6TE E8EOca()(VTO awpou<; VEKPWV, 4.4.12).llB 
Visual relationships can express relationships of power between 
a leader and his men. 119 The Spartan leader Teleutias' power over his 
men is articulated as they garland him and throw garlands into the sea 
in his wake, producing a spectacle of their honour for him (5.1.3-4), 
and as they look at him with joy: w<; bE ElbOV ()(UTOV ~KOVT()( Ol V()(OT()(l, 
unEPria8na()(v, ("When the sailors saw him coming, they were 
117 See Cairns (2005) 13l. 
118 Responses to sight can indicate self-control, as when the Spartans line the road 
watching the defeated Mantinean democrats coming out of their city: although they 
hate them they keep their hands off them ( ... 9EW~EVOl TOUC; f~lOVT<XC;. K<Xl ~lUOOVTEC; 
<Xl>TOUC; o~WC; OcTTElXOVTO <xUTluv ... , 5.2.6), an achievement which is described as 
great evidence of their good discipline (~EY<X TEK~~PlOV TTEl9<XPXl<XC;, 5.2.6). A failure 
to look similarly indicates disempowerment. When requested by Cleonymus to appeal 
to his father Agesilaus on Cleonymus' father Sphodrias' behalf, Archidamus denies 
that he has the power to influence him: lu9l ~EV OTl EYW TW E~W TT<XTPl oUb' L L 
OcVTl~AETTElV bUV<Xj..I<Xl, ("Be assured that I cannot even look my father in the face", 
5.4.27). In the sacking of Sparta the helplessness of the women is expressed through 
their inability to endure the sight of smoke, having never seen an enemy before (<Xl 
j..IEV yUV<XLKEC; oubE TOV K<XTTVOV OPWU<Xl ~WElXOVTO, aTE OUbETTOTE (bOOU<Xl 
TTOAEj..IlOUC;, 6.5.28), whereas in their attempt to defend their city the Spa,rtans are 
described as "both being and appearing few in number" (~OcA<X OAlYOl K<Xl QVTEC; K<Xl 
CP<XlVOj..lEVOl, 6.5.28). 
119 The control of vision is also used by the Thirty to secure control of Athens: when 
Theramenes is dragged away for execution he calls on both gods and men to see 
what is happening, but the council keeps quiet, as they can see the council chamber 
surrounded by armed men (K<Xl_9EOUC; ETTEK<XAELTO K<Xl OcV9PWTTOUC; K<x90pexv Ta 
Ylyv0j..lEV<X. ri bE ~OUA~ riUUXl<XV ElXEV, opwu<X ... , 2.3.55); similarly, Critias orders for 
the casting of votes to take place in plain view (EKEAEUE cp<xvEpav CPEPElV T~V 4J~cpov, 
2.4.9) to ensure the outcome he requires. 
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delighted beyond all measure," 5.1.13).120 The relationship between 
the men's sight of Teleutias and his power over them is expressed as 
he informs them that his door stands open so that any of them can 
approach him (Supo<,; EIJJ1 ... OcVE<.p~ETO<l, 5.1.14): 
lOOTE OTO<V UIJEl<; TIA';Pl1 EXl1TE TOe ETIlT';bElO<, TOTE KO<t EIJE o4JEa8E 
Oc<pSOVWTEPOV blO<lTWIJEVOV· (XV bE OcVEXOIJEVOV IJE OPOcTE KO<t 4JUXl1 KO<t 
SOcATIl1 KO<t OcYPUTIVlO<V, OraSE KO<t ulJEl<; To<OTO< TIOcVTO< KO<PTEpElv. 
(5.1.15) 
"Therefore, whenever you have provisions in abundance, then you will 
also see me living well too; but if you see me putting up with cold and 
heat and lack of sleep, then expect that you too will have to endure all 
these things yourselves."121 
The chiasmic structure of Teleutias' statement (as at first, conclusions 
are drawn from the men's experience to explain what they will see, and 
then from their sight to explain what they will experience) allows a 
change in the significance allotted to the men's sight, with coercive 
effect. Sight shifts from a mode of accessing and judging the leader, 
implying a certain degree of levelling of status as they all share the 
same experiences, to a means of instilling obedience: the point of 
Teleutias' speech is to ensure the men's submission to his command 
despite the lack of provisions. Their submission to suffering becomes 
120 We can compare the reaction of the Athenians to the arrival of Alcibiades: 
K<XT(XTIAEOVTO<; 5' <XlJTOO 0 TE EK TOO nElp<xui><; K<Xl 6 EK TOO CXOTEW<; OXAO<; ~epoiae'1 
TIpo<; T(x<; v<xO<;, e<XUJ..lcX~OVTE<; K<Xl (5ELV ~ouA6J..1EVOl TOV j\AKl~lcX5'1v, ("When he 
sailed in, the common crowd from the Piraeus and from the city gathered around his 
ships, full of wonder and desiring to see ~lcibiades," 1.4.13). 
121 See the si milar representation of Agesllaus at Ages. 5.7, and of Socrates at Mem. 
1.1.10. 
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necessary by the admission of their own sight, as Teleutias' self-
display becomes an assertion of power. 
The obedience of the Athenian commander Iphicrates' men is 
similarly expressed through the spectacle that they create: when he 
orders the men to follow him, "Their enthusiasm was a sight to 
behold," (de~ioc EYEVETO SEOC<; rl OTIOUOr;, 6.2.34).122 However, further, 
Iphicrates' effectiveness as a military leader is indicated by his visual 
control over his surroundings. He suspects reports which do not come 
from an eye witness (KOCl yap Ta TTEPl TOO MvocaiTTTTou OCUTOTTTOU ~€V 
OUOEVO<; ~Kl1KOEl, UTTWTTTEUE O€ ~rl deTTOcTr]<; EVEKOC AEYOlTO, KOCl 
EepUAOcTTETO, 6.2.31); he sets up look-outs from the land, but also 
from the masts of ships who could see much further from their higher 
position (TTOAl> o6v ETTl TTAEOV 06TOl KOCSEWPWV A Ol EK TOO O~OCAOO, 
deep' U\.fJl1AOTEpOU KOCSOPWVTE<;, 6.2.29); and when expecting the enemy 
to approach he stations men "at a point from which it was possible to 
see those sailing up and from which those signalling to the city would 
be visible" ( ... OSEV TOU<; TE TTPOOTIAEOVTOC<; OUVOCTOV ~v op6cv KOCl TOU<; 
al1~OCiVoVTOC<; El<; TrlV TTOAlV KOCTOCepOCVEL<; ElvOCl, 6.2.33).123 
For Iphicrates, control of the visual field implies control of the 
field of battle. The control of viewing is frequently depicted in the 
Hellenica as a means of asserting power over an enemy, and requires 
122 The power of a leader can be asserted through the spectac.le created by his 
followers. Cf. the contest for influence between Lysander and Agesdaus based on the 
control of appearances: Agesilaus is angered whe~ LY,sander, by surro,unding himself 
by crowds of petitioners, makes hi mself appear (EcpexlvETO, 3.4.7; CPCXlVECJSCXl, 3.4.9) 
more important than Agesilaus. .,.... 
123 For similar military uses of vision, see Epamlnondas tactics In keeping hiS camp 
concealed (ev &8f1AOTEPtp) from the enemy while making sure it was possible to see 
(e~iiv opexv) what the enemy was doing (7.5.8). 
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self-conscious manipulation of the viewer. After putting the rearguard 
of the Argive army to flight, the Phliasians put on a display: 
Koct OcTIEKTElVOCV IJEV oALyoue; OCUTWV, TPOTIOCIOV IJEVTOl EOTr;O"OCVTO 
OPWVTWV TWV J\pYELWV OUOEV OlOCCPEPOV n EL TIOcVTOCe; OcTIEKTOVEO"OCV 
OCUTOU<;. (7.2.5) 
"Although they killed only a few of them, with the Argives looking on 
they set up a trophy just as if they had killed them aiL" 
The Phliasians assert their claim to victory through a spectacle of 
victory.124 In contrast, following the Spartan defeat at Lechaeum, 
Agesilaus tries to maintain morale in his army by limiting what they 
see: when he must lead his army past Mantinea, "he passed by while it 
was still dark, so hard did he think the soldiers would find it to watch 
the Mantineans exulting In their misfortune" (. .. ETl O"KOTOCIOe; 
OUTW XOCAETIWe; Oev Eo6KOUV ! Ol OTPOCTlWTOC l TOlle; 
MOCVTlVEOCe; ECP.,OOIJEVOUe; Tq> OUOTUxr; IJOCTl SEOcO"OCO"SOCl, 4.5.18).125 
Such displays can be deliberately calculated to persuade or to 
deceive. When Agesilaus wishes to make war on Phlius for the sake of 
the restored Phliasian exiles, he must counter the objection of the 
Spartans that they risk incurring the hatred of a state of more than five 
thousand men: "for the Phliasians held their assemblies outside the 
city in plain view, just for the pu rpose of making this fact evident" (KOCl 
124 When the Phliasians set up a trophy and sound the paean after defeating the 
Pelleneans, the Theban general and Euphron allow this to go on even though he had 
just been racing to aid the Pe.!le,~eans; ~h~y ~re described as a~ting "just as if they 
had been racing to a spectacle (waTIep eTIl gecxv TIeplbebpCX lJf1 KOTe<;. 7.2.15). Cf. the 
Spartan attempts to produce an appearance of success even in the midst of disaster: 
4.5.10; 6.4.16. 
125 The devastating potential of sight is indicated as the men of Anaxibius are 
terrified when they see the ambush set for them by Iphicrates (EKTIeTIXI1YIJEVOU<; 
exTICXVTCX<;, w<; elbov T~V EVEbpCXV, 4.8.38), and react by fleeing. 
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yOep b~ OTTWC; TOOT' EVbflAOV E'Lfl, Ol <PAEl<XO"lOl EV Tq> CP<XVEpq> TolC; 
E~W EKKAflo"l<X~OV, 5.3.16). He devises a scheme (OcVTE~flX<xv~o"<XTO, 
5.3.16); he encourages the exiles to form common messes with their 
supporters and provide them with training and arms, at the end of 
which "they displayed more than a thousand men in splendid bodily 
condition, well disciplined and well armed" (OcTTebEl~<Xv TTAElOUC; 
XlAlWV OcVbpwv aplO"T<X ~EV TOe o"W~<XT<X EXOVT<XC;, EUT<XKTOUC; bE K<Xl 
EUOTTAOT<XTOUC;, 5.3.17). The result of this display is that the Spartans 
are persuaded that they need such soldiers. 126 Agesilaus successfully 
presents a display which outweighs the display of the Phliasians. 
Similarly, when the Spartan leader Dercylidas faces a battle with 
the Persians in which he will be vastly outnumbered, and is approached 
by messengers from Tissaphernes suggesting a conference, he 
responds with a display: 
K<Xl 6 ~EPKUAlb<XC; A<X~WV TOUC; KP<XTlO"TOUC; TOe E'Lbfl TWV TTEPl <XUTOV 
K<Xl lTTTTewv K<Xl TTE~WV TTpoiiA8E TTPOC; TOUC; OcyveAOUC;, K<Xl ElTTEV' 
126 An appeal to sight is also calculated to persuade in the speech of Procles the 
Phliasian to the Athenian assembly, as he encourages them to take the side of their 
Spartan petitioners against those from Thebes. He states that he used to admire 
Athens because he heard that those who were wronged came to Athens for 
assistance: EYW bE, t1 aVbpEC; J1.S'lV()(lOl, TTpoaSEv IJEV &KOUWV E~~AOUV T~VbE T~V 
TTOAlV ("Previously, men of Athens, I used to admire this state of yours from hearsay," 
6.5.45). He claims that he now sees the Spartans asking for assistance, but also sees 
the Thebans asking the Athenians to allow those who had saved Athens to perish: 
vOv b' oUKET' &KOUW, &AA' ()(UTOC; ~b'l TT()(PWV opu> J\()(KEb()(lIJOviouC; ... opu> bE K()(l 
0'l~()(iouC; ... ("Now I no longer only hear, but being present here myself at this 
moment I see the Spartans .... I see the Thebans ... ," 6.5.45-46). The contrast between 
hearing and seeing suggests that sight allows him fuller knowledge of the Athenians, 
and that they risk their reputation by their decision. Cf. Procles' claim that the 
Athenians would be able to call on the Spartans in the future, as the fact that they 
had received benefits from the Athenians would have been witnessed by "the gods 
who see all things now and forever" (SEal Ot TTCxVT()( OPU>VTEC; K()(l vOv K()(l El<; &Ei, 
6.5.41). 
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!L\AAa lTOCpEcrKEuacrlJl1V IJEV EYWYE lJaXEcrSocl, we; OPCXTE' ElTEl IJEVTOl 
EKElvoe; ~OUAETOCl Ele; AOYOUe; OcCPlKEcrSOCl, ou8' EYW OcVTlAEyW. (3.2.18) 
"Dercylidas, taking with him the best looking of the men around him 
and of the cavalry and infantry, came forward to meet the messengers 
and said "I myself am prepared for battle, as you see. However, since 
he wishes to hold a conference, I do not raise any objection.'''' 
The phrase we; OPCXTE ("as you see") is deliberately manipulative: 
Dercylidas is far from ready for battle, being in much the weaker 
position, but uses display to empower himself over his enemies. 127 
The function of sight in the assertion of power and the 
manipulation of sight and display in political relationships appear most 
strikingly in the scenes following Agesilaus' successful capture of the 
Corinthian Piraeum.12B When Agesilaus is approached by Boeotian 
ambassadors suing for peace, he pretends not to see them (0 8E 
!L\Yl1criAocoe; lJaAOC IJEYOCAOcppOVWe; TOUTOUe; IJEv ou8' opcxv E8oKEl, 
4.5.6), instead sitting and watching the captured property being 
brought out (ESEWpEl lTOAAa Ta E'~OCYOIJEVOC, 4.5.6).129 The Spartans 
127 This phrase is used in a similarly manipulative or coercive way in speeches in the 
Anabasis (see discussion ad. loc.). For other uses of deceptive display in the Hell., see 
the Spartan commander Pasimachus' trickery of the Argives, when his own superior 
force takes over the shields of the Sicyonians in order to impersonate them: Ol bE 
!4PYELOl OpWVTEe; T(X aiy~cx T(X ElTl TWV cXalTibWv, we; LlKUWvioue; OUbEV ECPO~OOVTO, 
("When the Argives saw the sigmas on the shields, thinking that they were Sicyonians 
they were not afraid." 4.4.10). See also the deceptive appearances of Epaminondas, 
as he tries to give the impression that his army is not going to join battle but is 
getting ready to encamp (7.5.21-22), but then suddenly attacks: Ol bE lTOXE~lOl we; 
ElbOV lTcxpdc bO;CXV ElTlOVTCXe;, OUbEle; CXUTWV ~auxicxv EXElV EbUVCXTO ... , ("When the 
enemy saw then advancing unexpectedly, not one among them was able to keep 
quiet ... ", 7.5.22). Cf: 1.6.36; 1.7.8. 
128 See Gray (1989) 158-162 on the focus on vision and spectacle in this portion of 
the Hell .. 
129 A similar distanced, empowered viewing by a commander of the spectacle of 
military success occurs in Mania's viewing of her conquests of Larisa, Hamaxitus and 
Colonae by her Greek mercenary forces (CXUT~ bE ECP' c:Xp~cx~ix~'1e; eEW~EV'1, 3.1.13). 
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who are leading out the prisoners are described as being looked at 
intensely by the bystanders (J,J(XACX UTTO TWV TTCXPOVTWV SEWPOUJ..IEVOl): 
, " '-" " Ol ycxp EUTUXOUVTE<; KCXl KPCXTOOVTE<; CXEl TTW<; CX~lOSECXTOl OOKOOUlV 
Elvcxl, ("For men who are fortunate and victorious always seem to be 
worth watching," 4.5.6). The control of visuality is presented as a mark 
of power: Agesilaus' victorious position is articulated in his ability to 
look at what he wishes, and the Spartans' success is marked by their 
transformation into an impressive spectacle. 
However, everything changes after a messenger arrives reporting 
the Spartan defeat at Lechaeum. Now when the Boeotian ambassadors 
are at last interviewed they make no further mention of peace (TTEpl 
J..IEV Tii<; Elp~VIl<; OUKETl €J..IEJ..IVI1VTO, 4.5.9), saying instead that they 
wish to enter the city to join their troops. Agesilaus replies: 
!4AA' olocx J..IEV, Eq>I1, OTl ou TOll<; crTPCXTU.oTCX<; lOElv ~OUAEUSE, aAAOc TO 
EUTUXIlJ..lCX TWV q>lAWV UJ..IWV SEOcUCXUSCXl TTOUOV Tl YEyEVI1TCXl. 
TTEPlJ..lElVCXTE o6v, Eq>I1· €yw yap UJ..IiX<; CXUTO<; &~w, KCXl J..IiXAAOV J..IET' 
€J..IoO QVTE<; YVWUEUSE TToTov Tl TO YEYEVI1 J..IEVOV €crTl." (4.5.9) 
""I know" he said, "that you do not wish to see your soldiers, but rather 
wish to gaze at how great is the good fortune of your friends. Wait, 
therefore," he said, "for I will conduct you myself, and by being with 
me you will understand better what sort of thing has happened."" 
As Dillery remarks, the distinction drawn in this statement between 
lOETv and SEOcucxaScxl marks the latter term as a politically loaded 
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form of vision, implying that the ambassadors will glory in the sight.130 
Agesilaus responds by leading the ambassadors to the city where he 
cuts down and burns all the fruit trees, and "displayed that no-one 
would come out against him" (eTIEbElKVUEV w<; OUbEL<; aVTE~6El, 
4.5.10). Agesilaus' change in fortunes is expressed through the 
ambassadors' potential ability to gaze at the success of their friends; 
Agesilaus attempts to reassert his dominance by maintaining control 
over the sight that the ambassadors will see, producing a spectacle of 
his power.131 
In these examples, the visual field becomes a site of contest in a 
strugg Ie for power. With the exception of the scenes of viewing 
between leaders and men, where the power asserted through the 
control of viewing could be described as a form of class power, such 
struggles usually occur between opposing political or cultural groups. 
Strikingly, the Hellenica contains some scenes of viewing between 
different cultural groups in which responses to viewing are explicitly 
presented as controlled by political or cultural position. 
Following the meeting with the Persian king to discuss the terms 
of the King's Peace, Antiochus the Arcadian ambassador reports back 
to the Arcadians on his experience of the king's court: 
... aTIr;YVElAE TE TIpo<; TOU<; IJUPlOU<; w<; ~aalAEu<; apTOKOTIOU<; IJEV KaL 
OljJOTIOlOU<; KaL OlVOXOOU<; KaL 8upwpou<; TIEIJTIXr;8El<; Exol, (XVbpCX<; bE 
130 Dillery (2008) 246. 
131 Agesilaus is presented as the purveyor of spectacle elsewhere in t~e Hellenica, 
notably the scenes of army training in Ephesus (3.4.16-1?); I do not. discuss these 
scenes here, as an almost identical passage which appears In the Agesllaus (1.25-28) 
is discussed in chapter 6. 
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or IJcXXOlVT' <Xv "EAAIlO"l TTcXVU ~IlTWV OUK [<Xv] ECPll buvex0"8exl lbEIV. 
TTPOC; bE TOUTOlC; Kexl TO TWV XPIllJcXTWV TTA~8oc; OcAex~OVELexV or YE 
bOKEIV ECPll Elvexl, ETTEl Kexl TtlV UIJVOUIJEVIlV <Xv XPUO"~V TTAcXTexVOV Oux 
, "" r, " , lKexvIlv ECPll Elvexl TETTlyl O"Klexv TTexPEXElV (7.1.38). 
" ... he reported to the Ten Thousand that the king had bakers and 
cooks and wine-pourers and doormen in vast numbers, but that 
although he searched hard he was unable to see any men who could 
fight with Greeks. In addition he said that the king's vast wealth 
seemed to him to be mere pretence, since the famous golden plane 
tree was not big enough, he said, to provide shade for a grasshopper." 
Antiochus' sight of the king's court is explicitly value laden: he sees 
many people, but no "real men" (<ivbpexC;).132 However, his response is 
framed as partial: we are told that he reported in the way that he did 
because the Arcadian League had been belittled (OTl ~AexTTOOTO TO 
}\pKexblKOV), whereas in contrast the Elean ambassador praised the 
king because he had honoured Elis above the Arcadians (7.1.38). 
Antiochus' response to the sight of the king's court is controlled by his 
political relationship to it. 
More complex is the meeting of Agesilaus and Pharnabazus in 
book 4. Agesilaus and his men lie on the ground in the grass (XexlJexl EV 
TTOex TlVl KexTexKELIJEVOl, 4.1.30) while they wait for a conference with 
l. 
Pharnabazus. Pharnabazus arrives dressed in a robe worth much gold 
132 This recalls the famous statement of Herodotus about Xerxes at Thermopylae -
that although he had many (XV9PWTIOl, he had few (Xvopec; (7.210). 
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(OTOA~V nOAAOO XPUO"oO Oc~i()(v, 4.1.30); his reaction on seeing 
Agesilaus is described: 
unoTl8EvTWV of: ()(UTq> TWV 8Ep()(nOVTWV p()(nTCx, e<p' <Lv K()(8i-Z:oUO"lV 
Ol nEpO"()(l ~()(A()(KW<;, Doxuv811 eVTpu<p~o"()(l, OPWV TOO J\YI1O"lACxOU T~V 
<P()(UAOTI1T()(· K()(TEKAi811 06v K()(l ()(UTOC; wanEp EixE X()(~()(i. (4.1.30) 
"When his servants began to spread beneath him the rugs on which the 
Persians sit softly, looking at the simplicity of Agesilaus he was 
ashamed to enjoy luxury. So he too lay down on the ground just as he 
was." 
The narrative IS interrupted by a brief ethnographic aside which 
explains the action in terms of generic Persian characteristics: the rugs 
are not just any rugs, but are the sort of rugs on which Persians sit in 
comfort (e<p' <Lv K()(8i-Z:oUO"lV Ol nEpO"()(l ~()(A.()(KWC;). However, we are 
not just offered ethnographic description of Persian habits, but what 
could be termed "metaethnography", as we witness a Persian response 
to Spartan habits (we can contrast this scene with Lysander's viewing 
of Cyrus the Younger at Oec. 4.20-25, discussed above, where a 
Spartan views a Persian). The reader's experience of the Spartans is 
mediated through Pharnabazus' sight of Agesilaus and his men. 
However, Pharnabazus' response is presented as a specifically Persian 
response, shaped as it is by his own expectations of finery and 
comfort. He sees not just Spartans sitting on the ground, but Spartan 
hardiness and austerity, and responds with shame, followed by 
imitation. Sight is presented as culturally loaded. Pharnabazus' shame 
and desire to imitate Agesilaus imply a certain level of identification 
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with him,133 yet his viewing of Agesilaus also reveals that from the 
Persian point of view, Spartan behaviour is curiously exotic. Further, 
this moment of visual interaction must be understood in terms of a 
contest for power. Pharnabazus and Agesilaus meet in order to discuss 
terms for peace or the possible renewal of conflict: visual display and 
response function as the first exchange in their parley. 
Such scenes raise urgent questions for the reader of the 
Hellenica: how will the reader look at, and respond to, the scenes 
displayed in this text, which tells the story of bitter and violent Greek-
on-Greek conflict, but also of Greek conflict with Persians?134 With 
whom will the reader identify? How is the reader's relationship to the 
sights of the text complicated by the representation of display as an 
assertion of power? The Hellenica raises but does not resolve these 
133 Pharnabazus is presented in an attractive light earlier in the text, potentially 
encouraging identification with him. See e.g. his personal courage at the battle of 
Cyzicus, where he charges his horse into the sea (1.1.6) and his generosity to the 
Peloponnesian forces when short of resources following Cyzicus (1.1.24-25). 
134 The Hellenica sometimes imagines the reader's experience of the text as a visual 
experience: the Spartan responses to the news of the disaster at Leuctra are 
presented through the imagined experience of_viewing the scene, using the 
impersonal third person "it was possible to see" (~v opcxv) and the second person 
"you would have seen" (<Xv elbee;): "On the following day it was possible to see those 
whose relatives had been killed going about in full view looking bright and cheerful, 
whereas you would have seen just a few of those whose relatives had been reported 
as still living, walking around looking sad and downcast," (Tn b' U(JTep<Xl<X ~v opcxv, 
- L L 
wv ~ev ETE9v<xcr<xv _ Ol TIpocr~KovTee;, ALTI<xpO_Ue; K<Xl CP<XLbpOUe; Jv T~ CP<XVEP~ 
<XV<X(JTPECPO~EVOUe;, wv be sUNTEe; ~yyeA~EvoL ~cr<xv, OAlyoue; <Xv ElbEe;, TOUTOUe; be 
crKu9pwTIoue; K<Xl T<XTIELVOUe; TIepLLoVT<xe;, 6.4.16). See also the description of the 
rescue of the Phliasian acropolis (9ECxcr<xcr9<XL TI<XP~v, 7.2.9) and the description of 
Agesilaus' troops in Ephesus (TI<XP~v opcxv, 3.4.16; <X~l<xV ... 9E<xe;, 3.4.17; 
ETIeppwcr9" b' (Xv TLe; K<XKElvo lbWV, 3.4.18), both of which scenes are imagined as 
spectacles before the eye of the reader. Cf. the description in indirect speech, in a 
report by an informer to the ephors, of Cinadon the revolutionary displaying 
(ErTLbeLKVUV(XL, 3.3.5) to the informer which of those in the Spartan market place and 
streets are potential enemies and which are potential allies, and displaying 
(ETILbel~<XL, 3.3.7) the tools laid out in the iron market which could serve as weapons. 
The visual language allows not just the internal audience, but also the reader, to look 
at Sparta and comprehend Cinadon's plan. 
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problems, and in doing so challenges the reader to consider, or 
reconsider, how he or she conceptualises him- or herself as Greek. 
Very similar questions are posed by the use of vision in the 
representation of Persians and other Asians in the Anabasis and 
Cyropaedia and in the representation of Spartans in the Lak. Pol. and 
Agesilaus. Let us now turn to a detailed examination of these texts, in 
order to consider not only how vision is imagined in each case, but 
what the use of vision in the representation of various types of cultural 
and political difference can tell us about Xenophon's conception of 
Greek self-consciousness. 
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3. Vision, travel and Greek identity in the Anabasis 
How does the sight of the foreign frame the experience of travel? What 
effect does it have on the traveller's sense of self? What happens to 
that sense of self when the traveller becomes the object of foreign 
scrutiny? These are just some of the questions which arise in the 
numerous scenes of spectatorship in Xenophon's tale of Greeks in a 
strange land, the Anabasis, which tells the story of the travels through 
Asia Minor of an army of 10,000 Greeks in 401-399, among whom 
Xenophon himself numbered. Employed by the Persian renegade Cyrus 
the Younger in his attack on his brother the Persian King, they were 
stranded in Babylonia following his death at the battle of Cunaxa; the 
majority of the text narrates their journey back to the Greek world. 
Throughout their journey, the Anabasis presents the Greeks as looking 
at and responding to their foreign environment; there are also 
numerous moments when the Greeks look at and respond to each 
other, and when they become the object of the gaze of the various 
foreign peoples whom they encounter. I argue that Xenophon's 
portrayal of these varied visual interactions has much to tell us about 
the complexities of Greek self-consciousness in the early fourth 
century. 
The subject matter of the Anabasis is provocative, and politically 
charged. Set shortly after the end of the Peloponnesian War, the 
Anabasis chronicles an Athenian's cooperation with an army led by 
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Spartans in the period of Spartan ascendancy over Athens; 1 it describes 
an elite man's involvement with mercenaries, a potentially contentious 
activity for one of Xenophon's class;2 and it presents Greek military 
service for a barbarian. How would an Athenian reader respond to such 
a problematic narrative? Would the reader sympathise with the 10,000 
as Greeks stranded in a foreign land, or are the 10,000 rather 
unappealing protagonists, from whom the reader might feel alienated? 
Can they, indeed, be understood as "Greeks", or do the various state or 
regional ethnicities of the 10,000, frequently depicted in conflict with 
each other, disrupt such a simple categorisation?3 Is reading about 
Greek travel in Asia an affirmative, essentially comfortable act, or does 
it offer a more challenging experience? 
Scenes of vision are useful in approaching these questions. The 
story of the travels of the Greek army through Asia Minor is told 
through a series of visual encounters with native peoples and 
landscapes. 4 The reader of the Anabasis encounters foreign peoples 
1 Although the majority of the 10,000 were mercenaries operating independently, the 
Spartans sent an officially state-sanctioned contingent, consisting in a fleet under 
Samius, and seven hundred hoplites under Cheirisophus: Hell. 3.1.1; An. 1.2.21, 
1.4.2-3. Before Cunaxa the army is largely led by Clearchus, and after Cunaxa by 
Cheirisophus along with Xenophon. See Hamilton (1979) 104-107. 
2 See Azoulay (2004b) 289 who argues that Xenophon tries to distance himself from 
"the disgraceful shadow of the mercenary". 
3 The question of how the 10,000 function as a community has been contentious. 
Nussbaum (1967) emphasises their collective action as a "polis on the march"; see 
also Flamarion Cardoso (2001), who argues that a unified identity among the 10,000 
is created through collective action. However, see Gauthier (1985) 23 on their discord 
and factionalism. 
4 Cf. Pratt (1992), who analyses how the representation of the Western traveller as a 
viewer formulates his or her political positioning in 18th to 20 th century travel writing. 
For vision and travel in the ancient world, see Elsner (1992) and (1994) (on 
Pausanias); Nig htingale (2001) and (2004) 40-71 (on the philosophical and cultural 
significance of theoria); and Hartog (1988) 248-58, 260-309 (on autopsy in 
Herodotus). The aims and fears of the 10,000 are articulated through the sights 
which are to be sought or avoided. After the murder of the generals the Greeks are 
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through the eyes of Greeks. Indeed, the events of the narrative are 
sometimes offered to the reader as visualised scenes to be observed 
and considered, through the phrase "it was possible to see".s The 
mediation of the reader's experience through that of the text's Greek 
protagonists might encourage identification with the 10,000; but how 
unable to sleep through longing for their homelands, parents, wives and children 
whom they thoug ht they would never see agai n (ou OUVOc~EVOl K()(9EUOElV uno AUn'le; 
K()(l no90u n()(Tpiowv, YOVEWV, YUV()(lKWV, n()(iOwv, oGe; ounoT' EVO".Il~OV ETl 
otpEa9()(l, 3.1.3), and in Xenophon's encouragement of the men he urges whoever 
desires to see his people again (5aTle; TE u~wv TOOe; OlKEioue; Enl9u~ELlOELV, 3.2.39) 
to be brave. On the other hand, he warns that inaction, and capture by the King, 
entails the risk that they might "see all the most horrible sights and experience all 
the most terrible sufferings" (nOcVT()( ~ev Ta X()(AEnWT()(T()( EnlOOVT()(e;, nOcvTex oe Ta 
OElVOT()(T()( n()(90VT()(e;, 3.1.13); in the balance of the ~ev ... oe ... construction, the 
sight of horrors and the suffering of horrors are made equivalent in their 
undesirability. At the beginning of the main section of the narrative, the journey back 
to the Greek world, sight becomes a privileged means of organising the experience 
of the text's protagonists. 
5 When Cyrus' Persian nobles extricate wagons stuck in the mud, their action is 
transforme,9 into a spectacle offered to the eyes of the reader: Ev9()( o~ ~EpOe; n TAe; 
EUT()(~i()(e; ~v 9EOca()(a9()(1. pitp()(VTEe; yap TOOe; nopcpupoOe; KOcVOUe; onou ETUXEV 
EK()(O"TOe; EO"T'1 KWe;, lEVTO WaTIEP &v OpOc~Ol Tle; Enl viKn K()(l ~OcA()( K()(Ta np()(VoOe; 
Y'lAOCPOU, EXOVTEe; TOUTOUe; TE TOOe; nOAuTEAELe; Xl~WV()(e; K()(l Tae; nOlKiA()(e; 
Ocv()(~upio()(e;, EVlOl oe K()(l aTpEnTOOe; nEpl TOLe; TP()(X~AOle; K()(l tpEAl()( nEpl T()(Le; 
XEpaiv· Eu90e; oe aOv TOUTOle; Elan'lO~a()(VTEe; Ele; TOV n'1AOV 9aTTov ~ we; ne; &v 
lpETO ~ETEWpOUe; E~EKO~la()(V Tae; cX~6c~()(e;. ("Then it was possible to behold an 
example of good discipline. They each threw off their purple cloaks wherever they 
happened to be standing, and sprinted, as if competing in a race, down a very steep 
hillside, wearing their expensive tunics and colourful trousers, with some of them 
even wearing torques around their necks and bracelets on their wrists. As soon as 
they got there, they leapt into the mud with all their finery and lifted the carts free of 
the mud more quickly than one would have thought possible," 1.5.8). What the 
reader will "see" in this sight is left ambiguous: as Higgins (1977) 85 notes, it is 
unclear whether this scene should be read as expressing admiration for Persian 
EUT()(~i()(, or as mocking "begrimed dandies sloshing in the mud". Similarly, Xenophon 
describes travelling in Cyrus' province through the experience of seeing the people 
whom Cyrus had punished: nOAAOcKle; 0' ~v lOELV n()(pa Tae; O"TEl~O~EV()(e; 6000e; K()(l 
noOwv K()(l XElPWV K()(l 6cp9()(A~WV O"TEpO~EVOUe; Ocv9pwnoue;. ("It was often possible 
to see along the travelled roads people who had lost feet or hands or eyes," 1.9.13). 
The description could be read as voyeuristic, presenting Cyrus' province as a land of 
grotesque curiosities. However, it is also disturbing: these mutilations not only 
reflect Cyrus' power, but through display, actively construct th~t power. Cf. the 
invitation to view the Persian Empire as a whole: K()(l auvlOELV 0' ~v Ttp np_OaEXOVTl 
TOV voOv Tn ~()(alAEWe; apXQ nA~9El ~ev XWp()(e; K()(l av9pwnwv laxupa oua()(, TOLe; 
oe ~~ KEal ~WV 60wv K()(l Ttp OlEaTIOca9()(l Tae; OUVOc~Ele; Oca9EV~e;, E'l Tle; Ola T()(XEWV 
TOV nOAE~ov nOLOLTo. ("For someone who paid attention to the matter, it was 
possible to see that the empire of the King was strong in the extent of its territory 
and the number of its inhabitants, but that it was weak by reason of the greatness of 
the distances and the scattered condition of its forces, in case one should be swift in 
making his attack upon it," 1.5.9). This passage has been read as a call for a 
Panhellenist attack on Persia; see Dillery (1995) 61 n.7 for references. 
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easily is such identification made? What sort of experience of being 
Greek does it offer? And how is it affected by the representation of 
foreign responses to the sight of the 10,000? By considering the 
experience of the 10,000 in their visual encounters, and the 
relationships both among the 10,000 and between Greeks and native 
peoples and places constructed in the act of vision, I consider how the 
reader is positioned in relation to both foreigners and to the Greeks 
themselves. 
The nature of Greek identity is a major concern of the Anabasis. 
Claims about the differences between Greeks and non-Greeks occur 
throughout the text. However, interpretation of such claims is often 
problematic; for example, the Persian prince Cyrus tells his Greeks 
troops that they are superior to his barbarian troops - the word is his 
(VO~l~WV Oc~ElVOVOC<; KOCl KPElTTOUC; nOAAwv ~ocP~cXpwv u~(XC; E[VOCl, 
1. 7.3). Dillery describes this statement as "autoethnography", arguing 
that the placing of such an assertion in the mouth of a barbarian gives 
that assertion extra authority;6 examining the representation of the 
10,000 as a utopian community in the light of contemporary 
Panhellenist thought, he reads the Anabasis as a Panhellenist call for 
Greek unity against Persia. 7 
6 Dillery (1995) 61. The term is borrowed from Pratt (1992). 
7 Dillery (1995) 41 cites Xenophon's desire to found a city on the shores of the Black 
Sea (5.6.15-16) as evidence that the text is a call for Panhellenist conquest of Asia, 
and refers to the description of the vulnerability of the Persian empire to attack 
(1.5.9) as '''panhellenist big-talk', designed to precipitate action" (61); however, he 
notes the failures of the 10,000 to act as an ideal community as well as their utopian 
potential (63-94). That the An. was open to be read as a call for an attack on Persia 
in its own time is evidenced in the comments of later ancient writers, who treat the 
success of the 10,000 in making the journey back to Greece as a sign of the 
weakness of Persia: Isoc. 4.148,5.90; Polyb. 3.6.9-12; Arr. An. 2.7.8-9. See also 
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However, as Rood notes, the text's frequent appeals to Greek 
superiority and shared identity appear in the speeches of internal 
characters, where they function persuasively, and are not supported by 
the narrative context: 8 the Anabasis frequently depicts antagonism 
between Greeks, both among the ranks of the 10,000 themselves and 
in the 10,000's encounters with the Greek colonists on the Black Sea 
coast. Indeed, Ma reads the Anabasis through the lens of the fourth 
century concern with exile and migration to argue that the text's 
representation of the geographical and cultural displacement of the 
10,000 suggests the dislocation of Greek identity.9 In this chapter I 
argue that while the Anabasis must be read in the context of 
contemporary Panhellenist thought, offering in the story of the 10,000 
a test case for how a unified Greek identity might function, it also 
reveals the limitations and complexities of such a valuation of 
Greekness by presenting the tendency of Greek identity to fracture into 
its constituent parts and to be manipulated for political ends. 
Vision has not been a focus of interest in studies of the 
Anabasis. However, some visual aspects of the text have arisen in 
discussions of other themes. Through an examination of the 
ideological construction of landscape, Tripodi argues for "Ia 
prospettiva etnocentrica dello sguardo di Senofonte", describing the 
Hell. 3.4.2, where Lysander is prompted to persuade Agesilaus to attack Persia by the 
example of the 10,000's successful return. 
s Rood (2004) 310: "All that Cyrus' commonplace contrast between disciplined 
Greeks and unruly barbarian hordes shows is that he has judged his audience well." 
Some uses of display function within a similarly manipulative context (see below). Cf. 
Gauthier (1985), who argues that the text's ideological rhetoric of Greek-barbarian 
opposition is a means of masking or legitimating the mercenary motives of the 
10 OOO's adventure in Asia. , 
9 Ma (2004). 
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journey of the 10,000 as an "osservatorio itinerante" whose vision is 
politically charged. IO He argues that Xenophon's expressions of 
admiration for abundant and fertile landscape must be understood as 
implicitly acquisitive,!1 and reads the text's language of discovery and 
"wonder" (8ocOlJoc) as part of the exoticising rhetoric of foreign 
exploration. Offering a rather different view of the politics of the 
Anabasis, L'Allier argues, through an analysis of scenes of dance, that 
Xenophon presents the relativity of culture by showing barbarian 
incomprehension at Greek dancing displays (6.1.5-13); he claims "La 
conclusion que tire Xenophon est que certaines coutumes et certains 
modes d'education sont differents et peuvent sembler inferieurs, mais 
cela n'empeche pas qu'ils s'averent tout a fait valables."12 
These treatments are useful in that they engage with the 
Anabasis as a text concerned with questions of Greek self-
consciousness. My analysis will show that while Tripodi's emphasis on 
exploitation and violence is important in raising the issue of power in 
Greek relations with the non-Greek, he does not consider moments 
where the empowered position of the Greeks is questioned. Similarly, 
L'Allier's approach is helpful in that it considers the potentially 
destabilising effects of Greek exposure to the eyes of others, but is 
ultimately reductive in its depoliticisation of such encounters, and in 
its reliance on categories of value (concepts of superiority, inferiority, 
10 Tripodi (1995) 42. On the ethnocentricism of the An. see also Brule (1995); 
Cartledge (1993a) 44-45. , .. . 
11 Contrast Rzchiladze (1980) 314 who claims that Xenophon s deSCription of Persian 
and Median women as tall and beautiful is evidence of sympathy. 
12 L'Allier (2004) 238. Cf. readings of the An. as a text capable of sympathy or 
respect for barbarians: Anderson (2001) 139-141; Roy (2007); Rzchiladze (1980). 
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etc.) as a way of articulating responses to cultural interaction; rather 
the act of sight can be understood as a much more subtle and 
problematic process of cultural and political self-positioning. I will 
show that although the 10,OOO's sight of their alien environment can 
be self-affirming, viewing the foreign is not always a comfortable 
process. Further, the Greek experience is expressed through Greek 
visions of fellow Greeks which are sometimes disturbing, revealing the 
divisions among them on ethnic and class lines. Also, importantly, the 
reader's relationship with the 10,000 is challenged by moments where 
they are exposed to the eyes of foreign viewers. 
Greek views of the foreign 
I begin by considering the 10,OOO's visual encounters with their 
foreign environment. What sort of experience of Asia does their vision 
offer the reader? Greek sight is frequently assertive and self-validating, 
placing the 10,000 in a position of power as they confidently survey 
the land and peoples before them. Sight becomes paradigmatic of 
exploration and conquest: the eye of the Greeks scanning the 
unfamiliar landscape is often presented as explicitly acquisitive. 13 
Encouraging the men to consider the opportunities with which 
hostilities with the Persians provide them, Xenophon describes himself 
13 In the territory around Cunaxa, palm dates of the variety that can be seen (EOTlV 
[8Elv) in Greece are considered only fit for servants, whereas those reserved for the 
masters inspire wonder at their beauty and size (9<xuj,JOcCJlC)(l TOO KOcAAOUC; K<Xl 
j,JEye90uc;); the sight (OljJlC;) of them is similar to the sight of amber (2.3.15). \yhen 
eating palm hearts the Greeks wonder at their appearance (e9<xuj,J<Xu<xv TO TE El8oC;, 
2.3.16). Cf. Tripodi (1995), esp. 46-47 on 9<xOj,J<X, who discusses how descriptions of 
the landscape focus on the availability of its resources to Greek use. 
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bl(x8EW~EVO<; OCUTWV 5ul1v ~E:V xwpocv KOCl OlOCV EXOlEV, we; bE: acp8ovoc 
TOe EnlT~bElOC, 5uoue; bE: 8EpanovTOCe;, 5uoc bE: KT~VI1, Xpuuov bE, 
Eu8~TOC bE' (3.1.19). 
" ... gazing upon the extent and quality of the land they possessed, and 
at what an abundance of provisions and what quantities of servants, 
cattle, gold and clothing they owned." 14 
Similarly, when the 10,000 reach the metropolis of the Drilae, 
" ... seeing many sheep and other property, they attacked the 
stronghold" (OpWVTEe; np6~ocToc nOAAOe KOCl aAAoc XP~IlOCTOC 
npouE~ocAAOV npoe; TO xwpiov, 5.2.4), and in their attack on territory 
near Heracleia, " ... they took from outside the villages whatever 
provisions could be seen within the limits of their line" (. .. E~W TWV 
6.5.7). 
The Greeks' sacking of the stronghold of the Taochians (4.7.1-
14) is presented as producing a terrible or strange spectacle (EVTOCOSOC 
br) bElVOV nv 8Eoc~oc, 4.7.13) when the defeated Taochians commit 
mass suicide by jumping from the rocks. The aim of the 10,000's 
attack is acquisitive, as Xenophon's matter-of-fact summary of the 
results of the conquest show: "Here very few people were captured, but 
they got cattle, many asses and sheep" (EVTE08EV av8pwnol IlE:V navu 
OAlYOl EA~cp8I1UOCV, ~6E<; bE: KOCl OVOl nOAAol KOCl np6~ocToc, 4.7.14). 
The Greeks' position as conquerors of the Taochians is enacted 
14 Xenophon says that previously the Greeks looked at the possessions of the 
Persians (OpWVTE<; dcyex9a, 3.1.22) but did not take them because of their oaths to 
the gods. 
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through their role as viewers; atrocity is transformed into spectacle, 
whose strangeness (OElVDV) is a mark of the foreignness of the people 
conquered, legitimating the limitation of responses to the sight to a 
concern for lost profits. 15 
Such self-confident, self-validating Greek viewing also occurs in 
the famous scene of the sight of the Black Sea (4.7.20-26). The 10,000 
are led by a local guide to a mountain-top from which they will be able 
to see the sea (OlfJOVT()(l 8cXA()(TT()(V, 4.7.20). Their vision is celebratory: 
"When those at the front reached the top of the mountain and saw the 
sea, a great shout went up" (ETTEl OE Ot TTPWTOl EYEVOVTO ETTl TOO 
Opouc; K()(l K()(TEl8ov TrlV 8cXA()(TT()(V, KP()(UYrl TTOAArl EYEVETO, 4.7.21). 
The sight signifies the end of their journey in unknown, foreign lands, 
and their imminent arrival on the borders of the Greek world, the 
Greek cities of the Black Sea coast. 
A striking element of the description IS the level of confusion 
among those in the Greek army who have not yet seen the view; they 
do not know why the men ahead of them are shouting and fear that 
they are being attacked (4.7.22). The revelation of the view stems this 
confusion, producing certainty and self-assertion in the building of a 
trophy (KOAWVDV, 4.7.25).16 It is a moment of self-validation, and also 
15 Anderson (2001) 42 reads the phrase bElV6v ~v 9EOqJCX as evidence of Xenophon's 
compassion for the Taochians, but notes that the scene is governed by a concern for 
gain. Hanson (2001) 2 obscures the actualities of power relations between Greeks 
and Taochians, offering no hint of the Greeks' responsibility for the suicide but 
presenting it as emblematic of the strange, irrational behaviour of Eastern peoples: 
"During their ordeal, the Ten Thousand were dumbfounded by the Taochians, whose 
women and children jumped off the high cliffs of their village in a ritual mass 
suicide." The casting of the event as an ordeal for the Greeks is especially ironic. 
16 The question of whether this should be understood as a trophy has been debated; 
see discussion in Ma (2004) 317. Dillery (1995) 77 sees it as a "monument to the Ten 
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of social cohesion, as men of all ranks respond to the view with the 
same joy: "Then they embraced each other weeping, the generals and 
captains as well" (evToc09oc on TIEPlE~OCAAOV OcAAr;AOUC; KOCL OTPOCTtlyOUC; 
KOCL AOXOCYOUC; OOCKPUOVTEC;, 4.7.25). The Greeks' triumphant viewing of 
the land instantiates their ability to traverse and subdue it. 17 
In their joyous viewing of the Black Sea, the Greeks invest the 
landscape before them with their own set of meanings: they do not 
"just" see the sea, but see the edge of the Greek world. A specifically 
Greek way of seeing landscape is indicated as the army passes by ship 
along the Black Sea coast. The Greeks gaze upon Jason's Cape 
(eeEWpOUV Tr;V TE 'locO'oviocv OcKTr;V, 6.2.1), where it is said that the 
Argo moored (Ev9oc r1 ~Pyw AEYETOCl OPlJiO'OCO'eOCl, 6.2.1), and stop at a 
point where it is said that Heracles descended into Hades to fetch 
Cerberus (Eve oc AEYETOC l a 'HpOCKArlC; eTIL TOV KEP~EPOV , KUVOC 
KOCTOC~rlVOCl, 6.2.2): signs of his descent are on display ([1 vOv TOe 
O'tllJElOC OElKVUOCO'l TrlC; KOCTOC~OcO'EWC;, 6.2.2). The repetition of AEYETOCl 
frames the landscape as belonging to a world which has already been 
narrated, in a prior narrative which is specifically Greek.18 The Greeks 
look and recognise signs which legitimate their presence, as they 
follow in the footsteps of legendary explorers who have come there 
Thousand's triumph over all the barbarians they met"; contrast Tuplin (1999) 361-4. 
It includes dedications of captured wicker shields which their guide tells them to cut 
to pieces, presumably so they cannot be reused, but also as a sign of conquest. 
17 The Greeks have been burning and devastating the land through which they have 
passed on the instructions of their local guide who belongs to a rival tribe. 
18 Cf. the description of the Marsyas River as place where Apollo flayed Marsyas 
(1.2.8-9), and of Midas' Spring as the place where Midas caught Silenus (1.2.13); 
AEYET()(l is repeated in both accounts, framing Asian sites within a Greek narrative 
history. 
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before them. Their narrative of travel becomes incorporated into a 
tradition of Greek adventuring. 19 
However, the confident, self-validating Greek vision presented 
so far only partly describes the Greeks' visual relationship with their 
foreign environment. Greek sight of the foreign is not always self-
affirming, but can suggest, or produce, insecurity. The 10,000'5 joy in 
seeing the Black Sea hints at their desperation: they see in the view not 
just success but salvation. Their sight can be an anxiety-laden viewing 
of difficulties: 20 
EVTCXOSCX 8f) TIOAAf) cXSu~icx ~V Tole; ''EAA'1crlV, OPWcrl ~EV TOO TIOTCX~OO 
Tf)V 8UcrTIOpicxv, Opwcrl 8E TOUe; 8lCX~cxivElV KUJAucrovTcxe;, OPWcrl 8E 
Tole; 8lCX~cxivoUcrlV ETIlKElcro~Evoue; TOUe; Kcxp8ouxoue; OTIlcrSEV. (4.3.7) 
"Then great despondency fell upon the Greeks as they saw a river 
difficult to cross, as they saw troops ahead who would obstruct their 
crossing, and as they saw the Carduchians behind, ready to attack 
them if they tried to cross." 
19 The idea of visiting lands previously explored by the Argonauts goes back to Od. 
12.69-70. The traces left by the Argonauts are a repeated concern of Apollonius 
Rhodius' Argonautica: see Goldhill (1991) 284-333. For description of the Black Sea 
in terms of the places visited by the Argonauts see also Arrian's Periplu5. 
20 In advising the army to attack the enemy before the enemy can creep up on them, 
Xenophon instructs: "consider / see whether it is better to go against these men with 
weapons advanced, or with weapons reversed to gaze upon the enemy coming upon 
us from behind" (OpCXTE 8~ TIOTEPOV KPEITTOV LEveXl eTIl TOUC; (Xv8pcxC; 
TIPO~CXAAo~EvouC; TeX OTIACX ~ ~ETcx~cxAAo~EvouC; OTIlcr9Ev ~~wv eTIlOVTCXC; T~UC; 
TIOAE~louC; 9ECXcr9cxl, 6.5.16). Here it is implied that looking at the enemy advanCing 
upon them might be an uncomfortable experience. 
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Further, Greek vision often consists in a struggle to discern and 
interpret uncertain visual clues. 21 This is illustrated in the Greeks' 
sighting of the Persian army: 
KOCt ~bl1 TE ~v ~Ecrov ~~EPOC<; KOCt OUTTW KOCTOCq>OCVElC; ~crocv ol TTOAE~lOl. 
~ViKOC bE bEiAI1 EyiYVETO, Eq>OcVI1 KOVlOPTOC; wonEP VEq>EAI1 AEUKr;, 
XPOVWL bE cruxvw UO"TEPOV WonEP ~EAocvioc TlC; EV TW TTEOiw ETTl TTOAl>. L L L 
OTE bE EYYl>TEPOV EyiyvoVTO, TOcXOC or) KOCl XOCAKOC; TlC; ~O"TPOCTTTE KOCl 
AOYXOCl KOCt ocl TOc~El<; KOCTOCq>OCVElC; EyiyvoVTO. 
"Midday came and still there was no sign of the enemy. But early in the 
afternoon a cloud of dust appeared, looking at first like a white cloud 
in the sky. Some time later, however, it was as if there was a huge 
black smudge on the plain. Before long, as the enemy drew nearer, 
there were flashes of bronze, and then the tips of their spears and the 
divisions of the enemy became apparent." (1.8.8) 
The Greeks are not in control of this viewing; through the gradually 
unfolding sight, they struggle to make sense of an ambiguous and 
threatening environment. 
Here it eventually becomes clear what the Greeks are looking at; 
however, sometimes the Greeks' vision fails to produce knowledge. 22 In 
Armenia, sight produces a proliferation of conflicting reports. No 
21 See also 2.2.14-18: As the Greeks try to determine the intentions of the Persians 
after Cunaxa, they think that they can see enemy horsemen ahead (Ef>o~cxv 
TIOAEJ-ILOUC; opcxv lTITIECXC;, 2.2.14). Look-outs (UKOTIOl, 2.2.15) are sent forward, but 
they come back with the report that it is not horsemen that have been seen but pack 
animals grazing; this makes the Greeks realise that the King must be camping 
nearby, as the sight of smoke (KCXTIv6C; ecpcxLvETO, 2.2.15) in villages ahead indicates. 
In the morning it becomes clear (f>~AOV, 2.2.18) that the enemy has fled overnight, 
for no pack animal, camp or smoke is visible (ecpexv'l, 2.2.18) anywhere nearby. 
22 Contrast the view of the Black Sea: the revelation of the view stems confusion, 
bringing knowledge and certainty. 
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enemy has been seen (EWpWV, 4.4.8), but some of the stragglers 
" ... reported that they had seen the gleam of many fires in the night" 
( ... EAEYov OTl KOCTlbolEV VUKTWP TToAAOe TTUpOe CPOClVOVTOC, 4.4.9). The 
Greeks try to discover the meaning of the fires: 
eVTEOSEV ETTE~4JOCV VUKTOe; ~11~OKp6cTl1v TI1~VlTI1V (ivbpoce; b6vTEe; eTTl 
TOe OPI1 EVSOC Ecpocaocv Ot &TToaKEbOCVVU~EVOl Koc8opiXv TOe TTup6c· 06TOe; 
TE we; OVTOC KOCl TOe ~~ OVTOC we; OUK OVTOC. TTopEuSEle; bE TOe ~EV TTUpOe 
OUK ECPI1 lbEIV ... 
"They sent Democrates of Temnos with a body of troops during the 
night to the mountains where the stragglers said that they had seen 
the fires; for this man had the reputation of having given true reports 
on many previous such occasions, describing what were facts as facts, 
and what were fictions as fictions. When he returned he said that he 
had not seen the fires." (4.4.15-16)23 
Despite the store set by the accuracy of his statements, the Greeks are 
none the wiser about the meaning of the fires; rather than producing 
clarity and security, sight produces disabling confusion and a sense of 
threat.24 
The obscurity of the environment articulates its foreignness. 
However, the inability of the Greeks confidently to gaze upon and 
identify their surroundings also reflects back on their position as 
23 The phrase TOe OVT<:X TE we; OVT<:X K()(l TOe j.J~ OVT()( we; OUK OVT()( (" ... what exists as 
existing and what does not exist as not existing", 4.4.15) recalls Protagoras 80 B1 
(D.-K.), discussed in PI. Th. 151e-152c. 
24 Cf. Goldhill (1986) 17-18 on the the sight of the light of beacons in Aesch. Ag. 
489-498, where the uncertainty of the meaning intended to be communicated by the 
lights is contrasted with the clarity of the spoken message of a herald. 
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viewers. The anxiety and alienation of the visual experience produces a 
sense of displacement and disempowerment. The reader, who 
experiences the landscape and people encountered in the Anabasis 
through the eyes of the Greeks, is implicated in this problem. 
Greek sight can also be a matter of the detection and negotiation 
of obstacles and dangers. In a series of exchanges about what can be 
seen between Xenophon, who commands the rearguard of the army, 
and Cheirisophus, who leads the van, looking is an urgent process of 
discovering what the enemy is doing, what the landscape is like, and 
therefore how the Greeks should behave. When Xenophon and the 
rearguard rejoin the main body of the army who are besieging the 
Taochian stronghold, Cheirisophus explains the situation: "The only 
way of approach is the one that you see" (Mia aUT'1 TTOcpo06C; EOTlV nv 
6p~C;, 4.7.4). They are prevented from taking this route by Taochians 
who roll stones at those who try to pass. Xenophon points out that 
once they get past the danger of the stones they will be safe: "There is 
nothing we can see on the other side except these few men, of whom 
only two or three are armed" (ou yap 0" EK TOO EvaVTiou OPWIJEV EllJ" 
oAiyouC; TOUTOUC; OcV8PWTTOUC;, Kal OUTWV ouo f1 TPEIC; U>TTAlcrIJEVOUC;, 
4.7.5). He notes the extent of the dangerous stretch: "As you yourself 
can see, the distance we must cross under attack is about a plethrum 
and a half' (TO OE xwpiov, we; Kal cru op~C;, crxEOOV Tpia riIJiTTAE8pOc 
EOTlV 5 OEl ~aAAOIJEVOUC; OlEA8EIV, 4.7.6). Again, in the escape from 
the Carduchians, Cheirisophus refuses Xenophon's request to wait for 
the rear while they were under attack; although it is evident (O~AOV, 
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4.1.17) to Xenophon that something is the matter, there is no 
opportunity to see (OXOArl 0' OUK ~v lOElv, 4.1.17) the reason. When 
Xenophon reproaches him, Cheirisophus responds: 
BAElVoV, eCP'l, TIPOC; Ta OP'l Koclloe w<; &~OCTOC TIOeVTOC EOTi· ~ioc 0' OCUT'l 
600<; flv oP~C; op8ioc, KOCl ETIl TOCUT[1 cXv8pwTIWV opexv E~EOTi crOl 
OXAOV TOcrOOTOV, OL KOCTElA'lCPOTE<; CPUAOeTTOUcrl TrlV EK~OCcrlV. (4.1.20) 
""Look," he said, "at the mountains and see how impassable they all 
are. The only road is that steep one you can see, and it is possible to 
see on it a great crowd of people who have taken possession of it and 
are guarding our way out."" 
The invitation to look stands In for an explanation of his actions. 
Similarly, in their escape from Tissaphernes, Cheirisophus sees (ewpoc, 
3.4.38) the enemy ahead, so summons Xenophon to bring the peltasts 
up from the rear; Xenophon does not do so because he sees 
Tissaphernes coming into view (ETIlCPOClV6~EVOV yap I • EWPOC 
TlcrcroccpEPV'lV, 3.4.38). When he later asks Cheirisophus why he has 
been summoned, Cheirisophus invites him to look for himself 
(''E~EOTlV opexv, 3.4.39). 
In these exchanges, vision is a harried accounting of threats. 
Although it is to some extent an empowering activity for the Greeks 
through the implication of self-reliance and pragmatism as they see 
both dangers and how to overcome them, this is not a leisured or 
confident vision. The reader's experience is mediated through Greek 
sight; circumstances are explained not in an impersonal narrative but 
through descriptions of what the protagonists can see. In some ways 
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the visions described represent a unified, inclusive experience. 
Xenophon and Cheirisophus are in similar positions, negotiating their 
way through hostile terrain, and they see in similar ways: at one point 
Xenophon describes what they can jointly see (6pW~EV, 4.7.5). 
However, the splitting of visual experience between the two characters, 
as one sees one thing and the other sees another, emphasises the 
partiality or incompleteness of the Greek experience. 25 Along with the 
protagonists, the reader cannot see the bigger picture, and is 
presented with explanatory sights piecemeal. Although sight 
potentially positions the Greeks as resourceful opportunists, it is also 
an uncomfortable, fragmented experience. 
The problem of the security of Greek sight, and its relationship 
to knowledge, becomes more urgent when viewing is involved in the 
assertion, and policing, of Greek identity. When Xenophon argues that 
the 10,000 should make their escape back to Greece after the disaster 
at Cunaxa, all the officers agree with him except a man called 
Apollonides, who speaks in the Boeotian dialect (~OlWTl6cswv TV 
<pWvn); he stresses the difficulty of their position and argues that they 
L 
must gain the consent of the Persian King for their actions (3.1.26). His 
dissent from the general opinion is cast as a problem for the security 
of Greek identity, as Xenophon complains: "This man is a disgrace to 
his homeland and indeed to the whole of Greece, because he is Greek 
yet of such a kind as this," (06TO<; yap Kat TrlV naTpl8a KaTalCTXUVEl 
25 It also implies a sense of competition between the two leaders. See the discussion 
of conflict between Greeks below. 
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KOCl TTiXuocv TrlV tEAA<x8oc, OTl t'EAAI1V WV TOlOOTOC; EaTlV, 3.1.30). 
However, the sanctity of Greek identity IS saved as one of the other 
officers announces: 
tEAA<x8oc; TTOCVT<XTTOCUlV, , " ETTEl , " EyW , " OCUTOV El80v t' WOTTEp 
l\u86v Oq.HpOTEpOC TOe JJTOC TETpUTTI1 J..IEVOV. 
"But this man belongs to neither Boeotia nor to any other part of 
Greece, for I have seen that he has both ears pierced like a Lydian." 
(3.1.31) 
This explanation is summarily accepted, and Apollonides driven away. 
The sight of his ears speaks for itself, declaring his non-Greekness, 
and outweighs dialect as evidence of identity.26 Conversely, it is the 
other officers' role as inspectors and castigators of Apollonides' non-
Greek body that positions them as Greek. However, this positioning is 
makeshift and expedient: there is no explanatory intervention from the 
narrator, making clear whether Apollonides really is non-Greek. 27 The 
coincidence of his accent and ears is not explained, leaving the reader 
with the suspicion that he has been conveniently scape-goated. Sight 
provides not a determination of identity, but a means of justifying 
26 Xenophon hints that Apollonides' own vision also reveals his identity. He tells him: 
in SOCUj..IOCCJlWTOCTE (xVSPWTIE, O'UYE oUbe OPWV YlYVWO'KElC; oUbe OcKOUWV j..IEj..IV'lO'OCl. 
"Oh most wondrous man, you see but you do not perceive; you listen but you do not 
remember." (3.1.27) Apollonides' failure to agree with Xenophon's suggestion, which 
casts doubt upon his Greekness, is understood as a failure of sight (and also 
heari ng), which makes hi m an object of the greatest wonder (SOCUj..IOCO'U.'uT<XTE). 
27 Ma (2004) 337 notes that depending on whether Apollonides was a Lydian who had 
lived in Cyme or Phocaea, learnt Aeolian Greek and therefore sounded "Boeotian", or 
was a Boeotian who had lived in Lydia, Greek identity is being defined either on the 
grounds of descent, or alternatively, on the grounds of commitment to Greek ways of 
thinking: by the very act of disagreeing, Apollonides is disqualifying himself from 
being Greek. This conflict between ethnic or cultural models of Greekness relates 
closely to Panhellenist debates. 
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claims about identity made for political purposes. The ability of sight 
securely to position viewer and viewed is both asserted and called into 
question. 
Despite the problems involved in looking at the foreign, these 
examples all present the viewing of the Greeks as an active means of 
overcoming and managing their environment. Yet barbarians 
sometimes also actively control how they and their lands are seen. The 
hostile faction of Mossynoecians cut off the heads of those they kill 
and display them to the Greeks, performing a dance as they do so 
(OcTTOTE~OVTEC; TOcC; KEq>OCAOcC; TWV VEKPWV ETTEbElKVUO"OCV ToTC; ''EAAI1O"l 
KOCl ToTC; EOCUTWV TTOAE~lOlC;, KOCl Oc~oc EXOPEUOV vO~tp TlVl ~bOVTEC;, 
5.4.17); the Greeks are distressed (~aAoc nXSOVTO, 5.4.18) at the 
enemy's display and at Greek losses. 28 The Chalybians also cut off the 
heads of their enemies, carrying them along with them as they march, 
and they dance and sing whenever they are likely to be seen by their 
enemies (OTTOTE Ot TTOAE~lOl OCUTOUC; OlVEO"SOCl E~EAAOV, 4.7.16). They 
are self-conscious about their visual effect, manipulating their 
appearance to their advantage. 29 
28 Xenophon encourages the Greeks by urging them to seem (06~ETE) to those of the 
barbarians who are their friends that they are better than they, and to show 
(0'lAwaETE) to those who are their enemies that they are different from the men they 
have fought before, whom Xenophon accuses of indiscipline (5.4.21). The Greeks 
attempt to regain the advantage by making a display of their own in return. 
29 Barbarians are also depicted as displaying themselves at moments where display is 
not linked to military strategy. The Mossynoecians are laid before the Greek reader in 
a way that seems exploitative, as their bodies are exposed for the reader's 
ethnographic interest: "When the Greeks arrived among the friendly inhabitants, they 
exhibited to them the children of the well-off inhabitants who had been fattened up 
on a diet of boiled nuts and were soft and extremely pale, and were not far off being 
as wide as they were tall. Both their backs and their fronts were tattooed all over with 
multi-coloured flower patterns" (eTIEl OE TIopEu6~EVOl ev Tole; <plAOle; ~a<xv, 
eTIEOElKvuaexv <XlJTole; TI<xlO<xe; nbv EUO<Xl~6vwv alTEUTOUe;, TE9p<x~ ~evoue; K<xpUOle; 
E<p90le;, dcTI<XAOUe; K<Xl AEUKOUe; a<p6op<x K<Xl ou TIOAAOO oeovT<xe; 'laoue; TO ~~ KOe; K<Xl 
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Similarly, the Persian Tissaphernes invites the Greek commander 
Clearchus not just to look at the landscape, but to see in it the 
precariousness of his position: 
OU TOO"OCOTOC ~Ev TTEblOC ex u~ElC; CPlAlOC OVTOC O"UV TTOAAW novw 
L L 
blOCTTOPEUE0"8E, TOO"OCOTOC bE OPI1 OplXTE U~lv OVTOC TTOPEUTEOC, ex ri~lv 
E~EO"Tl TTPOKOCTOCAOC~OOo"lV liTTOPOC u~lv TTOCpEXElV ... ; (2.5.18) 
"Do you not behold these vast plains, which even now, when they are 
friendly, you cross only with great tOil; and also these great mountains 
you have to pass, which we can occupy in advance and make 
im passable?" 
Rather than foreign lands lying passive beneath the gaze of the 
Greeks, here landscape IS produced as a spectacle of Persian 
supremacy and Greek vulnerability. In his invitation to look, 
Tissaphernes attempts to foist onto Clearchus a way of seeing the 
environment which suits his own purposes; the attempt to control 
Clearchus' response to the sight becomes an assertion of power. 30 
TO nAOcTo<; elV()(L, nOLKlAoU<; be TeX VU)T()( K()(l TeX EIlnpoagev nOcvTex, eaTLYIlEvoU<; 
OeV9EIl L()(, 5.4.32). Yet despite the voyeurism of the narrator's eye for the peculiar 
bodies of the Mossynoecians, the Mossynoecians actively display (enebelKVUa()(v) 
their children. Cf. when the Mossynoecians are described as arranging themselves in 
battle like lines of choral dancers (EaT'1a()(V [wanep] Oevc:X EK()(TOV IlOcALaT()( olov XOPOl 
OeVTLaTOLXOOvTe<; OeAAriAOL<;, 5.4.12); the comparison to a chorus indicates their 
confident self-presentation. 
30 Greek sight of the foreign is also manipulated to the Greek advantage. When 
Tissaphernes' men burn the land so that the Greek army cannot raid it for provisions, 
Xenophon_asks "Do you see, Greek men, that they admit that the lanq is now ours?" 
('OpaTe, to (Xvbpe<; ''EAA'1ve<;, Uq>LEVT()(<; T~V XtiJp()(V ~b'1 ~lleTEp()(V elV()(L; 3.5.5). In 
pointing out the paradox of the Persians burning their own land, Xenophon 
transforms the aggression of the enemy into a strange foreign sight to be scrutinised 
by the Greeks, and which is evidence of their own successful conquest. He also 
suggests that if the Persians conserve any provisions, they will watch the Greeks 
coming to take them (OlfJOVT()(L K()(l ~Ila<; eVT()(09()( nopeuollEvoU<;, 3.5.5). The Greeks' 
vision of the Persians and the Persians' vision of the Greeks are both, through the 
rhetoric of Xenophon, transformed into actions which bolster the Greeks' position. 
However, Xenophon's attempt to control how the troops see the enemy involves not 
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Greeks looking at Greeks 
So far I have discussed how the Anabasis formulates the experience of 
being Greek through the representation of Greek visions of barbarian 
lands and people. However, the problems involved in Greek sight not 
only arise in the Greeks' interaction with their foreign environment, but 
intervene in the Greeks' relationship with each other. In the examples 
mentioned so far, the vision of the 10,000 often seems to operate 
collectively;31 as noted earlier, in the scene of the viewing of the Black 
Sea, the whole army see the same view and respond in the same way 
(4.7.25). When members of the 10,000 look at each other, viewing can 
articulate the inter-dependency of the Greeks as a functioning unit. 
Xenophon warns, "When the men in the battle line see their line break, 
they will immediately be discouraged" (KCXt Eu8u<; TOOTO Oc8uJ,Jicxv 
TIOU;UEl OTCXV TETCXYJ,JEVOl El<; cpexXcxyvcx TCXUTI1V blEO"TICXUJ,JEVI1V 
OPWUlV, 4.8.10). Similarly, the men's sight of each other in confident 
preparation for battle implies their social cohesion, and precedes an 
efficient and successfu I attack. 
eTIEt bE TIexVTCX TICXPEUKEUCXO"TO KCXt Ol XOxcxYOt KCXt Ol UTIOXOXCXYOl KCXt 
Ol Oc~lOOVTE<; TOUTWV J,Jtl XEipou<; ElvCXl TIexVTE<; TICXPCXTETCXYJ,JEVOl 
~UCXV, KCXt OcXXr;Xou<; J,JEV btl ~uvEwpwv ... (5.2.13) 
only the production of power over that enemy but also articulates his position as 
leader: see below. 
31 An exception is the series of exchanges between Xenophon and Cheirisophus 
(3.4.38-41; 4.1.17-20; 4.7.4-6) discussed above: although their experiences overall 
are similar, they see different views. Their discussion of sights is collaborative, but it 
also implies a contest for leadership between them. See Dillery (1995) 70-71 on the 
interaction of Xenophon and Cheirisophus as a sign of the 10,000's "mutual defence 
and cooperation"; however, he also notes the two commanders' disagreements. 
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"When all the preparations had been made, the captains, lieutenants 
and those who considered themselves no worse then them in bravery 
all arranged themselves in the line and, moreover, looked at one 
another ... " 
However, the sense of mutual identification suggested in these 
examples is frequently challenged; vision among the 10,000 often 
highlights conflicts in the Greek army on ethnic and class lines, 
disrupting the cohesion of the "Greekness" of the 10,000. 
I begin with ethnicity. After the dissolution of the army into 
contingents organised by ethnic affiliation, Xenophon and his men 
come to the rescue of the Arcadians and Achaeans who are under 
siege on a hilltop. What Xenophon's contingent see is described in 
direct discourse;32 the Arcadians' sight of the same events is then 
presented in indirect speech (Eq><xU<XV, 6.3.25). Xenophon's men set up 
camp on a hilltop: 
Ta TE TWV TIOAEJ.1lWV TIup6c EWPWV, aTIEIXOV oe we; TETT<xpaKovT<X 
aT<xOlOUe;, K<Xl <XUTOl we; EOUV<XVTO TIAElaT<X TIup6c EK<XlOV. ETIEl oe 
(6.3.20-21) 
32 Xenophon's group are presented as highly aware of their own position as both 
viewers and potential objects of view. Before the episode on the hill, Xenophon 
orders Timasion to ride ahead, both keeping the rest of the contingent in sight and 
spying out the territory (ecpopwv ~~CXC; KOCt .crKOTI~lTW TeX E~TIpoo:8ev, ,,6.3.14),! an~ 
sends out men to high ground, who are to signal If they see anything (OTIWC; El TIOU 
Tl TIo8ev Koc8opq>ev, crrwoclvolev, 6.3.15). The men burn everything they see (EWpWV, 
6.3.19) that is combustible, with the result that the whole country seems to be ablaze 
and their force appears large (wO"Te TIcxcroc ~ xwpoc ocl8ecr8ocl e56KEl KOCt TO 
O"Tp6cTeU~OC TIOAl) eLvocl, 6.3.19). 
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"They could see the campfires of the enemy about 40 stades away, and 
kindled as many fires themselves as they could. But as soon as they 
had eaten, the order was given to extinguish all the fires." 
In the morning they go to the hill where the Arcadians and Achaeans 
had been besieged. However, "They could see no army, either friendly 
or hostile" (K()(l OUX OPWO"lV OUTE CPlAlOV OTpCxTEUj.J()( OUTE TTOAEj.JlOV, 
6.3.22). Their response: "It was a wonder to them what had happened" 
(9()(Oj.J()( ~v Tl Err) TO YEYEVr)j.JEVOV, 6.3.23). As noted in chapter 1, 
9()(Oj.J()( is a visual term, related etymologically to the verb 9ECxOj.J()(l; it 
can suggest scrutiny of the strange or alien, but it is a highly 
ambiguous term which also implies awe. 
Xenophon's men set out again, after seeing (EWpWV) the tracks 
of the Arcadians and Achaeans in the road (6.3.24). When the two 
groups meet, "They were overjoyed to see each other and embraced 
like brothers" (CXO"j.JEVOl TE Eloov OcAAriAOUC; K()(l riO"TTCx~OVTO WO"TTEP 
OcOEACPOUC;, 6.3.24).The interpretation of visual signs becomes a 
problem for the relationship between the contingents, as the Arcadians 
ask Xenophon's men why they extinguished the fires, and explain their 
reactions to the sight: "We thought at first, when we could no longer 
see the fires, that you would come against the enemy during the 
night." ({f>j.JE9()( Uj.JaC; TO j.J€V TTPWTOV, eTTElO~ TOe TTUPOe OUX EWpWj.JEV, 
T~C; VUKTOC; n~ElV eTTl TOUC; TTOAEj.JlOUC;, 6.3.25). When Xenophon's men 
did not arrive, however, they reinterpreted the lights' disappearance to 
mean that Xenophon's men had learned of their predicament and had 
run away (6.3.26). This narrative takes place as a consequence of the 
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army's rejection of a joint Greek identity in its division into ethnic 
factions. The confusion in the interpretation of sight in the relationship 
between the two Greek groups hints at this loss of identity; although 
they embrace like brothers (WaTTEP OcbEACPOUC;, 6.3.24) the Greeks have 
become wondrously strange (S<x 0 J,J(X , 6.3.23) to each other. 
The reader is also involved in this confusion. It is not made clear 
if the dousing of the fires was an act of deliberate trickery, in order to 
manipulate the enemy through the use of deceptive visual signs;33 its 
result, that there was no army to be seen on the hillside, is a matter of 
wonder (S<xO J,J<X , 6.3.23) to Xenophon's men. 34 The reader, invited to 
see as the two Greek groups in turn are described as seeing, is 
potentially alienated from them both; the reader's identification with 
the 10,000 as "Greeks" is disrupted. 
Another moment where vision involves questions of ethnicity 
occurs when, on reaching Trapezus and re-entering the Greek world, 
the 10,000 hold sacrifices and games in thanks for their deliverance 
from barbarian lands. We are told it produced a beautiful spectacle 
(K<XAr1 SE<X eYEvETo, 4.8.27), and that there was much rivalry because 
the companions (or possibly camp-followers) of the competitors were 
watching (CXTE SEwJ,JEvwv TWV ET<xipwv TTOAAr1 CPLAOVLKi<x eyiYVETo, 
33 Cf. the Greeks' use of visual trickery (2.3.3; 2.4.25-6; 5.2.29-30) discussed below. 
34 Similarly, just before this incident, we are told that Xenophon's contingent burnt 
everything that they could see that was combustible, making the whole land appear 
to be on fire and their force appear large, but are not told that the burning was done 
deliberately for this reason; it is explained through a result clause, flot a purpose 
clause: WaTE TICXUCX ~ xwpcx cxl9EU9cxl eo6KEl KCXl TO aTPcXTEUIJCX TIOAl> ElveXl (6.3.19). 
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4.8.27).35 Flamarion Cardoso argues that in these games a unifying 
Greek identity is produced and confirmed through communal 
ceremony and action. 36 However, the games contain some 
incongruities: the majority of participants in the stadium race are boys 
from the Greeks' captives (riYWVi~OVTO OE TIexLOE<; J..IEV OT<xOlOV TWV 
exlXJ..IexAWTWV Ol TIAELOTOl, 4.8.27); Cretans are apparently the sole 
participants of the long race (4.8.27); the horse race takes place on a 
steep slope (4.8.28), a practice explicitly attributed to barbarians in 
Xenophon's On Horsemanship;37 and (depending on a disputed textual 
reading) women may be present in the audience. 38 L' Allier reads the 
incorporation of barbarians and barbarian customs into Greek 
ceremonial as the recognition and celebration of the non-Greek. 39 
Golden, on the other hand, sees the games as involved in the 
construction of Greek identity through "the production of difference" ,40 
the categorisation of participants by age, juridical status, ethnicity and 
(possibly) gender. 
How do the games function as spectacle? The phrase KexA~ SEex 
(4.8.27) has been read as triumphalist: "the ordered successful army 
holding athletic games is a thing of beauty."41 However, a few lines 
before this, Dracontius the Spartan exile, the organiser of the games, 
3S Golden (1998) 5 argues that nbv enxipwv should be read as feminine not 
masculine, and that it refers not to the competitors' companions in arms, but to their 
concubines; his reading is based on a 16th century textual emendation by Brodaeus. 
He is followed by Lane Fox (2004b) 202-203. 
36 Flamarion Cardoso (2001) 145. Similarly Ma (2004) 338 reads the contests as 
allowing "the improvisation of community". 
37 Peri Hipp. 8.6. 
38 Golden (1998) 1-5. 
39 L' Allier (2004) 230-I. 
40 Golden (1998) 4. 
41 0 i II e ry (1998) 3 77 n. 6 2 . 
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describes a hard and overgrown hillside as KaAAlOTo<; TPEXElV, 
excellent for running (4.8.26). On being asked how the men will 
manage to wrestle on such ground he replies that whoever is thrown 
will get hurt more (4.8.26). The joke is on Spartan hardiness; what 
seems KaAAlOTo<; to Dracontius does not seem so to his interlocutors, 
"the Greeks", the subject of the passage's repeated third person 
plurals (named in the nominative at 4.8.19: Ot "EAAI1VE<;). This raises 
the question of focalisation. To whom is the spectacle of the games 
K<XAtl? The audience's raucous response of shouts, laughter and 
cheering (Ev9<x TIOAAtl KP<XUytl K<Xl YEAW<; K<Xl TI<XP<XKEAEual<; EYlYVETO, 
4.8.28) as horses roll down the slope might demonstrate their 
collective appreciation of the spectacle, but it also indicates the 
confusion and diversity of heterogeneous voices. The spectacle could 
be understood as a simultaneously unifying and unsettling experience, 
which problematises identities in the 10,000. 
Moments of sight also involve the construction of class 
distinctions within the 10,000. In the scene of the siege and sacking of 
the Taochian stronghold (4.7.1-14), mentioned above in regard to the 
spectacular suicide of its inhabitants, another spectacle is presented: 
that of four Greek captains who contend in bravery, watching each 
other and treating the army as an audience for their actions. 
Callimachus runs out to attract the attention of the enemy: "When 
Agasias saw what Callimachus was doing, and that the whole army was 
watching, he became afraid that he might not be the first to make the 
run across to the stronghold" (0 oE }\y<xal<X<; w<; 6p~ TOV K<xAAlj.J<XXOV 
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t' , , 
<X EnOlEl TO OTPOcTEUJ,J<X n6cv SEWJ,JEVOV, bEia<x<; J,J~ OU npWTOC; 
n<xp<xbpOcJ,J[1 El<; TO XUJpiov, 4.7.11). In response Agasias runs forward, 
but when Callimachus sees (op~, 4.7.12) him he grabs hold of his 
shield as he goes past; Aristonymus and Eurylochus join in the attack, 
and the stronghold falls (K<Xl OUTUJC; Epi-SoVTEC; <Xlpoual TO XUJpiov, 
4.7.12). The capture of the stronghold is told not as a joint 
achievement of the army as a whole but as the exploit of individuals. 
They do not cooperate with others, or even with each other: Agasias 
runs out without telling Aristonymus and Eurylochus (4.7.11), and 
Callimachus even obstructs Agasias' progress by grabbing his shield. 
Sight is used to formulate the captains in heroic mould; the captains, 
the elite of the army, become the stars of the narrative, with the 
common soldiers treated as a passive audience whose responses go 
unmentioned. 
A more specific form of class difference formulated through 
vision is the relation between leader and men. At Cotyora, Xenophon's 
surveying of the army's potential to become a successful city enacts 
his power over and separation from them: 
'Ev bE TOUTUJ TW XPovUJ =.EVOcpWVTl, OPWVTl J,JEv onAiT<XC; nOAAouc; 
L L L 
TWV 'EAA~VUJV, OPWVTl bE nEAT<XOTOcC; nOAAouc; K<Xl TO~OT<XC; K<Xl 
acpEvbov~T<X<; K<Xl lnnE<XC; bE K<Xl J,JOcA<X .,bl1 blOc T~V TPl~~V lK<XVOUC;, 
QVT<XC; b' EV TW nOVTUJ, EVS<x OUK Oev an' oAiyUJv XPl1J,JOcTUJV Toa<xuTI1 
L L 
Tn 'EAAOcbl npoaKT~a<xaS<Xl nOAlV K<XTolKia<XVT<XC;. (5.6.15) 
L 
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"At this time Xenophon, not only seeing the many hoplites of the 
Greeks, but also seeing the many peltasts, bowmen, slingers and 
horsemen who were now very proficient through experience, and were 
at the Euxine Sea, where it would have taken a large amount of money 
to organise such a large force, thought that it would be a fine thing to 
obtain territory and power for Greece by founding a city." 
This passage has been discussed in terms of its Panhellenic 
resonances; the unusual concept of founding a city not for any mother 
city or ethnos but for Greece as a whole "aligns this passage with the 
views of those best represented by Isocrates who argued that complete 
panhellenic victory entailed not just the defeat of the Persians but also 
the colonization of their land by Greek mercenaries" .42 However, the 
repetition of OPWVTl with IJEV ... bE ... marks the stimulus to foundation 
in the transformation of the army into a spectacle of its potential new 
use by the su rveying eye of Xenophon the commander, and also, 
therefore, relations of power between them; when the men discover his 
thoughts they oppose him (5.6.19). Xenophon's claim to be increasing 
the power of Greece (bUV()(IJlV Tn 'EAAcXbl TTpoaKT~a()(a8()(l, 5.6.15) is in 
the light of this rather strange: which Greeks will be empowered? 
Those referred to as "the Greeks", the soldiers of the 10,000 (OpWVTl 
IJEV OTTAiT()(<; TTOAAOUC; TWV 'EAA~VWV ... , 5.6.15), are apparently 
excluded from this definition of Greek interests. The claim that 
foundation is beneficial to Greece veils the class interests at play. 
42 Dillery (1995) 86; ct. Isoc. Phil. 120-121. 
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The leaders' power is also enacted in their control over how they 
are seen. Xenophon warns the Greek generals and captains to regulate 
their appearance before the eyes of their men in order to assert 
control: 
Ot yap OTPOCTlWTOCl 06TOl TTOcVTEe; TTpOe; u~<xe; ~XETTOUUl, K<XV ~€V u~<xe; 
OPWUlV Oc8u~oue;, TTOcVTEe; KOCKOl euoVTOCl, nv O€ u~Ele; OCUTol TE 
TTOCPOCUKEUOC~6~EVOl CPOCVEPOl ~TE ETTl TOUe; TTOXE~loue; KOCl TOUe; 
OcXXoue; TTOC poc KOCXtlTE, E6 'lOTE OTl ElVOVTOCl u~lv KOCl TTElpOcaoVTOCl 
~l~Elu8ocl. (3.1.36) 
"All these soldiers are looking at you; if they see that you are faint-
hearted, they will all be cowards; but if you are visible making 
preparations against the enemy and you call upon the others, know 
well that they will follow you and will attempt to imitate you." 
In his speeches as leader, Xenophon draws attention to the 
visibility of his actions: 43 through the phrase we; OP<XTE ("as you see") 
he appropriates the vision of his audience to reaffirm his power over 
them. In order to counter accusations that he performed sacrifices at 
Cotyora in the service of his own schemes, he insists on the visibility, 
and therefore the transparency, of his actions: "I offer, soldiers, as you 
see, all the sacrifices I can ... " (EYW, JJ OcVOpEe;, 8UO~OCl ~€V we; OP<XTE 
OTTOUOC OUVOC~OCl. .. , 5.6.28). At Calpe Harbour he invites the men to 
inspect his sacrifices (8EOCUO~EVOV, 6.4.15) and states that they have 
seen the results (we; OP<XTE, 6.4.17) in order to prove that he has not 
43 Cf. Xenophon's display of visiting envoys to the men (ETIEbElKVUEV, 6.6.4). 
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faked them, as has been rumoured. 44 His appeals to vision are 
coercive, presenting vision as hermeneutically transparent, providing a 
claim to power against which there can be no rejoinder. 4s 
In these moments of conflict, the identity of the 10,000 as a 
cohesive, unified force breaks down. This problem is self-consciously 
addressed when claims about identity are used to affirm a leader's 
power. When the army refuses to follow Clearchus in the service of 
Cyrus, and stones him when he tries to force them on, Clearchus 
replaces force with display: 
ETTEl EYVW OTl OU OUV~UET<Xl ~l(XU<xu8<Xl, uUV~Y<XYEV EKKAl1ui<xv TWV 
<XUTOO O"TP<XTlWTWV. K<Xl TTPWTOV IJEv Eo6cKPUE TTOAUV Xpovov EaTW<;· 
olOE OPWVTE<; E8<xulJ<X~ov K<Xl EUlWTTWV· (1.3.2) 
"When he realized that he could not accomplish anything by force, he 
called a meeting of his own troops. First of all, he stood and wept for a 
long time. As they looked at him the men wondered and were silent." 
Clearchus persuades them to obey him, tricking them into believing he 
has given up his plan to follow Cyrus (1.3.3-8) by insisting on his 
loyalty to Greeks over barbarians: "Never shall any man say that after 
44 This phrase is also used deceptively, to manipulate a viewer's interpretation of a 
sight. Following the death of Cyrus at Cunaxa, Clearchus sends a message to his 
barbarian ally Ariaeus, who is on the point of fleeing, that the Greeks have defeated 
the King "as you see" (we; opcxTe, 2.1.4), and that he should therefore join them. By 
inviting him to see the Greeks as victors instead of as defeated, Clearchus tries to 
gain control of Ariaeus and strengthen his own position. Cf. 5.5.21, where Xenophon 
uses this phrase to threaten the ambassadors from Sinope with the readiness of the 
army to attack them. It is also used by Cheirisophus to explain the actions of the 
enemy to the Greek captains and generals (4.6.7). 
45 Xenophon similarly both uses his own sight and appropriates the army's sight as a 
method of control when, after a period of unrest in the army, he makes a speech in 
which he declares that he sees (opw, 5.7.12) trouble beginning, which displays itself 
(unobeLKvuolV, 5.7.12) in such a way as to make the army appear (&no<palvw~e8a, 
5.7.12) shameful, and asks the soldiers to behold what will happen to them if such 
behaviour continues (8eOtaaa8e ola ~ KaTOtOTaale; ~~lv fOTal T~e; OTpaTlCXe;, 
5.7.26). 
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leading Greeks into the land of barbarians, I betrayed the Greeks and 
chose the friendsh ip of the barbarians" (KOCl OUTTOTE epEL OU8Ele; we; 
eyw "EXXl1voc<; Ocyocywv Ele; TOUe; ~ocp~Cxpoue;, TTpo8oue; TOUe; "EXAI1VOCe; 
TtlV TWV ~ocP~Cxpwv qnXlocv ElX6~I1V ... , 1.3.5). Clearchus sets himself 
up before the eyes of the men as a spectacle of Greekness. However, 
later he tricks the men back into Cyrus' service (1.3.9-1.4.21). The use 
of visual display is made equivalent to the use of force as an assertion 
of power. The rhetoric of ethnic affiliation is used to mask class 
difference, silencing dissent. 
Clearchus re-establishes control by invoking their joint identity 
as Greeks, encouraging the men to identify with him as they watch him 
weep; however, as indicated earlier, the men's response of wonder to 
the sight is ambiguous, implying not just awed subjection, but a sense 
of estrangement. The troops are won over by the display; their 
solidarity with Clearchus affirms and constructs their unified identity. 
However, the cynical deceptiveness of Clearchus simultaneously 
formulates divisions between them, through the reinscription of 
relations of domination. 
This deceptiveness may also problematise the reader's response; 
as Hesk argues, deception is often marked as a peculiarly Spartan 
characteristic in Athenian thought - and indeed, Clearchus is shown as 
the instigator of deceptive displays elsewhere in the text, although 
usually with barbarians as his audience (see below).46 Although 
46 Hesk (2000) 23-40. For Clearchus' deceptive displays see 2.1.4, 2.l.16-18, 
2.2.16, 2.3.3 and 2.4.25-26; the viewers of these displays are barbarians except at 
2.l.16-18, where Phalinus, the Greek envoy of the Persian King, is the viewer. Cf. the 
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Clearchus' Spartan origins are not mentioned at this point and his 
audience is specified as his own troops (1.3.2), for the (Athenian) 
reader the problem of identification and alienation raised by Clearchus' 
display may also become a problem of cross-cultural response. 47 
The political manipulation of Greek sight of Greeks appears 
particularly starkly when used to bolster appeals to a shared identity 
outside the ranks of the 10,000, and even across enemy lines. When 
the Greek Phalinus comes as a messenger from the Persian King to 
demand that the 10,000 surrender, Clearchus reminds him that the 
Greek force have seen him, and invites him to look at them in return: "I 
have looked at you with pleasure, Phalinus, and I think so too have all 
these others; for you are Greek just as we are, whose numbers you can 
see for yourself' ('Eyw aE, dJ Q>OCAlVE, exalJEVoe; eopocKoc, OllJOCl oe KOCl Ol 
exAAOl TTOcVTE<;' au TE y6cp "EAAJlV El KOCl rllJEle; ToaoOTOl OVTEe; Qaoue; 
au 6p~<;, 2.1.16). Clearchus attempts to play on Phalinus' sense of 
deceptions of the Spartans Anaxibius (7.1.1-31) and Aristarchus (7.2.12-16). 
However, other Spartan characters, for example Cheirisophus, are not shown as 
deceptive, whereas some non-Spartans are deceptive. These include barbarians such 
as Cyrus, Tissaphernes and Seuthes, but also Greeks (5.6.35; 7.1.33-41); Xenophon 
himself could be included in the latter category in the sense that he is shown as 
carefully manipulating the responses of the troops. See Hirsch (1985) 14-38 on 
deception in the An .. 
47 The idea that Clearchus' Spartan origins may be understood to be "on display" in 
his spectacle before the troops is indicated in the exchange between Xenophon and 
Cheirisophus where they taunt each other about occupying, or "stealing", a mountain 
(4.6.13-16). Xenophon says stealing should be easy for Cheirisophus as he has been 
trained in it through Spartan education; he tells him to "display his education", 
(ErTloei~oca9o(l TJ1V TTocloeiocv, 4.6.15). Cheirisophus retorts that Xenophon should 
find stealing no less difficult, as Athenians are practised in stealing public funds, and 
asks him in turn to "display his education" (ETTloeiKvua9OCl TJ1V TTocloeiocv, 4.6.16). 
The implication is that Cheirisophus' and Xenophon's actions in occupying the 
mountain will constitute, respectively, displays of Spartan and Athenian identity - yet 
the claims made about each of these "identities" are self-consciously focalised from 
the point of view of an outsider and are framed antagonistically, especially 
Cheirisophus' claim, which, unlike Xenophon's description of Spartan education, 
does not relate to any genuine aspect of Athenian education but "constitutes a 
critique of adult Athenian political leadership in the democracy": Hesk (2000) 136. 
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Greekness, wishing to boost morale in the army by having him advise 
the Greeks to refuse to give up their arms. The claim of pleasure in 
seeing Phalinus and the invitation to Phalinus to see the Greeks imply 
that their mutual viewing is to be imagined as producing a relationship 
of communality; but this suggestion is also undercut by the potentially 
intimidating reference to the large number of Greeks at whom Phalinus 
is invited to look (TOo-OOTOl). 
In attempting to persuade him, Clearchus tells Phalinus that his 
actions will be reported in Greece (2.1.17) and even imagines how the 
story of Phalinus might be told should he switch sides ("Once upon a 
time Phalinus, when he was sent by the King to order the Greeks to 
surrender their arms, gave them, when they sought his counsel, the 
following advice," 2.1.17). The proposal of an alternative story of 
Greek solidarity in adversity functions as metanarrative, and is heavily 
ironic: the fact that the Anabasis is not such a comfortable narrative is 
paraded all the more starkly. Clearchus' claim is described as a trick 
(UTTriVETO, 2.1.18), as is Phalinu s' response (UTTOO"TPEljJ<X<;, 2.1.18), 
which dresses threat in the language of concerned advice (2.1.19). 
Clearchus' invocation of mutual viewing as productive of common 
bonds is self-consciously undercut. 48 
Other viewers 
48 See also the contrast between appeals to a shared Greekness and hostility between 
Greeks in the encounter with the Sinopeans (5.5.7-5.6.3), discussed by Rood (2004) 
318. 
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I have so far examined the Greeks' experience of viewing their foreign 
environment, and their experience of looking at each other. However, 
the Greeks are not the only viewers in the text; it is to the experiences 
of non-Greek viewers that I now turn. The vision of others IS usually 
only mentioned when the 10,000 are the object of it; there IS usually 
little interest In the independent subjectivity of foreigners. 49 
Descriptions of the viewing of barbarians often focus on their 
subjection to the Greeks' assertive display.50 The 10,000 disfigure 
enemy corpses, to create the most terrifying sight possible for the 
enemy (we; OTl <PO~EPWTCXTOV Tole; noAEj.JlOle; Ern op6cv, 3.4.5). They 
kill one hostage before the eyes of another (OpWVTOe; TOO ETEpOU) in 
order to induce cooperation (4.1.23). When messengers arrive from the 
Persian king, Clearchus arranges the army so that it should be an 
impressive sight from all sides (we; KCXAWe; EXElV op6ca8cxl navTn, 
l. 
2.3.3), and comes forward with the best armed and best looking 
troops about him (TOUe; TE EuonAoTaTOUe; EXOJV KCXl EUElbEUTaTOUe; 
TWV CXUTOO UTpCXTlOJTWV, 2.3.3). Similarly, when the illegitimate 
49 An exception is the complex representation of Cyrus (for which see the discussion 
below). 
so Barbarian sight of the Greeks is also imagined as a hostile act which needs redress 
("now they have seen us, these men must not be allowed to have a pleasa_nt dinner or 
to camp wherever they want", ou bEL ETl TO l>TOUC;, enEl ~~<'XC; nixvTWC; Elbov, ~bEWC; 
bElnV~a()(l oub' onou (Xv 9EAwal aKl1v~a()(l, 6.5.21) or which implies the need for 
active self-presentation ("if we waste this day, the enemy who are now looking at us 
will be emboldened", El yap bl()(Tpi4Jo~EV T~V Tri~Epov ~~EP()(V, or TE vOv ~~<'X<; 
OPWVTEC; nOAE~lol 9()(PP()(AEWTEPOl EaovT()(l, 4.6.9). Similarly, the moment when the 
Greeks and their enemies first see each other is depicted as presaging the first clash 
in battle between them, and therefore in some ways as equivalent to it: "lead the way 
towards our adversaries ... since now we have been seen and have seen our enemies" 
(npo11YELa9E T~V np6c; TOUC; ev()(vTiouc; ... enEl w<p911~EV K()(l ErbO~EV TOUC; 
nOAE~iouC;, 6.5.10). Cf. moments when Greek and barbarian sight of each other 
prompts or prefig ures the first battle contact (4.2.7; 6.5.30). The barbarian sight of 
the Greeks can also imply a sense of threat, as when although the Per9ians do not 
attack them as feared, Glus watches what they are doing (2.4.24). 
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brother of the Persian king watches (eSEwpEl, 2.4.25) the Greeks as 
they pass by, Clearchus organises the men so that they march two 
abreast and periodically halt; the effect is that the army seems very 
large,51 even to the Greeks themselves (KCXL CXUTote; Tote; "EAA'1ul), and 
the Persian is astonished as he watches (TO V nepu'1v eKTTETTAfixSCXl 
SEWpOOVTCX) (2.4.26).52 However, some portrayals of non-G reek 
viewing describe more complex responses; the introduction of 
alternative perspectives impacts on the experience of the reader. 
I begin with the spectatorship of the Paphlagonians. After 
inflicting much harm on Paphlagonia through pillage, the 10,000 
entertain Paphlagonian ambassadors at dinner. The 10,000 present 
displays of dances belonging to different ethnic groups making up 
their army, not all of whom are in fact Greek (6.1. 5-13); dances are 
performed by Thracians, Aenianians, Magnesians, a Mysian (who also 
dances the Persian dance), Mantineans and Arcadians. Emphasis is 
placed on reactions to the dances. We are told that the dance of the 
Mysian " ... seemed a beautifu I sight" (. .. 04JlV KCXArlV q>CXLVEUSCXl (6.1. 9), 
Sl The 10,000 also make use of deceptive appearances when they escape from the 
Drilae by setting up a false ambush: a group of soldiers pretend to be trying to 
escape the notice (Acxv90<VElV) of the enemy, but their shields now and then gleam 
(CXAAOTE KCXl CXAAOTE fnEcpcxLvoVTO). The enemy, seeing this (fnopulVTEC;), are afraid; 
the disturbance allows the Greek army to escape (5.2.29-30). Similarly, Clearchus 
wishes the army to flee while avoiding the appearance of flight (cpUACXTTOj..lEVOC; j..Irl 
bOKOL'1 CPEUYElV, 2.2.16); and Xenophon urges them to set out on the journey for 
Greece without being visible (cpCXVEPOUC;, 3.2.24) doing so because if the Persian king 
saw (ewpcx, 3.2.24) that they wished to stay he would help them to leave 
S2 Descriptions of barbarian discomfiture at the sight of the Greeks do not always 
involve deliberate display. When the Greeks decide to reverse the direction of their 
march and go back the way they had come after reaching a river that is difficult to 
cross, they are described as producing a confusing spectacle for their enemies: "The 
result was that the enemy did not attack, but just watched, and appeared to be 
wondering where the Greeks would go and what they had in mind" (WCJTE Ol 
nOAEj..IlOl ou npoa~AcxuvoV, &AAa e9EwvTo KCXl aj..lOLOl ~acxv t9cxuj..IO<'SElvt anol nOTE 
TPE4JOVTCXl Ol ''EAA'1VEC; KCXl TL ev vq> EXOlEV, 3.5.13). 
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but are not told whose reaction this represents. No Greek responses to 
the dances are described, but the responses of the Paphlagonians are 
presented. They cry out (K()(l aVEKp()(yOV Ol n()(cpA()(y6vEC;, 6.1.6) when 
the Thracian dancers imitate killing one another; also, "The 
Paphlagonians, as they looked on, thought it strange that all the 
dances were performed in arms" (OpWVTEC; oe OL n()(cpA()(y6vEC; OElVOc 
ETTOlOOVTO TTOca()(c; TOcC; OPXr;aElC; EV OTTAOlC; Elv()(l, 6.1.11). 
The Paphlagonian reaction is made the object of visual scrutiny: 
"At this the Mysian, seeing how astounded they were, persuaded one 
of the Arcadians who owned a dancing girl to let him bring her in ... " 
(ETTl TOllTOlC; opwv 6 Muaoc; EKTTETTAI1Yj.lEVOUC; ()(UTOUC;, TTEia()(c; TWV 
}\pKOcOWV TlVOc TTETT()(j.lEVOV oPXl1aTpio()( ElaOcYEl. .. , 6.1.12). The Mysian 
gives the dancing girl a shield and has her perform the Pyrrhic. The 
Paphlagonians' response to this display is to ask the Greeks whether 
their women fight alongside them (OL n()(cpA()(y6vEC; ~POVTO El K()(l 
YUV()(LKEC; aUVEj.lOcXOVTO ()(UTOLC;, 6.1.13). 
L' Allier reads this scene as demonstrating the relativity of 
responses to all cultural practices, by presenting the barbarian 
audience's bafflement at Greek customs. 53 Although useful in 
highlighting Greek exposure to barbarian eyes as potentially 
problematic, this reading does not take account of relations of power 
between the two groups. The Paphlagonians pose a threat to the 
Greeks - they have been kidnapping stragglers from the army (6.1.1). 
However, they have been doing this as a response to Greek pillaging of 
S3 L'Allier (2004) 239. 
1 .+3 
their territory; the Greeks entertain the Paphlagonians by sacrificing 
the Paphlagonians' own cattle which they had previously stolen from 
them (6.1.4). The Paphlagonians have come to the Greeks in order to 
sue for peace; the decision about whether to make an alliance is put 
off until after the banquet. The display becomes a site for the 
contestation of power. 54 The Greek (and Mysian) objects of viewing 
attempt to gain the advantage over their audience. In the armed 
dances they present themselves to the ambassadors as warlike and 
violent; the dances could be interpreted as a warning to these 
spectators who are still at this moment their enemies. 55 
Barbarian vision also problematises identities in the 10,000. The 
display highlights the army's ethnic diversity. The dances presented by 
54 See also the 10,OOO's relations with Seuthes, where vision becomes the site of 
contest. Seuthes is presented as assertive in his use of vision. He leaves the Greeks 
to rest while he goes ahead to look around (crKElJ,JCx~EVO<;, 7.3.41); he scans the snow 
(EcrKElJ,J()(TO, 7.3.42) for footprints of his enemy and makes decisions based on what 
he sees (aTpl~~ EWP()( Trlv ObOV, 7.3.42). He rides ahead of the Greeks "so that if we 
catch sight of anyone, he may not escape" (OTTW<; CXV TlV()( 'lbw~Ev, ~~ bL<XCPUYwv, 
7.3.43); on seeing (K()(Tlbwv, 7.3.44) enemy villages, he attacks. On the Greeks' first 
approach to his camp, Xenophon and his men come upon unmanned watch-fires 
placed in front of the pickets so that the pickets mig ht remain unseen (~~ OP~VTO, 
7.2.18) in the darkness, whereas anyone who approached would be visible 
(K()(T()(CP()(VEI<;, 7.2.18). (Cf. the attack of the Thynians on the Greeks: they attack from 
the shadows those made vulnerable by the light of fires: ~KOVTl-C;:OV El<; TO cpw<; EK 
TOO crKOTOU<;, 7.4.18). When Xenophon seeks assurances from him of the security of 
a truce with the enemy, Seuthes tells him to have no fear and displays hostages to 
him as proof (0 be 8()(PPEIV EKEAEUE K()(l EbEL~EV o~~pou<; TT()(POVT()(<; ()(lJTWV, 7.4.12) 
- yet the enemy attack in the night. However, when relations between Seuthes and 
the 10,000 have broken down, Xenophon attempts to re-establish control over their 
visual relations. Xenophon informs Seuthes that he ought to be grateful to the Greeks 
because they have made him visible (El<; TO CP()(VEPOV, 7.7.22) by making him king 
over a wide territory. He presses him to honour his obligations by asserting that he 
sees (opw, 7.7.24) that the words of the untrustworthy are without power 
(abuvCxToU<;, 7.7.24), whereas if men are visible_ practising truth, their words have 
more power than does force (or b' <Xv CP()(VEPOl WcrLV aA~8EL()(V acrKoOVTE<;, TOUTWV 
Ol AOYOL, ~V Tl bEWVT()(L, oUbev ~EIOV bUV()(VT()(L avucr()(cr8()(L A CXAAWV ~ ~i.()(, 7.7.24). 
He asks Seuthes whether his newly conquered subjects are likely to feel more fear if 
they should see (Op~EV, 7.7.30) that the Greeks would be willing t~ retur.n if ~e 
recalled them, or if they would not. Xenophon attempts to remodel their relationship 
by transforming Seuthes into the vulnerable object of the gaze of himself and others. 
55 See Ma (2004) 339. 
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the different groups are similar in that they are armed, but are very 
different in the way they are acted out and in the stories that they tell; 
and they include a Mysian dancing the Persian dance, and a female 
slave dancing the Pyrrhic. In response to the Paphlagonian question 
about whether the women accompanying the 10,000 fight alongside 
them, the Greeks reply that it was these very women who put the 
Persian King to flight from his camp (ol b' EAEYOV OTl CX6TCXl KCXl cxl 
TPElJ,JOqJEVCXl ElEV ~cxalAEcx EK TOO mpCXToTTEbou, 6.1.13). The reply 
emphasises the deliberate irony with which the display of the dancing 
girl is invested. Xenophon does not say how the Paphlagonians react to 
the Greek reply. Do they take it as a joke? Do they realise they are 
being duped? The evidence of vase painting informs us that women did 
dance the Pyrrhic in Greece (although it is unclear in what contexts).56 
Yet the decision to use the female war dance to tease the 
Paphlagonians implies recognition of its likelihood to confound; and to 
complicate matters more, the dance is orchestrated not by a Greek but 
by a Mysian. 
The response of the Paphlagonians marks their lack of 
sophistication, as they confuse representation with reality in their 
shock at the mimicry of battle (6.1.6);57 indeed, from Aristophanes' 
56 Representations of women performing armed dances have been read as indicative 
of ritual but also as the dances of hetairai. See Liventhal (1985); Poursat (1968) 586-
615; Ce~carelli (1998) 58-80. Lane Fox (2004b) 191 speculates on where the dancing 
girl might have learned this dance - whether she had been br~ught fr~m Greece and 
so might have learned it there, or whether she had been acquired dunng the course 
of the journey. . 
57 The inability to understand mimetic representation is ~ mark ~f .Ignorance a~d 
stupidity in ancient thought; cf. the fear of Encolpius on seeing a painting of a dog In 
Petron. Sat. 29. 
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Knights onwards, Paphlagonians were people to poke fun at.58 
However, although the ingenuous confusion of the Paphlagonians 
might alienate the reader from their way of seeing, the incongruity of 
the dances complicates the reader's identification with the 10,000: are 
their various dances a display of unity and cohesion, or of fracture? Is 
the ironic take on Greek culture in the Mysian's staging of the female 
Pyrrhic a sophisticated insider's joke which playfully reaffirms the 
collective identity of the 10,000 through the implication of their shared 
knowledge (from which the Paphlagonians are excluded), or is Greek 
culture being sent up by a foreigner?59 A similar question could be 
asked about the Mysian's performance of the Persian dance: is he 
putting on a show of the exotic, or does he treat the Persian dance as 
his own, equally valid, contribution? The Greek reply to the 
Paphlagonians' question about female warriors (6.1.13) implies that 
they are in on the joke, but no Greek reaction to the slave girl's dance 
is given; we are told that the dance received great applause (EvTaOSa 
KPOTOC; flv TTOAUC;, 6.1.13) without mention of who is applauding. How 
is the reader to respond to the display? In the ambiguous responses of 
internal audiences, the reader's identification with the text's Greek 
protagonists is problematised. 
Visual relationships are similarly complex in the description of 
the interaction between the 10,000 and Cyrus the Younger, whose 
position as a ruler is shown as produced through his own assertive 
58 Ar. Eq. contains the humorous figure "the Paphlagonian"; see .also Lu~. Alex. where 
Paphlagonians are stupid (9), as brainless as sheep (15) an? easily ~e,~~lve~ (17). 
59 See Urry (2002) on the construction of the culturally authentIC In displays for 
foreign tourists. 
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sight,60 and through his control over his visual availability61 and the 
visual effect of others. 62 Cyrus is sometimes described as viewing the 
Greeks in a way which implies his superior position as their 
commander, as when he surveys the ranks before the battle of Cunaxa: 
, I KOC l 0 KOpoe; nocpEAocuVWV ou n6cvu " ,- , npoe; OCUTtp OTPOCTEUJ.lOCTl 
KOCTE8EOcTO EKOCTEPWO"E Ocno~AEnwv Ere; TE TOUe; nOAEJ.llOUe; KOCl TOUe; 
<plAOUe; ("Cyrus, riding at some distance from his army, looking in 
60 If Cyrus saw (optp'1, 1.9.19) that someone was a just administrator, he would 
reward him; he gave gifts to friends according to whatever needs he saw them to 
have (KOCl OTOU 1J00AlOTOC optp'1 EKOCOTOV bEOIJEVOV, 1.9.23). More ambiguous, 
however, is the moment when he catches sight of the Persian King (KOCSOPex, 1.8.26) 
and attacks: "And on the instant he lost control of himself and, with the cry ~"I see the 
man", rushed upon him ... " (KOCl EUSUe; OUK ~VEUXETO, OcAA' ElTTWV Tov aVbpoc opw 
lETo ETT' OCUTOV ... 1.8.26). Although vision and violent self-assertion are equated in 
his battle-cry, Cyrus' sight does not articulate power but a loss of self-command 
which leads to his death, when he is struck under the eye (UTTO TOV O<pSOCAIJOV, 
1.8.27). 
61 He displayed (ETTEbEl~EV, 1.9.7) the fact that if he made a treaty he would not 
break his word; he displayed (ETTEbELKVUTO, 1.9.10) that he would not abandon the 
Milesian exiles; and he was visible (<pOCVEpOe;, 1.9.11) outdoing any benefit or harm 
that another might do to him. He is depicted as carefully controlling his visual effect: 
"Whenever he was on the march and was likely to be seen by very many people, he 
would call his friends to him and engage them in earnest conversations, in order to 
show whom he honoured." (El bE b~ TTOTE TTOPEUOlTO KOCl TTAELOTOl IJEAAOlEV 
04JEUSOCl, TTPOUKOCAWV TOUe; <pLAOUe; EUTTOUbOCLOAOYELTO, we; b'1AOL'1 oue; nlJ~, 
1.9.28). 
62 Under hi m the brave appeared (<pOCLVEUSOCl, 1. 9.15) prosperous and the cowards 
like slaves; if someone was visible wishing to display his upright character (Ere; YE 
IJ~V blKOClOCTUV'1V E'l ne; cpOCVEpOe; YEVOLTO ETTlbELKVUUSOCl ~OUAOIJEVOe;, 1.9.16) Cyrus 
ensured he lived more opulently; and he appeared (EcpOCLVETO) to allow those who 
were openly (cpOCVEpWe;) rich to prosper, but confiscated the wealth of those who tried 
to conceal it (1.9.19). Like Cyrus the Great in the scene of the Indian embassy (Cyr 
2.4.1-6), Cyrus replaces personal adornment with other forms of display: he 
considers a man's greatest adornment to be well adorned friends (. .. <pLAOUe; bE 
KOCAWe; KEKOUIJ'1IJEVOUC; IJEYlUTOV KOUIJOV OcVbPl VOIJL~Ol, 1.9.23; d. Cyr. 8.3.4). Cf. 
the execution of Orontas, a Persian nobleman who betrays Cyrus: "When those who 
had previously prostrated themselves before him saw him, even then they prostr~ted 
themselves, although they saw that he was being led to his death" (ETTEl bE El~,OV 
OCUTOV OlTTEP TTPOUSEV TTPOUEKUVOUV, KOCl TOTE TTPOUEKUV'1UOCV, KOCLTTEP ElbOTEe; on 
ETTl SOcVOCTOV ayolTo, 1.6.10). Orontas' power over his followers is produced in the 
visual draw he exerts, so that the sight of him, even as a condemned prisoner, 
compels their subjection; Cyrus not only has Orontas killed but eradicates ~is 
influence by rendering him invisible: "After this no-one ever saw Orontas again, 
either living or dead, nor could anyone say from knowledge how he di~d - it, was_ all 
conjectures of one sort and another· and no grave of his was ever seen (IJETOC TCXUTCX 
OUTE ~WVT~ 'OPOVTOCV OUTE TESV'1K(i)TOC OUbEle; ElbE TTWTTOTE, OUbE OTTWe; OcTTESOCVEV 
OUbEle; ElbWC; EAEYEV· E'lKOC~OV bE aAAol aAAWe;· TOc<pOe; bE OUbECe; TTWTTOTE CXUTOO 
E<pOcV'1, 1. 6 .11). 
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either direction gazed upon both enemies and friends," 1.8.14). 
However, his viewing can also imply a sense of communality with the 
Greeks, as when he watches the Arcadians' Lycaean festival (E8EWpEl 
be TOV Ocywvoc KOCt KOpoc;, 1.2.10).63 
A particularly ambiguous scene is the description of Cyrus' 
viewing of a spectacular Greek military display, after Cyrus arranges a 
military review on the request of a Cilician queen who has given him 
funds when he is unable to pay the army's wages. He looks at first the 
barbarians and then the Greeks (E8EWpEl o6v 6 KOpoC; TTPWTOV ~ev 
TOUC; ~ocp~6cpouC; ... ElTOC be TOUC; "EAAnVOCC;, 1.2.16) who make up his 
army. Then Cyrus orders the Greeks to advance: 
EK be TOUTOU 86cTTOV TTPO"lOVTWV auv Kpocuyii OcTTO TOO aUTo~aTou 
bPOIJOC; EYEVETO . aKnvac;, TWV be 
~ap~6cpwv <po~OC; TTOAUC;, KOCt n TE KiAlaaoc E<PUYEV ETTl TrlC; 
cXPlJoclJ6c~nc; KOCt Ol EK TrlC; Ocyop6cC; KOCTOCAlTTOVTEC; TOc WVlOC ECPUYOV. Ol 
be "EAAnVEc; auv YEAWTl ETTt TOcC; aKnVOcC; nA8ov. ri be KiAlaaa lboOaa 
(1.2.17-18) 
63 Greek visions of Cyrus can suggest their abjection before him: Clearchus warns the 
troops who wish to rebel from Cyrus what a dangerous enemy he would make: "he 
has a power - infantry, cavalry and fleet - which we all alike see and know about" 
" t, r' , .' r - , (EXEl 8e 8uvoc~Jlv KOCl TIES~V KOCllTITIlK~V KOCl VOCUTlK'1V '1V TIOCVTE<; O~OlW<; OpW~EV TE 
KOCl ETIlOTOc~EeOC, 1.3.12). Slightly more complex, however, is the wonder of the 
Greeks that Cyrus does not appear after the battle, which marks their vulnerability 
without him, but also suggests surprise at curious Persian behaviour: K~l cx~cx ~,EV 
EeOCU~OCSov OTl ou8oc~oO KOpo<; CPOCiVOlTO, 1.10.16; Ol OTPOCT'1YOl EeCXU~CX"(;ov OTl 
KOpo<; OUTE CXAAOV TIe~TIEl U'1~CXVOOVTCX 0 Tl XP~ TIOlELV OUTE CXUTO<; CPCXiVOl:rO, ~.1.2. 
Cf. the wonder of the Greeks who see Persians riding about after the aSsaSSination of 
the generals (Ol 8e "EAA'1VE<; T~V TE lTITIocuicxv EeCXU~OCSov EK TOO mpcxToTIe8ou 
OPWVTE<; KOCl 0 Tl ETIoiouv ~~cpEyv6ouv, 2.5.33). 
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"As they went on faster and faster, at length with a shout the troops 
broke into a run of their accord, in the direction of the camp. This 
terrified the barbarians; the Cilician woman fled in her carriage and the 
market workers abandoned their wares and ran away. The Greeks, 
meanwhile, with a roar of laughter came up to their tents. The Cilician 
woman, seeing the brilliance and discipline of the army, was filled with 
wonder; and Cyrus was pleased to see the fear with which the Greeks 
inspired the barbarians." 
Internal responses to the display problematise the reader's 
response. Whose display is it? Is it a triumphant, self-validating display 
of Greek success?64 Although the queen is afraid and runs away, the 
display of the army has been staged at her request; the queen 
attempts to display her status in the spectacle of an army which she 
has paid for.65 Her wonder (€8<xu~J(xaE, 1.2.18) at the sight IS 
ambiguous. It indicates her curiosity at the surprising behaviour of 
foreigners, and also implies her abjection before them. 
The Greeks advance on the order of Cyrus, but break into a run 
of their own accord (1.2.17). Their spectacular appearance receives 
attention: "They all had bronze helmets, crimson tunics, greaves and 
64 Hanson (2001) 1; Dillery (1995) 65. 
65 KOCt AEYETOCl 8E'l9.,vOCl ~ KiAlO"O"OC Kupou EnlbEr~OCl TO O"TPcXTEU~OC OCUTQ' 
~ouA6~EVO<; o6v Enl8EL~ocl E~ETOCo"lV nOlELTOCl EV Tq> nEbiLp nbv 'EAA~VWV KOCt nbv 
~ocP~cXpwv, "It is said that the Cilician woman asked Cyrus to display his army to her. 
As he himself wished to make such a display, he held a review of the Greeks and 
barbarians on the plain," (1.2.14). The repetition of the vocabulary of display 
(Enl8EL~ocl ... Enl8EL~ocl), and the insertion of ~ouA6~EVO<; to describe Cyrus' desire 
for the display which the Cilician requests, suggests a conflict between them as to 
whose power the display enacts. Contrast Baragwanath (2002) 140: arguing for a 
reciprocal relationship between Cyrus and the queen, she claims "~ouA6~.EVO<;,. alon.g 
with the repetition of Enl8EL~ocl, expresses the exact harmony of her Wish With his 
desire to fulfil it" and is evidence of "their perfect phi/ia". 
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uncovered shields" (Elxov bE TTCxVTE<; KPCxVI1 XaAKiX KaL XLTwva<; 
<pOLVLKOO<; KaL KVI1~i(ba<; KaL Ta<; aOTriba<; EKKEKaAuJ,JJ,JEva<;, 1.2.16). Is 
the display Cyrus' display, asserting his military might, or is this an act 
of self-assertion by the Greeks which insists upon their independence 
from Cyrus' command? Their response of laughter, which no-one else 
shares, hints at their autonomy. 
Despite the flouting of his orders (through an excessive 
interpretation of them), Cyrus is pleased. He feels pleasure at the fear 
with which the Greeks inspire the barbarians (TOV EK TWV !EAA~VWV El<; 
TOU<; ~ap~Ocpou<; <p6~ov, 1.2.18) despite the fact that he himself is a 
barbarian; apparently, from his point of view the display is a success, 
producing his power. How will the reader respond? Will the reader also 
feel pleasure at the Greek spectacle, identifying with the Persian 
potentate, or will the reader be alienated from Cyrus' way of seeing? 
What would a Greek response consist in? In Cyrus' gratified gaze the 
potential of vision to produce secure identifications is destabilised. The 
reader is left unsure how to look at the Greeks; equally, the reader's 
understanding of his or her own position as Greek is subtly 
undermined. 
A similar moment occurs when Cyrus appropriates Greek sight, 
as he intervenes in the conflict between the troops of the Greek leaders 
Menon and Clearchus; he warns that if they fight each other, both he 
and they will be killed: "If things go wrong for us, all these barbarians 
you can see will be more hostile towards us than those fighting for the 
King" (KaKw<; yap TWV nJ,JETEpWV Ex6vTWV TTCxVTE<; 06TOL ou<; OpiXTE 
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~<XP~()(POL TTOAE J.JLWTE POL .,~lv EO'OVT()(L TWV TT()(pa ~()(O'LAEl OVTWV, 
1.5.16). The term "barbarian" is not only used by the narrator to 
explain Cyrus' response, but is put into his mouth. 66 The scene is 
highly ironic. Cyrus identifies his own followers as barbarians who risk 
becoming opposed to "us" ("~lv). The Greeks are invited to look at and 
identify his troops' barbarian status, and therefore, implicitly, their 
own united identity as Greeks; by offering this threatening sight, Cyrus 
also invites the Greeks to identify with him. The Greeks' response is 
immediately to obey and abandon their quarrel. Viewing becomes 
involved in the production of identity; but the fact that it is a barbarian 
who presents this view subverts a straightforward reading of the 
formation of identities through sight. The constructed nature of claims 
about identity is self-conSCiously addressed. 
Sight is also involved in the production of Cyrus' power, as he 
asserts his control over the Greeks. As in Clearchus' display to his 
troops discussed above, the implication of a united identity is used to 
suppress internal Greek conflict. Sight is appropriated to affirm the 
necessity of existing structures of domination. The political investment 
in the invitation to view is laid before the reader. Will the reader be 
convinced by the sight Cyrus offers, as the Greeks of the narrative 
appear to be, and identify simultaneously with the Greeks and with 
Cyrus, succumbing to his control? Sight becomes a fraught, contested 
66 Cf. Cyrus' speech to the Greeks in which he says that they are superior to 
barbarians (1.7.3-4) discussed above. 
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moment of self-positioning, in which the construction of identity IS 
self-consciously both over-determined and destabilised. 
Conclusion 
To conclude, what sort of experience of being Greek do the visual 
experiences of the Anabasis offer its readers? Although the Greek 
viewers of the text are sometimes placed in an empowered position, 
Greek visions of the foreign are often threatening, ambiguous or 
obscure; viewing the foreign can be a disturbing process. When Greeks 
view other Greeks, the reader's identification with the text's Greek 
protagonists is challenged through the involvement of vision in 
divisions among the 10,000 on ethnic and class lines and in conflicts 
between leaders and men. The problem of identification is also posed 
in the representation of non-Greek viewers: the reader is invited 
simultaneously to identify with and be alienated from both the 
barbarian viewers and the Greek objects of view. Further, issues of 
identity are often self-consciously addressed: the attempt to foster a 
shared identity through sight is manipulated in the domination of one 
group of Greeks by another, and in the domination of the Greeks by 
Cyrus. 
By allowing the reader vicariously to experience travel in Asia 
through the eyes of the 10,000, but also critically to view the 10,000 
both from the perspective of an inside observer and through the eyes 
of others, the Anabasis engages the reader in testing out the 
implications of Panhellenic unity. However, the text reveals not only 
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the possibilities offered by unified Greek action, but also the tendency 
for Greek identity to fragment and for claims about Greek identity to 
be put to work in political manoeuvring: although some moments of 
sight offer a self-validating model of Greekness, in the conflicts 
involved in vision and its manipulation in the acquisition of power, the 
processes of identity formation are destabilised. In its representation 
of vision, we can see the Anabasis engaging with the problem of what 
it means to be Greek in a troubling and uncertain period, in a way 
which is highly revealing for the history of Greek self-consciousness in 
the early fourth century. 
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4. Vision, imperialism and the politics of reading in the 
Cyropaedia 
In the above chapter we have seen how the representation of the Greek 
sight of foreign lands in the Anabasis constructs the experience of 
being Greek: whereas sometimes the Greek viewing of the non-Greek 
is a comfortable, self-confident experience, frequently it can be much 
more unsettling, reflecting back on and undermining the secure, 
distanced position of the reader. Similar issues are raised in the 
Cyropaedia in a series of scenes in which the reader is confronted with 
barbarian, and particularly Persian, spectacles. 
The Cyropaedia offers a number of challenges to the historian. 
In telling the story of Cyrus the Great's conquest of one people after 
another, culminating in his establishment of the Persian Empire, 
Xenophon is narrating the antecedents to the eventual invasion and 
attempted conquest of Greece. No discussion of Persia from the 
Classical period onwards can have been written or read without an 
awareness of the threat Persia had posed, and in Xenophon's day 
continued to pose, to Greek self-determination. 1 The subject is 
provocative, and politically charged. Xenophon never comments on the 
later consequences of his narrative for Greece. 2 How would a Greek 
1 E.g. Persia's support for Sparta in the Ionian War, 413/12; the ~onflicts betw~en 
Sparta, Athens and Persia in the aftermath of the Peloponneslan War; Persian 
intervention in Greek affairs in and after the King's Peace, 387/86. See Ryder (1965); 
Hamilton (1979); Kagan (1987). . 
2 However, the "Greeks in Asia" are listed as one of the conquered peoples making up 
Cyrus' empire (1.1.4). 
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reader respond to such a representation of Persians and Persian 
imperialism? Or alternatively, what sort of Greek subject is imagined by 
the text? In this chapter I wish to indicate some of the ways in which 
the Cyropaedia is valuable as a source for ancient conceptions of 
cultural and political identity, imperialism, political power and 
conquest, by considering how scenes of viewing position the reader in 
Xenophon's representation of the Persian conquest of Asia. 
The Cyropaedia's Persian subject-matter has been treated as a 
problem to be discounted, as a mine of factual information, or as 
incidental to the concerns of the text. Early 20 th century commentators 
denied that the Cyropaedia is about Persia in the first place. Unable to 
countenance what he reads as an idealising portrayal of a Persian, the 
Loeb translator Miller claimed that Persian virtues act as ciphers for 
Greek virtues;3 the Cyropaedia has even been read as an elaborate 
historical allegory which is "really" about Greeks, and whose aim is in 
fact anti-Persian. 4 Where the representation of the Persians has been 
the subject of interest, it has been as a potential source for 
3 Miller (1914) IX: ..... Cyrus' invincible battle lines are not the wavering, unwieldy 
hordes of orientals, easily swept away by the Grecian phalanx like chaff before the 
strong south-wind, but the heavy, solid masses of Sparta." Taking an "idealising" line 
on Cyrus, Griffith (1998) 48 n.93 notes "it is hilarious to see through what 
contortions the Loeb translator will go to explain that this glowing figure of virtue 
and manliness is really, in Xenophon's mind, a cross between a Spartan and an 
Athenian." 
4 Prinz (1911), followed by Schwartz (1943), read it as a roman a clef, whereby Cyrus 
and the Persians represent Agesilaus and the Spartans, and the Assyrians represent 
Persia; they therefore saw it as a call for Panhellenic. milita~y unity against. the 
contemporary Persian enemy. Carlier (1978) takes a diametrically ~pposed View, 
seeing the text as a warning to the Greeks not to attempt a PanhelienlC con9 uest of 
Persia. More recently the Prinz/Schwartz approach has been adopted by Christensen 
(2006) to argue that the Cyropaedia is a call for military reform in Sparta. 
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Achaemenid history.5 The text's focus on Persia has been explained as 
generic, by emphasizing its participation within a body of political 
theory which used Persia, and specifically Cyrus the Great, as 
examples;6 it has also been argued that the Persian setting is 
necessary for the portrayal of the ideal, all-powerful leader, as 
absolute power was not imaginable in the contemporary Greek 
context. 7 
Such approaches are reductive; they explain away the Persian 
subject-matter rather than considering its effect. The Cyropaedia can 
be read as ethnography:8 written for a Greek audience, it is entirely 
concerned with descriptions of and narratives about various barbarian 
peoples. 9 What relationship is constructed between the Greek reader of 
5 Hirsch (1985) 61-131 attempts to use the Cyropaedia as a source for the historical 
Persia. At 72-6 he suggests that the text gives direct access to Persian self-
conceptions, conjecturing a system of propaganda instituted by Cyrus the Younger 
by which he compared himself to Cyrus the Great, and to which Xenophon was 
responding. In contrast, Tuplin (1990) emphasizes "the patchiness of the novel's 
oriental veneer" (18). 
6 Gera (1993) 2-13 frames Xenophon's interests within the writing of biography and 
the use of Cyrus in Hdt. I, Ctesias' lost Persica, PI. Leg. 694a-b and Menex. 239d-e 
and Isoc. Philippus 5.66; in particular she emphasizes the influence of the lost 
writings on Cyrus by Antisthenes, mentioned in Diog. Laert. 6.15-8. 
7 Tatum (1989) 63. Due (1989) 22-5 takes a similar line, suggesting that the 
impressiveness of the Persian Empire made Cyrus a valuable paradigm. 
8 The problem of the Cyropaedia's genre is notorious: see Reichel (1995). By reading 
it as ethnography I do not mean to impose narrow genre definitions or close down 
interpretations of it as a novel, historiography or political philosophy. 
9 The main focus is on Persians and Medes, but Armenians, Chaldaeans, Hyrcanians, 
Assyrians, Egyptians, Indians (et al.) are also presented. Present tense ethnographic 
explanations of customs and articles of dress often interrupt the narrative (see 
discussion below); Xenophon's frequent aetiological asides, in which he claims that 
events in the narrative mark the beginnings of a Persian custom, also set up the text 
as an explanation of the behaviour of the contemporary Persians. For examples and 
discussion of authorial interventions see Due (2002). The text is often highly self-
aware of its status as a Greek representation of foreign peoples: Xenophon de~cribes 
the arming of Persian men with the explanatory comment that they carry OlOVTIEP 
ypacpovTcxl Ol nepacxl EXOVTEC; ("such things as the Persians are painted as having", 
1.2.13), offeri ng tacit acknowledgement that the reader's relationship to the Persians 
is mediated through his experience of previous Greek representations. Cambyses 
criticizes Greek education which teaches the art of deception as part of training in 
wrestling, saying that Persian education only teaches truthfulness (1.6.32); similarly, 
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the Cyropaedia and Cyrus and the Persians? Is the reader produced as 
a subject, and placed in a secure position of power over barbarians 
who are constructed as ethnographic objects of scrutiny, or does the 
imperial power of Cyrus and the Persians disrupt such a comfortable 
relationship? I argue that the text's episodes of viewing give us a way 
into this problem. 
Throughout the work the reader is repeatedly confronted with 
scenes of observation and spectacle, as well as highly self-conscious 
theoretical arguments on the purpose and effect of looking and being 
looked at. Although no study of the text has pursued vision as a 
theme, Cyrus' use of deceptive visual display has been a concern. Most 
previous work on the Cyropaedia has tended to be polarised around 
the question of whether Cyrus should be read as an ideal ruler lO or a 
corrupt ruler;l1 Cyrus' display has generally been treated in the context 
of this debate. 12 Too argues that Xenophon offers a critique of Cyrus 
as a ruler by contrasting Cambyses' privileging of "being" over 
"seeming" with the use of deceptive display adopted by Cyrus in 
at a dinner party a Persian makes a joke about another Persian behaving in a 
suspiciously Greek manner (K()(T(X TOV 'EAAflvlKOV Tponov, 2.2.28) by bringing a 
young man with him. Through the irony of the pretence of a Persian voice, Xenophon 
makes the Greek reader aware of the Greekness of what he is reading. 
10 Due (1989) reads Cyrus as exemplary of the virtuous leader. Gera (1993) 285-99 
incorporates an acknowledgement of the despotic tendencies of Cyrus' rule in 
Babylon into a reading of Cyrus as exemplary by seeing them as demonstrating the 
moral compromises necessary to imperial rule. Tatum (1989) emphasizes Cyrus' 
Machiavellian qualities, seeing them as part of Xenophon's didactic project on the art 
of rule. 
11 Too (1998) reads Cyrus' rule in the Cyropaedia as a representation of corrupt 
leadership. 
12 An exception is Dillery (2004) 267-70; following the approach of Farber (1979), he 
discusses Cyrus' Babylonian procession (8.3.9-18) as prefiguring the processions of 
the Hellenistic kings. 
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Babylon;13 Azoulay, on the other hand, argues for the appropriateness 
of Cyrus' use of display because of the change in audience from 
friends in Persia to conquered enemies in Babylon. 14 
While I would by no means wish to downplay the importance of 
such concerns for our understanding of this highly politically self-
aware text (and indeed this chapter will consider the representation of 
methods of rule), readings which foreground Xenophon's presentation 
of Cyrus as either idealising or critical tend to treat the representation 
of Cyrus' rule as part of an abstract theoretical treatise on ruling as 
such,15 and do not take into account the problematic nature of a text 
about Persian imperialism for a Greek audience. The text's concern 
with Cyrus' use of the visual in his acquisition of power, and with his 
conquered subjects' responses to it, must be understood as directly 
engaged with this problem. 
Viewing in the Cyropaedia is predominantly cross-cultural. In 
particular, as the Persian army travels across Asia, the reader is 
presented with repeated scenes in which Cyrus tries to control the way 
he and his army will be seen by the people they encounter; we are also 
shown the responses of those who see Cyrus. Through such scenes, 
the reader is made into a literary viewer of Cyrus and the Persians. 
Indeed the visual nature of the reader's engagement with the text is , 
sometimes directly invoked. As mentioned in chapter 1, the opening of 
13 Too (1998) 293. Cambyses on appearances: 1.6.22; Cyrus' deceptive display: 
8.1.40f.; 8.3.13f. 
14 Azoulay (2004a). . . . 
15 See Nadon (2001), who reads the Cyropaedia as a critique of both the republic and 
the empire as political systems. 
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the text presents Xenophon's choice of subject through his wonder 
(8()(ul-J(x~w: 1.1.1; 1.1.6) at Cyrus - wonder in which the reader is 
implicitly invited to participate;16 this term implies the availability of 
Cyrus to ethnographic curiosity, but it can also imply awe. 17 There are 
also explicit invitations to the reader to look at and come to 
conclusions about the Persians, both in the second person (ETTEYVW<; 0' 
<Xv EKEl OUOEV()( OUTE 6pYl~OIJEVOV Kp()(uYii OUTE X()(lPOVT()( U~PlOTlKq> 
YEAWTl, OcAAOe lOWV Ocv ()(UTOU<; rlyr;aw Tq> QVTl El<; K<XAAO<; ~~v, "You 
would not have perceived anyone there shouting in anger, or taking 
delight in insolent laughter, but on seeing them you would have held 
that they really lived nobly," 8.1.33) and using the impersonal pronoun 
(El OE Tl<; TOcV()(VTl()( EIJOl YlyvwaKol, TOe epy()( ()(UTWV ETTlaKoTTWV 
EUpr;aEl ()(UTOe IJ()(PTUPOOVT()( Tol<; ElJol<; AOYOl<;, "If anyone thinks the 
contrary to me, looking at their actions he will find that they bear 
witness to my words," 8.8.27).18 
Representations of viewing operate as a site for the self-
positioning of the reader. How might such self-positioning work? Of 
crucial importance to the interpretation of the Cyropaedia is the 
16 See chapter 1 for discussion of this term. Xenophon also uses the verb 
EaKE4JOc~E9()( (1.1.6), from aKETITO~()(l, "I look at / consider," to describe his 
investigation as a process of visual scrutiny. 
17 To inspire 9()(O~()( can be a sign of empowerment. The Armenian king explains his 
jealousy of the philosopher-tutor of his son as follows: K()(l EYW EKELVtp, ECP'1, 
Ecp90vouv, OTl ~Ol E80KEl TOOTOV TIOlELV ()(UTDV ~CXAAOV 9()(u~Oc~ElV ~ E~E ("I envied 
him because he seemed to me to make [my son] wonder at himself more than at me." 
3.1.39). Similarly, on the establishment of the new regime in Babylon, Cyrus attempts 
to bolster the power of his followers by trai ni ng them ... ~'18e ~ET()(aTpEcpo~EVOl ETIl 
9E()(V ~'18EVOC;, WC; ou8ev 9()(U~Oc~OVTEC; (" ... not to turn at the sight of anything, as if 
they wondered at nothing," 8.1.42). . . 
18 Cf. also the use of the phrase "it is / was possible to see": we are tolq that In Persia 
it was very rarely possible to see a horse (l8ELV lTITIOV TIOcVU aTIOcVLOV ~v, 1.3.3); and 
that even to this day it is possible to see Hyrcanians holding pOSitions of trust and 
authority (K()(l vOv EOTlV ETl (8ELV 'YpK()(viouC; K()(l TIlOTEUO~EVOUC; K()(t &pXOcC; 
EXOVT()(C;, 4.2.8). 
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absence of any Greek protagonists; Greeks only feature in brief 
references. 19 Unlike the Anabasis, which, in its narrative of the travels 
of a Greek army across Asia, frames its discussion of the exotic 
peoples encountered through Greek reactions to what they see, the 
Cyropaedia relates its narrative of Persian conquest through the 
reactions of a series of barbarians. The representation of barbarian 
reactions to other barbarians raises a problem for the self-positioning 
of the reader. Will the reader identify with or be alienated from the 
text's internal audiences? The Cyropaedia self-consciously flags the 
issue of identification or alienation as critical to the hermeneutics of 
viewing, presenting some reactions to viewing as conditioned by the 
cross-cultural frame in which it occurs. 
In this chapter, I argue that viewing is involved in the acquisition 
of Cyrus' imperial power; that his power is acquired through his 
control of the interpretation of viewing; but that there can also be 
alternative interpretations countering those which Cyrus attempts to 
foist on his various audiences. We begin by considering how the 
ethnographic context of viewing frames its interpretation, especially 
when viewing entails looking at the alluring sight of Cyrus, before 
moving on to consider Cyrus' use of sight and display in his 
acquisition of power over both his men and the foreign peoples he 
subjugates. We will see that through the representation of Cyrus as 
simultaneously a highly fascinating and an extremely troubling figure, 
19 Greeks from Asia are among those who are willingly Cyrus' subjects (1: 1:4); 
relations between Hyrcanians and Assyrians are compared to those between SClrlt~e 
and Spartans (4.2.1); Croesus includes in his army a contingent of Greeks from ASia. 
and sends to Sparta to negotiate an alliance (6.2.10). Also d. 1.6.32 and 2.2.28. 
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the problem of the Greek reader's response becomes a problem of 
political and cultural self-identification. 
Cross-cultural viewing 
The problems of cross-cultural viewing are raised early in the text, in 
Cyrus' boyhood travels to Media. In a programmatic scene, Cyrus 
gazes at his grandfather Astyages, king of the Medes: 
KO<l opwv 8tl O<UTOV KEKoa~I1~Evov KO<l 6cpeO<A~WV UTIoypo<cpr; KO<l 
l. 
Mr;80L<;· To<OTO< yO<p TTOcVTO< Ml1blKOc EaTl, KO<l Ol TIOPCPUpOl XlTWVE<; KO<l 
Ol KOcv8uE<; KO<l Ol aTPETITOl Ol TIEPl Til bEP[1 KO<l TO< 4JEAlO< TO< TIEPl 
To<l<; XEpaiv, EV nEpaO<l<; bE Tol<; O'lKOl KO<l vOv ETl TIOAU KO<l Eae~TE<; 
CPO<UAOTEPO<l KO<l 8iO<lTO<l EUTEAEaTEPO<l· opwv 8tl TOV Koa~ov TOO 
TIOcTTTTOU, E~~AETIWV O<UTq> EAEYEV· '0 ~~TEP, we; KO<AOe; ~Ol 0 TIOcTITIO<;. 
(1.3.2) 
"He saw him adorned with eye shadow, rouge, and a wig - as was, of 
course, the custom among the Medes (for all these things are Median: 
purple coats, cloaks, necklaces, and bracelets on their wrists; but 
among the Persians who are at home, their clothes are even now much 
more ordinary and their diet much cheaper). So seeing the adornment 
of his grandfather, he said while looking at him, "Mother, how 
beautiful my grandfather is!"" 
Astyages' power as a ruler is not only reflected but produced in 
his display. Cyrus' reaction offers a potential model for the reaction of 
the reader. However, not only is Cyrus' awe-struck response framed as 
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childishly narve, but an explanation of Median customs in the 
narrator's voice interrupts the narrative of Cyrus' gaze: the reader's 
vision of the pomp of the Median king is transformed into scrutiny of 
foreign behaviour, challenging the potency of his regal spectacle. 
Further, although awe before the impressive sight of a king is a mode 
of viewing familiar from Homer and Hesiod,20 in the context of 
Athenian democracy such a response becomes problematic; we might 
think of the concern with the appropriateness or inappropriateness of 
kingly display in the carpet scene of Aeschylus' Agamemnon, for 
example, where ostentation is marked as a barbarian act - something 
that Priam might do.21 
Cyrus' awe at the sight is predicated on a failure to "see 
through" the illusionism of Astyages' cosmetics - something which the 
reader, treated to a description of the contrivances used by Astyages 
to enhance his appearance, is able to do. However, this passage does 
more than allow the reader to feel superior to the ingenuity of a child. 
Cyrus' response is presented as conditioned not only by childhood 
innocence, but by his austere Persian upbringing, which has made 
such deceptive practices alien to him: 22 the description of Astyages 
contrasts Median customs with Persian customs, which are also 
explained to the reader. 
20 For the king as the object of the gaze see the teichoskopia at II. 3.161-242, and 
Hes. Th. 84-85. 
21 Aesch. Ag. 935-936: see Goldhill (1986) 12. Griffith (1998) 26-27 notes that the 
Cyr.'s fascination with kingship must be understood in the context of the 
problematic place of the monarch in democratic Athenian thought. 
22 Hesk (2000) 124-125. 
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Cyrus' Persian way of seeing presents a problem for the 
positioning of the reader. The Cyropaedia presents pre-imperial Persia, 
of which Cyrus is, at this moment of the narrative at least, a 
representative, as alien and strange, but also as a paradigm of an 
ideal, moral state. The expected surprise of the reader at pre-imperial 
Persian customs is inscribed, but also marked as a symptom of 
decadence, for example, as we are told that if anyone should think (EL 
bE Tl<; ... O'lETOCl, 1.2.12) that Persians do not enjoy their food when they 
eat only bread, greens and water, he should remember (OcV()(~V'1creriTw, 
1.2.12) how pleasurable food is if one waits until one is hungry.23 
Further, the description of pre-imperial Persian society recalls the 
representation of the Spartans in the Lak. Pol., and uses terminology 
associated with Sparta. 24 For the text's Athenian audience, Persia is 
offered as an exotic, unattainable, ideal society, but is also familiarly 
Greek - yet the Greek model through which Persia is to be read itself 
verges on an exotic, unattainable ideal (see chapter 5).25 Cyrus' 
23 The description of Persia is self-consciously framed from an Athenian viewpoint. 
We are told that in Persia boys go to school to learn justice, " ... just as among us they 
go to learn their letters" (. .. WCITTEp TT()(P' rilJLV OTt VpalJlJ()(T()( IJ()(SIl<JOIJEVOl, 1.2.6); 
Gera (1993) 24 notes that the phrase TT()(P' rilJLV refers to the Athenian method of 
education. 
24 See Rawson (1969) 50-52; Tigerstedt (1965) 179. A Spartan term, pr;Tp()(, is used 
to refer to a Persian law forbidding youths to deceive (1.6.33): see Tyrt. 2.8, Plut. 
Lycurg. 6 and 13, Plut. Ages. 8 and discussion in Gera (1993) 70. As Hesk (2000) 
132-133 notes, given that Sparta was, on the contrary, famous for encouraging its 
youths to steal as part of their education, the eyr.'s discussion of attitudes towards 
deception in Persia can be read as engaging with contemporary equivocal attitudes 
towards Sparta. 
25 See also the spectatorship of Persian customs in the description of the education of 
boys in pre-imperial Persia: Enba<JKou<Jl be TOU<; TT()(Lb()(<; K()(l <JwCPPOGUVllV' !-IEY()( be 
<JUIJ~aAAET()(l El<; TO IJ()(VSaVElV <JWCPPOVELV ()(UTOU<; OTt K()(l TOU<; TTpEG~UTEPOU<; 
OPW<JlV eXva TTCX<J()(V riIJEP()(V <JWCPPOVW<; blaVOVT()(<;. blba<JKOUGl be ()(UTOU<; K()(l 
TTElSE<JS()(l TOL<; apxou<Jl' IJEV()( be K()(l El<; TOOTO <JUIJ~aAAET()(l OTt OpWGl TOU<; 
TTPE<J~uTEpou<; TTElSOIJEvou<; TOL<; apxou<JlV l<JXUpW<;. blb~<JKOU<Jl ~~ K()(~ E~KpaTEl()(V 
V()(OTPO<; K()(l TTOTOO· IJEV()( be K()(l El<; TOOTO <JUIJ~()(AAET()(l OTt OpWGl TOU<; 
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response marks his foreignness, potentially alienating the reader, but 
also hints at an engaging moral simplicity. The self-conscious staging 
of the cultural and political conditioning of sight challenges the reader 
to consider what his or her own response as a Greek (or as an 
Athenian) would be. 
Later episodes In Cyrus' visual scrutiny of Media have a similar 
effect, although in these scenes Cyrus is not impressed by the sight of 
the Medes, but rejects Median ways of doing things. 26 When he attends 
Astyages' feast, he is disdainful of the unfamiliar dishes, and claims 
that he can see that Astyages is disgusted by them too: 
! -
... UE ... OpW, !' OT()(V IlEV TOO " ()(PTOU Ele; OUOEV Tr)V XElpex 
CeTTotVWIlEVOV, OT()(V OE TOUTWV TlVDe; SiY[le;, EUSUe; CeTTOKexSexipEl Tr)V 
XElpex El<; TOe XElPOIl()(KTP()(, we; TTOcVU CeXSOIlEVOe; OTl TTAEex UOl CeTT' 
, - , , 
ex UTWV EYEVETO. 
" ... 1 see that whenever you touch your bread, you do not wipe your 
hand on anything; but whenever you touch any of these, you wipe your 
hand on your napkin as if you were most distressed that it became 
soiled with them," (1.3.5). 
TIpEa~UTEpoUC; OU TIpOa8EV aTIlOVTCXC; yOCaTPOC; EVEKOC TIPlV &v eXCPWGlV Ol 
CXPXOVTEC; ... ("They teach the boys moderation. It contributes greatly to their learning 
moderation that they see their elders spending the whole day moderately. They also 
teach them to obey the rulers. It contributes greatly to this too that they see their 
elders strictly obeying the rulers. They also teach continence in food and drink. It 
contributes greatly also to this that they do not see their elders going off for food 
until the rulers dismiss them ... ," 1.2.8). The Persian elders are depicted as engaged 
in self-display which operates as a mode of social control; the boys' sight (OpWGlV ... 
opwal... opwal) valorises the elders' behaviour, producing imitation. The 
representation of responses to the sight of Persian customs might inform the 
reader's response; yet the viewers are young Persian boys, from whose responses -
themselves an example of "Persian customs" - the reader may well feel alienated. 
26 Cyrus' experience of Media is represented as a visual survey. Cyrus declares 
... Mr;8wv IJEVTOl oawv ewpocKoc EYW KOCl EV ToclC; o80lC; KOCl ETIl ToclC; 8UpOClC; TIOAl> 
06TOC; a EIJOC; TIaTITIOC; KOcAAlaTOC; (" ... of all the Medes that I have seen on the streets 
and at court, my grandfather is by far the most beautiful," 1.3.2). 
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Although Astyages assures him that Medes like the dishes, Cyrus 
"sees" (opw) that this is not true;27 he interprets what he sees to fit in 
with his culturally conditioned preconceptions about the correct way to 
hold a dinner and to eat. 28 A similar exchange follows about drinking. 
Having never witnessed drunkenness in Persia, Cyrus refuses to taste 
the wine after "seeing" that it contains poison inducing odd behaviour 
(. .. EWpWV KOCl TOCLC; YVW~OClC; KOCl TOLC; aw~ocal acpocAAo~EVOUC;, " ... 1 saw 
you all making mistakes, both in your judgements and in your bodies," 
1.3.10). The humour is based not only on the misunderstandings of 
children, but on that topos of travel writing, misunderstanding of 
unfamiliar sights. This misunderstanding is predicated upon cultural 
position; playing on the austerity of the Persians, the passage suggests 
that those from different cultural positions see the same thing in 
different ways. 
How is the reader positioned? The reader may identify more 
easily with Cyrus' critique of Median decadence than with his awe at 
Astyages' appearance; yet it too is conditioned by the expectations of 
Persian asceticism. Cyrus' absolute rejection of the pleasures of the 
feast may be almost as alienating to the reader as Median self-
indulgence. Although the reader experiences the Median feast through 
Cyrus' eyes, he or she is made aware of the Persianness (and 
27 See also: !A.AAOe KOCl O'E, CPOcVOCl TOV KOpov, opw, J., TTOcTTTTE, I.JUO'CXTT6~EVOV TCXOTCX 
TOe ~PW~OCTOC, ("They say that Cyrus said, "And yet I see that even you, grandfather, 
are disgusted with these meats,"" 1.3.5). As this example in~icates, much. of the 
narrative of Astyages' feast is given in indirect speech (in a serres of accusative and 
infinitive clauses governed by CPOCO'l, 1.3.4). This adds to the sense of distance 
between the reader and events being described; the narrative becomes the subject of 
a sequence of retellings. The cultural mediation in the telling of the story is flagged. 
28 See Nadon (2001) 44, who calls Cyrus' attitude "ethnocentrism". 
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childishness) of those eyes and their distance from his or her 
experience. 
Cross-cultural vision becomes more unsettling when Cyrus is 
the object of the gaze. In another programmatic scene of Cyrus' 
boyhood travels in Media, the Mede Abradatas, who is struck by Cyrus' 
beauty (EKTTETTAt;xSOCl TTOAUV TlVex Xpovov ETTl Tq> KOcAAEl TOO Kupou, 
1.4.27), claims to be overcome at the sight of him: 
OUK olaS<x, CPOcV<Xl, <1 KOPE, OTl K<Xl oaov aKexpO<XJ,lUTTW Xpovov, TT<XVU 
TTOAU~ J,lOl OOKEl Elv<Xl, OTl OUX opu> aE TOTE TOlOOTOV QVTex; (1.4.28) 
""Do you not know, Cyrus," he said, "that even so long as it takes me 
to blink seems to me to be an extremely long time, because I then do 
not see you, such as you are.""29 
We can compare Artabazus' viewing of Cyrus with the claims made 
about the effect of looking at the captured Susan woman Panthea (see 
chapter 2),30 who is called the most beautiful woman in Asia (5.1. 7). 
Cyrus refuses to look at Panthea, claiming that such is her beauty, if he 
were to look at her he would become like a slave (5.1.12), losing all 
control over himself (5.1.7-8);31 yet, as discussed in chapter 2, there is 
a disjunction between the claims made about the effect of viewing 
Panthea and the description of the experience of looking at her, which 
emphasises, and eroticises, her helplessness and distress before the 
29 Cf. the viewing of Cleinias by Critobulus in the Sym.: Critobulus claims to hate 
nig ht and sleep because they prevent hi m looki ng at Clei nias (4.12), and is said to be 
scarely able to blink when in his presence (4.24). . . . 
30 Panthea is not named at this poi nt in the narrative. For diSCUSSion of the omisSion 
of women's names see Schaps (1977); the failure to name Panthea indicates her lack 
of agency. 
31 See Corg. Hel. 15-19 for the overpowering effect of sight, especially in an erotic 
context. 
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confident, surveying gaze of her captors (5.1.4-7).32 The viewing of 
Panthea poses a problem for the reader. The narrative of the capture of 
the most beautiful woman in Asia can be read as paradigmatic of a 
fantasy of foreign exploration and conquest: an exotic beauty is 
disrobed and exhibited for the reader's pleasure. However, the 
pleasure of looking at Panthea, which the reader also enjoys, is 
disrupted by the potential threat of domination. The passage hints at 
both the lures and the risks of looking at the foreign - lures and risks 
which, as we shall see, are important concerns in the text's 
descriptions of the sight of Cyrus as imperial conqueror. 
Artabazus' viewing of Cyrus as a boy is self-consciously framed 
as cross-cultural viewing. On seeing Cyrus' relatives kissing him 
goodbye (EWP()( TOU<; aUYYEvEIC; CPlAOOVT()(C; ()(UTOV, 1.4.27), which we 
are told is a Persian custom still practised today (TOUC; aUYYEvEIC; 
CPlAOOVT()(C; TW 0"T6~()(Tl OCTTOTTEIITTEa9()(l ()(UTOV VOIIW nEpalKw, K()(l 
l. t"" t"" l. l. 
yap vOv ETl TOOTO TTOloOal nEpa()(l, 1.4.27), he contrives to get a kiss 
by pretending to be Cyrus' relative. He then asks about Persian kissing: 
'H K()(l EV nEpa()(l<; VO~OC; EO"TlV 06TOC; aUYYEvEIC; CPlAEIV; MaAlOT()(, 
OcAAriAWV. (1.4.28) 
""Is it a custom among the Persians to kiss one's relatives?" 
32 Cyrus is entirely in control throughout his dealings with Araspas and Panthea, 
manipulating both for his own ends: Tatum (1989) 178. After contriving a situation 
in which Araspas will try to rape Panthea, Cyrus is able to step in to prevent it, 
producing a contrite Araspas who can act convincingly as a double agent against the 
Assyrian king (ironically, Araspas, whose gaze at Panthea is so critical, is deemed a 
suitable K<XTOcuKonoc;: 6.1.31) and a grateful Panthea who will bring him a useful ally 
in the form of her husband (Cyrus tells Araspas that Panthea must be guarded as she 
is likely to be serviceable to them in the future: 5.1.17). When he finally does lay eyes 
on Panthea, no reaction on his part is described (7.8.3): Gera (1993) 239. 
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"Certainly," he said, "at least when they see each other after a length of 
time or when they are going away."" 
The ethnographic resonances of the scene are self-consciously 
flagged, as first the reader (in Xenophon's comment), and then 
Artabazus, is made the viewer of Persian peculiarities. However, 
ethnographic curiosity is a smoke-screen for erotic ambitions: 
Artabazus uses his question in order to grab another kiss, on the 
grounds that he is now going away.33 The detached position of 
Artabazus as ethnographer is undercut by the irony of his not very well 
concealed erotic intentions. 
Cyrus is in control throughout this scene; he orders Artabazus 
about, twice dismissing him from his presence (aTIOTIElJTIElV and 
ElTIEIV Ocl)Tq> SexPPElv aTIlOVTl, 1.4.28).34 He is not hoodwinked by 
Artabazus' pretence; his responses are full of knowing irony.35 We see 
in action the empowerment of the erotic object of viewing argued for, 
but not sustained, in the discussion on Panthea (as noted in chapter 2, 
this scene offers an exception to the passivity of the object of the 
erotic gaze as depicted elsewhere in Xenophon's corpus). Looking at 
Cyrus is marked as a problematic and dangerous act: although he is a 
beautiful boy, he is also an emperor in the making. 
33 Similarly, after being sent away and immediately returning, Abradatas claims yet 
another kiss on account of the fact that he is returning after a length of time, another 
condition put forward as requisite to Persian kissing. 
34 See Cyrus' promise to return to Med ia ... WOTE opcxv E~EOT()(l Kav ~OUX'1T()(l 
dcaK()(pb()(\lUKTL (" ... SO that it would be possible [for Artabazus] to look at him, if he 
wished, without blinking," 1.4.28). , 
35 See Cyrus' response to Artabazus' claim to be his relative: T()(OT' exP()(, ElTIELV TOV 
KOpov, K()(l EVEWP()(C; \lOl· TIOXXCxKlC; yap bOKU) aE YlyvwaKElV TOOT~ TIOlOOVT()( 
("This, then," said Cyrus, "is why you used to stare at me, for I think I often 
recognized you doing this," 1.4.27). Tatum (1989) 174 notes Cyrus' "sharp eye for 
the gaze of his ad mirer." 
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The question of how to look at him - with the look of a lover or 
the look of a subject - is a concern in the depiction of Artabazus' 
relations with the adult Cyrus. 36 When Cyrus uses Artabazus to 
persuade the Median army to follow him, their previous erotic visual 
interaction is referred to and reformulated in the new context of 
military command. 37 Cyrus tells Artabazus: 
NOv on au 0I1AwaEl<; El OcAtl8ii EAEYEC;, OTE ECPtlC; i1oEa8cxl 8EW~EVOC; 
E~E:. (4.1.23) 
"You will now show whether you spoke the truth when you said that 
you took pleasure in gazing at me." 
36 See Tatum (1989) 163-188; Tatum (1994) 21-24; Rubin (1989) for a discussion of 
the erotic nature of Cyrus' power as a ruler. Artabazus compares Cyrus to the leading 
bee in a hive, who has an erotic power over the other bees: OUTW b€lVO<; Tl<; EPW<; 
OCUTCXL<; TOO expXEa90Cl UTT' EKEivou EyyiYVETOCl. ("There exists within them a terrible 
desire to be ruled by him." 5.1.24). The question of whether in his position as 
commander Cyrus can exert erotic fascination is a concern elsewhere. After the trial 
scene in Armenia, the reactions of the newly conquered Armenians to Cyrus, who has 
humiliated and subjugated their king, are described: 'ETTEl b' ~A90v O'lKocbE, EAEYOV 
TOO Kupou 6 IJEV Tl<; nlv aocpiocv, 6 bE Tr)V KOCPTEpiocv, 6 bE Tr)V TTPOCOTI1TOC, 0 bE n<; l. _ 
KOCl TO KcXA~O<; KOCl TO IJEYE90<;. Ev90c br) 0 TlyecXvl1<; ETT~PETO Tr)V YUVOCLKOC' 'H KOCl 
aoi, eCPl1, w :A.plJEvioc, KOCAO<; EbOKEl 0 KOpo<; ElVOCl; :A.AAeX lJeX 6i', E<PI1, OUK EKELVOV 
E9EWlJl1v. :A.AAeX Tiv()( IJ~V; eCPI1 0 TlYPcXVI1<;. Tov ElTTOVTOC vr) 6ioc w<; T~<; OCUTOO 
\lJuxii<; (XV TTpi()(lTO WO"TE IJ~ IJE bOUAEUElV. (3.1.41) "When they went home, one 
spoke of Cyrus' wisdom, another of his steadfastness, another of his gentleness, and 
someone else of his beauty and height. Then Tigranes asked his wife, "Did Cyrus 
seem to be beautiful to you too, Armenian woman?" "But by Zeus," she said, "I did 
not even look at him." "At whom, then?" asked Tigranes. "At the one who said, by 
Zeus, that he would pay with his own life so that I should not be a slave."" Tigranes' 
wife only has eyes for her husband. That Cyrus' power is seductively alluring is both 
implied and rejected: the scene raises the question of how to look at Cyrus. 
37 Cyrus deliberately picks Artabazus as his intermediary to the Medes because he 
can exert complete control over him: Gera (1993) 167; Nadon (2001) 92. See 
Artabazus' later comment on the event: ETTEl b' ETUXE<; TTOTE KOCl EIJOO bE119El<; 
[TTp09ulJw C;] E~OCYYELAOCl TTPO<; M~bOU<; TeX TTocpeX Kuoc~cXpou, EAOYl~OIJI1V, El TOCOTOC 
TTp09ulJw<; aOl aUAAcX~OllJl, w<; OlKElo<; TE aOl EaoilJl1v KOCl E~EcrOlTO !JOl 
blocAEYEa9oci aOl oTToaov Xpovov ~ouAoilJl1v. (7.5.49) "When once you happened to 
need me to be enthusiastic in reporting Cyaxares' message to the Medes, I calculated 
that if I should embrace these affairs for you with enthusiasm, I would become an 
intimate of yours, and it would be possible for me to converse with you as long as I 
wished." 
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Artabazus' response is to suggest that his pleasurable gazing might 
become reciprocal: 38 ... nOl~uw KOCt U€ EIJ€ r;8ewc; SEexUSCXl (" ... 1 shall 
also make you pleased to gaze on me." 4.1.23). The imagined returned 
gaze might be read as implying the hope of a returned desire in Cyrus, 
but it also suggests the approving gaze of the commander at his 
obedient follower. 39 Artabazus' gaze at Cyrus poses a problem for the 
positioning of the reader, as a viewer of exotic, and erotic, sights. The 
reader views strange Persian customs just as Artabazus does, but as 
the power of Cyrus disturbs the dynamics of the ethnographic gaze, 
the reader's own pOSition as an empowered, distanced viewer is put at 
risk.40 
38 Reciprocity in viewing reflects and creates social reciprocity: the description of the 
Persian Peers as "radiant, educated and looking at each other" (cpOClbpOl 
[TTETTOClbEUI-/EVOl] KOCL TTOCPOPWVTE<; El<; cXAA~AOU<;, 3.3.59) indicates their functioning 
as a united force and prefaces their successful attack. 
39 See below for the visual relations of commander and soldiers. Artabazus' desire to 
be the object of the gaze is given a further ironic twist in the context of the imperial 
court. Artabazus' hopes for a place of honour in the court are frustrated as Cyrus 
side-lines him: Artabazus complains that he TTEPl~AETTTO<; ("looked at from all sides": 
7.5.53) only because he is so conspicuously snubbed. See also Artabazus' speech in 
support of Cyrus' command: eyw bE, tL KOpE, KOCl tLv eyw KPOCTW KOCl I-/EVOOI-/EV 
TTocpa aOl KOCl OPWVTE<; ae cXVE~OI-/E9oc KOCl KocpTEp~aOI-/EV UTTO aoO EUEPYETOUI-/EVOl 
("I, Cyrus, and those I control, will stay beside you: we will put up with seeing you 
and remain steadfast in the face of your benefactions." 5.1.26). The promise to 
"endure seeing" Cyrus might be read as an ironic jibe at any who would doubt Cyrus' 
benefactions, but it also suggests the problematic position of Artabazus as both 
lover and subject. 
40 An i nteresti ng take on the erotic gaze is offered in the anecdote about the officer 
Sambaulas and the ugly guest at Cyrus' dinner party (2.2.28-31): Cyrus notices that 
Sambaulas' couchmate is "very hairy and very ugly" (uTTEpbocauv TE KOCl UTTEpOCl<J)(pOV, 
2.2.28), so asks Sambaulas if he takes this man around with him "Greek-style", 
because of his beauty (on KOCAOV ean, 2.2.28). Sambaulas responds: N~ TOV ~i', ECP'1 
o ~OCI-/~()(UA()(<;, ~bOI-/OCl yoOv KOCl eyw auvwv TE ~OCl 9EWI-/EVO<; TOOTOV. cXKOUO"OCVTE<; 
TOCOTOC Ol auaKIlvol TTpoaE~AElJ.IocV· w<; bE ElbOV TO TTpoaWTTov TOO cXvbpo<; 
UTTEP~OcAAOV oc'laXEl, eYEAocaocv TTOcVTE<;, 2.2.28-29. (,"'Yes, by Zeus", said Sambaulas, 
"I, at least, take pleasure being together with him and gazing upon him." When they 
heard this, those in the tent looked [at him]. When they saw that the man's face was 
surpassing in its ugliness, they all laughed.") Sambaulas explains his reason for his 
attachment to the man: he is the most obedient and efficient of his soldiers, always 
obeying orders at a run. The claim of the power of the object of, er~ti~ viewing, is 
parodied: power is in the hands of the viewers who impose an obJectlfYln,g s~rut.lny 
on the man, and in the hands of his supposed "lover" whose pleasure In viewing 
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Viewing and power: Cyrus as military leader 
The problem of how to look at Cyrus becomes more urgent in the 
representation of Cyrus as commander of an army: his power over his 
soldiers is shown through his controlling gaze but also, more 
problematically, through his self-display and his attempt to control 
how sights are interpreted. 41 Cyrus' status as commander is both 
reflected and instantiated in his gaze at his men, as when he surveys 
the ranks before battle (7.1.10),42 or when he looks at those wounded 
resides in the effectiveness of his command over him. The context of the anecdote is 
a discussion on the abilities of the Persian "Commoners" to work as soldiers for the 
elite "Peers". The soldier can only function as a parodic erotic object, it is implied, 
because of his humble origins. Responses to viewing here operate in the construction 
of social class. 
41 In Cambyses' instruction to Cyrus on how to be a successful ruler, the successful 
commander is imagined as viewing his men as a harmonious and pleasing spectacle. 
Cambyses assures Cyrus that if he holds contests among his men ... waTTEp xopoO<; 
T(x<; Te)(~El<; &El TeX TTPOcr~KOVTCX j.JEAET(..ocrCX<; SEacrn (" ... you will gaze upon the ranks 
always performing their proper parts, just like in a chorus." 1.6.18). Another method 
for rule suggested by Cambyses is self-di~play: ... ~v j.JEv EV SEPEl thcrl, TOV apxovTcx 
bEL TOO ~Aiou TTAEOVEKTOOVTCX <pCXVEPOV ElVCXl· ~v bE EV XElj.JWVl, TOO tVUXOU<;· ~v bE 
blOc j.JOXSWV, TWV TTOVWV· (1.6.25) " ... if it is summer, the ruler must be visible in 
being greedy for a greater share of the heat; and if it is winter, of the cold; and if it is 
a time of toils, of labours." In apparent contradiction, however, Cambyses also 
counsels Cyrus on the importance of being, rather than pnly seeming, virtuous: OUK 
EgTlV E<PI1, to TTCXl, crUVTOj.JWTEpCX ObO<; <ETTl TO,> TTEPl WV ~OUAEl, bOKEIV <ppovq.lo<; 
ElVCXl ~ TO YEVEcrSCXl TTEPl TOUTWV <ppOVlj.JOV. (""There is no shorter road, son," he 
said, "to seeming to be prudent about such things as you wish, than becoming 
prudent about them."" 1.6.22) Too (1998) argues that Xenophon offers a critique of 
Cyrus as a ruler by contrasting Cambyses' privileging of "being" over "seeming" with 
the use of deceptive display adopted by Cyrus in Babylon (see below). However, 
Cambyses' position on the use of appearances is not so clear cut. The _distinction 
between seeming and being threatens to collapse as Cambyses states: EU yOcp 'laSl 
I' " , t'" ", I' ", OTl TWV OJ.JOlWV crWj.JCXTWV Ol CXUTOl TTOVOl OUX OJ.JOlW<; CXTTTOVTCXl CXPXOVTO<; TE 
<XVbpo<; KCXl lbU..oTOU, <XAA' ETTlKOU<pi~El Tl ~ Tlj.Jr) TOO<; TTOVOU<; Tq.> apxovTl KCXl CXUT() 
TO ElbEVCXl OTl OU AcxvSaVEl a Tl l:iv TTOlfl. ("Be assured that the same labours do not 
~ 
affect similar bodies in the same way, when one of them belongs to a man who is 
ruling, the other to a common man. To the contrary, honour makes labours a bit 
lighter for the ruler, as does knowing that nothing he does goes unnoticed." 1.6.25). 
Being seen in virtuous labour produces a different ability in the body and so a 
different relationship with virtue; seeming and being merge. 
42 See Cyrus' exhortation to his men: j.JETCX~O bE TWV apj.JaTwv KCXl TWV 
9WpCXKO<POpWV blCXTTOPEUOj.JEVO<; OTTOTE TTpOcr~AEtVElE TlVCXC; TWV EV Tcxl<; Ta~Eal, 
TOTE j.JEv elTTev av· '0 aVbpec;, w<; ~bO uj.Jwv TOc TTPOcrWTTCX SEacrcxcrSCXl. (7.1.10) "As 
he passed between the chariots and troops in breastplates, whenever he looked at 
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in battle in order to examine how they have behaved (4.1.3-4).43 He 
also co-opts the gaze of his men for use against each other, ordering 
the rear-guard to keep an eye on those in front (U~EL<; yap onlcrSEv 
OVTEe; TOUe; T' ay<xSou<; (Xv ecpopwvTE<; K()(l enlKEAEuOVTE<; ()(UTOL<; ETl 
KPElTTOUe; nOloLTE, K()(l E'l Tl<; ~()(A()(Ki~OlTO, K()(l TOOTOV OPWVTE<; OUK 
(Xv enlTpenolTE <X UTq> , "You who are in the back, by watching and 
encouraging the good, will be able to make them even better, and if 
you see anyone being slack, you should not allow it," 3.3.41). Similarly, 
Cyrus attempts to control how his men interpret what they see. He 
orders: 
ex yap vOv E'l8ETE ev T[l ~aX[l T[i8E, T()(OT()( EVSU~OU~EVOl ~~noTE 
n()(UEcrSE, tV()( n<xp' U~LV ()(UTOL<; ()(LEl Kpiv'lTE nOTEpov ri apET~ ~<XAAOV 
fl ri cpuy~ cr<.p~El Tae; 4Juxa<; K()(l nOTEpov Ol ~aXEcrS()(l ESeAovTE<; p~ov 
an()(AAOcTToucrlV fl Ol OUK eSeAovTE<;, K()(l noi()(v Tlva ri80v~v TO VlK<XV 
n()(peXEl' (4.1. 5) 
"Do not ever cease taking to heart what you have just seen in this 
battle. You may then always judge for yourselves whether virtue saves 
lives more than flight, whether those who are willing to fight escape 
more easily than those who are unwilling, and what sort of pleasure 
victory prOVides." 
some in their formations, he would say "Men, how pleasant it is to look at your 
faces!"" . 
43 After battle Cyrus praises Chrysantas, the captain wh? was. ne~rest t? hl~\ an~ 
whose actions he knows about without the need for Investigation (TOV 0 E~OU 
EYYUTCXTCX Ta~iapxov XpuaavTCxv ouoev lXAAWV OEO~exl TTuv~avEa8exl, ~AA' exUT()<; 
olba 0[0<; ~v, 4.1.3), but he declares, his intenti?n, to ,ex~mlne t,he actlo,ns ~f t,he 
others: lXAAOUC; 0', EqJl1, opw TETPW~EVO~<;" TT~Pl,WV EyW .?"KE4Jex,~EVO<; EV OTTOlLp 
Xpovw ETpw811aav, TOTE T~V yvw~I1V TTEpl exUTWV exTTOqJexVOU~exl. ( I see oth~rs who 
have been wounded; I will disclose my judgement about them after I look Into the 
time at which they were wounded," 4.1.4). 
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Cyrus transforms the battle into a spectacle which he encourages his 
men to interpret in a way which will bolster their obedience to him.44 
Cyrus also uses display to assert his power as a leader, as shown 
in the scene of the reception of the Indian embassy.45 Although 
Cyaxares sends him a beautiful robe meant to impress the 
ambassadors (. .. €~OUAETO yap crE we; AOq.JTTpOT()(T()( K()(l EUKOcrJ,JOT()(T()( 
TTpocraYElv, we; Ol}JOJ,JEVWV TWV 'Iv8wv OTTWe; &V TTpocri[1e;, " ... he 
wishes that you come as brilliantly and as splendidly as possible, since 
the Indians will see how you approach them," 2.4.1), Cyrus appears 
clothed in an unostentatious Persian robe (ev Tn nEpcrlKn crTOAn- ou8ev 
L L L 
Tl u~PlcrJ,JEV[1, 2.4.5), with his troops organised into an efficient parade 
(2.4.2-4). Cyaxares' response is pleasure at his promptness, but 
44 Cyrus similarly manipulates the visual presence of Abradatas, ordering him to 
show himself to his men, "encouraging them with your face ... " (. .. TW ~Ev TTPOO'WTTW 
THXpoc9ocppuvwv ... , 7.1.18); he suggests that Abradatas can use hi~ visual effect t~ 
inspire obedience from the men, and so success for Cyrus' army: O'u bE TOOTO 
~E~v"cro, OTOCV bEn crE fib., dcYWVl'SEcr9OCl, on nepcrocl or TE 9EOCcrO~EvOl u~<XC; 
ecrovTocl '" ("Remen\ber that when you must enter the contest, there will be Persians 
who will gaze upon you ... ," 7.1.15). For Cyrus' manipulation of Abradatas see Tatum 
(1989) 179-182. 
45 The nature of Cyrus' visual power as a commander is revealed by contrast with the 
very different visual effect of Abradatas. Whereas Cyrus' visual effect is deliberate 
and manipulative, following Abradatas' arming scene (6.4.2) we are told: 'ETTEl bE KCXl 
TTpocr9Ev WV dc~l09EocToc; 6 I\~POCbOcTOCC; wTTAlcr911 TolC; OTTAOlC; TOUTOlC;, Eq>OcVl1 ~Ev 
KOcAAlcrTOC; KOCl EAEU9EPlWTOCTOC;, aTE KOCl T~C; q>ucrEWC; UTTOCPXOUO'l1C;' ("Since 
Abradatas was a sight worth looking at even before he was clad in armour, he 
appeared most beautiful and most free, since his nature was already such," 6.4.4). 
However much he alters his self-presentation, he can only be dc~L0geocToc;: he cannot 
control his visual effect. His visual power does not translate into political power. The 
depiction of Abradatas' visual allure owes much to the Homeric representation of 
heroes, and could therefore be read as a sig n of status; see Gera (1993) 235 on the 
lIiadic resonances of Abradatas' arming scene. However, Abradatas' visual effect is 
described as less all uri ng than that of Panthea: Ol bE (XV9PWTTOl, KOCAOO OVTOC; TOO 
9EOc~OCTO<; TOO TE l\~pOC5OcTOU KOCl TOO ap~OCToc;, OU TTpoO'9EV EbuVOCVTO 
9EOccroccr9OClOClJTOV TTPlV ~ nOcV9ElOC dcTT~A9EV ("Although Abradatas and his chariot 
were a beautiful sight, the people were unable to look at him until Panthea went 
away," 6.4.11). Here Xenophon seems playfully to be reformulating lIiadic models of 
visual allure: we can contrast the scene of teichoskopia at Iliad 3, where the eyes of 
Priam and the Trojan elders turn from admiring the outstanding beauty of Helen to 
gazing at the Greek heroes on the battlefield (11.3.154-242). The f~ct that ~bradat~s 
commands less attention than his wife undercuts the suggestion of hiS heroIC 
stature. 
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annoyance at the commonness of his robe (lbwv bE CXUTOV 6 Kucx~tXPfl<; 
Tq> ~Ev TtXXEl ~a8'1, Tn bE cpcxuA6T'1Tl Tii<; aTOAii<; ~x8Ea8fl, 2.4.5); he 
complains 
... E~OUA6~'1v aE 00<; Acx~TIp6TCXTOV CPCXViiVCXl· KCXl yap E~Ol <Xv K6a~0<; 
~v TOOTO, E~ii<; QVTCX exbEACPii<; ulov OTl ~EYCXAOTIPETIEOTCXTOV 
cpcxiVEa8cxl. (2.4.5) 
"I wished you to appear as brilliant as possible, for it would have been 
an adornment to me too for you to appear as magnificent as possible, 
since you are the son of my sister." 
Cyaxares had wished to coopt Cyrus' appearance into a spectacle of 
his, Cyaxares', own power. Despite his blatant exhibition of 
insubordination, Cyrus attempts to persuade Cyaxares that his actions 
are a sign of his honour for him, pacifying his anger and removing the 
threat of his opposition: 
Kcxl TIOTEPW<; Ocv, ~aAA6v aE 
, . 
EKoa~ouv, " ElTIEP 
TIOpcpUpibCX EvbU<; KCXl l}JEAlCX ACX~WV KCXl OTPETITOV TIEPl8E~EVO<; 
fTVOAn- KEAEUOVTl UTIli Kou6v aOl, n vOv OTE auv TOlCXUTn KCXl ToacxUTn 
'OJ/\. L L L 
bUVtX~El OUTW aOl 6~EW<; UTICXKOUW Ena TO a€. Tl~aV lbPWTl KCXl 
anoUbn KCXl CXUTO<; KEKoa~'1~Evo<; KCXl TOU<; OcAAOU<; ETIlbElKVU<; aOl 
L 
OUTW TIEl8o~EVOU<;; (2.4.6) 
"Which would adorn you more, Cyaxares, if I heeded you by strolling in 
at my leisure, after dressing in purple garments, selecting bracelets, 
and putting a necklace around my neck; or now when, because I 
honour you, I have heeded you so promptly with a power of such size 
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and quality, and with myself adorned with sweat and zeal, and 
displaying the others as similarly obedient to you?" 
This scene has been read as a moral critique of adornment, 
which reflects on Cyrus' later decision to adopt Median dress in 
Babylon (see below). Cera notes that "The readers of the Cyropaedia 
can count on Cyaxares to say the wrong thing or hold the wrong views: 
he thinks, for instance, that putting on showy, impressive clothing is 
more important than appearing promptly at councils ... ".46 However, in 
offering a display of austerity and discipline to compete with Cyaxares' 
display of finery, Cyrus is asserting his power as an independent 
leader, not only before the ambassadors, but before Cyaxares and 
especially before Cyrus' own troops.47 Further, we must note the 
ethnographic context of display, and the challenge it poses for the 
46 Gera (1993) 103-104. She therefore sees Cyrus' adoption of Median dress in 
Babylon as problematic: 291. Too (1998) adopts a similar approach. 
47 Cyrus similarly trumps Cyaxares' display before the army in the debate on whether 
to continue their campaign or to disband. Cyaxares adorns himself chairing the 
discussion: EV bE TOUTlP Ku<x~apJ'}<; (JE~VW<; KEKo(J~J'}~evo<; E~~ASE K<Xl ETTl Spovou 
MJ'}blKOO EK<xSeSETo ("At this poi nt Cyaxares came out aug ustly adorned and sat 
down on the Median throne," 6.1.6). However, although Cyaxares appears to be in 
charge, opening the debate, it is Cyrus who has asked him to do so (5.5.43), who 
controls the discussion, and who decides the course of action they should follow; he 
makes open reference to the fact that Cyaxares is chairing the meeting on his 
instruction: TL b~T<X EYW Ku<x~apJ'}v EKeAEu(J<X AOYOV E~~<XAEIV TTEPl K<XT<XAuaEw<; T~C; 
aTP<XTl<X<;; ("Why then, did I bid Cyaxares introduce a discussion about dissolving the 
army?" 6.1.13). The adornment of Cyaxares is marked as politically ineffectual, and is 
contrasted with the influence exerted by Cyrus: EW<; ouv 0 Ku<x~apJ'}<; EKoa~ElTo, 
cXKOUWV OTl TTOAU<; OXAO<; ETTl T<Xl<; SUP<Xl<; E'lJ'}, EV TOUTtp Ol <plAOl TW Kuptp TTpO(J~yov Ot ~Ev K<xbOU(JLOU<; bEo~evou<; <XUTOO ~evElv, Ot bE 'YpK<xviouc;, 6 be ne; 
~aK<X<;, 0 be Tle; K<Xl rw~pu<xv· ("While Cyaxares was adorning himself, he could hear 
that there was a great mob at his door. During this same time some of Cyrus' friends 
presented Cadusians who begged him to remain, others Hyrcanians, another Sacians, 
and another Gadatas as welL" 6.1.1). Although Cyaxares makes an elaborate display, 
no-one is described as looking at him; in contrast, Cyrus is understood as the object 
of visual attention, as Hystaspas jokes that Cyrus will want to disband and go back to 
his father in Persia: opoo yap (JE UTTEPETTlSU~OOVT<X EV nepacne; TTEpi~AETTTOV 
TTEPlEASELV K<Xl TOO TT<XTPl ETTlbEi~<X(JS<Xl n EK<XaT<X blETTpa~w, ("I see you are hig hly 
desirous of being Llooked at from all side~ as you circulate among the Persians, and 
of displaying to your father how you have accomplished each particular." 6.1.5). 
Althoug h this is described as a joke, we are informed that it should be taken 
seriously: Ot ~Ev b~ TOl<xOT' ETT<XlSOV (JTTOUb[i TTp6e; cXAA~AOUe; (6.1.6). 
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reader: Median and Persian (Til nEpalKil aTOXil, 6.1. 5) methods of self-
presentation are contrasted. Although Cyrus' use of dress is to some 
extent valorised, it is also marked as specifically Persian. The 
manipulation of the language of KOaIJOC;, as Cyrus replaces adornment 
(EKoaIJOuv) in robes with adornment (KEKOaIJIlIJEvoC;) in sweat,48 marks 
the different sets of cultural assumptions at play in this scene about 
what constitutes an appropriate appearance - the term KOaIJOC; implies 
not just adornment but a proper or right way of doing things. 49 The 
reader may be won over by Cyrus' display, succumbing to his visual 
power, but may also be alienated from exotic Persian asceticism 
almost as much as from exotic Median decadence. 
Vision and imperialism 
Cyrus' control over vision also marks his acquisition of control over the 
foreign peoples whom he conquers or wins over as allies in his rise to 
imperial power. Viewing is often presented as paradigmatic of the 
conquest of foreign lands and peoples. Cyrus admits that although 
ruling seems a difficult task, 
OTCXV IJEVTOl yE npoc; cxXXouC; Ocv8pwnouc; lOWV KCXTCXVOnaw OlOl QVTEC; 
, " '- t ", '- t - " OlCXYlYVOVTCXl CXPXOVTEC; KCXl OlOl OVTEC; CXVTCXYWVlaTCXl IllJ lV EaOVTCXl, 
navu IJOl OOKEL CXlaxpOV ElvCXl TO TOlOUTOUC; unonT~~CXl KCXt IJrl 8EAElV 
lEVCXl CXUTOLC; OcVTCXYWVlOUIJEVOUC;· (1.6.8) 
48 See Azoulay (2004a) 164 on the repetition of this term. 
49 See Walsh (1984) 7-9. In a discussion of the Odyssey, Walsh argues that Odysseus' 
description of the song of Demodocus as "too much according to order" .(Xl'1V ... KaT.a 
KOaj..lOv, Od. 8.489) implies that Odysseus holds a different w:orld vlew.fr?m his 
Phaecian hosts: "Odysseus shows his difference from the Phaeaclans by tWisting the 
traditional language in which their assumptions are encoded" (7). 
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" ... when I consider the matter by looking at what sort of human beings 
endure in their rule and what sort of human beings will be our 
antagonists, it seems to me very shameful to be intimidated before 
such men and to be unwilling to go in contention against them ... " 
For Cyrus, looking at the enemy is the first step to overcoming them. 
Cyrus' viewing is similarly active in the imperial exploitation of 
conquered resources: whatever he sees that is good for an army (0 Tl 
TTOU K()(XOV 'lOOl Ee; OTP()(TlOcV, 3.3.6) he acquires. 
The conquests of both Armenia and Chaldaea are told through a 
narrative of a sequence of sights. There is a repetitive focus on what is 
seen in the course of both battles to the extent that the description of 
sights seems to replace direct description of action: Cyrus sees the 
plain full of Armenians trying to escape, so orders them to stay in their 
homes (3.1.3); Cyrus sees the Armenian king flee to the hilltop, and so 
encircles it with his army (3.1.5); Cyrus' men look down from the hills 
and see the Chaldaeans fleeing from their homes (3.2.10). The act of 
conquest is mirrored by and told through Cyrus' and his army's 
viewing of their enemy. 
However, there is an equal emphasis on the role of the 
Armenians' and Chaldaeans' viewing in their own defeat: the 
Armenians see their king withdraw, so run to rescue their possessions 
(3.1.3); similarly 
;- " , 
we; oe OU.OKOVTEC; Ol X()(XO()(lOl ElOOV EV()(VTlOUe; ~()(X()(lPO<POpouC; 
lE~EVOUC; (XVW, Ol ~EV TlVEe; ()(UTOle; TTEAOcU()(VTEe; T()(XU aTTE8vnUKOV, Ol 
0' Eq>EUYOV ... (3.2.10) 
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"When the . Ch Id pursuing a aeans saw swordsmen rushing up in 
opposition, some were quickly killed when they got near, and others 
fled. " 
In the sequence of main verbs (Eloov; OcTTE8v[1O"KOV; ecpEuyov) it is 
implied that the Chaldaeans' sight of Cyrus' army has a direct impact 
upon them; Cyrus and his men impose themselves not just through 
action but through the visual effect of that action on their enemy.50 
Similarly we are told that in the attack on the Assyrian fortification, 
although the Assyrians were standing ready on the rampart, 
... TO~EUElV IJEV n OcKOVTl~ElV ElC; TOUC; KOCTOCKOClVOVTOCC; OUTE ecpp6vouv 
OUTE eouvocvTO oux TOe OElVOe OPOcIJOCTOC KOCt OlOe TOV cp6~ov. (3.3.66) 
" ... as for shooting their arrows or throwing their spears at those who 
were doing the killing, they neither thought of it nor had the power 
because of the terrible sights and their fear." 
The sight of Cyrus' onslaught is enough to make that onslaught 
successful; to view it is to be disempowered (OUTE eouvocvTO).51 
50 The use of visual effect in battle is a theme of the Iliad: the sight of Patroclus in the 
arms of Achilles strikes fear into the Trojans (II. 16.278-83); the gleam of Achilles as 
he reappears at the edge of the battlefield prod uces confusion in the Trojans and 
gladness in the Achaeans (II. 18.202-38); Achilles in his new armour sends out a 
gleam (II. 19.373-83) which terrifies the Trojans (II. 20.44-6). Gorgias also refers to 
the overpowering visual effect of an army (Gorg. He!. 16). 
51 Similarly, Cyrus gains power over his newly-won Assyrian ally Gadatas through 
Gadatas' gaze at him. Cyrus expresses anxiety that he and his men might be unable 
to return Gadatas' gaze if they do not go to his aid (nw<; b' av aVTl~AE4Jo(l Tl<; ~~wv 
bUVo(lTO rO(b6cTo(, El ~TTW~E9' o(l>TOO EU nOloOvTO<; ToaoOTOl QVTE<; EVO<; avbpo<; Ko(l 
TOUTOU OUTW b~o(KEl~EV~U; "How would any of us be able to return Gadatas' gaze, if 
we who are so many should be less than him in doing good, when he is but one man 
and is in such plight?" 5.3.33): the failure to return the look of another indicates a 
lack of status, whether of a child, as when Cyrus as a boy cannot look his grandfather 
Astyages in the face (oube yap ol6<; T' El~l AEYElV EywYE oub' aVo(~AEnElV npo<; TOV 
n6cnnov EK TOO 'laou ETl bUVo(~o(l, 1.4.12), or of a slave, as in Tigranes' claim that 
fear both enslaves people (Ko(TO(bouAoOa90(l, 3.1.23) and prevents them from looking 
at those of whom they are afraid (ou<; b' av acp6bpO( cpo~'19WalV (Xv9pwnOl, TOUTOl<; 
oube nO(pO(~u90U~EVOl<; ETl aVTl~AEnElV bUVO(VTO(l; 3.1.23). However, when he meets 
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Control over vision is also vital to Cyrus' position as imperial 
ruler in Babylon; as Too suggests, In Babylon "Cyrus creates a 
'panoptic' state".52 He uses spies, "the King's Eyes" and "the King's 
Ears", who extend the reach of his vision (and hearing) to all spaces of 
the city:53 since the spies are believed to be everywhere, " ... each man 
was disposed to whoever was present as if they were the Eyes and Ears 
of the king" ( ... we; EV o<pS<XAlJole; TTiXal K<Xt wat ~<xalAEWe; Tole; aEt 
TT<xpoOalV OUTWC; EK<XQ'TOe; OlEKElTO, 8.2.12). Strikingly, viewing 
becomes the direct application of Cyrus' rule: TOV oe ay<xSov exPXOVT<X 
~AETTOVT<X VOlJov avSpWTTOle; EVOlJlaEv, OTl K<Xt TOcTTElV LK<XVOe; EO'Tl 
K<Xt opiXv TOV OcT<XKTOOVT<X K<Xt KOAOcSElV ("He believed that the good 
ruler was a seeing law for human beings, because he is sufficient to 
put into order, to see who is out of order, and to punish," 8.1.22). 
Cyrus is also depicted as meticulously controlling his exposure 
to view. 54 He contrives to set up his court in such a way that " ... he 
could appear seldom and with dignity" ( ... crTTOcVlOe; TE K<Xt aEIJVOe; 
Gadatas after fig hting off their enemies, his fear of a loss of st.?tus is resolved in 
Gad_atas' enthusiastic gaze (l8wv 8e CXlJTOV 0 KOpoC; ~0"8r, TE KCXl ElTTEV' 'Evw OE TTPOC; 
O"e ncx eTTlo"KE4JO~EVOC; TTWC; eXElC;. 'Evw 8E V', ecpr, 0 rCX8OcTCXC;, VCXl ~<X TOUC; 8EOUC; O"e 
eTT~vcx8ECXO"O~EVOC; ncx OTTOIOC; TiC; TTOTE cpcxivn l8ELV 0 TOlCXlJTr,V 4JUX~V EXWV' 
l. L • " 
"Seeing him Cyrus was pleased and said, "I was coming to you to see how you are. 
"But I, by the gods," said Gadatas, "was coming to gaze again upon you, to see how 
you appear in sight, you who have such a sou!."" 5.4.10-11). Not only is Cyrus' 
equality with Gadatas maintained in his ability to return his look, but his domination 
of Gadatas emerges in his ability to make the intensity of Gadatas' gaze exceed his 
own. Lack of control over one's gaze can indicate a lack of self-control, as in the 
crazed (~CXlVO~EVOV, 1.4.24), overly intensive gaze of Cyrus as a boy at enemy 
corpses (eKElvoc; ou8ev OcAAO n TOUC; TTETTTWKOTCXC; TTEPlEACXUVWV e8E<XTo, KCXl ~OAlC; 
CXUTOV acpEAKuO"CXVTEC; Ol eTTl TOOTO TcxX8EVTEC;, 1.4.24): see Barton (2002). 
S2 Too (1998) 297. 
S3 See Too (1998) 297: "The king's 'eyes' and 'ears' enable him to watch the watchers 
and, in so doing, to disseminate his authority throughout the kingdom." 
S4 Azoulay (2004a) 151: Cyrus "makes few but impressive appearances". 
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'PCXVEL'l, 7.5.37).55 Even in his deathbed instructions to his sons he 
controls the visual availability of his body: 
E'l Tl<; o6v UIJU>v n OE~l(5cC; ~OUAETCXl Tiic; ElJiiC; Oc4JCXcrSCXl n OlJlJcx TOUIJOV 
sU>VTO<; ETl TIPOcrlOElv ESEAEl, TIPOcrLTW· OTCXV 0' EYW EYKCXAU4JWIJCXl, 
,- I _ ; 
CXlTOUIJCXl UIJCX<;, W TICXlOE<;, 1J110ElC; ET' OcvSPWTIWV TOUIJOV crWIJCX 
(OETW, 1J110' CXUTOl UIJElC;. (8.7.26) 
"If one of you either wishes to touch my right hand or wants to look 
me in the eye while I am still alive, let him approach. When I cover 
myself, I ask you, children, let no human being see my body any 
longer, not even you yourselves." 
Cyrus uses his visual self-presentation to assert control over his 
su bjects: 56 
TOUC; OE TICXPEXOVTCXC; ECXUTOUC; EVOlJlcrE 1J00AlcrT' <Xv ETIl TOe KCXAOe KCXl 
OcycxSOe ETICXlPElV, " J' ;' ,_ , ,,, t " ETIElTIEp CXPXWV I1V CXUTWV, El CXUT0C; ECXUTOV 
ETIlOElKVUElV TIElplf>TO TolC; , . CX PX 0 IJ EVO lC; TIexVTWV 
KEKOcrlJl1lJEVOV Tn OcpETn. (8.1.21) 
l. l. 
55 This behaviour is explicitly contrasted with Cyrus' previous visibility; Cyrus 
comments: TOUC; bE crTT<xviouC; lbeLv CTTP<XTIlYOUC; TTOAAOc EVO~HSOV JJv beL TTpax8~v(Xl 
TT<XPlEV<Xl. (7.5.46) "I used to consider that generals who are seldom seen neglect 
many of the things that need to be done." The empbasis on change is picked up in 
the response of Chrysantas: :«\AAOc TO IJEV TTpocr8ev, OJ KOpe, elKoTwc; EV Tq> tpavepq> 
crauTov TT<xpeLxec; ... (7.5.55) "Previously, Cyrus, you properly presented yourself out 
. h " In t e open .... 
56 Cf. the proem's statement of Cyrus' extraordinary power as an imperial ruler: 
KupLp yoOv 'lcrlJev E8eA~cr<XVT<XC; TTei8ecr8al TOUC; IJEV eXTTEXOVT<XC; TTalJTTOAAWV 
~lJepwv 6bov, TOUC; bE Kal IJIlVWV, TOUC; bE OUb' EWP<XKOT<XC; TTWTTOT' alJTOV, TOUC; bE 
Kal e6 elboT<XC; OTl oub' (Xv 'lbolev, K<Xl OIJWC; ~8eAov alJTq> UTTaKOUElv. (1.1.3) "We 
know that Cyrus was willingly obeyed by some, even though they were distant from 
him by a journey of many days; by others, distant by a journey even of many months; 
by others, who had never yet seen him; and by others, who knew quite well that they 
would never see him. Nevertheless, they were willing to submit to him." The 
expectation seems to be that power is asserted through visual display; the ability of 
Cyrus to wield power even over those who had never seen him is offered as proof of 
his exceptional status. 
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"He believed that he would especially induce those who presented 
themselves [at court] towards what was noble and good if he himself, 
since he was their ruler, tried to display himself to his subjects as 
having been most of all adorned with virtue." 57 
Cyrus' display of virtues enforces obedience by offering a model 
(TTocpcX8ElYtJOC, 8.1. 39) for behaviour; it is a topic which Xenophon 
discusses at length (8.1.21-39).58 We are told that he " ... continually 
made his benevolence of soul every bit as visible as he could" (. .. 8ux 
TTOCVTOe; OcEl TOO XPovou CPlAocv8pWTTlOCV Tiie; lJjuxiie; we; e8UV(xTO 
jJcXAlOTOC eVEcpcXVl~EV, 8.2.1), and contrived to gain influence over his 
courtiers " ... by being visibly pleased along with them on good 
occasions and grief-stricken along with them on bad occasions ... " 
(. .. KOCl T~ auvll86tJEvoe; tJEV eTTl TOLe; Ocyoc8ole; cpOCVEpOe; Elv(X L, 
auvocx80tJEVO<; 8' eTTl TOLe; KOCKOle; ... , 8.2.2).59 
57 This duality of seeing and being seen is repeatedly presented in Xenophon's 
description of Cyrus' organisation of Babylon, e.g. E~CPCXVlSWV bE KCXl TOOTO on TTEPl 
TTOAAOO ETTOlEITo ~l1bEVCX ~~TE CPlAOV dcblKElv ~~TE (n)~~CXXOV, OcAAa TO blKCXlOV 
l<J)(UpWe; dc8pwv, ~<XAAOV KCXl TOUe; CXAAOUe; lpET' &.v TWV ~Ev CXl<J)(PWV KEpbWV 
OcTTEXEa8cxl, bla TOO blKCXlOU b' E8EAElV TTopEUEa8cxL. (8.1.26) "He also thoug ht that, 
if he could show that it was very important to him not to be unjust to any friend or 
ally, and if he should watch justice intently, others would abstain from shameful 
gains and be willing to make their way by the just course." 
58 Cf. Humble (1999) 343-344. In her comparison of Xenophon's use of sophrosune 
and aidos in the Lak. Pol. and Cyropaedia she quotes the following definition, offered 
as part of the description of Cyrus' use of moral display: [blQPEl bE CXlbw KCXl 
awcppoauvl1v T[1bE, we; TOUe; ~Ev CXlbOU~EVOUe; Ta EV Tq> CPCXVEpq> cxlaxpcX 
CPEUYOVTCXe;, TOUe; be awcppovcxe; KCXl Ta EV Tq> OcCPCXVEl.] (Cyr. 8.1.31) "[Cyrus] 
distinguished aidos and sophrosune like this: those who show aidos flee what is 
shameful where it is in the open, but those with sophrosune do so even where it is 
invisible." She contrasts the focus on sophrosune in Persian education in book 1 with 
the references to aidos in the Lak Pol to argue that Spartans only exhibit virtue in the 
public eye for the benefit of appearances, whereas Persian morality is real and 
internalised. I would rather stress the emphasis on display and appearances in the 
representation of Cyrus. 
59 The operation of the display of virtue as an act of political manipulation is 
humorously flagged when after Cyrus' courtier Hystaspas asks why another man is 
honoured above himself, only to be told that it is because that man is visible 
(cpCXVEpOe;, 8.4.11) acting to Cyrus' benefit, he replies: EV ~ovov, ECP'1, dcyvow, TTWC; 
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Sight and Interpretation 
However, Cyrus' construction of imperial power through display is 
often more nuanced and equivocal than these examples might 
suggest. The act of viewing is often self-consciously figured as a 
moment of political crisis, as its involvement in the production of 
power is made the subject of concern and debate. After Cyrus' allies, 
the Cadusians, have been defeated by the Assyrian enemy, Cyrus 
makes the following speech: 
K<Xl oqJ<X ~EV 86nvo~Ev TOUe; TEAEuTriU<XVT<xe;, (X~<X oE OEl~o~EV Tole; 
TTOAE~lol<; Ev8<x KP<XTI1U<Xl vo~lSOUUlV EVT<XUS<x CiAAoue; <XUTWV 
OpWVTEe; Eucpp<xlvWVT<Xl, OcAAOe TOe E<XUTWV K<XKOe 8EW~EVOl OcVlWVT<Xl, 
K<Xl OTTWe; YE ~110E TO xwplov r10EWe; OPWUlV Ev8<x K<XTEK<XVOV r1~WV 
TOUe; uu~~6cxou<;. (5.4.21) 
"We will at once bury the dead, and show our enemies that on the very 
spot where they believe they conquered, others are stronger than they, 
if god is willing. If they do not come out in opposition we will burn 
their villages and ravage their land, in order that they do not take 
delight in seeing what they did to us, but to the contrary feel pain in 
(XV Ell1V bAAOe; X<XlPWV eTIl Tole; crole; <X'(<x801e;· TIOTEPOV KPOTE~V bEL T~ XE~P~ 
~ YEAav ~ Tl TIolElv. K<Xl 6 }\pT6c~<x~oe; ElTIEV' 'OPXElcr8<Xl bEL :-,"0 nEPa~Kov. e:rn 
TOUTOle; ~EV b~ YEAWe; eyEvETo. (8.4.12) ''''Of one thing only am I Ig norant, he said. 
"How should I make clear my delight in what is good for you? Must I clap my hands? 
Must I laugh? What must I do?" And Artabazus said, "You must d.ance the ~ersia.n 
dance." At this, of course, a laugh arose." The revelation of virtue to sight IS 
parodically revealed as a self-conscious political ploy. 
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gazing on their own evils, and so that they do not take pleasure In 
looking on the place where they killed our allies." 
Cyrus articulates the balance of power between the two sides through 
the issue of how what is seen will be interpreted. The same location is 
open to be seen in different ways. Cyrus is concerned that the site 
where the defeat occurred might become a monument to that defeat in 
the eyes of the enemy, placing them in a position of power over Cyrus' 
army. In Cyrus' reacquisition of power over the Assyrians, the 
emphasis is placed not on the concrete-the burning of their villages 
and the ravaging of their land-but on the visual effect this will have. GO 
The location of the defeat will be reclaimed as a monument to his own 
power, becoming a sight which will produce pain for the enemy when 
they gaze at it. 61 The conquest of a piece of foreign land is instantiated 
in its transformation into the visual sign of its own conquest. 62 
The experience of viewing does not produce only one possible 
response; rather viewing is shown as open to challenges, refusals and 
manipulations. The openness of a sight to be interpreted in different 
ways becomes a problem for Cyrus' imperial project. When Cyrus 
considers whether to lead his army past Babylon, his ally Gobryas 
advises that Cyrus keep the army as far from the city as possible, as 
the Assyrians have started refusing to give up their arms, " ... because 
your force seemed small to those of them who saw it" (. .. OTl Tole; 
60 Cf. Davidson (1991) on the privileging of appearances in Polybius. 
61 A concern with the memorialisation of battles can be found in the Iliad: Hector 
imagines the burial mound of the man he defeats in single combat bein~ seen by 
those passing in ships as a a~j.Jcx of his glory (II. 7.81-9). See also the epigrams of 
Simonides on the dead at Thermopylae (Simon. VI, XXlla and XXllb FGE). 
62 See Bell (2004) 6: " ... power ... and its phenomenology are closely intertwined." 
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looOalV CXUTWV DALY" EOO~EV ElvCXl ~ an OUVCX~L<;, 5.2.30).63 Cyrus 
disagrees, arguing that it is far safer for the army to march right up to 
the walls: 
cpo ~Ela8 CX l , , EKElVOUC;, a6ccp' 'la8l, !' OTl TOO 
OcnCXAA6c~oVTCXl OC; CXUTolC; EVEYEVETO, 86cppoC; 0' E~cpuaETCXl OcVTL 
TOUTOU ToaoUTW 
L 
I' 
oaOJ 
L 
" cxv n AE lOVCX , XPOVOV 
opwalv·(5.2. 3 2) 
''''If they do not see us, and think that we are out of sight because we 
are afraid of them, be quite assured," he said, "that they will lose the 
fear that arose in them, and in its place will grow up courage that 
becomes greater as the time they do not see us increases."" 
The argument pivots on the issue of how sight, or the lack of it, 
functions within an economy of courage and fear, encouragement and 
discouragement, which is presented as part of a struggle between the 
two sides for power over each other.64 Viewing matters; it is the 
subject of serious strategic debate. Whereas Gobryas' report of 
Assyrian resurgence suggests that being seen has led to a reduction in 
the power exercised by Cyrus' army, Cyrus claims that it will give 
power to the enemy if they are not seen. He elaborates: 
63 The concept of the battle-field as a visual arena watched from city walls is famili~r 
from the Iliad in the teichoskopia of Helen and Priam (II. 3.161-242), reworked In 
Antigone's teichoskopia in Eur. Phoen. 88-201. See Zeitlin (1994). , 
64 Elsewhere, Cyrus persuades Cyaxares of the importance of looking at the enemy 
for their army's self respect: TTOAU ~EVTOl ~~Ele; ~EATloal KCXl eppW~EVEO'TEp~le; Tcxle; 
\lJuxcxle; nbv aTpcxTlwnbv xpf1a6~E8cx, ilv rW~EV eTTl TOUe; ex8poue; KCXl ~~ CXKOVTEe; 
opcxv bOKW~EV TOUe; TTOAE~ lOUe;· ("We will avail ourselves of much better an,d ,more 
robust souls in our soldiers if we move against our foes and do not seem unWilling to 
look upon our enemy," 3,3.18). 
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IJ~ A<xvS<xvETw bE aE IJl1bE TOOTO, ECPI1, OTl E~EO"Tl IJEV TOLe; nOAE~lolC; 
KCXl vOv lbElV ~J.J(:XC;' YOPYOTEPOl bE, aacp' 'laSl, OUbCX~wC; <Xv CXUTOle; 
CPCXVEll1lJEV n l6vTEe; En' EKElVOUC;. (5.2.37) 
""Do not let it escape your consideration," he said, "that it is possible 
even now for our enemies to see us. Be assured that there is no way we 
could appear more gorgon-like to them than by marching against 
them."" 
Cyrus suggests that the army may well be seen anyway, and so it is 
necessary to control how it is seen. It is suggested that being seen by 
the enemy does not have one simple effect, but can cut two ways. It 
can involve the enemy fixing Cyrus' army with an intrusive, 
scrutinizing gaze, or Cyrus inflicting on the enemy an awe-inspiring 
spectacle. The adjective YOPYOTEPOl, from yopyoe;, meaning "like the 
Gorgon," whose gaze famously could turn those who looked at her to 
stone, suggests the extremes of power available in being seen (see 
chapter 2). Viewing is presented not only as involved in the production 
of power, but as producing relationships of power which are 
contingent on the interpretation of the viewer. 
Cyrus puts forward a theory about the way visual display affects 
its audience; however, the text is self-conscious about demonstrating 
the failure of vision to produce a fixed code of response. Cyrus' 
"theory" is picked up on and transformed in a second conversation 
with Gobryas, when after a successful campaign leading to increases in 
the army's size, Cyrus must again march past Babylon. This time Cyrus 
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does not wish to pass so close to the Assyrian king's city. Gobryas is 
surprised: 
... aAA' EYWY', ECPI1, ti>6j..1l1v K()(l ~OUAEU9()(l exv UE vOv aTl EYYUTCxTW T~C; 
TI6AEWe; exYElV, tV()( K()(l ETIlbEi~()(le; ()(UTq> aTl TO UTpCxTEUj..ICx uou '1 b l1 
TIOAU TE EUTl K()(l K()(A6v· ETIElb~ K()(l aTE EA()(TTOV ElxEc; TIpoU~A9EC; TE 
TIpOe; ()(UTO TO TELXOe; K()(l E9EOcTO nj..lOce; OU TIOAAOUe; QVT()(e;· vOv bE El 
" ", t' ",,' I' K()(l TI()(PEUKEU()(Uj..IEVOe; Tl EUTlV, WUTTEP TIpOe; UE ElTIEV OTl 
TI()(P()(UKEUCx~OlTO we; j..I()(XOUj..IEVOe; UOl, olb' OTl lbOVTl ()(UTq> T~V a~v 
bUV()(j..IlV TICxAlV aTI()(p()(UKEU()(UTOT()(T()( TOe ()(UTOO CP()(VELT()(l. (5.4.42) 
""But I thought," he said, "that you would wish now to march as near as 
possible to the city, so you could display to him that your army is now 
large and noble. For even when you had a smaller one, you marched 
right up to the wall itself, and he gazed on us when we were not 
numerous. But now even if he is in some way prepared, just as he said 
to you that he would be prepared to do battle with you, I know that 
when he sees your power, his own will seem most unprepared."" 
Cyrus counters that now it is no longer appropriate to be seen: 
~OKELe; j..IOl, J) rW~pU()(, 9()(Uj..ICxSElV aTl EV ~ j..IEV XPovtp TIOAU j..IEiov()( 
EXWV UTP()(TlOev ~A90v, TIpOe; ()(UTO TO TELXOe; TIpoa~yov· vOv b' ETIEl 
TIAEiov()( bUV()(j..IlV EXW, OUK E9EAW UTI' ()(UTOe TOe TEiXI1 exYElV. aAAOe j..I~ 
9()(Uj..I()(~E. OU yoep TO ()(UT6 EaTlTIPOUCxYElV TE K()(lTI()(PCxYElV. (5.4.43) 
"You seem to me, Gobryas, to be full of wonder that at the time when I 
came with a far smaller army I marched right up to the wall itself, but 
now, when I have a greater power, I do not wish to march under the 
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walls themselves. Do not wonder, for to march up to and to march by 
are not the same thing." 
He goes on to explain that when marching by, the baggage train 
straggles out in a thin line, and in order that it does not appear 
(q)(XlVEU8<Xl) to the enemy to be unarmed the soldiers must spread out 
with it, and so are in weak order (5.4.45). 
The argument is partly construed as practical (if the enemy 
attacks they will be stronger than the men at any point in the line). 
However, this practical reason is inextricably bound up with a concern 
for the visual: the army becomes weak because of their fear of looking 
weak. When marching by at close quarters the army will not be 
organised for impressive display. However, if marching by is 
performed at a distance 
... TO J..lEV TTAr;80c; K<XTOlJJOVT<Xl rlJ..lwv· UTTO OE TWV TT()(PU<P()(UJ..lEVWV 
OTTAWV TT{5{<; DXAO<; OElV6<; <P()(lVET<Xl. (5.4.48) 
" ... they will look upon our multitude. Behind the weapons which frame 
a formation, every mob appears terrible."65 
65 Indeed, as they march past Babylon at a distance, Cyrus increases the strength of 
the troops in the rear (5.4.50), to produce the correct visual effect. Cf. 7.5.2: when 
Cyrus takes the army up to Babylon to survey (KCXTE8EOccrCXTO) the walls, a deserter 
tells him that the Babylonians intend to attack as he withdraws, as the line looked 
weak to those of them who saw it (KCXTCX8EW~EVOl<;). Cyrus therefore has his troops 
fold together so that the line is deeper before he withdraws. The manipulation of 
viewing in military tactics is a recurring interest throughout the battle scenes. At one 
point the Assyrians are described as setting up their camp in a spot exposed to view 
(EV TTEPLTETCXq>PEU~EVW ~Ev KCXTCXq>CXVEL bE, 3.3.28), whereas Cyrus chooses a place 
which is as little visible as possible (EV aq>cxVEO"TOcTlP, 3.3.28), " ... considering that 
everything pertaining to war is more fearful to the opposition when seen sudde_nly," 
(VO~LSWV TTOcVT(X T(X TTOAE~LCX E~CXLq>v.,e; OPW~EVCX q>O~EPWTEPCX TOLe; EVCXVTLOle; ElVCXl, 
3.3.28). Similarly, on witnessing Assyrian manoeuvres in the final battle of the text, 
when he is asked if they are manoeuvring well, Cyrus answers, "Yes, for what they 
see but for what they do not see they are coming at us in a worse way than in a 
col~mn," (npoe; yE ex OpwcrL· TTp6e; bE ex OUX OPWcrlV ETl KOcKlOV ~ El KcxTa KEpCXe; 
TTpocriicrcxv, 7.1. 8). 
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Power is not only based in the actual (is the army large or small?), but 
on how the actual is seen; previously a small army was seen in a way 
which gave it power, whereas now a big army, if it is seen, will seem 
(and therefore also be) weak. In the restatement and reformulation of 
the problem of the army's visual availability, it appears that openness 
to observation must be rigorously policed; the response of the viewer 
is not static, but subject to continual reinterpretation. 66 
Challenging the spectacle: Interpretation and dissent 
As we have seen, the processes by which power is constructed through 
display are revealed as highly problematic; the empowerment of the 
viewed object implies that power is not imposed from above, but is a 
66 A similar debate on sight occurs between Cyrus and Cyaxares, in which Cyaxares 
proposes taki ng the army rig ht up to the fortifications of the Assyrian camp in order 
to produce a spectacle which will cow the enemy. He argues that "if they do not come 
out against us, our troops will go away more confident, and the enemy, having seen 
our daring, will be more afraid" (eav Il~ aVTEnE~lW(JlV eKELvol, Ol IlEV ~IlETEPOl 
IlCXAAOV So<pp~ao<vTE<; anio<alv, Ol nOAElllol 5e T~V TOAIlO<V l50VTE<; ~IlWV IlCXAAOV 
cpo~~aovTO<l, 3.3.30). However, Cyrus disagrees: El yap ~5'l eKcpo<vEvTE<; 
nopEuaOIlESo<, w<; au KEAEUEl<;, vOv TE npoalOVTO<<; ~IlCX<; Ol nOAElllOl SEaaoVTO<l 
ou5ev CPO~OUIlEVOl, El50TE<; OTl ev aacpO<AEL Elal TOO 1l'l5ev no<SELv, enEl5av TE 
1l'l5ev nOl~ao<vTE<; aniwllEv, naAlv Ko<SOPWVTE<; ~IlWV TO nA~So<; nOAu 
eV5EEaTEPOV TOO EO<UTWV KO<To<cppov~aoual, KO<l O<UPlOV e~io<al nOAu 
epPWIlEVEaTEpO<l<; ~O<LC; yvWIlO<l<;. vOv 5', ECP'l, El50TE<; Ilev on napEallEv, OUX 
apwvTE<; 5e ~IlCXC;, EU TOOTO eniaTw, ou KO<TSXcppovoOalv, aAAa CPPOvTlSoual Tl nOTE 
TOOT' EaTl, KO<l 5lO<AEYOllEVOl nEpl ~IlWV ey~5' on ou5ev no<uovTO<l. OTO<V 5' e~lwal, 
TOTE 5EL O<UTOLC; CXIlO< CPO<VEPOUC; TE ~IlCX<; YEvEaSO<l KO<l lEVO<l EUSU<; aIlOGE, 
ElAnCPOTO<c; O<UTOU<; EVSo< naAO<l E~OUAOIlESO< (''''If we march up while exposed to 
view, as you order, the enemy will gaze upon us as we approach but will not be 
afraid, knowing that they are safely protected from suffering harm. Further, when we 
go away without having done anything, and they see that our numbers are much 
fewer than theirs, they will hold us in contempt, and tomorrow will come out much 
more robust in their judgements. But now," he said, "knowing that we are present, 
but not seeing us, know well that they do not hold us in contempt, but are asking 
themselves what is going on, and I am sure they do not stop talking about us. But 
when they come out, then we must at once reveal ourselves to them and immediately 
attack, having caught them where long ago we wished we would,"" 3.3.31-32). 
Although it will be harmful for the army to be seen while the enemy can look down at 
them in safety from their battlements, once the enemy attacks, then the army must 
show themselves. Again, sight does not have one fixed effect; power relations in 
viewing are continuously shifting and must be carefully controlled. 
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two way process, dependent on the complicity of the viewer.67 The 
viewer's response therefore becomes a site of concern: will the viewer 
see in the way that Cyrus wishes, or in another way? 
The question of the viewer's acquiescence to, or alternatively, 
dissent from Cyrus' control of visual experience is self-consciously 
raised in scenes dealing with his acquisition and sUbjugation of allies. 68 
After Cyrus takes control of his Median uncle Cyaxares' army, 
effectively assuming leadership of the Medes, he has a conversation 
with Cyaxares in which he claims that the latter has been benefited by 
his actions. The conversation is framed as a debate on the 
interpretation of the visual. On Cyaxares' arrival at Cyrus' camp, Cyrus 
organises a parade of troops, displaying his power to him (ETTlOElKVUC; 
Tq> Ku<x~6cp[1 TtlV OUV<XI.JlV, 5.5.5). Cyaxares interprets the display as a 
slight to him: 
6 O€ Ku<x~6cpnc; ETTEl EioE auv jJ€V TOO Kupw TTOXXOUC; TE K<Xl K()(XOUC; L L 
K<Xl Ocy<xSOUC; ETTOjJEVOUC;, auv <XUTq> O€ oXiynv TE K<Xl oXiyou Oc~i()(v 
SEP<XTTEi<xv, <XTlJ..lOV Tl <XUTq> EOO~EV Eiv<Xl K<Xl CXXOC; <XUTOV EX<X~EV. 
(5.5.6) 
"When Cyaxares saw many noble and good troops following Cyrus, yet 
with himself a retinue both small and of little worth, it seemed to him 
to be something dishonourable, and he was seized by grief." 
67 The concept of the complicity of the subjugated in their own subjugation h~s be~n 
articulated in postcolonial theory, as a way of describing the complex relationship 
between coloniser and colonial subject. See Gandhi (1998) 9-17 for discussion of the 
colonial subject's desire for and identification with the culture of the colonisers as 
part of the operation of colonial oppression. Foucault (1977) argues .that t~e 
pervasiveness of power is manifested through the engagement and cooperation of Its 
subjects. See chapter 1. 
68 For complicity and dissent as responses to display, see Foucault (1977) 58-65; Bell 
(2004) 1-10. 
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Cyrus challenges his reaction, asking what harsh sight he has seen to 
respond so harshly (Ti xcxAEnov opwv OUTW xcxAEnw<; cpepEl<;; 5.5.8). 
He proposes a visual examination of his actions: 
acxcpeOTCXTCX KCXTibWIJEV nolov EOTl TO ncxp' EIJOO abiKrHHx. (5.5.13) 
"Let us see most clearly what sort of unjust act I have committed." 
Cyrus presents the benefits which he claims Cyaxares has been 
given as a spectacle which ought to impress and persuade him. He 
implicitly claims that the visual quality of his actions makes their 
meaning transparent and therefore only open to the interpretation 
which he himself offers. By presenting his actions as visible, Cyrus tries 
to co-opt their meaning to his purpose: 
, t _ " ., " 
Tl I1lJlv nEnpcxYIJEvOV ou CPCXVEPOV EOTlV; ... XPI1IJCXTCX YE IJ~V TO< TWV 
CPEPOVTWV KCXl aYOVTWV TO< ao< npoa8Ev vOv op~<; TOU<; aou<; CPLAOU<; 
KCXl EXOVTCX<; KCXl <XYOVTCX<; ... T~V IJEV a~v xwpcxv cxu~cxvOlJeVllV 6p~<;, 
T~V bE TWV nOAElJiwv IJElOUlJeVl1v, (5.5.23-24) 
"What did we do that is not visible? ... Now you see your friends 
possessing and leading away the valuables of those who previously 
used to carry and lead your valuables away ... You see your country 
being enlarged, and that of your enemies being diminished." 
However, Cyaxares challenges Cyrus' interpretation. He sees the 
same things in a different way.69 The possibility of discrepancy in 
- t'" I 
69 See_ Cyaxares' response: :A.~A', to. KOpE, ,~c; j.J~v T~,oTCX cx _au n~nol~Kcxc; K~K~ ~CJTlV 
OUK ol8' onwc; XPrl AEYElV' EU yE j.JEVTOl, ECPI1, la9l on TCXUTCX Tcxycx9cx TOlCXUTCX ECJTlV 
olcx oaw nAElOV()( CPCXlVETCXl, Toaoun.p j.JOcAAOV Ej.JE ~CXpUVEl ("Well, Cyrus, I do not 
know h~w one could say that the things you have done are bad. Be well assured, 
however, that they are good in such a way that the more numerous they appear, the 
more they oppress me," 5.5.25). In this apparent pa~adox.' Cyaxares expresses the 
complexity of the interpretation of actions within relationships of contested power. 
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interpretations of the visual is flagged up, as Cyaxares requests of 
Cyrus: 
El oE crOl, E<PI1, To<OTO< OOKU> <XYVWIJOVWC; EVSUIJElcrSO<l, IJ~ EV EJ.JOl 
O<UTO< <XXX' , ".. -El<; crE TPElJ,JO<C; nO<VTO< KO<To<SEo<crO<l oleX crOl <p<xlVET<Xl. 
(5.5.28) 
""If I seem to you," he said, "to lack judgement in the way I take these 
things to heart, put yourself in my situation, and then look how these 
things appear to you."" 
What is seen is a matter of one's position. Cyaxares' self-positioning 
as a ruler in his own right, with autonomous interests separate from 
those of Cyrus, allows him to see something other than the sight Cyrus 
wishes him to see. The argument is resolved as Cyrus orchestrates a 
display of Median loyalty to Cyaxares, ordering the Medes to follow 
Cyaxares (5.5.37) and to court him with gifts (5.5.39).70 He then leaves 
him to his dinner while he holds a meeting with the allies (5.5.41-48.). 
Cyaxares has been both pacified and marginalised; Cyrus assumes full 
power over the Medes. However, crucially, Cyaxares, although 
eventually subjugated, is capable of challenging Cyrus' interpretation; 
the possibility of resistance to Cyrus' control of viewing is allowed. 
70 The Medes are also an audience of Cyrus' display: Cyrus orchestrates an 
appearance of happy resolution as a spectacle for his followers, ensuring that no rifts 
of loyalty occur and that they can continue to obey him as before, by asking Cyaxares 
publicly to kiss him and not to turn away from hi.rn as ~e ~id. on th~ir ,gr~eting 
(5.5.6). This gesture does not go unnoticed: 'OC; f>e ELf>OV OL M'lf>OL TE KaL OL nEpO"aL 
Kal Ol exXXOL (nexO"L yap e~EXEV 0 Tl EK TOUTWV eO"OLTO), Eu8uc; ~0"8'1O"av TE Kal 
EcpaLf>puv8 'lO"av ("When the Medes, Persians, and the many others saw this (for the 
result was a matter of concern to them all), they took immediate pleasure and 
beamed with joy," 5.5.37). 
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Complicity, dissent and the reader 
The problem of interpretation in viewing has implications for the 
reader of the Cyropaedia, as an external viewer of Cyrus' display. Can 
the reader observe Cyrus with detachment, or is his power over the 
viewer disturbingly invasive? Does his imperial success hold seductive 
appeal-especially, perhaps, for Athenian readers, with their own 
history of empire?71 The problems of complicity or resistance to visual 
display and of the reader's interpretation arise strikingly in the 
presentation of Cyrus' imperial procession in Babylon (8.3.9-18), 
which we are told is put on in order to cement his rule: 72 
TWV TEXVWV 
'j Elvexl TWV ~E~I1XexVI1~EV(JJV TrlV 
EUKexTexcpp6VI1TOV Elvex l. (8.3.1) 
"Now we will narrate how Cyrus for the first time marched in 
procession out of his palace, for it seems to us that the majesty of the 
procession itself was one of the arts contrived so that his ru Ie should 
not be easy to hold in contempt." 
We are shown Cyrus planning the procession with an advisor: 
... auvE~ouAEUETO exUTtp TTWe; <Xv TOLe; ~EV EUVOU; KCxAAlOTex (bELV 
TTOlOLTO TtlV €~EAexalv, TOLe; bE bua~EvEal CPO~EpWTexTex. (8.3.5) 
71 The question of how far the reader will identify w~th Cyrus also poses ethical 
problems for modern readers of the text in a .post-colonlal age. 
72 See Herodotus' description of the procession of Phya mocked up as Athena, used 
to reinstate Peisistratus in Athens (Hdt. 1.60). 
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" ... he deliberated with him about how he could make his procession 
most noble for those of goodwill to see, and most frightening for 
those who harboured ill will." 
Cyrus envisages two groups of viewers who will interpret what 
they see in different ways;73 he attempts to produce a single display 
capable of having different effects on these different audiences. When 
the procession takes place, however, Xenophon allows the possibility 
of intellectual, if not actual, resistance to Cyrus' display:74 
lb6vTE<; bE: TfOcVTE<; TfpOO'E KUVI1 O'<XV, E'lTE K<Xl &p~<Xl TlVE:<; 
KEKEAEUO'J..IEVOl E'lTE K<Xl EKTfA<XYEVTE<; Tn Tf<xp<XO'KEUn K<Xl TW b6't<Xl l. l. l. ~ 
J..IEy<xV TE K<Xl K<XAOV CP<XViiV<Xl TOV KOpov. (8.3.14) 
"On seeing him all prostrated themselves, either because some had 
been ordered to initiate it, or because they were stunned by the display 
and by Cyrus' seeming to appear tall and beautiful." 
Cyrus' display is presented as open to alternative interpretations; the 
viewer may be awed by the display, or may be able to view it with 
detachment. How will the reader respond? 
The description of Cyrus' display emphasizes his use of illusion 
and artifice' he is said to wish to bewitch (K<XT<XYOI1TEUElV, 8.1.40) his , 
audience by taking on the deceptive Median robe, which conceals 
bodily defects and displays its wearers as especially beautiful and tall 
(<XUTI1 yap <XUTq> O'UYKPUTfTElV Eb6KEl E'l Ti<; Tl EV Tq> O'WJ..I<XTl EVbEE:<; 
73 This passage occurs in the context of a discussion about how ~yrus devised 
strategies for ruling both his Persian subjects and the conquered Assyr.lan~; alth?ugh 
it is not stated, it is possible that the different reactions of the procession s audience 
are expected to belong to these different constituencies. 
74 See Beard (2007) 136 on the problem of controlling the gaze of the viewer of the 
Roman triumph. 
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" EXOl, KCXl KCXAAlOTOUe; KCXl j.JEylOTOUe; Enl5ElKVUVCXL TOUe; CPOpOOVTCXe;, 
8.1.40). In the procession itself Cyrus is driven by a tall charioteer who 
is nevertheless made to appear shorter than him (ncxpWXELTO bE: aUTw 
L 
';VlOxOe; j.JEycxe; j.JEv, j.JElWV b' EKEivou E'lTE KCXl TW QVTl E'lTE Kal 
L 
onwaoOv· j.JEl'SWV 5' Ecp6cvll nOAU KOpoe;, 8.3.14). These passages 
have been discussed by commentators on the Cyropaedia in terms of 
the morality of Cyrus' use of illusion and its implications for his 
presentation as a ruler. 75 What I rather wish to stress is the problematic 
position in which these passages place the reader. Cyrus' visual 
presentation is highly seductive. As a viewer of Cyrus' visual artifice, 
will the reader too be bewitched, falling under the spell of Cyrus' 
power? 
As in the scene of Cyrus as a child viewing the pomp of the 
Median king Astyages (1.3.2) discussed above, the reader's response is 
complicated not only by the problematic connotations of monarchic 
display for a democratic audience, but by the ethnographic framing of 
the display; the description of Cyrus' self-presentation can be read as 
an explanation of exotic and alien practices. The narrative is 
interrupted, both in the passage on Cyrus' adoption of the Median 
robe (8.1.40-41) and the passage on the procession (8.3.13-14), by 
comments in the authorial voice in the present tense explaining 
customs and articles of dress to the reader: the Median robe is useful 
in making the wearer appear taller, it is explained, because the 
costume includes shoes under which platforms can be inserted (Kal 
75 Tatum (1989) 196-197; Cera (1993) 291 -292; Too (1998) 293; Azoulay (2004a). 
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yOeP TOe UTTo8~1.J(XTCX TOlCXOTCX ExoualV EV ole; ~aAlO"TCX ACXSE1V EO"Tl KCXl 
UTTOTleE~EVOUc; Tl, lOO"TE 80KE1V ~Ei-c.:oue; ElvCXl n Elai·, 8.1.41); Cyrus' 
purple and white tunic is a costume reserved for the king (CXAAW 0' OUK 
l. 
E~EO"Tl ~Ea6AEuKoV EXElV, 8.3.13); Cyrus and his relatives have a 
special sign on their tiaras, which the king and his family still use (KCXl 
vOv TO CXUTO TOOTO Exoual, 8.3.13). These ethnographic and 
aetiological asides offer Cyrus and his followers for the enquiring 
scrutiny of their Greek audience; they also present an expose of how 
the illusionistic effects are achieved, allowing the reader a privileged 
sight unavailable to internal audiences. 76 Through the ethnographic 
self-consciousness of the description, the problem of interpretation 
becomes bound up with the reader's awareness of reading as a Greek. 
Interpretation in cross-cultural viewing 
The problem of the reader's position as an ethnographic viewer is 
brought to the fore by moments where the cross-cultural context of 
sight is self-consciously addressed as a problem for its interpretation. 
This concern occurs in the first meeting of Cyrus and Gobryas the 
Assyrian, who will become Cyrus' follower. When Cyrus and his army 
first approach Gobryas' fortress, the latter invites them to inspect it: 
TTE~4JCXC; 8' 6 rw~pucxc; TTPOC; TOV KOpov EKEAEuaE TTEplEAaacxvTcx lOE1V 
- J'" , " -n r1 TTp6ao8oe; EUTTETEO"TaTI1, Elaw 8E TTE~4JCXl TIpOe; ECXUTOV TWV 
l. 
TTlO"TWV TlVCXe;, OlTlVEe; CXUTq> TOe Ev80v l86vTEe; aTIcxYVEAoOalv. (5.2.3) 
76 Awe-struck gawping and analytical inspection are presented as contra~tin,g 
responses to sig ht in later Greek literature: see Gold hill (2001) 160-167 on Lucian s 
de Domo. 
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"Gobryas sent to Cyrus and bade him ride around and see where the 
approach was easiest and to send to him some of his trusted troops, 
so these could see what was inside and report back to Cyrus." 
Cyrus examines the fortress and sees that it is impregnable (EWpCX TE 
lOXUPOTEP()( nOcVT()( n npoaEA8ELv, S.2.4). Next Gobryas displays his 
wealth: 
EnElbtl bE Evbov na()(V, EK<PEPWV 6 rw~pUCXC; <pUXACXC; xpuaexc; KCXl 
npoxouc; K()(l KOcAnlb()(C; KCXl KOalJOV nCXVTOLOV KCXl OCXPElKOUC; 
OcIJETPOUC:; TlVcXC:; K()(l nOcVTCX KCXAcX nOAAOc, TEAOC; TtlV 8UYCXTEPCX, OElVOV 
Tl KOcAAOC; K()(lIJEYE8oc:; ... (S.2.7) 
"When they were inside, Gobryas brought out golden cups, pitchers, 
vases, every sort of adornment, Darics without measure, and many 
other things, which were all beautiful. Finally he brought out his 
daughter, a marvel in beauty and stature ... ".77 
Gobryas attempts to impress Cyrus with his strength and wealth 
by a visual display. His aim is to get Cyrus to join him as his ally and 
help him take vengeance on the Assyrian king for the death of his son. 
Cyrus' response is to refuse the proffered gifts, but to claim that he is 
grateful for one gift that Gobryas is offering him (S .2.8). He explains: 
... nEnOlI1 KOc C:; IJE br;AOV YEvEa8cxl nexalv Ocv8pwnolC; OTl OUT' (XV 
OcaE~ELV nepl ~EVOUC:; 8EAOlIJl OUT' (XV OcblKELV XPI1 IJcXTWV EVEKCX OUTE 
aUV8r;K()(C:; (XV liJeUbollJl1V EKWV Eivcxl. (S.2.10) 
77 See also: ... TOU<; Ev508EV n~vTCx<; ~~iiYE_ CPEPO~T~,<; olvov, ~ACPlT~, (xA~upa: 
CXAAOU<; 5' EAauvovTa<; ~oO<;, alya<;, Ol<;, c;ru<;, Kal El, n ,~PWTOV, naVTa lKava 
npoaiiyov 00<; 5El nviiaal ncxaav T~V auv KuplP O'Tpanav ( ... [Gobryas] I~d out all 
those who were inside. Some carried out wine, barley meal, and flour, while others 
drove out cattle, goats, sheep, pigs, and if there was anyt~ing el~e to eat, they 
brought it all in a quantity sufficient to feed the whole of Cyrus army, 5.2.5). 
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"You have made it clear to all human beings that I would not be 
willingly impious where hospitality is required, unjust for the sake of 
valuables, or voluntarily false in agreements." 
Cyrus claims that the greatest gift Gobryas has bestowed is to allow 
him the opportunity openly to refuse his gifts and therefore display his 
virtue. He takes control of the means of display, changing the meaning 
of the display of wealth to his own advantage by offering a new 
interpretation of it. 
The shift in control over display is shown as Cyrus insists that 
his men are not impressed by Gobryas' display but by his own: 
au IJEVTOL E6 '(a8L OTL Elai TLVE<; CXUTWV Ol thv IJEV au bibW<; XPfllJaTWV 
OUbE IJLKp6v TOUTWV EVEKa aE IJCXAAOV 8cxulJa-C:ouaLv, €IJE bE -C:flAoOaL 
VUVl KCXl EUXOVTCXL ncxaL 8EOl<; YEvEa8cxL nOTE €nLbEi~cxa8(XL w<; 
TTLcrTOllJEV ElaLv OUbEV ~TTOV €lJoO Tol<; q>iAoL<; ... (5.2.12) 
"Be assured, however, that there are some of my friends here who do 
not regard you with any more wonder because you are giving away 
these valuables. Rather, they are now jealous of me and pray to all the 
gods that it may sometime happen for them to show that they are not 
less faithful to their friends than I am .. ," 
Cyrus claims to know the reaction of their joint audience; he 
circumscribes their response with his own interpretation. Crucially, 
Xenophon does not relate the actual response of this internal audience; 
we are not told whether Cyrus' men really are thinking what he claims 
them to be. Gobryas' reaction is slightly ambiguous. He asks about this 
audience: 
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KOCl 6 rw~puoc<; ElnE YEAOccrOCC;' npoc; TWV 8EWV, eCP'1, t1 KOpE, OEr~OV 
or; ~Ol noD 06TOi ELcrlv, lVOC crE TOUTWV TlVdc oclTr;crw~<Xl TIoclO6c ~Ol 
YEvEcr8ocl. (5.2.13) 
"Gobryas laughed and said, "By the gods, Cyrus, show me where they 
are, so that I may ask one of them to become my son.'''' 
His laugh hints that he is unconvinced by Cyrus' claims. 
After this conversation, Gobryas invites Cyrus to dinner. Cyrus 
refuses, insisting that Gobryas should rather be his guest. Gobryas' 
reaction to the Persian meal is described visually: 
TO ~EV on npwTov cruvOElnvwv OCUTolC; a rw~pu<xc; K<Xl opwv TnV 
EAEu8EplwTEpouc; Elvocl OCUTWV' ETIEl OE KOCTEVO'1crE TrlV ~ETPlOT'1T<X 
TWV crUcrcriTWV' En' OUOEVl ydcp ~PW~OCTl ouOE TTW~<XTl nEpcr'1C; OcvrlP 
yEVOlTO ... (5.2.16-17) 
"Now dining with them for the first time and seeing the coarseness of 
the food that was set beside them, Gobryas believed his people to be 
much freer than they. But then he noted the restraint of his 
tablemates, for none of the educated Persian men became visibly 
distracted in their eyes by food or drink ... " 
We are presented with a metaethnographic observation of a 
foreign people's customs; Gobryas surveys the Persians at their meal 
with surprise, and initially with disdain. However, the tables are soon 
turned' the meal becomes a display put on by the Persians to impress 
, 
Gobryas, as we are told that they are visibly (KocToccp<XVr;C;) self-
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controlled. 78 By the end of the meal Gobryas is contrite, admitting that 
"".we are worth less than you" (. .. <xUTOl bE EAaTTovo<; u~wv (i~lOl 
EO'~EV, 5.2.20). Cyrus responds by ordering him to layout his troops 
for inspection: 
6 bE KOpoC;, 'Ay', Eq>I1, <1 rw~pu<x, 01lw<; llpq> ll<xpEO'n EXWV TOU<; 
lllllE<XC; E~WllAlO'J,JEVOUC;, lV<X K<Xl TrlV bUV<XJ,JlV O'ou rbw~EV .. , (5.2.21) 
"Cyrus replied, "Make sure that you are here at dawn with your cavalry 
in their armour so we may see your force ... "" 
Gobryas has been successfully subjugated. His display of wealth is 
transformed into Cyrus' moral display, and his attempt to make 
himself a critical observer of Persian customs reduces him to a stunned 
spectator of a spectacle of Persian self-control. At the end of the 
scene, what belongs to him is once again put on display, but with a 
very different meaning; now it is on the orders of Cyrus, and the 
troops on display are about to become Cyrus' troops. 
This passage raises important questions for the relationship of 
the reader to the text. As elsewhere, Cyrus' acquisition of power is 
shown through his control not only of scenarios of viewing, as he puts 
on a display, but also of the way that viewing fosters interpretation. 
Importantly, it is not always clear how easily Cyrus is able to exert this 
control; Gobryas is finally subdued to his will, but the possibility of his 
initial resistance is mooted, and the internal audience of friends whom 
Cyrus invokes is never given a voice. The reader's response to Cyrus' 
78 We are also told that the Persians think it necessary to appear to be moderate 
(O'lOVTOCl 8eLv q>p6vqlOl KOCt ~ETPlOl q>cxLveu8cH, 5.2.17), 
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display, focalised through the eyes of these internal audiences, IS 
therefore left open. 
The question of whether the viewer accepts or rejects Cyrus' 
interpretation of viewing, and therefore his rule, is played out within a 
self-consciously cross-cultural framework. Xenophon's staging of the 
viewing of Gobryas' wealth and of Cyrus' refusal of wealth is informed 
by his presentation of Gobryas as Assyrian and Cyrus as Persian; 
anecdotes of spectacular wealth are a cliche of Greek writing on Asia/9 
whereas material poverty has been exhibited throughout the 
Cyropaedia as a hallmark of Persian self-presentation. 80 Similarly, 
Gobryas' disdain at the meagre Persian meal, and his awe at Persian 
self-control, are presented as contingent on his position as Assyrian. 
The ethnographic context of viewing in this scene impacts on 
the reader. The transformation of Gobryas' distanced, patronising, 
scrutiny of the Persian meal into his awe-struck subjection to spectacle 
raises a question about the reader's own position as a viewer of 
Persian customs. How will the Greek reader see Cyrus and the 
Persians? Will he or she see through Gobryas' eyes, and experience the 
same response, or does Gobryas' own position as object of 
ethnographic observation alienate the reader from his way of seeing? 
The self-conscious staging of the ethnographic conditioning of sight 
79 We can compare Herodotus' description of Solon's viewing of the palace of Croesus 
(Hdt. 1.30). . . d 2 4 1 6· th 
80 See especially 1.2.2-16: the presentation of Persian society; ~n .. - .. e 
meeting with the Indian ambassadors, where Cy~us presents a display of Persian 
austerity to compete with Cyaxares' display of Median pomp. 
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invites the reader to consider how far his or her own interpretation is 
controlled by, or constructs, a Greek way of seeing. 
Conclusion 
In this discussion, I have considered how the representation of viewing 
impacts on a reading of the Cyropaedia as ethnography. The power of 
Cyrus as imperial conqueror is constructed through his control over his 
viewers, in the production of spectacle. This has implications for the 
reader; the representation of Cyrus and the Persians as imperialists 
disrupts the secure, distanced position of the ethnographic viewer 
gazing on exotic sights, problematising the reader's relationship with 
the text. 
Relationships of power are produced in a complex and nuanced 
engagement between viewer and viewed. The visual field is presented 
as the site of argument and political struggle; it is hermeneutically 
flexible, and open to be contested. The power available in spectacle is 
not monolithic, but is presented as contingent on the complicity of the 
viewer. 
have indicated some of the ways in which Cyrus uses the 
control of interpretations of viewing in the acquisition of imperial 
power. The imperial procession in Babylon is engineered so as to 
produce the required reaction in different constituencies of viewers. 
Enemy armies are outmanoeuvred through the control of their 
interpretation of visual signs, and foreign rulers, like Cyaxares and 
Gobryas, are won over as obedient followers through Cyrus' mastery 
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over the way they see him. If acceptance of Cyrus' attempt to control 
viewing means acceptance of his domination, how secure is the reader 
against his or her own (literary) subjugation by Persian imperialism? 
However, I have also shown how the possibility of resistance IS 
inscribed into the text. We are shown how the same sight can be seen 
in different ways, offering possible models of recalcitrant, oppositional 
viewing. Xenophon does not intervene in the narrative, telling the 
reader how to respond. The reader's relationship to Cyrus and to the 
text will depend on his or her interpretation, which is left open. 
The highly self-conscious representation of cross-cultural 
viewing in the text reflects on this relationship. Responses to sights 
are sometimes presented as culturally conditioned. In witnessing 
foreign spectacle and the responses of internal audiences to it, the 
reader is reminded of his or her own position as a Greek as the 
foreignness of those responses is flagged. 
The problem of the viewer's interpretation is made urgent by its 
formulation as the site of political struggle, producing either resistance 
or domination. I suggest that the reader is implicated in this problem. 
The interpretation of the reader-how far the reader acquiesces to 
Cyrus' control of visual experience and how far he or she resists such 
control-is involved in a double bind of political positioning. The 
reader's interpretation inscribes relationships of power between him-
or herself and Cyrus' imperialism, and it also is both predicated on and 
informs the reader's own self-positioning as Greek. 
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5. Vision, Self and Other in the Lakedaimonion Politeia 
In the discussions of the Anabasis and Cyropaedia above, we have 
examined how the representation of sight positions the reader in 
relation to Persians and other Asians. I have argued that the reader's 
identity as Greek is constructed in the sight of non-Greek cultures 
which these texts allow. Sometimes the experience of looking at the 
non-Greek is a self-validating affirmation of Greek identity. However, 
often it is much more fraught and conflicted, challenging the cohesion 
and security of Greekness, particularly when the reader is invited to 
look at the spectacle of Persian power. Let us now turn to Xenophon's 
representation of Spartans, to consider how the reader is positioned 
when looking at Greeks, but non-Athenians - and especially non-
Athenians who, like the Persians, offer a potential sou rce of threat to 
Athenian autonomy. 
Xenophon's Lakedaimonion Politeia (Lak. Pol.), the earliest 
extant full-length account of Spartan society and perhaps the ancient 
source most heavily exploited by historians of classical Sparta, 
presents the Spartans as the object of observation and spectacle. It 
contains numerous self-conscious portrayals of Spartans viewing each 
other or displaying themselves to view, and the reader is repeatedly 
invited to imagine gazing at the Spartans. How can this striking and 
highly engaging method of representation be understood historically? 
In so far as the visuality of the Lak. Pol. has been discussed, it has 
been taken as evidence for the importance of visual scrutiny in Spartan 
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society and military strategy.! Such an approach treats the Lak. Pol. as 
a transparent window onto Spartan practice - a methodology motivated 
partly by the meagre nature of our evidence for Sparta, which has led 
to the desire to excavate Spartan reality from the sources we do have , 
and partly by a tendency to treat the works of Xenophon as na"lve and 
simplistic. In this chapter I argue that the Lak. Pol.'s representation of 
vision is likely to tell us more about how the Spartans were 
conceptualised and Athenians conceptualised themselves in the fourth 
century than about Spartan society itself. 
The Lak. Pol. is a discussion of Spartans by an Athenian, yet an 
Athenian who had been exiled, and who had many personal 
connections with Sparta. Depending on the Lak. Pol.'s problematic 
dating, Xenophon may have been living in the Peloponnese at the time 
of its writing. 2 Written in Attic Greek, the Lak. Pol. forms part of 
Athenian literary culture, even though its readership may well have 
extended to other areas of Greece. Although the Lak. Pol.'s non-
Spartan authorship is often mentioned in regard to the need for 
caution In uSing the text as a source for Spartan reality/ its 
implications have not been explored. On the contrary, Xenophon's 
1 Powell (1989). Not only does he provide very little evidence beyond Xenophon (a 
problem which he himself acknowledges at 188-189), but he does not note t~e 
recurrence of sight and display elsewhere in Xenophon's corpus. The Lak. Pol. s 
interest in public or visible virtue (e.g. 10.4-5) has also been noted by Humble (1997) 
218-220 and (1999) 344. 
2 According to Diog. Laert. 2.52, Xenophon wrote his works w~ile in exile at Skillous. 
The Lak. Pol. has been variously dated, based on the eVidence of ch. 14 and 
judgements as to its relationship to the rest of the work: see Tige~stedt (1965) 462,-
464 n.530. The location of composition also depends on the dating of Xenophon s 
exile and of his receipt of the estate at Skillous, both uncertain; see Lipka (2002) 4 
nn.9-10. 
3 E.g. Cartledge (1981) 18. 
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non-Spartan origins tend to be downplayed in favour of a focus on his 
personal involvement with Sparta: 4 the fact that, with the possible 
exceptions of Tyrtaeus and Aleman, all our ancient sources for Sparta 
are written by non-Spartans leads to Xenophon's work being seized 
upon as the closest possible thing to an insider view. Such an approach 
fails to take seriously the real interest of Xenophon as a writer who 
bridges cultures, but is also excluded from them.s 
As mentioned in chapter 1, Sparta occupied a particularly 
captivating, and troubling, place in Athenian thought at this time. 
Following the defeat of Athens by Sparta in the Peloponnesian War and 
the fall of the Athenian empire, Spartan power was in the ascendancy, 
although it too was not to last. The increasing threat of Persia also 
complicated Athenian attitudes to Sparta: was Sparta also a threat, or a 
potential ally against the barbarians? Were Spartans just as much 
"other" as the barbarians, or were they, as Greeks, the "same" as the 
Athenians - or did the fascination of their power even make them 
paradigms of an idealised Greekness, rendering them both familiar and 
remote? This period gave rise to a great range of highly polemical 
Athenian writing on Sparta; Sparta offered both a utopian and a 
dystopian model for political theory, especially in the context of 
debates on the benefits or drawbacks of democracy.6 The 
representation of Spartans at this time is therefore highly problematic, 
and politically charged: the Lak. Pol. poses urgent questions about how 
4 E.g. Cartledge (1981) 19 on Xenophon as "participant observer"; Tigerstedt (1965) 
167 on Xenophon as "eye witness". 
5 See Goldhill (1998b). 
6 See Hodkinson (2005) 222-225. 
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to think about the Spartans, and about how Athenians should think 
about themselves. Yet, as we shall see, it is difficult to distinguish 
"self' and "other" in this most slippery of texts. 
The Lak. Pol. has often been considered "a puzzling document, 
difficult to interpret".? It uses highly rhetorical language to offer 
apparent praise of Spartan institutions and customs, but frequently 
undercuts its own argument, making claims about the Spartans in one 
part of the work which contradict the logic of its assertions elsewhere; 
for example, we are told that Spartan society produces men without 
desire for material wealth (7.1-4) yet we are also offered a description 
of Sparta's methods of preventing people hoarding or using wealth 
(7.5-6).8 It also describes Spartan customs which may well have struck 
an Athenian reader as strange or disturbing, such as female gymnastic 
training (1.4), extramarital sex (1. 7-9) or the education of boys in theft 
(2.6-7).9 
Scholarly discussion of the work has tended to be polarised 
around the question of whether it is a "pro-Spartan" or "anti-Spartan" 
text. As noted in chapter 1, controversy has centred on the 
interpretation of its 14th chapter which seems to contradict the rhetoric 
of praise in the rest of the work by criticising the Spartans. The 
traditional view is that the Lak. Pol. is an unmitigated idealisation of 
Sparta by a "Laconiser", with chapter 14 dismissed as a later addition 
7 Tigerstedt (1965) 162. 
8 Higgins (1977) 68. " d" h k" " t 
9 See Tigerstedt (1965) 163-164 on the "peculiar", "improper an s oc tng na ure 
of Spartan customs for an Athenian audience. See Hesk (2000) 12~-142 on the 
disturbing resonances of the concept of an education in theft for Athenians. 
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or as not by Xenophon; where the peculiarities of the text's rhetorical 
style have been noted, they tend to be treated as signs of Xenophon's 
inadequacy as a writer. lO Alternatively, the text has been read as a 
heavily ironic critique of Sparta by emphasising Xenophon's non-
Spartan origins, and by interpreting the Lak. Pol.'s contradictory and 
convoluted argument as evidence of Xenophon's desire for the more 
sophisticated members of his audience to "read between the lines," in 
order to discover an attack on Sparta concealed beneath a surface 
veneer of praise. ll Although the latter approach offers a useful 
corrective to the traditional reading of the text in that it evinces 
concern with the question of how the Lak. Pol. functions as a piece of 
writing, it suffers not only from an overly mechanistic understanding 
of literary processes, but from its attempt to counter the "Laconizing" 
view by claiming an anti-Spartan position for the text. 
The reductiveness of this notion of "bias", either pro- or anti-
Sparta, which dominates scholarship on the Lak. Pol., risks seriously 
impoverishing our reading of the text. It implies a view of the historical 
circumstances surrounding the text's composition where political 
perspectives are polarised in the context of the Peloponnesian War and 
its aftermath. It also elides the important question of how securely we 
are able to tell what cultural descriptions would amount to a 
contemporary reading that was "pro-" or "anti-Sparta". How sure can 
we be, for example, that Xenophon's description of chastity within 
10 See chapter 1. . . 
11 Strauss (1939). See also Proietti (1987) and HigginS (1977). 
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pederastic relations (2.13), often interpreted by modern scholarship as 
an idealisation suggestive of cultural identification with Sparta,12 would 
have been understood unproblematically as such by Xenophon's 
contemporaries, and would not also have struck them as strange? As 
noted above, idealisation can be alienating as much as alluring. 
Indeed, Xenophon follows his comments on chastity by noting, "I am 
not surprised that these things are not believed by some people, for 
the laws/customs in many states do not oppose desire for boys" (TO 
IJEVTOl TOCUTOC OcTTlaTELaSOCl UTTO TlVOJV ou Soc U1J0c'S0J· EV nOAA<xl<; yap 
TWV TTOAEOJV Ol VOIJOl OUK EV<XVTlOOVT<Xl T<XL<; npo<; TOU<; n<xlb<x<; 
EnlSUlJlOCU;, 2.14). 
A more recent approach to the Lak. Pol. has attempted to 
reconcile these contradictory ("pro-" / "anti-") positions by reading the 
text as a critical yet balanced examination of Sparta's strengths and 
weaknesses.13 While this reading is useful in taking seriously the text's 
peculiarities while avoiding a reductive retreat to irony, its answer is to 
deny that these peculiarities are in any way unsettling. It mitigates and 
smoothes over the jarring, disruptive quality of the text, disallowing 
the inherently problematic nature of the Lak. Pol. rather than 
investigating its effect. In contrast, I argue that the difficult, unsettling 
character of the Lak. Pol. can be understood as indicating the problem 
which Sparta posed to Athenian self-definition - the difficulty, for 
12 5 L" k (2002) 17 where the text's insistence on the Spartans' chastity in 
ee e.g. IP a, b" " 
pederasty is offered as proof of Xenophon's "pro-Spartan las. 
13 Humble (2004). 
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Athenians, of knowing how to think or feel about Sparta at this 
historical moment. 
Let us turn now to the text itself, and the representation of sight 
and display. As we have seen in the preceding chapters, in the 
Anabasis and Cyropaedia scenes of viewing are involved in thinking 
through the complexities of how to relate to others; they also invite 
the reader to interrogate his or her own self-understanding as 
Athenian, and as Greek. Similar concerns can be found in the 
representation of viewing and visual self-presentation in Sparta in the 
Lak. Pol .. 
An important element of the way Sparta is approached in the 
Lak. Pol. is through comparison with other states. Of the mythical law-
giver Lycurgus' organisation of Sparta we are told: "It was not in 
imitating other states, but in devising a system the opposite of most, 
that he displayed his native land as pre-eminently blessed," (1.2: 
EKELVOC; yap OU IJlIJI1UOq.JEVOC; Tac; (XXX()(C; TTOXElC;, &XX& KCXl EVCXVTLCX 
yvOUC; T()(LC; TTXEl(JT()(lC;, TTPOEXOUU()(V Eu8cxllJOVl~ Tr1V TTCXTPl8cx 
ETTE8El~EV). Sparta is put on display (ETTE8El~EV) as the "opposite" of 
other Greek states. The language of difference and "oppositeness" 
recurs throughout the text. 14 How far Sparta is similar to or different 
14 1.3: Ol IJEV CXAAOl; Ol CXAAOl ''EAArlVEC;. 1.5: TOUC; CXAAOUC;; KCXl TOUTOU TcXVCXVTLCX 
eyvw. 1. 7: TeXVCXVTlCX KCXl TOUTOU EVOlJlUE. 1.10: TcXVCXVTLCX yvOUC; TolC; <XAAOlC;. 2.1: 
EKCXTEPWV; nbv IJEV TOlVUV <XAAWV 'EAAriVWV. 2.2: cXvTllJ EV TOO. 2.3: cXVTL YE IJ~V TOO. 
2.4: cXVTl YE TOO. 2.12: Ol IJEV Toivuv <XAAOl ''EAA'1VEC;. 2.13: EVCXVTLCX KCXl TOUTOlC; 
n6cul yvouC;. 2.14: EV nOAAcxlc; yap nbv nOAEwv; nbv <XAAWV 'EAAr;VWV. 3.1: OllJEV 
<XAAOl" TOUTWV TavcxvTicx eyvw. 4.7: Ol IJEV <XAAOl ''EAA'1VEC;. 5.2: TOUC; <XAAOUC; 
''EAA'1~CXC;. 5.5: EV IJEV TcxlC; <XAACXlC; nOAEulv',6.1~ EV,C;XVTicx YE IJ~V ,eyvw,Kcxl TcXf>,E TOI~ 
nAElOTolC;; TcxlC; CXAACXlC; nOAEUl. 6.4: ncxpcx TOlC; CXAA?lC;. 7.1: EVCX,~TlCX YE 1J,'1v KCXl 
TcXf>E ToIC; <XAAOlC; "EAA'1Ul; TcxlC; <XAACXlC; nOAEUl. 8.2: EV IJ~V TcxlC; CXAACXlC;_ nO,~Ealv. 
9.4: EV IJEV yap Tcxlc; <XAACXlC; nOAEulv. 10.4: ncxuwv TWV noAEwv. 10.5: TWV CXAAWV 
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from other Greek identities is a focus of concern; Spartan, and Greek, 
identity is made a central problem for the Lak. Pol .. Reminiscent of 
Herodotus' portrayal of the Egyptians,15 the "oppositeness" of the 
Spartans figures them as ethnographic curiosities; it also potentially 
offers a challenge to other Greeks through its implicit polemical 
charge. Similarly, the comment on Spartan laws describes the attempt 
to form a response to Sparta as simultaneously producing 
identification and alienation: 
OUTW be nocAoclol QVTEe; ETl KOCl vOv TOLe; CXAAOle; KOClVOTOCTOt ElUl· KOCL 
yap TO n6cvTwv SOCUIlOCaTOTOCTOV enoclvoOul IlEV n6cvTEe; TOe TOl(XOT<X 
"Although [the laws] are ancient, even to this day others find them 
most novel/strange. Indeed, the most wondrous thing of all is that all 
praise such institutions, but no state wishes to imitate them." 
Despite the polarisation of cultural behaviour, no sense of an 
"us" is articulated in counter-balance to a "them". We are not told 
"Spartans do this whereas we do that". The only occasion where 
specific groups of "other Greeks" are named is in the discussion of 
pederasty (2.12), where Boeotian and Elean practices are compared 
with Spartan practices. In contrast, in Socrates' discussion of pederasty 
in Xenophon's Symposium (8.34-35), the practices of the same 
groups, the Thebans, Eleans and Spartans, are contrasted with what 
"we" (Athenians) do. Here the Socratic setting frames the discussion 
nOAEWV. 10.8: Tol<; CXAAOl<;. 11.1: ni>v CXAAWV. 12.5: ni>v CXAAWV. 13.5: TOU<; !-lEV 
CXAAOU<;. 15.1: T(x<; bE CXAACX<; noAlTElCX<;. 
15 Hdt. 2.35-36. 
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from an explicitly Athenian viewpoint. In the Lak. Pol., however, the 
cultural specificity of the narrator's voice is elided. 
The text's examination of the Spartans is introduced through the 
verb 8cxUI·HX-SW ("I wonder"), which occurs three times in the proem in 
the first person, with the narrator as the subject (1.1-2);16 the verb and 
its cognates recur throughout the text. 17 As noted in chapter 1, the 
term appears frequently in Xenophon's scenes of cross-cultural 
response, suggesting both curiosity and awe, and has a specifically 
visual meaning in Greek; it is connected etymologically to the verb 
8EOcOllCXl. 18 The proem sets up the narrator's relation to his subject as 
visual investigation. The reader is implicitly invited to participate in 
this investigation, but the term leaves the reader's relationship with 
the Spartans ambiguous. The reader is prompted to consider how far 
he or she will identify with the Spartans, or will be alienated from them 
as objects of scrutiny. 
The reader is also explicitly invoked as a viewer. The reader's 
presence as a viewing witness is imagined, both in the second person 
("Seeing these things you would think ... ", 13.5: opwv TCXOTCX 
~YriO'CXlO ... ) and through the indefinite pronoun ("Somebody watching 
would find ... ", 9.1: ETTlO'KOTTWV Tl<; (Xv EUpOl. .. ). Twice Xenophon 
suggests that the reader shou Id test the truth of what he says by 
looking: "Whether (Lycurgus) succeeded in making men in Sparta 
16 This verb appears at the opening of eyr. (1.1.1; 1.1.6) and Mem. (1.1.1), setting up 
each text as an examination of, respectively, Cyrus and Socrates, prompted by 
wonder. 
17 2.14,9.6,10.8,12.4,12.7,14.7. 
18 See e.g. Frisk (1958) 656; Chantraine (1984) 425. 
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outstanding in size and strength, let whoever wishes look for himself" 
, 
(1.10: ... E'l Tl bUXq>EPOVT<X<; K<Xl K<XT<X ~EYESO<; K<Xl K<XT' LCTXuV cxv8pcx<; 
Tn ~TTCxPT[1 OcTTETEAEUEV, 0 ~oUA6~EVO<; ETTlUKOTTElTW); similarly we are 
told 
'H ~E:V brl TT<XlbEl<X E'lPI1T<Xl n TE I\<XKWVlKrl KCXl ~ TWV cxXXwv 'EXXr,vwv. 
E~ OTTOTEP<X<; b' <XUTWV K<Xl EUTTElSEO"TEPOl KCXl cxL811~OVEO"TEPOl KCXt tLv 
bEL EYKP<XTEO"TEPOl exvbPE<; OcTTOTEXOUVT<Xl, 6 ~OUX6~EVO<; KCXt TCXUTCX 
ETTlUKOTTElUSW. (2.14) 
"Lakonian education and that of the other Greeks has now been 
discussed. Which system produces men more obedient, respectful or 
self-controlled in relation to their needs, let whoever wishes look for 
himself." 
Although Xenophon's readers may have been to Sparta, or had the 
prospect of going there, these invitations to look do more than refer 
the reader to experiences exterior to the text. They problematise the 
experience of reading, by attempting to make reading into a visual 
process. The invitations to look allow the reader imaginatively to 
exceed his or her distanced, readerly role; but at the same time they 
enforce that role, prompting awareness that reading cannot after all 
transport the reader into real experience. 19 These moments of 
heightened self-consciousness generate a sense of ambivalence in the 
reader's relationship with the offered sights. Further, although the 
reader is sometimes told what reaction sight will bring (as at 9.1 and 
13.5 above), sights are also self-consciously offered as a means of 
19 Cf. the discussion of ekphrasis in Whitmarsh (2002a) 112. 
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independent investigation where the interpretation of the reader is 
undetermined (1.10; 2.14).20 In the address to the reader at 2.14 
above, the choice between Spartans and other Greeks involves a 
process of self-positioning between them which is open-ended. 
One key passage in which the reader is addressed as a witness 
of Spartan behaviour and is also told what responses the experience 
would elicit is the description of Lycurgus' laws concerning the 
deportment of the paidiskoi (Spartan teenage boys): 
TTPO<; bE TOUTOl<; TO OclbElcr9<Xl lOXUPW<; E~J(pOcr<Xl ~OUAO~EVOC; <XUTOIC; 
K<Xl EV T<xl<; Obol<; ETTET<X~EV EVTO<; ~EV TOO l~<XTlOU TW XElpE EXElV, 
crlYD bE TTOPEuEcr9<Xl, TTEPl~AETTElV bE ~nb<X~Ol, aAA' <xuTa Ta TTPO TWV 
TTObWV opc5<v. Ev9<x b~ K<Xl biiAOV YEYEVnT<Xl OTl TO appEV cpOAOV K<Xl 
El<; TO crwCPPoVElv lOXUPOTEPOV EO"Tl TWV Tii<; 9nAEl<XC; cpUcrEWC;. 
EKElVWV yoOv ~TTOV ~EV (XV CPWV~V aKoucr<XlC; A TWV Al9lVWV, ~TTOV 8' 
(XV O~~<XT<X ~ET<XO"TPElfJ<Xl<; A TWV X<XAKWV, <Xl8n~OVEO"TEPOUC; 8' (Xv 
<XUTOU<; .;yr;cr<XlO K<Xl <XUTWV TWV EV TOl<; t6cp9<XA~ol<;t TT<xp9EVWV. K<Xl 
ETTElbav El<; TO CPlAlTlOV yE acplKWVT<Xl, aY<XTTnTOV <XUTWV K<Xl TO 
EpwTn9Ev OcKOOcr<xl. K<Xl TWV ~Ev <x6 TT<Xl8lcrKWV OUTW<; ETTE~EAri9n· 
(3.4-5) 
"Wishing modesty strongly to become part of their nature, he ordered 
that in the streets they should keep their hands inside their cloaks, 
20 In the two invocations of the reader as a viewer in the eyr. the reader is informed 
what reaction he or she will have to sights: "You would not have perceived anyone 
there shouting in anger, or taking delight in insolent lau,gh~er, but ,~~ s,eei_ng ,th,em 
you would have held that they really lived n?bly," (B.~.3~: eTIeyv;wC;,8, CJ.~ e~,El o~8e~CJ. 
o{JTe 6pYl~o~evov Kp()(uYii oUTe X()(lPOVT()( U~Pla:rlKtp yeAWTl, CJ.AACJ. l8wv CJ.V CJ.~TOUC; 
~y~aw Tq> QVTl elc; KCxAAOC; ~~v); "If anyon~ thinks the contrary' to me, .Io~kl~g at 
their actions he will fi nd that they bear witness to my words, (B. B.2 7. El 8E TlC; 
" -" ,... -T<XV()(VTl()( E~Ol YlyvwaKol, T(X epyCJ. CJ.UTWV eTIlaKOTIWV eupl1aEl ()(UTCJ. I-!CJ.PTUPOUVTCJ. 
TolC; E~olC; AOYOlC;). 
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should walk in silence, and should not look around them, but rather 
should look at the ground in front of their feet. In this too it is clear 
that even in the matter of moderation the male race is stronger than 
female nature. At any rate you would be less likely to hear their voice 
than that of stone statues; you would be less likely to make their eyes 
turn than those of bronze statues; you would consider them more 
modest than the pupils in their own eyes. When they attend the 
common mess, you would have to be content to hear an answer to a 
question." 
In describing prescriptions about their behaviour in the street, 
the emphasis is on how the paidiskoi will be seen. Although the 
implicit audience of their self-presentation is other Spartans, the 
emphasis is on the reaction of the reader, imagined as present. 21 
Lycurgus is also concerned with how the paidiskoi should see: they 
must not look about them, but must look at the ground in front of 
their feet. The limitation of their gaze is made integral to their display 
to the public gaze: the paidiskoi are to be seen as not looking. 
The representation of the paidiskoi is both implicitly erotic and 
normative. Covering up the body and keeping the eyes downcast are 
behaviours associated with the proper, modest deportment of young 
21 Although the reader is not specifically described as "seeing", as in the addresses to 
the reader discussed above, the concern with the public bodily deportment of the 
paidiskoi - the arrangement of their clothing and hands, and t.he demeanour of ~heir 
look - is a concern with their visual effect, to which the reader IS exposed. The failure 
of the reader to make their eyes turn (O~I.J(XT<X ~ET<X(JTPE4J<XlC;, 3.5) might also imply 
that the paidiskoi do not return the reader's look. Cf. Xenophon's concern with the 
returned gaze (Cyr. 3.3.59; Hell. 7.1.30) or its failure (Ages. 1.34; eyr. 3.1.23; Cy:. 
5.3.33). See especially Cyr. 1.4.12, where Cyrus as a youth cannot .Iook at hiS 
grandfather on equal terms, EK TOO raou, and Hell. 5.4.27, where Archldamus, the 
young son of Agesilaus, dare not return his father's gaze. 
boys - and also women - in Athenian thought. 22 In this sense the 
passage offers the paidiskoi as attractive and familiar ideals; yet the 
excessiveness of their modesty also figures them as exotic and 
inaccessible figures whom it is difficult to communicate with or 
comprehend. The main thrust of the comparison with women (EvSa on 
Kal Or;AOV YEYEVI1Texl OTl TO exPPEV cpOAOV Kexl Ele; TO crWCPPOVELV 
, , " -lOXUPOTEPOV ECJTl TWV Tile; SI1AElexe; cpucrEWe;: "In this too it is clear that 
even in the matter of moderation the male race is stronger than female 
nature," 3.4) is that the paidiskoi are behaving more like modest 
women than modest women: 23 sophrosune is a virtue often associated 
with women in Greek Iiterature. 24 Although we might expect men to be 
"stronger" (lcrXUPOTEpOV) than women, the paidiskoi are not only 
"stronger" in the ways expected of males, but are "stronger" in their 
enactment of typically female characteristics as well. The modesty of 
the paidiskoi is figu red as strange. 25 
22 See Cairns (2005) 134 on the downcast gaze as the proper behaviour of boys and 
women. On ocl5we; and the restriction of the gaze see Cairns (1993) 98-99 n.151, 
158, 184,217-218,231,292-293,312,352. The restriction of speech and sight is 
associated with feminine behaviour at Dec. 7.5: Ischomachus' wife is brought up 
... OTTWe; we; EXOcXlOTOC ~EV O\VOlTO, EXOcXlOTOC 5' cXKouaolTo, EXOcXlOTOC 5' epOlTo 
(" ... so that she should see, hear and speak as little as possible"). 
23 Strauss (1939) 506 reads the claim that the paidiskoi outdo women in modesty 
(3.4) as a criticism of Sparta, implying that Spartan women are immodest. See also 
the comparison with women implicit through pun in the term TTocp8EVOe; (3.5), whose 
most common meaning is "girl" or "virgin", but which is used here to mean "pupil". It 
is unclear whether TTocp8EVOe; can carry this sense itself as a medical term, or whether 
it is a pun on the term KOPIl, which means "girl" and, in a medical context, "pupil": 
see Lipka (2002) 139. 
24 See North (1966) 121-132 and North (1977) on sophrosune as a traditional female 
virtue. Of course, the term is by no means exclusive to women. Pomeroy (1984) 
104-105 notes Xenophon's attribution of the term to men, arguing that Xenophon 
was interested in denying fundamental differences between men and women. See 
also Humble (1999) 343, who stresses the gender comparison evoked by the use of 
the term in this passage. . . 
2S Cf. the description of Agesilaus as advancing quietly like the most modest virgin 
(~auxwe; 5' WO'TTEP (Xv TTocp8EVOe; ~ aWCPPovEOTOcTIl TTpo~ocivOl, Ages. 6.7). 
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Further, the passage characterises the relationship between 
reader and paidiskoi as a relation of power. The paidiskoi do not speak 
or look; emphasis is rather on the experience of the reader imagined 
as speaking, listening and judging, dramatized by the introduction of 
verbs in the second person. We are told not that the boys do not turn 
their eyes, but rather that you (the reader) would not make their eyes 
turn. They are compared to statues of stone or bronze: they are 
literally objectified. They are further compared to the pupils in their 
own eyes: 26 they are reduced to being no more than eyes which are not 
allowed to look. The paidiskoi are offered for the reader's scrutiny in a 
way which objectifies and disempowers them, whereas their own ability 
to look is curtailed. This suggests a strong sense of distinction 
between Spartans and reader being set up in the text. 
However, these disempowered viewers are merely young boys. 
The Lak. Pol. also presents influential or authoritative Spartans as 
viewers. The ephors, Sparta's executive officials, exercise their 
authority through sight, as their title of "Overseers" suggests (E<pOPOl, 
from Ecpop6cw, "to watch over"): "Watching what each man does, they 
make them all behave with moderation, as is to be expected," (13.5: 
OPWVTES bE 0 Tl nOlEl EKexOToe; ncXvTexe; crw<ppoVi~OUcrlV, we; TO 
26 There is a textual problem here. [Longinus] Subl. 4.4 an~ Stob. 4.2.23 ~ot~ quot.e 
Xenophon as using the phrase EV TOLe; 6cpSexA~ole; nexpSevwv (the pupils In th:lr 
eyes). All extant Xenophon manuscripts, whic~ come. fr?m . the s.ame manuscript 
family, have the phrase EV TOLe; SexAa~ole; nexpSevwv (virgins In their. be.dchambers). 
The problem has been discussed by Spina (1985), who argues co~vlncln~ly. for the 
ancient reading. Subl. 4.5 compares Xenophon's phrase. to .Ti~aeus d~sc~lptlon of_ a 
shameless man as having whores instead of virgins/pupils In hiS eyes (ev OcpSexAIJOle; 
Kopexe;, ~~ nopvexe; EXWV, FGrH 566 F122 = Plut. De vitioso pudore 528E). 
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EtKOC;).27 The same is true of the paidonomos (the official guard ian of 
the boys), whom Lycurgus makes responsible " ... for gathering the boys 
together, and for keeping watch so that if someone was negligent he 
could punish him severely," (2.2: ... ec8poi'SElV TOUC; TIcxl5cxC; KCXl 
ETIlO'KonOOVT(){, E'l TlC; P~8l0Upyoi." toxupWC; KOAOc'SElV).28 Sight 
imposes and constructs the operation of social roles, both of those 
inspected and of those doing the inspecting, whose positions of power 
are enacted though the operation of their controlling gaze. Vision is 
involved in the construction of power, but also of socio-political 
identities. 29 
In addition to being the object of the narrator's wonder (1.2: 
8cxu~Oc'Sw)/o Lycurgus is himself presented as a viewer (1.5; 1.7; 4.2: 
opwv): he watches people and constructs his laws in response to his 
observations. He is presented as looking not at his fellow Spartans but 
at "others" (1.5: TOUC; liAAOUC;; cf. 4.2) and at generalised human 
behaviour (1.7).31 In Lycurgus' use of sight in the invention of the 
27 Cf. the description of the ephors as ... WOTIEp Ol TlJpOCVVOl KOCl Ol EV Tole; yu~vlKole; 
OcYWUlV ETTlUT<JcTOCl (" ... Iike tyrants and judges at athletics contests": 8.4). 
28 Cf. the construction of power throug h visign in military tactics: TOUe; YE ~~v 
nOAE~iou<; lTTTTEl<; CPUAOcTTOUUlV Ocno xwpiwv wv a.v EK nAEiaTou npooptpEV ("The 
cavalry keep guard against the enemy from positions from which they can see the 
furthest": 12.2). 
29 Cf. the use of vision to maintain control in the military camp: cpUAOCKae; yE ~~V 
EnoillUE ~ESIl~Eplva<; 'Ia<; ~EV nocpa Ta onAOC E'luw ~AEnouUOCe;' ou yap nOAE~lWV 
EVEKOC OcAAa cpiAWV OCl>TOCl KocSiaTOCVTOCl ("(Lycurgus) also had day-time sentries 
posted by the arms, looking inwards; for they do not stand guard against the enemy, 
but against their own people": 12.2). Social identities are produced both in the 
sentries' gaze and in the exposure of those who are watched. 
30 Cf. the description of Lycurgus as El<; Ta eaxocToc [~aAoc] uocpov ("wise in the 
extreme / to the furthest limits": 1.2). Strauss (1939) 512 n.4 reads this as referring 
to the extreme nature of Lycurgus' laws. The phrase also calls to mind ~ EaxOCTl~, the 
borders or furthest bounds of a country; Lycurgus is "outlandishly" wise. 
31 Observation of "others": opwv TOU<; CXAAOU<; TOV npWTov TOO XPOVOU cX~ETpWe; 
Tocl<; yUVOCl~l UUVOVTOC<;, KOCl TOUTOU TOcVOCVTlOC eyvw ("Seeing th~t i~mediately af~er 
marriage men elsewhere spend an unlimited amount of time haVing Intercourse with 
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Spartan system, vision IS involved in the production of identities.32 
Further, his scrutiny and judgement of different types of conduct are 
comparable to the investigative vision invited of the reader: 33 in 
Lycurgus' inspection of "others" and of behaviour in general, non-
Spartans are exposed to a similar ethnographic curiosity. Lycurgus' 
investigative viewing challenges the security of the reader as a 
detached observer of foreign peculiarities. 
It is not only how Spartans see but how they present themselves 
to the sight of others that involves the construction of power. They 
self-consciously display themselves to the enemy: 
f' ,t, " 
OTCXV ycxp 0PWVTWV .,8., TWV TIOAEJ,.IlWV XiJ,.lCXlPCX crCPCXyl(X~"TCXl, CXUAElv 
TE TOU<; TICXPOVTCX<; . vOJ,.lO<; KCXl 
/\CXKE8CXlJ,.lOviwv OcOTEcpavwTov EivCXl' KCXl OTIACX oe ACXJ,.lTIpUVEa8cxl 
TIPOCXYOPEUETCXl. (13.8) 
their wives, (Lycurgus) decreed the opposite practice": 1.5). Generalised behaviour: E'l 
ye ~EVTOl (JU~ ~ocLIl yepcXlqJ VEOCV Exelv, opwv TOUC; TIlAlKOlHouC; <pUA<XTTOVTCXC; 
~6cAl(JTOC TeXC; YUVOCLKOCC;, TOevcxvTLcx KCXl TOl>TOU Ev6~laE ("Seeing that, if an old man 
happens to have a young wife, men of this age keep a close watch over their wives, 
(Lycurg us) instituted the opposite practice": 1. 7). See also: opwv o~v, ole; av ~<XAlaTCX 
<plAOVlKLOC EYYEVIlTOCl, TOl>TWV KCXl xopOUC; Oe~lCXKPOCXTOT<XTOUC; YlYVO~EVOUC; KCXl 
yU~VlKOUC; OeYWVOCC; 0e~L08EOCTOT<XTOUC;, Ev6~l-C;;ev, el KOCl TOUC; ~~WVTCXC; aU~~<XAAOl 
ElC; EPlV TIepl OepeT~C;, OUTWC; av KCXl TOUTOUC; ETIl TIAEl(JTOV 0e<plKvEla8cxl 
OevOpcxyoc8iocC; ("Seei ng that in those peoples among whom there is most of all a spirit 
of rivalry, choruses are the most worth listening to and athletic contests are most 
worth watching, he thought that if he could bring the young men together in 
competition concerning virtue, in this way they would attain the highest level of 
manliness": 4.2). Althoug h these people are not specified as (XAAOUC;, their position 
as "others" is implied: see the discussion of this passage below. Unlike in the other 
two examples, at 4.2 Lycurgus does not make the Spartans the "opposite" of those 
he observes, but copies them. 
32 Some of Lycurgus' prescriptions for Spartan behaviour involve how to see and be 
seen: a husband should be ashamed to be seen (6<p8~vCXl, 1.5) entering his wife's 
room' a man should be able to choose as a sexual partner whichever woman he sees 
(optiJ~, 1.8) to be suitable for bearing children. 
33 ct. the concern in PI ut. Lye. 4 with Lycurg us' travel in foreig n lands and study of 
foreign customs in the preparation of his laws. 
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"Whenever a goat is sacrificed when the enemy is already looking on, it 
is the custom that all the flute players present should play and none of 
the Spartans should be without a garland; an order is also given that 
weapons should be made to shine." 
The Spartans take control of their exposure to the enemy, placing 
themselves at the advantage. Similarly, Lycurgus orders men of a 
certain age to wear long hair in battle " ... considering that this would 
make them seem taller, freer and more formidable/gorgon-like," 
(11. 3: ... vOlJi-C:wv OUTW K<Xt IJEi-C:ouC; (Xv K<Xt EAEUSEPlWTEPOUC; K<Xt 
YOPYOTEPOUC; cp<xiVEO"S<Xl). The implicit comparison to the Gorgon, who 
famously turned those who looked at her to stone, suggests the 
potential of Spartan display to disempower the viewer. 34 
Spartan visual self-presentation produces more complex 
relationships, however, when directed not at enemies but at other 
Spartans. This is illustrated in the social exclusion of the man who is 
kakos, bad or cowardly. His exclusion does not make the kakos 
invisible; rather we are presented with a spectacle of exclusion where 
the presence of the kakos is made supremely visible: "Often he is left 
without a place after teams have been chosen for a ball game, and in 
choruses he is relegated to the most ignominious positions ... ," (9.5: 
, " -TTOAAOcKlC; 8' 6 TOlOOTOC; K<Xt 8l<XlPOUIJEVWV TOUC; <XVTlO"<p<XlPlOUVT<XC; 
aXWplO"TOC; lTEplyiYVET<Xl K<Xt EV xopolC; 8' ElC; TOcC; ETTOVEl8iaTouC; 
XW p<x C; alTEA<X UVET<X l. .. ). 
34 For the term yopy6C; in Xenophon, see chapter 2. 
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Part of the punishment of the kakos is his exclusion from the 
visual self-fashioning of the socially validated: "He must not stroll 
around anointed with oil or imitate those without reproach, or else he 
must receive a beating from his betters," (9.5: Aln<xpov be ou 
nA<XVI1TEOV oubE J.llJ.lI1TEOV TOUe; aVEYKAr;TOUe;, ~ nAl1yae; uno TWV 
aJ.lElvovUJV Al1nTEov). The kakos must not perform a mimesis of those 
belonging to the group from which he has been excluded. His social 
marginalisation makes him visually distinguishable from the rest: his 
identity as kakos is created in his deliberate marking of himself as 
different. 35 This identity is not only moral, but political: "by the bad 
and unmanly whole states are betrayed," (10.6: uno bE TWV K<XKWV K<Xl 
aVcXVbpUJV OAO<C; Tae; noXEle; npobiboaS<Xl). However, it is not just the 
identity of the kakos which is at stake. In beating him to enforce his 
visible difference, the socially included also mark themselves as 
visually different from him. Socio-political identities are created on 
both sides through self-presentation and its viewing; however, they 
are identities "in process", which need policing and violent 
enforcement. This recalls Lycurgus' infliction of punishment on those 
who are visible failing to live a virtuous life (EKELVOV sl1J.li<xe; J.lrl 
EAcXTTOUe; ElllSELVO<l Er Tle; <p<XVEpOe; Erl1 aJ.lEAWV TOO we; ~EATlO'TOe; 
Elv<Xl, 10.5): visual appearance becomes a site where civic values are 
enacted or enforced, and thus where socio-political identities are both 
formed and contested. 
3S Moral identity is portrayed as visible. Cf. the invocation of the reader at 2.14 
d . ked to look at Spartan obedience, discussed above, where the rea er IS as 
respectfulness and self-control. 
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A similar example arises in Lycurgus' regulation of the heb6ntes 
(the 20-29 year olds). He instigates rivalry among them concerning 
virtue (4.2: eplv nEpt OcpETr;<;), considering that: " ... in those peoples 
among whom there is most of all a spirit of competition, choruses are 
the most worth listening to and athletic contests are most worth 
watching .... ", (4.2: ... 0[<; (Xv 1.J(XAlOTOC qnAovlKlOC EYVEVllTocl, TOUTWV KOCt 
xopouC; Oc~lOCKPOOCTOTOcTOU<; YlYVOj..lEVOU<; KOCt yUj..IVlKOU<; Ocywvoc<; 
Oc~l08EOCTOTOcTOU<; ... ). The effect of the rivalry is that two opposing 
groups of hebontes " ... keep watch over each other in case they should 
lapse from the fine behaviour laid down by law," 
(4.4: ... nocpoccpuAOcTTOUO"lV OcAAr;AOU<;, EOcV Tl nocp<x T<X KOCA<X 
VOj..llS0j..lEVOC p~blOUPYWo"l), and fight whenever they meet (4.6).36 
The two groups eye each other, trying to identify each other as 
deviating from their expected role; as with the viewing of the kakos, 
identification of each other as deviant involves self-identification as 
socially validated. The use of competitive display as an analogy for the 
com petitive performance of virtue in Sparta also sets up the heb6ntes' 
mutual viewing as a spectacle open to view. Their spectacle of virtue is 
a political spectacle: "This rivalry is the dearest to the gods and the 
most political, in which the things which a good man must do are 
displayed" (4.5: Koct OCUTll b., YlYVETOCl ~ 8EoqnAEO"TOcTll TE Kat 
nOAlTlKWTOcTfl epl<;, EV n OcnobEbElKTOCl j..IEV &. bEL nOlELv TOV 
36 For cpuX6caaw as a visual term see Aesch. Ag. 8, where the term is used by the 
watchman to describe his sight of the light of the beacon. 
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ay<x86v ... ).37 Through both seeing and being seen, the heb6ntes 
perform their social identity38 - an identity which is continually being 
reinvented and fought over. 
How do these representations of viewing position the reader? 
Whereas the limitation on the gaze of the paidiskoi figures them as 
passive objects before the reader's inquiring scrutiny, the complacency 
of the reader is challenged in scenes where Spartans actively assert 
themselves through viewing and display, placing themselves in a 
position of power. In some scenes when Spartans look at and display 
themselves to each other, visual relationships become more complex. 
The viewer attempts to identify both the object of view and also 
himself, yet identities produced in the complex of sight and display are 
not fixed, but are continually in formation and open to contest. This 
has implications for the reader as a viewer of the text. The reader's 
relationship to the Spartans of the Lak. Pol. is constructed through 
viewing and interpreting: the viewing of the reader involves his or her 
own self-positioning as Greek, yet self-positioning is a conflicted and 
equivocal process without resolution. 
Conclusion 
Just as in the Anabasis and Cyropaedia scenes of spectatorship are 
"good to think with" in exploring how to respond to the foreign and 
37 We are told of the hebontes: vOlJi~wv TOl>TOU<;, El yevolvTo ?'lOU<; bEL, TIAELOTOV 
peTIElV enl TO Ocyoc90V Tti nOAEl ("(Lycurgus) considered ~,~at If they were such as 
they oug ht to be, they would incline the state towards good . ~.1). . 
38 Cf. eyn. 12.18-22, where men are imagined to become vlrt~ous by both seem,g 
and being seen by Virtue; also cf. Mem. 3.10.4, where a person s moral character IS 
said to be visible in the way he looks at someone. 
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how to conceptualise oneself as a su bject, similarly, the representation 
of viewing in the Lak. Pol. engages the reader in the problem of how to 
think about the Spartans and about his or her own relationship to 
them. Vision in the Lak. Pol. must be read in terms of its participation 
within an ethnographic discourse. My interest in saying this is not to 
deny the historicity of Spartan visuality. What I would say is that from 
this text (and from its position in a corpus of writing in which, as we 
have seen, vision is similarly imagined) we simply cannot answer the 
question of historicity one way or the other, and so we must consider 
what the text can tell us. 
Scenes of viewing in the Lak. Pol. allow us access to how Sparta 
was conceptualised. They offer a challenge to the security of Athenian, 
and Greek, self-consciousness: in such scenes, Sparta is conceptually 
slippery and hard to pin down. Presenting the Spartans sometimes as 
passive objects, sometimes as empowered, assertive agents, and 
sometimes as engaged in a contest for social identity and power, the 
Lak. Pol.'s scenes of vision implicate the reader in a fraught, shifting 
process of identification and self-identification. The crisis of self-
positioning in reading becomes a problem for the place of Sparta in 
Athenian thought. Read in this way, the Lak. Pol. becomes an 
invaluable source for the construction of both Sparta and wider Greek 
identities in the fourth century Athenian imagination. 
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6. Vision and the rhetoric of Panhellenism in the 
Agesilaus 
In chapter 5, we saw that the representation of Spartans in the Lak. Pol. 
presents a problem for the Athenian reader: will the reader identify 
with the Spartans as fellow Greeks, or be alienated from them as an 
independent, foreign power? As we have seen, the Lak. Pol. leaves the 
reader's response to this question open: Sparta becomes a conceptual 
space where anxieties about the security of Athenian, and Greek, 
identity are tested and played out. These issues reappear with all the 
more urgency in the Agesilaus. 
The Agesilaus is an odd work. It praises the Spartan king 
Agesilaus as the champion and defender of Greeks: the text is imbued 
with the highly politicised language of Greek-barbarian opposition, 
claiming that Agesilaus' anti-Persian military activities are necessarily 
"pro-Greek". Through the language of praise, the reader is invited to 
identify with him; he is held up as a paradigm (TT(XpOc8ElY~HX, 10.2) for 
imitation (~l~OU~EVOC;, 10.2). However, Agesilaus' involvement In 
violent conflict against non-Spartan Greeks, which occupies a 
significant portion of the narrative, is also made the subject of praise: 
it too, we are assured, is the behaviour of the ideal Greek. How would 
an Athenian reader respond to such a text? 
The Agesilaus has traditionally been treated as a Panhellenist 
text. Delebecque sees it as warning the Greeks of the need to unify 
against the threat of Persia under Artaxerxes III Ochos.l Dillery treats 
the Agesi/aus as "unreservedly an attempt to glorify the Spartan king",2 
which is enthusiastically Panhellenist; he contrasts it with the 
Hellenica's presentation of Agesilaus' involvement in internal Greek 
conflict, where he reads "disappointment and even anger" in 
Xenophon's treatment of Agesilaus' actions against fellow Greeks. 3 
Such a straightforwardly celebratory reading of the Agesilaus, however, 
has been questioned; whereas Delebecque notes the apologetic denials 
of Agesilaus' corruption in money matters, Hirsch reads the text as a 
whole as apology. Noting its "peculiar" and "defensive" tone and choice 
of subject matter,4 he sees it as a response to lost contemporary 
critiques of Agesilaus, whose accusations he attempts to reconstruct. 
He states that "the panhellenism of the Agesilaus is motivated 
primarily by the unpanhellenic character of much of Agesilaus' 
activity".5 
Such a description is paradoxical. If Agesilaus was so notoriously 
"unpanhellenic", why would claims of Panhellenism be thought an 
effective persuasive strategy? In this chapter I argue that although the 
Agesi/aus can be understood as a "Panhellenist" text in that it engages 
with questions about the nature of Greek identity current in 
contemporary Panhellenist thought, it reveals the complex, discursive 
1 Delebecque (1957). 
2 Dillery (1995) 114. 
3 Dillery (1995) 117. . II h 
4 Hirsch (1985) 51: "peculiar"; 53: "defensive". Cf. Hamilton (19.9~) 212, who ca s t e 
Agesilaus an "unusual treatise" which is "patently apologetic. See also Azoulay 
(2004c) 156-159, Cawkwell (1976) 64, Tuplin (1993) 53 n.32, Cartledge (1987) 55, 
Pernot (1993) 685 and Daverio Rocchi (2007) 393. 
5 Hirsch (1985) 51. 
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nature of Panhellenism by engaging in those questions in a troublingly 
contorted and challenging way.6 Agesilaus' actions against the Persians 
are described in highly polarised, ethnocentric language? which makes 
explicit reference to the Persian wars.8 Yet not only is attention paid to 
his Spartan identity,9 as indicated in the praise of Sparta which 
functions as praise of his genealogy at the beginning of the text (1.3-
4)10 and in the later praise of his patriotism (q'LXOTTOALC;, 7.1), but more 
importantly, the most "Panhellenist" language of the text is reserved 
for the description of his wars on fellow Greeks. 
We are told that although his fatherland was at war with Greeks 
he did not neglect the common good of Greece (OC; Kexl TToAE~ouaflC; 
Tr;C; TT<XTpiooC; TTp6C; "EXXl1vexC; o~WC; TOO KOLVOO ayexSoO Tn 'EAAixbL 
L 
6 Cf. Azoulay (2004c) 157, who frames Xenophon's use of Panhellenic language in his 
depiction of Agesilaus' attitudes towards political corruption in terms of a clash of 
democratic and elite ideologies. 
7 It is described as <TO> j.J~ TTepl T~e; 'EAAOcbOe; OcAAOc TTepl T~e; :Auiae; TOV Ocywva, "a 
contest not for Greece but for Asia", 1.8. Cf. (Xv TToAej.JeLv ~ouAflTal 6 ~Ocp~apoe;, 
OcoxoAiav aUTq> TTapE'~ElV OTpaTeUElV ETTl TOlle; ''EAAflvae;, "If the barbarian wished to 
fight, [Agesilaus] would pose a hindrance to his attack on the Greeks," 1. 7. 
8 ETTelb~ 6 nepafle; TTpoa8ev ETTl T~V 'EAAOcba ble~fl, OcVTlbla~~Val ETT' alnov, "Since 
the Persian had previously invaded Greece, [Agesilaus] would invade his land in 
return," 1.8. 
g The passages noted here are rather the exception. Although the reader cannot 
forget that Agesilaus is a Spartan, the text has very little direct to say about his 
Spartan identity. Delebecque (1957) 464 notes the lack of a partisan tone in the 
Ages., from either a Spartan or Athenian perspective: "line se place plus au point de 
vue ni de Sparte ni d'Athenes seules ... il s'exprime en citoyen de la Grece." Yet as 
Cartledge (1987) 5 7 notes, "the praise of an individual Spartan - admittedly an 
outstanding and so rather exceptional individual. .. - could not but rub off to some 
degree on his state." Note correspondences with the representation of Spartans 
elsewhere in Xenophon, e.g. the appearance of happiness at moments of distress: 
Ages. 11.2 and Hell. 4.5.10 & 6.4.16; and the obedience of powerful men to the laws: 
Ages. 7.2 and Lak. Pol. 8.2. The public visibility of Agesilaus (5.6-7; 9.1) might also 
recall the focus on public visibility in the Lak. Pol. (10.4-5; see chapter 5) or the 
public visibility of the Spartan commander Teleutias in the Hellenic~ (5.1.14-15; se.e 
chapter 2); yet it also recalls the public visibility of Cyrus the Great In the Cyropaedla 
(7.5.46; see chapter 4), of Socrates in the Memorabilia (1.1.10; see c~apter 2), and ~f 
Xenophon's claims about himself in his speeches to his troops In the AnabasIs 
(5.6.28, 6.4.15-17; see chapter 3). . 
10 Cf. the declaration that his virtue is confirmed through the J,udg~ment ,of the ~est 
men in the mig htiest state to allot hi m the h!g hest, privil~ge (ev T[l KpaTlOT[1 nOAH 
UTTO TWV cXpiaTWV Kpl8eVTa TOO KaAAlaTOU yepwe; a~lw8flval, l. 5). 
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OUK TUIEAl1aEv, 7.7), and that he looked on victory in a war against 
Greeks as a disaster (aulJq>opecv VOlJl-SOVTCX TO VlKlXv EV Tq> np6c; 
''EAAI1VCXC; nOAEIJ~, 7.4). He is even described as responding to the 
news that only eight Lakedaimonians but 10,000 enemy Corinthians 
had fallen in the battle of Corinth by bewailing the fate of Greece: <l>EO 
<aou>, <1 'EAA6cC;, onOTE Ol vOv TE8VI1KOTEC; lKCXVOL ~acxv -SWVTEC; 
VlKlXv IJCXXOIJEVOl n6cVTCXC; TOUC; ~cxp~6cpouC; ("Alas for you, oh Hellas, 
since those who are now dead would have been sufficient, had they 
lived, to have conquered in battle all of the barbarians!" 7.5). I return 
to this passage below. 
Such claims strike an odd note. Yet the text presents all its 
arguments about the meaning of Agesilaus' actions as equally valid 
and self-evident. All his actions, even those which seem mutually 
exclusive, are celebrated as pro-Greek, and are subsumed within a 
uniform rhetoric of praise. Arguing that the Helle nica , unlike the 
Agesilaus, is critical towards Agesilaus' campaigns against fellow 
Greeks, Dillery comments that it describes Agesilaus' route from Asia 
to Greece, as he turns from attacking barbarians to attacking Greek 
states, as following in the footsteps of Xerxes (Hellenica 4.2.8).11 He 
does not note that this same comparison is made in the Agesilaus: 
Agesilaus is praised for making the same journey as Xerxes but 
accomplishing it in a fraction of the time (2.1). What sort of praise is it 
that lauds Agesilaus for being better than Xerxes at being Xerxes? If 
Agesilaus' virtue offers a paradigm to be imitated - if Agesilaus is a 
11 Dillery (1995) 117. 
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paradigm of Greekness - what sort of Greekness is this? I argue that 
something more problematic, and interesting, is gOing on here, which 
reveals much about the complexities of fourth century Greek self-
consciousness. I avoid the contentious and much discussed issue of 
the relationship of the Agesi/aus to the representation of Agesilaus in 
the Hel/enica;12 I focus not on Xenophon's representation of Agesilaus 
the historical character, but on the Agesilaus as a text, considering 
what expectations the Agesilaus has of its readers, and what is at stake 
in the reader's response. 
approach these issues through examining how the text's 
scenes of display, vision and spectatorship position the reader. The 
Agesilaus implicitly imagines the reader as a spectator of the events of 
the narrative. The text describes itself as a display (ETTl8El~ElEV, 1.9), 
and its argument is upheld through a rhetoric of visibility, as the 
assertions of the narrator are justified by appeals to the reader's ability 
to see what is described. The claim implicit in such appeals is that 
sight is a transparent, self-evident process, which provides direct 
access to knowledge, and therefore offers authoritative confirmation of 
the text's assertions. Elsewhere, however, the sight of Agesilaus and 
his actions is offered to the reader in a way that is more ambiguous: 
the reader is invited to look at Agesilaus' display of harmonious Greek 
troops in Ephesus (1.25-27), but is also offered the spectacle of the 
12 See Dillery (1995) 114-117; Momiglian,o (1993) 50; Cartledge (1987) 65-66; Hirsch 
(1985) 56-57; Henry (1967) 107-133; Bnngmann (1971). 
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carnage-strewn battlefield after the Greek-on-Greek battle at Coronea 
(2.14). 
Further, there are numerous scenes of vision by spectators 
within the text in the description of Agesilaus' life and virtues. 
Agesilaus is praised for his visual availability; the sight of his viewers is 
used to back up the text's claims. He is also depicted as organising 
displays: there are scenes throughout the text in which viewers look at 
and respond to Agesilaus and his army. In the text's scenes of internal 
spectatorship, sight is revealed as a much more complex and 
conflicted experience than the narratorial rhetoric of vision would have 
us believe. Yet, as I will show, the text's rhetoric also continually 
undercuts itself, subverting its own claims even as it insists upon 
them: the presentation of the text as display self-consciously links the 
artifice of the text's own rhetoric to the processes of spectacle almost 
always associated in this text with Agesilaus himself. 
Narratorial authority and the reader's sig ht 
The Agesilaus makes claims for and simultaneously undercuts its own 
authority. This is partly a product of encomium discourse as such. In 
its opening claim of the difficulty of the task of praise familiar from 
fourth century encomia,13 the proem paradoxically both establishes 
and undermines the project of the text: 
13 Isoc. Evag. 8. Cf. Thuc. 2.35.2, Lysias 2.1, Hyperides 6 .. 1, .Dem. 6.0.1. See. Humble 
(forthcoming) for a discussion of the place of the Ages. within. the literary history o~ 
the encomium. As she notes, although this text appears ear!y In the development 0 
the encomiastic genre, its operation within generiC ex~ec.tatlons can. nevertheless ~e 
observed through comparison with examples of eXisting encomia, such as t e 
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Olo<x !lEv on T~C; )\YI]<nAeXOU dtP€T~C; TE K<xt 861;I]c; ou pqcOlOV ii1;lOV 
" , t' , 
ETHXlVOV VPCXliJCXl, OlJwC; 0' EYXElPI1TEOV. ou yap <Xv K()(AWC; EXOl El OTl 
TEAEWC; OcvrlP Ocvcx8oc; eVEvETo, Ola TOOTO ouoE IJElOVWv <Xv TUVX<XVOl 
eTICXlvwv. (1.1) 
"I know that it is not easy to write praise worthy of the virtue and 
reputation of Agesilaus, but nevertheless it is necessary to set my hand 
to the task. For it would not be fitting if, for the very reason that a man 
is so completely good, he should not receive praise even of an 
inadequate sort." 
This introduction is self-conscious, addressing the problems involved 
in writing. It also draws attention to the problem of reading: what will 
the reader get out of reading this text? The reader is informed that 
what he or she is about to read is incapable of fu lIy carrying out the 
function that it attempts to fulfil, but is inadequate (IJElOVWV). At the 
opening of the argument, the reader is invited both to engage with and 
doubt the narrator's voice as an authoritative source of praise. This 
introduction also problematises the reader's relationship with 
Agesilaus. How will the reader respond to a figure whose virtue is so 
great as to be beyond representation?14 Will the reader identify with 
speech of Agathon in Plato's Symposium (194e4-197e8) and Isocrates' Evagoras, as 
well with rhetorical handbooks written not long after Xenophon's time, the Rhetorica 
of Aristotle and the Rhetorica ad Alexandrum. I am most grateful to Noreen Humble 
for ki ndly allowi ng me to read this article prior to publi~ation. . " 
14 The claim of the insufficiency of language to praise the virtue of Agesllaus IS 
reminiscent of the claim made to Socrates about the impossibility of describing the 
beauty of the hetaira Theodote (Mem 3.11.1). Socrates' resp?nse is to go .to look at 
her; he says that what cannot be described must be seen. HIs c.omment hints at the 
priority of sight in the acquisition of knowledge; the pass~ge. which follows, however, 
challenges the conception of vision as provi?ing ~uthont~tlve acce~s to knowledge 
by showing how vision and display are manlpula.tlve and Involved In a struggle for 
power between viewer and viewed. See Goldhlll (l998a). Cf. responses to the 
Agesilaus, or does the excess of his virtue transform him into an 
oddity from whom the reader can only feel alienated? 
The formulation of the rhetoric of praise similarly invites doubt. 
Everything that Agesilaus does becomes a reason for praise in a way 
that can seem contrived. Again, this is partly in the nature of 
encomium. As Whitmarsh puts it: "Encomium invites polar thought: the 
praise-blame axis suggests an interpretative template, a fixed, 
schematic distribution of subjects into good and bad. But it also, of 
necessity, draws attention to the 'constructedness' of this distribution , 
and to this extent every encomium exposes its own arbitrariness."ls 
However, in the Agesilaus, this problem is also the subject of self-
conscious concern, and is directly addressed by the narrator. In the 
description of Agesilaus' preparations at Coronea, we are told 
KCXl OU TOUTO Xf~wv EPXO~CXL, w<; TIOAl> ~€V EAaTTOU<; TIOAU O€ 
XEipovcxc;, EXWV o~w<; UUVE~CXXEV' El yap TCXUTCX AEYOL~L, i\YlluiACXOV T' 
" """ , , " , ' CXV ~OL OOKW cx<ppovcx CXTIOCPCXLVELV KCXL E~CXUTOV ~wpov, EL ETICXLVOLIlV 
TOV TIEPl TWV ~EyiaTWV ElK[l KLVOUVEUOVTCX' OcAAa ~6cAAOV TaO' CXUTOU 
" cxycx ~ CX L, OTL TIXr;8o<; TE ouO€V ~Elov " 11 TO TWV TIOAE ~ lWV 
TICXPEUKEU6cuCXTO. (2.7) 
"I am not going to say that he had far fewer and far inferior forces but 
that he nevertheless accepted battle. If I were to say this, I think I 
would show Agesilaus as foolish and myself as stupid, if I praised him 
for rashly endangering the greatest interests. On the contrary, I admire 
exceptional beauty of Panthea in the Cyr.: Araspas advises Cyrus to look at her for 
himself (5.1. 7). 
IS Whitmarsh (2006) 309. 
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him for this very reason - that he equipped himself with a force in no 
way smaller than that of the enemy." 
As the narrator contemplates how best to praise Agesilaus, one 
possible option for praise is considered, only to be rejected and 
replaced with praise of an entirely contradictory characteristic. The 
self-criticism of the narratorial voice attempts to pre-empt the 
expected scepticism of the reader; the effect, however, is that the text 
undermines its own authority. In this self-conscious critique of the 
generic cliches of encomium discourse, the logic of praise elsewhere in 
the text is similarly laid open to evaluation and criticism. 
The text's simultaneous assertion and subversion of its own 
authority can be seen in its rhetorical manipulation of the language of 
display and visibility. We are told that the narrator will give an account 
(bll1vriaoIlOCl) of Agesilaus' actions in order to make clear / visible 
(KOCTOCbriXOU<;) his character (1.6);16 the narrator also asks 
TTWC; Oev Tl<; aocq>EaTEpOV ETTlbEi~ElEV we; EaTpOCTr;Vl1aEV n El <XUTOc 
bll1vria<XlTo ex €TTP<X~EV; (1. 9) 
"How could anyone display more clearly how he led the army than to 
narrate the things that he did?" 
Not only does the text characterise itself as a display, but Agesilaus' 
actions are framed as displays of his virtues. We are told that he 
16 This vocabulary occurs elsewhere. In choosing to go to fight in Greece Agesilaus is 
described as showing (ev5JlAOV, 1.36) that he would not ex~hange the ~hole w~rld 
for his fatherland, new friends for old, or safel~ wo~ ~nd dlsgracefu,l g~lns for ,Just 
'd d (1 36) The Asian Greeks decIsion to follow him IS described 
ones won ami anger . . ", f' d 0 
h ' (' s:. • '\ 1 38) that their friendship for hi m was not elg ne, n as sowing EuJll\wa<xv, . , - s;.). b " h d' 'n of Agesilaus' private virtues the narrator announces, vuv Ut ~gl~nln~ t e _ ISC,USS~o ~pETnv lTElp6caoll <Xl 5JlAOOV ("Now I will attempt to show the TJlV EV T[1 ",",UX[1 <XUTOU V\ • I ,.. 
virtue in his soul," 3.1). 
displayed himself as keeping his oaths (E<XUTOV 0' aVTETILOEl~OC; 
TIPWTOV J,JEV OPKOUC; EJ,JTIEOOOVT<X, 1.12); that he displayed his kingsh ip 
as worthy of praise (TIWC; OUK a~LETI<XlVOU ~<xcrLAEWC; K<Xl ToOT'epyov 
ETIEOEl~<XTO, 1.37) by bringing calm to the Asian cities which he took 
over; that he displayed courage more through good judgement than 
through risk-taking (OcAAOc J,Jrlv avopEl<XV YE TO TIAEOV J-JET' EU~OUAioc; 
tl J-JETOc KLVOUVWV ETIEOElKVUTO, 11. 9); and that he was unique in 
displaying that although bodily strength weakens with age, strength of 
soul in good men does not (~OKEL 0' eJ-JoLYE KOl TOOE J.JOVOC; 
avSpWTIWV ETILOEL~<XL, OTL ri J-JEV TOO crWJ-J<XTOC; lOXUC; Yflp6ccrKEL, ri Oe 
Tiic; \.Vuxiic; PWJ,Jfl TWV ay<xSwv avopwv ay~p<XTOC; EcrTLV, 11.14). We 
are also asked which of his deeds do not display his wisdom (T~v YE 
J-JrlV crOCPl<XV <XUTOO TIOL<XL TWV EKElVOU TIp6c~EWV OUK ETILOELKVUOUcrLV; 
6.4). The use of the verb ETILOElKVUJ-JL coincides with the vocabulary of 
signs (crflJ,JEL<X: 1.5, 6.2), memorials (J-JVflJ-JEL<X: 6.2, 11.7, 11.16), 
witnesses (J,J6cPTUC;: 3.1, 4.5, 5.7) and evidence (TEKJ-J~PL<X: 1.5, 3.1, 
4.1, 4.3, 6.1) - terms which do not carry a specifically visual meaning 
but which are often used in a way that implies the visual in this text 
(see discussion of specific examples below).17 
17 Th . hl'ch occurs three times in the text, is once explicitly visual, e term ~CXpTU<; w , _ . 
when describi ng eyes (~apTupcx<; TOU<; navTwv OcpSCXA~OU~ TI1<; O"(~CPPoO'uvl1<; 
. 5 7) It is used once in a way that strongly Implies the Visual, when ~~~~~~~~~;ilit'ar~ exploits (epywv), which are said ~o hav~ been
d 
witnes~ed (~,1?, ,~~e 
contrasted in terms of knowability with h is soul (T[1 4-'Uxr)' un ersftoo, as I n~lsl e
t 
, n (Mem. 1.4.9 & 4.3.14). The third use 0 IJCXpTU<; IS no 
else,where ~n xlenopho t Id that the whole of Lakedaimon is witness to the fact that 
obViously vlsua : we are 0 , ' 5) Th -
A 'I half of his inheritance to his mother s family (4.. e term O'I1IJElCX, 
gesl aus gave" d to describe the marks on Agesilaus' body left by 
which occurs tWice, IS once use _, CX· IIEVOr TOU- SUIIW I I <XXEO'SCXl 6.2) 
, , ( - 5e 'CXlJTO<; 0'11 ~ElCX cxnEVEYK,.. ~ ,.. l ,.. , flg~tlng O'cxCPll" KCXl as visible. Its other use, however, is non-visual, 
which are speCifically presented 'I k' (1 2) The term ~vlllJElcx, which 
referring to the decision to crown Agesl aus mg . . 
The history of this terminology IS revealing. Herodotus 
introduces his work as &TT68E~l<; in his proem, and backs up his 
assertions with claims of autopsy.I8 Rosalind Thomas has discussed 
Herodotus' concern with the problem of how to discuss the invisible 
(TO (XcP<XVE<;)/9 his use of analogy of the invisible with the visible 
(cp<XVEPO<;), and h is rei iance on the language of evidence and proof 
(especially the terms TEKJ,JriPlOV and J,J<XPTUpLOV) to support his claims. 
She argues that in addition to referring to the Homeric concern with 
the visible sign, this language draws on the terminology of the 
Presocratic philosophers and early medical writers. 2o The assumption 
lying behind this invocation of the visual seems to be that sight is a 
secure means of acquiring knowledge, as is indicated in Herodotus' 
famous story of Gyges and Candaules' wife and in Candaules' near-
quotation of the phrase of Heraclitus - that the eyes are more 
trustworthy than the ears (Hdt. 1.8).21 
In the democratic context of the late fifth century, however, this 
terminology becomes associated with the Sophists and with forensic 
and epideictic oratory, and therefore begins to carry slightly suspect 
connotations. Worman has discussed the relationship between the 
occurs three times, is once explicitly visual, referring to memorials of fighting which 
are described as available to be seen (6.2). It is once not visual, referring to 
memorials of soul which are explicitly contrasted to the physical memorial of a statue 
(T~e; 8e 4Jux~e; OU8eTIOTE eTIOCUETO j.JVJ1j.JELOC 8lOCTIOVOUj.JEVOe;, 11. 7); and once it _is 
ambiguous, referring to memorials of virtue left across the earth (j.JVIlj.JE~OC j.JE~ Tile; 
EOCUTOO OcpET~e; OcVcX TIaaOCV T~V Y~V KTIlaaj.JEVOe;, 11.16). The term TEKj.JIlPlOC I~ not 
generally visual, but seems to refer to the visual when we are told that Agesllaus 
offered "not unclear/invisible proofs" (OUK cX<pocv~ TEKj.J~pla, 6.1) of his courage by 
always fighting the strongest enemies and by placing himself on the frontline. 
18 See chapter 1 and Hartog (1988). . 
19 See, for example, the comments on the existence of the river of Ocean, Hdt. 2.23. 
20 Thomas (2000) 190-212, 221-228, 249-269. 
21 See Heraclitus 22 BIOla (D.-K.). 
rhetorical and the visual in late fifth century Greek thought, arguing 
that both visual appearance and spoken word were understood as 
open to be used flamboyantly or deceptively in order to manipulate. 22 
Thomas traces the use of the verb ano8EiKvU~l in fifth century prose, 
noting its widespread use in Antiphon and Gorgias and its near 
absence from Thucydides, with the significant exception of his 
protagonists' speeches, where it makes a frequent appearance. Here 
the term seems to imply a form of scheming persuasion from which 
Thucydides wished to distance his narratorial persona.23 The rhetorical 
use of display in the Agesilaus must be read through these 
contradictory connotations of display24 - the display of knowledge and 
manipulative display - in fifth century thought. 
The Agesilaus is also structured by repeated appeals to the 
visibility of what it describes. Claims of visual accessibility urge the 
reader to look at and therefore believe not only the events presented 
but the interpretation of those events which the text offers. The 
reader's visual experience is appropriated as part of a discourse of 
persuasion. However, the expectation behind these asides seems to be 
that the narrator's claims are not likely to be believed. 25 Although the 
voice of the narrator seems intent on limiting responses to the 
22 Worman (2002) 149-192 . 
23 Thomas (2000) 226-227. 
24 See Goldhill (1999) 3-4. , "f 'I' 
25 This is frequently made explicit: following the text s description 0 A9~sl ~ul~ 
sexual self-control, for example, the narrator a~~s(, "~~~t OPi~~O~~S~~~~;~~a~o~ai 
in regard to these matters I know well enoug, KCXl 0 Tl ~ " 
- " - 5 6) Cf the Lak Pol.'s expectation of doubt at ItS claims TlVEC; TOCUTOC OUK ocyvoUJ, . .. . 
about Spartan pederasty. 
narrative,26 making the reader passively accept what he or she is told , 
the expectation of disbelief also both prompts and licenses a more 
critical engagement with the text. 
Moreover, the processes by which authority is garnered through 
vision are not straightforward. Proof is offered through the claim that 
the reader (who is invoked through the indefinite Tl<;) can see not just 
the actions described, but the truth of the text's assertions about their 
meaning. After an account of Agesilaus' threats to Thebes and Corinth 
and his attack on Phleius on behalf of their exiled pro-Spartan 
factions, we are told 
TTP<XX9EVT<X cp<xvEp6c EOTl. (2.21) 
"Although someone could criticise these actions on other grounds, it is 
clear / visible that they were done through friendship." 
The correct interpretation to be put on Agesilaus' actions is described 
as visible. The possible negative reaction of "someone" is countered by 
the claim of the visibility of Agesilaus' virtuous motives.27 
Similarly, the claim that Agesilaus showed reverence for religion 
is su pported by the assertion that even his enemies trusted his oaths, 
which is backed up by a show of visibility: 
26 The narrator is concerned to identify the genre in whic~ ~e is speaking, clai~ing 
that the text should be read not as a funerary lament (ep'1V~v) ~ut as an encoml.um 
(eYKWlJloV) and giving explanations as to why this designation IS mo~e appro~rlla~e 
(10.3). Thi~ generic quibbling evinces self-consciousness about how t e text WI e 
received; the reader is informed how to ,read,' - " on (9 7) "How could 
27 Cf. T65e ye IJrlv nwc; ou aacpwC; npoc; TO yevvalOV eyvw, ... . , 
this not clearly show his nobility, that ... ". 
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OTTWC; oE TlC; , -()(TTlOTn, 
l. 
, , , 
K()(lOVO~()(a()(l ~OUAO~()(l TOU~ 
, , , 
ETTl<P()(VEOT()(TOUC; ()(UTWV. (3.2) 
"In case anyone does not believe this, I wish to name the most visible / 
famous among them." 
By making an argument which connects two things which do not 
appear to be logically related, as the visibility of the enemies is used as 
a sign of his religiosity, the text asks the reader to accept as inevitable 
the interpretative jump which it supplies. 28 This is a strategy familiar 
from forensic oratory - to let an argument that is easy to substantiate 
but essentially irrelevant stand in for and do the persuasive work of the 
main claim.29 
In order to back up claims of Agesilaus' andreia, we are told that 
after each of his battles ... 
... TPOTT()( lOV EOTri a()(TO, dc8av()(T()( ~Ev Ttl~ E()(UTOO dcPET~~ ~vtl ~El()( 
K()(T()(AlTTWV, a()(<p~ oE K()(l ()(UTOC; atl~El()( dcTTEVEYK<X~EVO~ TOO 8u~w 
L 
OOKl~a~ElV. (6.2) 
28 Similarly, Sparta is made into a visual sign for the excellence of Agesilaus: we are 
told that this is the only state, whether democracy, oligarchy, tyranny or kingdom, 
which is cpocvEp6c (visible / conspicuous) in having a government which has not been 
overthrown (1.4). This, we are told, is a sign of his family's (and therefore his) 
praiseworthiness: KOlvfI &~LOV ErHXlvE(JeXl T~V TE ncxTpibcx KCXl TO YEVOc;, CXlJTOO ("His 
L 
fatherland and his family are worthy of being praised together", 1.4). 
29 In Aeschines' Against Timarchus, Aeschines insists that he is sure that all his 
listeners have been to Salamis and have seen there the statue of Solon standing with 
his hand modestly under his cloak; he insists that they can therefore observe the 
moral contrast between such men as Solon and Timarchus (Aeschin. 1.25-26). The 
undeniability of the sight of the statue's gesture becomes the undeniability of 
Timarchus' guilt. However, Demosthenes' On the Embassy revisits this argument in 
his attack on Aeschines, to claim that the statue is a modern one and therefore 
cannot be used as proof of Solon's actual demeanour (Oem. 19.251-252). 
""7 
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" ... he set up a trophy, leaving undying memorials of his virtue, and 
bearing on his person clear marks of his spirited fighting. The result 
was that it was possible to judge his soul not by hearing but by 
seeing." 
Although the past tense (€~r;v) could imply that those who are 
imagined as seeing Agesilaus are those who were present, the 
impersonal construction also invites the reader to look. It is claimed 
that external visible signs allow access to Agesilaus' soul. Sight IS 
privileged above hearing in the acquisition of knowledge and IS 
understood to be a matter of judgement and evaluation: the term 
OOKq .. HXt:ELV has specifically Athenian democratic connotations through 
its evocation of the dokimasia, the public inspection of citizens. 
However, the freedom of interpretation and judgement implied by the 
suggestion of a dokimasia of Agesilaus' soul is circumscribed, as we 
are informed that the memorials are specifically memorials of virtue, 
and that the marks are marks of courageous fighting. 30 Although the 
sight of "someone" is encouraged to judge visible signs, the signs have 
already been interpreted. Similarly, elsewhere the visible sign is 
omitted from the process of visual evaluation altogether, as we are 
informed that nobody could have observed any arrogance in Agesilaus 
(TO IJEV IJEyaAexuxov OUK EloE TL<;, 8.1). 
30 This passage is immediately followed by the statement, Tp6n~lcx IJ~V J\Yl1a~A{Xou 
oux OO'()( EO'Tr;O'()(TO OcAA' OO'CX EO'TPCXTEUO'CXTO 5iKCXlOV vOIJ l"(;ElV ( But the trophies of 
Agesilaus should not properly be counted in terms of the number that he set up, but 
in terms of the number of battles that he fought." 6.3). It is explai.ned that when no 
battle took place because the enemy did not wish to engage, this should al~o ~e 
considered a victory of Agesilaus, just as in the games the unchalleng~d cha~plon I~ 
crowned victor (6.3). The rhetoric of visibility is un~ercut, as the meaning of trophy 
shifts to include a victory unsupported by visible eVidence. 
In an address in the third person imperative, the reader is 
directed to look at Agesilaus' home in order to believe the claim that 
Agesilaus lived very simply: 
El oE TlC; TOCOTOC OCTTlOTEl, lOETw IlEV OlOC OlKlOC npKEl <XL>TW 8E<xaaa8w 
l. ' 
OE Tdcc; SupOCC; OCUTOO· ElKaaElE ydcp Ocv TlC; ETl T<XUT<XC; EKEiv<xe; Elv<Xl 
exanEp }\plOT6oI11l0C; 6 'HpocKAEoue; OTE KOCTiiA8E AOC~WV ETIEaT~a<XTo. 
TIElp<xaSw OE SE<xaocaSOCl TtlV EVOOV KocTocaKEu~v, EVVOtlaaTw bE we; 
ESOlVOC~EV EV TOCIC; 8ualOCle;, OcKoua<XTw oE we; ETIl TIOAlTlKOO 
"If anyone doubts this, let him see what sort of house was sufficient for 
him, and let him gaze at his doors. Someone would think that they 
were still those same doors which Aristodemus, descendant of 
Heracles, took up and fixed in place when he came there. Let him try 
to gaze at the arrangements inside, let him notice how he entertained 
at sacrifices, let him hear how his daughter used to go down to 
Amyclae ina pu blic carriage." 
The invitation to see is mixed with invitations to notice and hear; it 
forms part of a complete scrutiny of Agesilaus' private arrangements. 
The reader is taken on a miniature visual tour which gradually narrows 
its focus and zooms in: first we look at the house, then we look at the 
doors then we look inside - or rather we try. Will we be allowed to see , 
inside, to enjoy the full voyeuristic experience? Although the direction 
to look makes the implicit claim that looking is a straightforward 
process which guarantees belief, the instruction to "try to look" seems 
to hint at the difficulty of really "seeing" and understanding Agesilaus. 
The imagined response of TlC;, who would think that the doors were 
those of the mythical hero Aristodemus, frames the vision of 
Agesilaus' house as a glimpse of a mysterious and inaccessible world. 
Although the reader is invited to gaze, he or she is not invited in. 
The Agesilaus also invites the reader to look at Agesilaus and his 
behaviour in scenes which are not governed by the rhetorical 
inculcation of belief, but are more open-ended. The text sometimes 
presents the events of its narrative through the eyes of a hypothetical 
spectator, using the impersonal expression "it was possible to see". 
These scenes allow the reader to imagine the experience of viewing the 
sights of the text, even though they leave the nature of the viewer's 
feelings undetermined. The first such scene, part of the description of 
Agesilaus' campaigns in Asia, presents Agesilaus' organisation of his 
troops at Ephesus. His encouragement of training and exercise in his 
men is imagined as producing a sight to be watched: 31 
EK TOUTOU oE TnxPtlV op6cv TOe IlEV YUllvauux IlEaTOe [TWV] avopwv 
yUIlVCX~OIlEVWV, TOV OE llTlTOOPOIlOV llTlTEWV llTlT<x-r:OIlEVWV, TOUC; oE 
aKovTlOTOe<; KCXl TOUC; TO~OT<XC; ElTl aTOXOV LEVT<XC;. a~L<Xv oE K<Xl OAflV 
T~V lTOAlV EV [i ~v 8E<XC; ElTOLflUEV (1.25-6) 
"Because of this it was possible to see the gymnasia full of men 
exercising, the race-course full of horsemen riding, and the javelin-
men and archers shooting at targets. Indeed, he made the whole city in 
which he was stationed worthy of being gazed at." 
31 See Dillery (1995) 30 on the equivalent passage in the Hell. (3 h4.16-17~: which he 
describes as "written in a way which imagines a reader who sees t e camp. 
The ~EV - OE construction, the tricolon of activities, and the anaphora 
in yu~vaal()( ... yu~V()(~O~EVWV and lTITI60po~ov lTITIEWV lTITI()(~O~EVWV 
produces a sense of trim efficiency and social order, as people and 
things resolve to their appropriate roles (what else should yU~VCxcrl()( be 
full of than of men YU~V()(~O~EVWV?). This image of social harmony is 
not just a spectacle of a virtuous and industrious city, but of the men's 
absolute obedience and Agesilaus' power as commander. The laying 
out of the Greeks' activities for the eye of the reader potentially invites 
identification with them: the reader cannot be impressed by the 
Greeks' unity and social cohesion, and identify with them as "ideal" 
Greeks, without identifying with Agesilaus as leader. However, 
identification is not the only possible response. 
What is the effect of the description of Ephesus as a city worth 
looking at (Oc~i()(v ... 8E()(<;)? The phrase recalls Xenophon's use of the 
adjective Oc~lo8E()(TO<;. Most frequently this term refers to the sight of a 
group or community: it describes cavalry processions (Hipparch. 3.1; 
Peri Hipp. 11.10, 11.12), choruses (Dec. 8.4; Lak. Pol. 4.2), festivals 
(Hiero 1.11), a body of victorious Spartan troops (Hell. 4.5.6), an 
orderly warship (Dec. 8.8) and the sights of the city of Athens, both 
sacred and secular (Poroi 5.4). The term can also have erotic 
connotations: the beautiful Abradatas is worth seeing even before he 
arms himself (eyr. 6.4), and Callias is worth seeing when inspired by 
love for Autolycus (Sym. 1.10). The erotic aspect of the latter example 
is tempered by religious or cult overtones as we are told that not just 
those inspired by the god of love but all those inspired by gods are 
2~1 
worth seeing (Sym. 1.10): the sight of the o(~Lo8E<XTO<; suggests both 
pleasure and estranging awe. 32 
In the Deconomicu5 the chorus that is worth watching is 
specified as orderly (8.4) whereas the sight of a disorderly chorus 
provides no pleasure (8EOccr8<XL OcTEPTTE<;, 8.3): it is the obedience of 
the group to those in control that produces a sight worth watching. 
The pleasure of the viewer suggests a sense of identification with the 
group who are the object of sight: the sight of the chorus is compared 
to other sights of group activities, where a response of pleasure 
depends on the viewer's relation to the group. An orderly army is a 
beautiful sight for friends but a most unwelcome sight to enemies 
(KOcAALO"TOV IJEV (bELV TOL<; cpiAOL<;, bUOXEPEO"T<XTOV oE TOL<; TTOAEl-lioL<;, 
Dec. 8.6), and the orderly warship is worth watching for friends but a 
frightful sight for enemies (cpo~Ep6v EO"TL TTOAElJioL<; ~ cpiAOl<; 
Oc~Lo8E<XTOV, Dec. 8.8). 
However, the term Oc~Lo8E<XTO<; does not always imply 
identification with the object of sight. Although it is not directly 
specified, in the case of the spectacle of Spartan troops, mentioned 
above, those watching seem to be members of embassies from Boeotia 
and other states (Hell. 4.5.6). The worth-watching chorus of the Lak. 
32 The connotations of sights worth seeing are appropriated an? trans,form~d b~ 
Socrates, as the pleasurable sights of the city are replaced by phllosophlca,l sights. 
Antisthenes insists that poverty allows him the leisure to look at what IS worth 
seeing, which for him is to be in the company of Socrates (Sym" 4.44); and Socr~tes 
insists that his "display" (eTIlbElKVUV(Xl) of well and badly org~nlsed households IS a 
sight worth seeing (Dec. 3.4) which is more us~ful that watching tragedy or comedy, 
whose purpose is pleasure rather than self-Improv~me,nt, (O~C. 3.7~9). Socrates 
identifies pleasurable viewing as unreflective ~nd ~as,slve; It IS, rejected In f~vour of a 
critically engaged, judging vision which, crucially, IS Involved In ~he for,matlon of ~he 
ideal citizen. The attitude of the viewer and the responses that sight might engen er 
become the subject of political concern. 
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Pol. is seen by the Spartan law-giver Lycurgus as part of his viewing of 
the practices of other states (Lak. Pol. 4.2). When used of festivals, the 
term describes the pleasures of travel to festivals in foreign cities (EV 
<xXXV XWP~ EOTlV oc'~l08E()(T()(, Hiero 1.11), and the worth-watching 
sights of Athens are referred to as something that will draw foreign 
visitors to the city (Poroi 5.4).33 
These examples engage usefully with the sight-worthiness of 
Agesilaus' Ephesus. Do Agesilaus' men present a pleasurable vision of 
a community with which the reader is expected to identify, or does the 
absolute obedience of the army to Agesilaus offer a fascinating, yet 
alienating, glimpse of a curiosity? The phrase ncxp~v opav is 
impersonal: no potential responses to the sight are described. The 
reader is informed in a second person address what he or she would 
think of the activity in the city ( ... TrlV nOAlv OVTWC; &.v ~y~aw nOAE~ou 
EPV()(OTriPlov Eiv()(l, " ... you would have thought that the city was a 
workshop for war," 1.26), yet it is not stated how the reader is 
expected to feel before such an overwhelming sight. 
Immediately following this, we are offered another vision of 
Agesilaus and his men in Ephesus. Here we are told how the viewer 
would respond: 
, , - " 
ETTEppwa8n b' <xv TlC; KaKElvo {bWV, i\vnalAcxov ~EV npWTOV, EnElTCX 
, t" , -
bE K()(l TOUC; <xXAOUC; OTPCXTlWTCXC; EaTECPCXVW~EVOUC; TE onou cxno TWV 
33 Indeed, Goldhill (2000) 166-175 has discussed how t~e. verb the~~mai and its 
f t · part of a democratic terminology of VISion, describing travel to cognates unc Ion as . h h . 
other Greek states for the purpose of watching festivals. He argues t at
b 
t eadomal 
. . d"d I as opposed to state am assa ors, denotes travel to festivals by private In IVI ua s . 
whose viewing is described by the term theoria; see also Goldhlll (1999) 5-8. 
YUl-ivocaiwv 'lOlEV, KOCl OcVOCTl8eVTOCe; TOUe; O"TE<pavOUe; Tn J\PTE~HfH. 
(1.27) 
"Somebody would have been encouraged / strengthened in watching 
Agesilaus in the lead, then behind him the other soldiers returning 
garlanded from the gymnasium and dedicating their garlands to 
Artemis." 
The introduction of Tle; invites the reader to replicate the 
response described, feel encouraged by the sight and so identify with 
Agesilaus and his followers. Yet immediately the identity of the 
"somebody" is closed down, defined much more narrowly within the 
narrative frame, in the explanatory rhetorical question: onou yap 
liVOPE<; 8EOU<; I-IE:V ae~olEv, nOAEl-ilKa OE: OcaKoLEv, nElScxPxlcxv OE: 
I-IEAET(f>EV, 11WC; aUK ElKOC; EVTCXOSOC naVTCX I-IEO"Ta EAnlowv aycxSwv 
ElvOCl; ("For where men reverence the gods, train in warfare and 
practise obedience, is it not likely that everything there would be full of 
good hopes?", 1.27). In this justification of the claim about the 
response the procession would evoke, Tle; seems to be someone on the 
spot (0110U ... EVTOC08oc), watching the procession of men, participating 
in the virtuous activities of the city and experiencing "good hopes"; the 
imagined response to the sight becomes the response of a 
participant. 34 The reader, reminded that his or her viewing of events 
can only be a distanced, literary viewing, may feel excluded from the 
response imagined. 
34 See Dillery (2004) 265, who stresses that one of the main audiences for this 
procession is the men themselves. 
The second key passage where events are described through the 
experience of an imagined viewer occurs at a very different moment:35 
as a response to the Greek-on-Greek destruction on the battle-field at 
Coronea: 
ETTEi YE J-ltlv EArf~Ev ri J-lOcXI1, TTcxpiiv Otl 8EOc(J(xa8cx l Ev8cx auvETTEaov 
OcAAr;AOLC; TtlV J-lEV Yiiv CXLJ-lCXTl TTECPUPJ-lEVI1V, VEKPOU<; oE KElJ-lEVOU<; 
CPlAiou<; KCXl TTOAEJ-liou<; J-lET' OcAAr;AWV, OcaTTiocx<; oE OlCXTE8puJ-l~EV<X<;, 
06PCXTCX auvTE8pcxuaJ-lEvcx, EYXElpiolCX yu~vOe KOAEWV, TOe ~EV x<x~<xi, 
TOe 0' EV aWJ-lCXTl, TOe 0' ETl ~ETOe XElpcx<;. (2.14) 
"When the battle was over, in the place where they fought each other it 
was possible to look upon the earth stained with blood, the corpses of 
friends and enemies lying side by side, shields smashed to pieces, 
spears snapped in two, daggers bared of their sheaths, some on the 
ground, some embedded in bodies, some still gripped by hands." 
The series of J-lEV - oE constructions and the asyndeton produce a 
sense of overwhelming scale. The phrase TT<xpiiv on 8EOcacxa8<Xl offers 
the field of battle as a sight to be perused by the reader. No imagined 
responses are given. What is the hypothetical viewer to make of the 
sight? In this scene of violence and destruction, all sides are equally 
implicated: the bodies of friend and enemy are muddled up, shields for 
defence and spears for attack are both destroyed, and daggers are 
found in the lifeless hands of those who struck with them and in the 
bodies of those killed by them. The sight is carefully framed so that 
35 C I d (1987) 60 who reads the description of the visual effect of the Contrast art e ge , . . th b ttle 
battlefield as evidence that Xenophon was himself an eyewitness to ea. 
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the beholder is unable to take sides in the mutual frenzy of 
destruction: the scene is self-consciously not focalised from anyone 
position. Crucially, both friend and enemy (cplALOU<; KCXl nOAE~LoU<;) are 
Greeks. 
What lesson are we supposed to learn about Agesilaus from this? 
His response is to order a spectacle of his own: 
npq> be rOAlV TOV nOAE~cxpxOV ncxpcxTOc~CXl TE EKEAEuaE TO aTPOcTEU~CX 
KCXl TPOTTCXlOV lOTcxaSCXl KCXl aTEcpcxvoOaSCXl nOcVTCX<; TW SEW KCXl Tour 
l. l. "'=' 
CXUAI1TOcC; TTOcVTCXC; CXUAEIV. (2.15) 
"In the morning Agesilaus ordered the polemarch Gylis to draw up the 
army in battle order and to set up a trophy and to have everyone wear 
garlands in honour of the god and to have all the flute-players play." 
The sequence of infinitives, the KCXl. .. KCXl. .. KCXl. .. and the repetition of 
nOcVTCX<; emphasises the efforts put into the staging of Agesilaus' 
display. The reader is allowed no pause to consider his or her response 
to the sight of the battle-field; the spectacle of Greek corpses is 
replaced by a spectacle of Agesilaus' triumph. But how easily is this 
sleight of hand performed - how far can one spectacle be elided into 
the other? If the reader is shocked by the sight of Coronea, what 
response will the celebratory display of Agesilaus provoke? Are we to 
identify with his self-congratulation, or be disturbed by it? 
This openness or indeterminacy in focalisation also occurs in the 
description of the battle of Coronea itself, which is framed so that 
despite the text's overarching concern with the life of Agesilaus, the 
reader is left unsure whether this remains his narrative or has widened 
into a larger narrative of Greek events. At the opening of the battle, a 
scene of viewing is presented: 
- '''' 
cruv[lcr<xV ~EV y<xp Ele; TO K<XTa KOPWVEl<XV TIEoiov Ol ~EV cruv 
J\Yl1crlAOctp cXTID TOO Kl1q>LcroO, Ol oE cruv Tote; et1~<xiol(; aTIO TOO 
'EAlKWVOC;. EWPWV OE TOce; TE <pOcX<xyy<xe; aAA~AWV ~cXA<X lcrOTIcXAOUC;, 
CJ)(EOOV OE K<xt OllTITIEte; ~cr<xv EK<XTEPWV lcrOTIAt18Ete;. (2.9) 
"They met on the plain of Coronea, those with Agesilaus coming from 
Cephisus, those with the Thebans coming from Helicon. They saw that 
each other's battle-lines were equally matched, and that the cavalry of 
each side were equally numerous." 
Just as the verb cruvncr<xv (they met) has both armies as its subject, 
equally weighted in a ~Ev - oE construction, so too the verb EWPWV 
presents the experience of looking focalised through the eyes of both 
sides simultaneously. Before the battle proper begins, there is a 
moment of pause and reflection where each side views and weighs up 
its opponent - and this experience is presented as shared. The 
narrator's justification for describing the battle similarly focuses on its 
communal significance: 
Oll1y~crO~<Xl oE K<xt T~V ~cXXt1v· K<xt yap €YEVETO Ol<XTIEP OUK CX AA t1 TWV 
€<p' n~wv. (2.9) 
"I will describe the battle, for there was none other like it among us." 
Who are n~wv? Are "we" (as the "Greeks") both sides, who are about to 
kill each other? In that case, is the text as a whole, as a narrative 
focused on Agesilaus, not in a full sense about "us"? 
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The text moves on into a description of the actions of first one 
side, then the other (2.10-11). For much of this description, Agesilaus 
is not the main instigator of action, and appears only when he is 
inappropriately garlanded in victory before the battle is over (although 
he reappears in control of the action at the end of 2.11). Those who 
act are rather the Thebans, the Argives, the men under Herippidas 
(who consist in those who came with Agesilaus from home and some 
of the remains of the 10,000), the lonians, Aeolians and 
Hellespontines. Those who are next described as seeing are the 
Thebans (when they saw (El80v, 2.11) their allies taking refuge by 
Mount Helicon, wishing to break through to join them they marched 
forward robustly). The narrative is told as a narrative of various Greek 
groups; despite the text's stated aim to praise Agesilaus, the reader is 
not invited to identify or side with anyone group. 
Internal spectators 
In the scene of the battle of Coronea discussed above, the nature of 
the reader's visual engagement with the text is informed by the way 
that internal spectators see the events described. Throughout the text 
there are numerous moments of display and Sight, and it is to these 
that I now wish to turn: how does the representation of vision impact 
on the reader's sight of Agesilaus? As with the rhetorical appropriation 
of the reader's vision to back up the text's argument, the visual 
experiences of spectators within the Agesilaus are also offered as 
confirmation of the text's claims. 36 In the discuss' fA' Ion 0 gesllaus' 
sexual abstinence, expected disbelief is countered by the claim of 
Agesilaus' accessibility to view by others: 
aAAOc TOCOTOC ~EV OAlYWV Elb6TWV TTOAA01~ E"~EOTlv aTIlOTE1V' TOe bE 
TT6cvTE<; t' t' OTl '1 KlOTex ~EV ! Ol , , ETTlcpexvEOTexTOl TWV 
avSpWTTWV AocvS6cvoUOlV t' " o Tl exv TTOlWOlV' 7XY'1crlAexOV bE Tl 
TIp6c~OCVTOC [~EV] TOlOOTOV OUTE lbwv TTWTTOTE OUbEL~ aV~YYElAEV OUTE 
ElK6c1::wv TTlOTOc &V EbO~E AEYElV. KexL ydcp El~ OlKlexv ~EV OUbE~lexV lbicx 
l. 
EV aTTOb'1~l<2' KexT~YETO, aEL bE <~v> n EV lEP(fJ, EVSex b~ abUVCXTOV TOe 
- , " , TOlexUTOC TTpexTTElV, '1 EV cpexVEP(fJ, ~apTupex~ TOU~ TIaVTWV 6cpSexA~OU~ 
Tti~ crwcppocrUV'1<; TTOlOU~EVO~. El b' EYW TexOTex lIJEUbo~exl aVTlex Tti~ 
IEAA6cbO~ ETTlOTOC~€V'1~ EKE1VOV ~EV OubEV ETTexlVW, E~exUT6v bE lIJEyw. 
(5.6-7) 
"When things are known only to a few, it is possible for many to 
disbelieve them. But we all know that the most visible are least able to 
escape notice in what they do. Certainly, no-one ever reported seeing 
Agesilaus doing such a thing, nor was anyone who conjectured such 
36 After an accou nt of Agesilaus' military exploits we are told: KOCl TOCOTOC ~EV 8~ 
ElpflTOCl oaoc nilv EKELVOU epywv ~ET(X nAEL<JTWV ~OCPTlJPWV Enpexx8Yl. Ta yap 
TOlOCOTOC ou TEKj.JflPLWV npoaOELTocl, eXAA' eXvOC~V~(JOCl ~6vov eXPKEL KOCl Eu8u<; 
nl<JTEUETOCl. vOv oe TtlV EV Tn llJUxn OCUTOO eXPETtlV nElpex(Jo~OCl 8YlAoOv ... ("Described 
so far are those of his deeds th~t were performed before many witnesses. Such 
things do not require proof, but only mentioning them is sufficient and immediately 
they are believed. Now, however, I will attempt to show the virtue in his souL .... , 3.1). 
As mentioned above, ~OCPTUpWV does not necessarily refer to visual witnessing; yet 
the context of Agesilaus' military engagements and the contrast between deeds 
(epywv) and the soul, often depicted as invisible in Xenophon (Mem 1.4.9 & 4.3.14), 
imply that his deeds are imagined as seen. (This contrast is to some extent undercut 
by the claim that the narrator will show (8YlAOOV) the virtue of his s~ul.) The very 
presence of a witness is understood to authorise the truth of an assertion. However, 
it is left vague what aspects of the argument the witness is ,!O be understood. as 
confirming: what has been described so far (KOCl TOCOTOC ~EV 8~ ElPYlTOC~ ... ) are not Just 
deeds, but specifically, the virtuous nature of those deeds. The expenen~es of those 
who witnessed Agesilaus' military exploits are glossed over and appropnated to the 
text's argument. 
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actions believed to speak the truth. For when away from home he 
never stayed in a house by himself, but always stayed either in a 
temple, where it was impossible to do such things, or in the open, 
where he made the eyes of all men witnesses of his self-control. If I lie 
about these matters against the knowledge of Greece, I do not praise 
him, but censure myself." 
The implicit claim is that vision allows unmediated access to 
knowledge. However, importantly, the exposure of Agesilaus to the 
sight of those around him seems to be part of a self-conscious, 
deliberate self-fashioning: we are told not just that he is observed, but 
that he actively engages with his viewers, making the eyes of all 
witnesses to his self-control (j.JcXpTupexe; TOlle; TTcXVTWV OcpSexAj.JOlle; T~e; 
awcppoaUVI1C; TTOlOUj.JEVOe;, 5.7). His self-exposure involves the 
acquisition of social and political influence. 
The argument is based on assertions about what "we all" know 
(TTcXVTEe; ETTlOTcXj.JESex, 5.6), and about what Greece knows (T~e; 
'EAAcXOOC; ETTlOTexj.JEVI1e;, 5.7), even while informing the reader what he 
or she should know. 37 The appeal to the eyes of all (TOlle; TTaVTWV 
Oq>SexAj.JOllC;, 5.7) constructs an imagined community of viewers in 
which the reader is invited to participate, and is thus both constitutive 
of political identity and coercive; the sceptical viewer, who might see 
37 This strategy is familiar from Socrates' discussions with his interlhocutor'~H' At sym
l 
.: 
C II ' . "nspired by caste eaven Y 8 11-12 Socrates claims to know that a las IS I h ' 
'. h I "V Igar" Aphrodite; Hermogenes comments t at In Aphrodite rather t an carna u "." h he ou ht to behave 
flattering Callias Socrates is in fact ,ed,uca\l~g him I,n ,ow 8 12) g 
(xocpls6~EVOC; KOCAAl~ KOCl TTOClbEUElC; OCUTOV OlOVTTEP XPfl ElVOCl,. . 
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and know something different, is excluded from being part of "us", or 
part of Greece. 
Jarringly, however, the expectation of the passage seems to be 
that the narrator's statements will not be believed; the passage invites 
scepticism even while ruling it out as the response of a proper Greek. 
Further, the description of Agesilaus' behaviour, as well as inviting the 
reader to identify with him as a virtuous ideal, also offers up Agesilaus' 
most private habits as a source of speculation and curiosity: the 
expectation of disbelief about Agesilaus' sexual practices and sleeping 
arrangements suggests their exoticism and strangeness. 38 His 
permanent exposure to the eyes of all, while acting as the guarantee of 
his virtue, figures him as an oddity. His sexual self-control is said to 
be worthy of mention because of its wondrousness (8au~J(xTo<; EVEKa 
Oc~lOV ~vl1aeiival, 5.4); the term 8aO~a suggests awe, but also 
scrutiny of the alien. 39 
Scenes of spectatorship in the Agesilaus are frequently involved 
In the construction of power relationships and of cultural identity. 
Through sight and display Agesilaus places himself in a position of 
military or political dominance; Agesilaus' self-conscious manipulation 
of his and others' visual effect poses a challenge to the functioning of 
the text as display, and its uncritical acceptance by the reader. Viewing 
is also depicted as involved in political self-poSitioning. In its scenes of 
sight and response, the text frequently presents sight as culturally 
38 Of the wei ht placed on the claim that Agesilaus did not stay in a hous.e ~.hen 
travellin Hir~ch (1985) 54 notes "Xenophon's protestati?n.s here are excessive. He 
reads thr~ passage as indicating that Xenophon is contradicting a rumour of scandal. 
39 Cf. 2.2 7: CX~lCX 9CXUj.JCXTOC; 5lEnpCx~(xTO. 
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determined: Agesilaus' way of seeing is claimed as a Greek way of 
seeing. Yet Agesilaus empowers himself over not just barbarians but 
also Greeks: the rhetoric of these scenes invites the reader to identify 
with Agesilaus, but simultaneously reveals such identification as 
politically problematic. 
Internal spectators: power 
During the text's sequences of battle narrative the actions of each side 
are often described in terms of how they see events. In the conflict 
with Tissaphernes, the Persians catch sight (K()(Tl06vTEe;, 1.30) of the 
Greek camp-followers and kill them. Agesilaus sends in the cavalry to 
support them, but when the Persians see (Eloov, 1.30) them coming 
they confront them. Here the Persians seem to be in control of both 
the visual field and the battle-field. Yet on achieving victory Agesilaus 
is able to turn things around: 
... TOU<; IlEV np6aSEv npoaKuvElv ''EXXI1V()(e; OcV()(YK()(~OIlEVOUe; opwv 
TlIlWIlEVOU<; ucp' <Lv u~pi~OVTO, TOUe; OE Oc~lOOVT()(e; K()(L TOce; TWV 8EWV 
TlIlOc<; K()(pnOOaS()(l, TOUTOUe; nouiu()(e; 1l110 ' OcVTl~XEnElV Tole; ''EXXI1Ul 
OUv()(aS()(l. .. (1.34) 
" ... On the one hand he saw the Greeks, who had previously been 
forced to bow down, honoured by those who had abused them, and on 
the other hand he caused those who had previously thought 
themselves worthy to enjoy the privileges of gods to be unable to 
return the gaze of the Greeks ... " 
Both actual control and visual control are transferred into Greek h d 
an s, 
as Agesilaus watches Persian submission, and the Greeks gaze at the 
Persians without the Persians being able to look back. 40 
Agesilaus and "the Greeks" are identified: the ~Ev _ oE 
construction makes the viewing experiences and concomitant 
empowerment of each equivalent. However, Agesilaus remains the 
subject of the participles in both clauses. The story of Greek 
empowerment remains ultimately the story of his own power: in 
surveying Persian submission Agesilaus also surveys the Greeks being 
honoured by them. In this passage we are also told that the affairs of 
the barbarians became more hopeless and the position of Agesilaus 
was strengthened (TOe ~EV TWV ~<xp~<xpwv ETL OceU~6TEp<x EYEVETO, T<X 
OE i\YI1O'LAOcOU TIOAl> Eppw~EvEOTEP<X, 1.35) as various peoples broke 
away from the Persian Empire to join him, with the result that he 
became the leader not just of the Greeks but also of the barbarians 
(lOO'TE OUKETL !EAAr;vwv ~6vov OcAA<X K<Xl ~<xp~<xpwv nOAAwv ~YE~WV 
rlv 6 i\YI1 O'lA<X 0<;, 1.35). The blurring of two different groups of 
barbarians, the Persian Empire and its subjects, blurs the role of 
40 There are a number of other occasions when Agesilaus' sight manifests, his control 
h' , t nd those around him On seeing (lowv, 2.18) that Plraeum was over IS envlronmen a . '"
strongly guarded by the Corinthians, he tricked them by movl~g hiS cam~ dUring the 
night to a position before Corinth, drawing off men from Plraeum, ~hlch he then 
captured in its undefended state. He saw (ewpcx, 2.25), th,at Sp~rta reQUlr:,d mon~y ~o 
gain allies so tried to raise some, and gave half hiS Inheritance ,to IS m,ot er S 
k ' f I k ' , (" 4 5) that they were in want. On refUSing to kiSS the In 0 on seeing EWPCX, . " , h's 
beautiful Megabates, he is said to have described hiS determl,natlon to overcome I 
desire for him as akin to a dete~minati?n t~ o,verc~me t~e ~~s~r~~v~~~ ag:~~~a~e~~~ 
sights: !JOcXEa9cxL y~, !JE~TOl ncxX~:, Trl~ ~u~~~:ct;~EJCXl ~"I swear by all the gods 
!J<XXXov ~ouXEa9cxl ~ ~CXVTCX !JOl o~~ ~~ttle over again than to have everythi ng that I 
that I would prefer to fight that sa f Id n sight frames vision as an invasive 
see turn to gold", 5.5). The concept 0 a go e 
assertion of control. 
Agesilaus: is he conqueror of barbarians or their champion?4 1 It 
similarly frames Agesilaus' "leadership" of the Greeks as a conquest 
comparable to his treatment of barbarians, an implication made 
explicit when we are told that the Greeks of Asia mourned his 
departure as though they were bidding farewell not just to a ruler but 
to a father or comrade (Ol EV Tfi }\ui~ "EAAr,VEe; OUX we; exPXovToe; 
~ovov OcAAOc K<Xl we; TT<XTPOC; K<Xl ET<xipou OcTTlOVTOC; <XUTOO EAUTTOOVTO, 
1.38). While the comparison to father or comrade suggests the Asian 
Greeks' close identification with him, nevertheless the thrust of the 
sentence reminds us that that he is not such a relation, but their ruler. 
Agesilaus is also repeatedly shown as the instigator of displays. 
When Tissaphernes tricks him by breaking their armistice and raising 
an army, we are told 
, , " " -" 
... Tluu<x<pepvr,v ~EV E~<P<XVlU<XC; ETTlOPKOV <XTTlaTOV TT<XUlV ETTOlr,UEV, 
E<XUTOV 8' OcVTETTl8Ei~<xC; TTPWTOV ~EV OPKOUC; E~TTE800VT<X, ETTElT<X 
UUVSr;K<X<; ~r1 4JEu8o~EVOV, TTavT<XC; ETTOir,UE K<Xl "EAAr,V<XC; K<Xl 
~<xp~apou<; S<XPPOOVT<XC; uuvTiSEUS<Xl E<XUTq>, E'l Tl ~OUAOlTO. (1.12) 
"By revealing Tissaphernes as a breaker of oaths he made him 
distrusted by all, whereas by displaying himself as someone who after 
swearing oaths does not break his agreements, he encouraged 
everyone, Greeks and barbarians alike, to make agreements with him 
whenever he wished." 
the similar representation of Alexander the Great in 
41 See Whitmarsh (2002b) on , d' (1991) 76-80 on the representation of Philip of 
Plutarch's Alexander. Cf. also Tre e. 'ther championing the Greeks in their 
Macedon in fourth ce~tury rhetoric) a~r ~IS a second Xerxes, ready to subjugate 
opposition to the Persians (Isocrates 
Greece (Demosthenes). 
An apparent failure, as Agesilaus is outmanoeuvred by a wily 
adversary, is transformed into a coup in the tactics of appearance. 
Similarly, while the Spartans and allies are visible (cpexvEPOl, 1.13) in 
their distress at Tissaphernes' deception, Agesilaus greets 
Tissaphernes' envoys with a beaming face (cpexlOp~ T~ npoawn~, 
1.13), informing them that he is grateful to Tissaphernes for his 
deception as it has caused the gods to Support the Greeks. Display is a 
matter of self-positioning in relationships of power: appearances are 
the subject of concern to the extent that they seem to stand in for and 
supersede the actualities of military manoeuvring. 42 
However, when Agesilaus goes on to trick Tissaphernes in his 
turn, we are told 
OTpexTI1YlKOV o~v Kexl TOOTO EOOKEl Olexnpa~exa8exl, OTl EnEl nOAE~o<; 
npoEppri 811 Kexl TO E~exTTexT6cv oalOV TE Kexl OLKexlOV E~ EKELVOU 
EYEVETO, TTexlbex OcTTEbEl~E TOV TlaaexcpEpVnV Tn anaT[l ... (1.17) 
"This also seemed to be an act of good generalship, that when war had 
been declared and deception was for this reason sanctioned and just, 
he displayed Tissaphernes as a child in deception ... " 
The way that things are seen is manipulated not just by Agesilaus 
himself but by the narrator, who frames all of Agesilaus' actions as 
1ft d appearances is a sign of his virtue: 
42 Elsewhere Agesilaus' rever,sa ~ ex~ec eeCXl elJTUXWV bE TIP~OC; elvcxl ("He was 
elelOTO bE cpo~ou~evoc; ~EV l~CXP~C; jCXlVe;ut t~ be humble when successful," 11. 2). 
accustomed to look cheerful w en In ear, f Spartans faced with disaster in the 
It recalls the unexpected cou,nten~nc~ ~inthian War and at Leuctra, those whose 
Hellenica: following defeats dunng t ~ ~ "like victors with shining countenances" 
relatives have died go aroun~ re~p~~~lve Yd "bright and beaming" (AlTICXPOUC; KCXt (wcrTIep VlK'lCPOPOl ACX~TIpOl, 4.. dea~ct Agesilaus, and the Spartans of the 
cponbpouc;, 6.4.16). Such, reversals, PeoPle who look fearful at times of fear or 
Hellenica, as morally supen.or to ordl~ary ~earances also figure Agesilaus' and the 
upset in disaster, but their reverse ap 
Spartans'strangeness. 
signs of his virtue and success, even those which seem mutually 
exclusive - so Agesilaus is virtuous in keeping his word (not stupid in 
being outwitted), but he is also a clever tactician (not an immoral 
deceiver). Yet the narrator's apology for Agesilaus' deceit - that it was 
now moral to deceive because open warfare had been declared - far 
from wiping out all traces of contradiction,43 draws attention to the 
tricky rhetoric of the argument, where every twist and turn is 
marshalled in the service of praise. 
Agesilaus' visual power is also deployed against Greeks. The 
Thessalians' sight of Agesilaus' army drives them into confusion: 
OL 8E 0ETTOCAOl we; Ei80v TTocpdc 86~ocv EAOCUVOVTOCC;, OL ~EV <Xl>TWV ou8' 
OcVEaTPE4JOCV, OL 8E KOCl OcVOCaTPECPElV TTElPW~EVOl TTA<XYlOUC; EXOVTEC; 
TOlle; lTTTTOUC; nAlUKOVTO. (2.3) 
"When the Thessalians saw them attacking unexpectedly, either they 
did not rally or while attempting to rally were captured with their 
horses side-on. "44 
The sight of Agesilaus' army has a direct effect on his opponents. 
Further, Agesilaus deliberately manipulates the visual effect of his 
army so as to intimidate his Greek enemies. At Coronea, when 
opposed by the Thebans, Athenians, Argives, Corinthians, Aenianians, 
43 Hesk (2000) 122-142 discusses a similar claim made by Cam?~ses in t.he 
Cyropaedia in his education of Cyrus as a military commander that deceiVing enemies 
is acceptable but deceiving friends is unacceptable (Cyr. 1.~.27-34); .Hesk iar~tU~! 
that Xenophon betrays anxiety about the potential uses to which deception m g I 
put within a civic and especially a democratic Athenian, context. See also A~ou a~ 
(2004a) 155 on th'e contrast between the deception of intimates and the deception 0 
outsiders at Oeconomicu5 10.8. . f h' ss (2 5) and is described as 
44 Agesilaus sets up a trophy on the site 0 IS succe . . , . ,. -
lingering there, delighting in his exploit (Kat alJTOO KaTE~ElVE, ~aAa fl50~EVOC; T~ 
EPY~, 2.5). 
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Euboeans and both tribes of Locrians, he arrays his army to face them 
in fu II view (EK TOO q><XVEPOO OcVTlTI<XPET<XTTE, 2.6) and arms them so 
that they appear a solid mass of bronze and scarlet (WTIALaEV TE 
OUTW<; w<; aTI<xvT<X !-lEV X<XAKOV, aTI<xvT<X bE <polvlKa <pexlvEa8cXL, 2.7). 
He also inspires his men with rivalry against each other to 
appear the best (ETl bE <plAOVlKl<XV EVE~exAE TIpOe; OcAA~AOUe; Tole; ~ET' 
, _ t' I' ,_ " , 
exUTOU OTIW<; EK<XOTOl <XUTWV <XPlOTOl <p<XlVOlVTO, 2.8), a form of 
display which is directed not just externally at his Greek enemies but 
internally at his own men, whose sight of and response to each other 
enacts and reinforces their obedience to him.4s Agesilaus also 
inculcates obedience through personal display. As evidence of his love 
of his country (<plAOTIOAl<;, 7 .1), we are told that although Agesilaus 
was the most powerful man in the state he was visible (c.pexvEpoe;, 7.2) 
in being a servant to the laws. This statement is immediately followed 
by the explanation: 
Tl<; yap Oev ';8EAIlUEV OcTIEl8ElV opwv TOV ~exalAEex TIEL86~EVOV; (7.2) 
"For who would wish to disobey when he saw the king obeying?" 46 
The visibility of Agesilaus, which initially seems to be offered to the 
reader as a sign of his virtue, is shown as a means of garnering power 
over his subjects who are also his viewers. 
. . I d' th hebontes described at Lak. 
45 This is reminiscent of the behaviour Jncu cate In e 
Pol. 4.2-4. ful men in the state are 
46 Cf. Lak. Pol. 8.2: we are .told that in Sparta ~he mdoesrt i~~~~til obedience in others 
enthusiastic in !,heir ,ob~dlenc~ to the la~s In, bora TIel8ea8al, ElVea80l KOl TOUC; 
(. .. VO~ i~ovTe<;, flV aUTOl KaTapxwcrl TOU crepo P 
CXAAOUC;). 
Internal spectatorship: cultural positioning 
Scenes of spectatorship are also involved in cultural positioning. This 
can be seen when Agesilaus provides a spectacle of defeated enemies 
in Ephesus for his troops: 
riYOU~EVOC; oE K()(l TO K()(T()(CPPOVELV TWV nOAE~iwv PW~'1v TlV<X 
E~~()(AELV TTPOC; TO ~OcXEcr8()(l, TTpOELTTE TOLC; K~PU~l TOUC; uno TWV 
Atl crTWV OcAlcrKO~EVOUC; ~()(P~OcPOUC; yU~vouC; TTWAELV. OPWVTE<; o6v Ol 
crTP()(TlWT()(l AEUKOUC; ~Ev Oux TO ~'10ETTOTE EKOUEcr8()(l, niov()(<; OE KCXl 
OcTTOVOUC; OUX TO OcEl ETT' 6Xl1~OcTWV ElvCXl, EVO~lcrcxv ~110Ev oloicrElv 
TOV TT6AE~OV n El YUV()(l~l OEOl ~OcXEcr8()(l. (1.28) 
"Considering that contempt for the enemy would inspire the strength 
to fight, he ordered his heralds to expose for sale naked those 
barbarians who had been captured by raiders. When his soldiers saw 
them on the one hand white from never stripping, and on the other fat 
and flabby from always going in carriages, they considered that the 
war would not be any different from fighting with women." 
The display is self-consciously revealed as intended to manipulate its 
audience. It seems to be effective, boosting the confidence of its 
viewers and their willingness to fight, as intended. The soldiers enact 
their dominance over the prisoners through their gaze, but also enact 
their obedience to Agesilaus, whose power is bolstered through their 
readiness to see the spectacle in the way that he wishes it to be seen. 
Further, responses to the display are value laden and culturally 
determined. The Greek soldiers do not just see the white, fat or flabby 
bodies of the prisoners, but see their failure to strip, their propensity 
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for carriages, and their femininity: the explanatory s:.' I 
uUX causes appear 
to be focalised through the eyes of the soldiers In th' . h . 
. elr slg t not Just 
of the prisoners' bodily condition but the causes of it, they see the 
prisoners' "otherness", their cultural difference - a difference which is 
also gendered. 47 The Greeks' gaze at the barbarian prisoners' exotic 
bodies formulates the masculinity, and the Greekness, of the viewers. 
Their response to the spectacle, to believe or think (EVO~.JLcrcxv), calls to 
mind the substantive VOllO<;, custom or law: the beliefs generated by 
the sight are culturally conditioned. 
Similar processes are at work in a passage which compares the 
life and style of rule of Agesilaus with that of the Persian king. Higgins 
reads this passage as political theory, involved in the question of what 
47 Agesilaus also uses display to bolster his position through claims about gender in 
another scene. We are told that by breeding hunting dogs and war horses he adorned 
his estate with the works and po~sessions of a man (Tel CXlJTOV ~EV cXvopOC; EPYOlC; KCXl 
KT~~cxal Koa~ELv TOV ECXUTOO OlKOV, 9.6), but at the same time by persuading his 
sister Cynisca to breed chariot horses he displayed through her victories that to keep 
a stud was an accomplishment not of manliness but of wealth (. .. eTIlOET;CXl VlKWGIlC; 
CXlJT~C:; on TO epE~~CX TOOTO OUK cXvopcxycxSicxc:; cXAAOc TIAOUTOU eTIiOEly~a eaTl; 9.6). 
Here display is involved in the construction of gender, and in the self-positioning 
through normative values that this implies: the display of Cynisca's wealth functions 
as a display of Agesilaus' own manliness and therefore superiority. However, the 
rhetoric of praise seems contradictory. Agesilaus is praised for his nobility and high-
mindedness (eKELvo yE ~~v TIwc:; ou KCXAOV KCXl ~EYCXAOYVW~OV ... 9.6) in denying that 
keeping a stud is manly, but he is simultaneously praised for his manliness in 
keeping a stud. A possible contrast between war horses and chariot horses goes 
some way towards explaining this: we are told that Agesilaus thought a chariot-race 
victory would not add to his reputation but that, among other things, victory in 
helping his fatherland and in punishing enemies would do so (9.7). Nevertheless, it 
seems to be the stud itself (TO SpE~~CX), not the type of stud, that is the subject of 
attention: Agesilaus is praised for everything, even mutually incompatible activities. 
The language of adornment (Koa~ELv) used of Agesilaus is also somewhat jarring, 
given that the objection to chariot racing is based on a rejection of the ostentation of 
wealth. Although Xenophon elsewhere argues that tr.ue. adornment is a?ornment of 
the soul not of the body (e.g. Cyrus claims superiority through havl~g ~dorne~ 
himself in sweat and zeal rather than costly garments at Cyr. 2.4.6: lOPWTl KCH 
crnou5fl KCXl CXUTOC:; KEKoa~rWEvoc:;), which might indicate that Agesilaus' adornment 
is the tLrue adornment of a true man, the use of this term nevertheless has the effect 
of fudging the contrast between himself and Cynisca, potentially undercuttln.g the 
value-laden rhetoric of gender. As well as highlig hting his manl~ superiority, 
Agesilaus' display of his sister's ostentation also seems to redound on him. 
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makes a good king; he reads Agesilaus as the ideal king and the 
Persian as "the mere appearance of monarchy and not its substance".48 
The first point of comparison between them is that 
npWTov <~EV> yap 6 ~Ev Tq> crn{)(viwC; Opex0'8{)(L EO'E~VUVETO, 
~YI1O'iA<XO<; bE Tq> OcEl E~<P{)(Vr1C; Eiv{)(L r1Y<XAAETO, vo~i~wv ()(lO'XPOUPYl{)( 
l. 
~EV TO Oc<p<xvi'SE0'9{)(L npEnELv, Tq> bE ElC; KcXAAOC; ~itp TO <PWC; ~exAAOV 
K60'~ov TT<xpEXElV. (9.1) 
"First of all, [the Persian king] was proud of rarely being seen, whereas 
Agesilaus delighted in being continuously visible, considering that 
being unseen is fitting for shamelessness, but that light was rather an 
adornment of a life of nobility." 
As in the description of Agesilaus' sleeping habits, a moral slant is 
placed on visibility; just the fact of being seen takes on meaning. 49 
However, visibility is not just made moral, but political: being seen 
makes Agesilaus the opposite of the Persian king. The implicit claim of 
the comparison seems to be that Agesilaus represents a paradigm of 
Greekness. However, although the passage insists on the difference 
between Agesilaus and the Persian, the rhetoric of contrast poses them 
as counterparts: through being compared, their parallel roles as 
objects of curiosity are stressed. On a scale of visual accessibility, the 
Persian and Spartan kings occupy opposite yet equally extreme pOints. 
48 Higgins (1977) 79. . . . . 
49 However, elsewhere, Agesilaus' avoidance of self-~ls~lay IS clalmed_ as Ptro~f of hiS 
modesty: K<Xl TOO j..IEv aWj..I<XToc; ElKOV()( aT~(J()((JS~l ()(;rEaXETo, TI?AAWV ()(UT~ TOOTO 
OwpElaS<Xl 9EAOVTWV, T~C; OE 4JuX~C; OUOETI,OTE 7,TI()(UET~ j..IVrWE~()( ,Ol()(nOVOU~E~OC;, 
~YOUj..lEVOC; TO j..IEV cXVOPl()(VTOTIOlWV, TO OE ()(UTOO EpyOV €LV()(l, K()(l TO ~EV nXOU(JlWV, 
TO OE TWV cXY<x9wv. ("He refused to have a statue of his body set up,. althoug ~ man~ 
wanted to give him one, but he never ceased labouring over memOrials of hiS SO~.lt 
for he considered the one to be the achievement of sculpt~rs, the other to be IS 
own, the one to belong to the wealthy, the other to the good, 11. 7). 
~60 
In his absolute availability to view, Agesilaus risks appearing almost as 
much of an exotic oddity as the Persian king. 
In the continuation of this passage, the differences between 
Agesilaus and the Persian king are presented not in the narrator's 
voice, but through Agesilaus' own sight of them: 
... OcAAOe K()(l Ev8uj.JoUj.JEVO<; tlY<lAAETO OTL ()(UTO<; j.JEv EV IJEacH<; T<xl<; 
EUq>POUUV()(l<; OcV()(OTPEq>OLTO, TOV oE ~<lP~<Xpov ewp<x, El IJEAAOl 
OcAUTTW<; ~l(bUEU8()(l, UUVEAKUOTEOV <Xlnq> [T<xl<;] OclTO lTEP<lTWV T~<; 
y~<; TOe TEplJ,JOVT()(. I1Uq>P()(lVE oE ()(UTOV K<Xl T<lOE, OTL <Xlno<; IJEV nOEL Tfi 
l l 
TWV 8EWV K()(T()(UKEUD OUV<lIJEVO<; OcAUTTW<; xp~a8<Xl, TOV OE EWP<X 
q>EUYOVT()( j.JEv 8 <lATTI1 , q>EUYOVT()( OE lJJUXI1, OL' OcU8EVEl<XV lJJUX~<;, OUK 
OcVOpWV Ocy()(8wv OcAAOe 811Piwv TWV OcU8EVEO"T<lTWV ~iov IJlIJOUIJEVOV. 
(9.4-5) 
" ... He was proud when he reflected that whereas he was surrounded by 
good cheer, he saw that the barbarian had to draw in pleasures from 
the ends of the earth if his life were not to become painful. He also 
rejoiced that whereas he knew that he could adjust without pain to the 
way the gods ordered the world, he saw that that man both fled heat 
and fled cold through weakness of soul, imitating the life not of noble 
men but of the weakest of wild creatures." 
In Agesilaus' scrutiny of the Persian king's habits, the reader is invited 
to identify with Agesilaus as he or she also scrutinises the Persian. 
Sight here is a matter of evaluation which is culturally loaded: 
Agesilaus sees not just the Persian king's behaviour, but the reasons 
for and implications of his behaviour. As in the Greek soldiers' scrutiny 
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of barbarian bodies at Ephesus, to look at a Persian is to see his 
difference. As Agesilaus looks at Persian peculiarities and responds to 
what he sees, he potentially mediates the reader's own response. 
However, Agesilaus' response - pride in knowing that he is the 
opposite of what he sees - might give the reader pause: when the 
reader scrutinises the Persian king's desire for comforts and dislike of 
heat and cold, he or she may not experience the same absolute 
rejection of and alienation from his inclinations that identification with 
Agesilaus would require. 50 The scene both allows the reader to look at 
the Persian king through Agesilaus' eyes and invites the reader to 
question how far he or she sees things his way. The implicit claim that 
Agesilaus represents Greekness makes the problem of identification 
with him into a problem of self-definition. 
In another passage, being Greek is shown as a matter of both 
how one appears and how one responds to a sight. As mentioned 
above, as evidence of Agesilaus' Philhellenism (cpLAEAAr,V<X, 7.4), we 
are told that when he was informed that only eight Lacedaimonians but 
10,000 Corinthian enemies had fallen at the battle of Corinth, he 
showed no pleasu re (OUK Ecpr,a8ElC; CP<XVEP0C; EYEVETO, 7.5), but 
exclaimed "Alas, oh Hellas" (<PEG <aou>, tL 'EAAac;), saying that those 
who had died would have been enough to defeat all barbarians (7.5). 
This is followed by a similar anecdote about Agesilaus' attitude to the 
so Elsewhere Agesilaus' responses to sight are morally IOhaded : EX,CXlPE bE rT~U~ /i~ 
, '_. , - ("He rejoiced to see t e graspl ng poo, .. 
CXlOXPOKEpbElC; TTEV'lT(XC; opwv. '0 ("He hated someone who on 
, . " , . CX' XCXPlI'T"T'OC; fnexlVOlT ,,, , E~lO'El. .. El TlC; EUEPYETOU~EVOC; v I "'t"" 
being done a good turn, appeared ungrateful, 11.3. 
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destruction of Greeks at a later point in the Corinthian War. However 
, 
strangely, in this latter episode Agesilaus is himself involved in an 
attack on Corinth: we are told that when the Corinthian exiles on 
whose side he was fighting informed him that the city was about to be 
taken, and displayed to him the siege-engines with which they hoped 
to capture the walls (IJ'lXcxvOeC; ETTlbELKVUVTWV cxlc; navTwC; hAnL~ov 
<(Xv> EAELV TOe TElX'l, 7.6), he refused to attack, saying that if our own 
people (nlJwv CXUTWV, 7.6) are annihilated, 
... opOev XPtl IJtl oub' E~OIJEV IJES' OTOU TWV ~cxp~apwv KpcxT~ao~Ev. 
(7.6) 
" ... it is necessary to watch out lest we lack men with whom we can 
conquer the barbarians." 
These responses are presented as the proper responses of a 
Greek: the passage containing these anecdotes is introduced with the 
phrase E'l YE IJtlv cxiS KCXXOV "EAA'lVCX OVTCX qnAEAAI1VCX ElvCXL ("If it is 
good as a Greek to love the Greeks ... ", 7.4), and informs us that 
Agesilaus treated victory in war against Greeks as a disaster 
(aulJCPopOev VOlJl-SOVTCX TO VLKOeV EV Tq> npoc; "EAAI1VCXC; nOAE~tp, 7.4). 
Agesilaus identifies with the Corinthians, encompassing them in the 
collective "us" (nIJWV, 7.6), which he earlier names as "Greece" (<PEG 
<aou>, J, 'EAAOcC;), and imagines in opposition to "the barbarians". 
The language of Greek-barbarian opposition, familiar from the 
opening section of the text describing Agesilaus' anti-Persian 
campaigns, is followed up as the argument continues. The phrase 
which opens this passage, "If it is good as a Greek to love the 
Greeks ... " (E'l yE I .. ulv cx6 KCXAOV ''EAA'1VCX QVTCX CPLAEAA'1VCX ElvCXl ... , 7.4), 
is paired with the phrase, "If it is good to hate the Persians ... " (ElO' cx~ 
KCXAOV KCXl IllaOTTEpa'1v ElvCXl ... , 7.7), in order to begin a new section 
which reintroduces Agesilaus' actions in Asia. The crimes of the 
Persian king are listed - in earlier times he tried to enslave Greece, and 
now he allies himself and gives gifts to those who do most harm to the 
Greeks (8WpELTCXl 8' EKElvOL<; ou<; (Xv VOlll~n Acx~6vTCX<; TTAELmcx KCXKOc 
TOU<; I'EAA'1vcx<; TTolriaElv, 7.7) and he negotiates the peace agreement 
... E~ ~<; (Xv nYiiTCXl IlOcAlaTCX nllcx<; OcAXr;XOl<; TToAEIlr;crElv (" ... by which 
he might most easily lead us to make war on each other," 7.7). 
These crimes are presented as visually accessible: 
opwal IlEV o6v <XTTCXVTE<; TCXOTCX' ETTEIlEAri8'1 OE Tl<; &AAO<; TTWTTOTE 
TTArlV }\Y'1alAcxo<; ... ; 
"Everyone can see these things, but who except Agesilaus has ever 
done anything about them ... ?" (7.7). 
Agesilaus is included in the "everyone", becoming not only one of "us" 
(note nIl CX<;, 7.7), looking at the Persians just as "we" look, but the "one 
of us" whose reaction is offered as a model. The spectacle of Agesilaus 
as an ideal Greek in his response to the sight of Greek slaughter is 
matched by a spectacle of Persian crime to which, again, Agesilaus 
alone offers the right, truly Greek, response. 
However, the rhetoric of this passage strikes an odd note. 
Earlier, Agesilaus has been depicted as overjoyed by victory over fellow 
Greeks in Thessaly (IlOcACX n06IlEVO<; Tq> epyLp, 2.5). The sudden return 
to Agesilaus' anti-Persian wars immediately after a description of his 
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attack on fellow Greeks both distracts attention from the reality of his 
violence against Greeks and simultaneously draws attention to it, by 
throwing into high relief the jarring distinction between his two areas 
of warfare. The listing of instigation of war between Greeks as a 
Persian, anti-Greek, crime makes the claim that Agesilaus' manner of 
prosecuting such war manifests his pro-Greek sympathies appear 
rather strained. The claim that "everyone can see" the crimes of Persia 
attempts to draw the reader into a passive, complicit relationship with 
the text's rhetoric, recognising the Persians as utterly foreign 
opponents, and therefore by contrast acknowledging Agesilaus as a 
champion of Greekness; if you cannot "see" this, you are excluded 
from "everyone", and have failed in being a true Greek. The text's 
claims of what can be seen become not just a strategy of rhetorical 
manipulation, but also of political manipulation. 
The problem of how to look at and respond to Agesilaus is taken 
up in a fu rther passage which both allows and circumvents the 
possibility that seeing Agesilaus may be a problematic or alienating 
experience. In stark contrast to the rhetoric of visibility at play 
throughout the majority of the text, Agesilaus' visual obscurity and 
trickiness is also stressed. 
KCXl Y<XP VUKTl J..IEV aacxTTEp r,J..IE:p~ ExpiiTO, r,J..IE:p~ bE aacxnEp VUKTl, 
TTOAAOcKlC; &bnAOC; Ylyv0J..lEVOC; aTTou TE E'Ln KCXt anol 'LOl KCXt 0 Tl 
TTOU;aOl. (6.6) 
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"For he used night as if it were day and day as 'f 't ' 
, I I were night, and he 
often was invisible/unclear in relation to whe h re e was, where he was 
going and what he was doing." 
The difference is that the audience of his visual trickery is specified as 
enemies, against whom he practised deception (E~<XTT<XTWV, 6.5) and 
concealment (Ar;8wv, 6.5): 
TT<X VT <X OE , , T()(V()(VTl()( npo<; TOU<; noXE~loU<; " 11 np6c; TOUC; 
CPlAOUC; EnlTIloEuWV. (6.5) 
"He practised all the opposite methods with enemies to those he 
practised with friends." 
This deceptive Agesilaus, whom it is difficult to see clearly, is 
transformed into the subject of praise, as his visual trickery is 
presented as a display of sophia: 
Triv YE ~r1v aocpl()(V ()(UTOO nOt<Xl TWV EKElVOU np6c~EWv OUK 
EnlOElKvuoualV; (6.4) 
"Which of his deeds do not display his cleverness / wisdom?" 
However, he is praised not only by his friends but also, oddly, by his 
enemies. The enemies are first described as "unable to find fault with 
him, although they were forced to hate him" (TOU<; yE ~r1V TTOAE~lOUC; 
EixE lJ.'EYElV ~EV ou OUV()(~EVOU<;, ~lUEtV OE aV<XYK<X~O~EVOUC;, 6.5). 
However, in a sudden change of tack, their responses are marshalled 
into becoming one voice in a general chorus of praise and love: 
WITTE cXK()(T()(cpp6vIlTO<; ~EV uno TWV EX8pWV OlETEAEUEV, as~~loc; f) 
uno TWV nOAlTwv, &~E~nTo<; 0' uno TWV CPlXWV, TTOAUEP<XaTOT<XTO<; 
OE K()(l nOAUEn()(lVETWT()(TO<; uno n6cvTwV av8pwTTWV. (6.8) 
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"The result was that he succeeded in never be"lng d "d b " esplse y his 
enemies, never being punished by the citizens, and 
blamed by his friends, but was most greatly loved and 
praised by all of mankind." 
never being 
most greatly 
The hyperbole of the superlative adjectives accentuated by the nOAu-
prefix flags the strange shift that has occurred in the argument, 
especially the unusual term TTOAUEP()(OTOT()(TO<;, which implies that 
Agesilaus' enemies, citizens and friends go as far as to feel erotic 
desire for him. 
Through the distinctions drawn between the manner of 
Agesilaus' self-presentation to friends and enemies, the viewer's 
experience of seeing Agesilaus is made dependent on his or her 
relationship to him; yet all viewings of him, from whatever side, end in 
praise. The repeated insistence that in order to know about Agesilaus 
we must Simply look, and the declaration that looking can only lead to 
praise, are framed as rhetorically manipulative as it becomes apparent 
that looking at Agesilaus is not always straightforward, but may be a 
puzzling, alienating experience. The passage attempts to smooth over 
and obscure political difference or opposition, as enemies respond in 
the same way as friends. Vision is presented as an analytical process of 
evaluation (for the enemy, seeing Agesilaus involves discerning where 
he is, where he is going and what he is doing), but the text attempts to 
close down the effective force of evaluative sight so that only the 
praiseworthiness of Agesilaus can be seen. Yet the representation of 
Agesilaus as elusive and stealthy might evoke a more dubious 
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response: the description of Agesilaus as advancing quietly like the 
most modest virgin 8' !' WOTIEP ,-C/..V TIC/.. pSevoc; I n 
aWCPPoVEaTOcTIl TTpo~C/..ivOl, 6.7) might recall the response of the 
Greeks at Ephesus to the exotic and sensual bodies of the naked 
barbarians - that fighting against such men would be like fighting with 
women. 
Conclusion 
In this discussion I have argued that the Agesilaus is a much more 
subtle and sophisticated text than has previously been recognised, and 
that through the problematic nature of its rhetorical engagement with 
and claims about Greek identity, it allows us insight into the 
complexities of fourth century Greek self-consciousness. We have seen 
not only that vision and display are an important theme of the 
Agesilaus, but that through the text's self-conscious invocation of the 
reader as a viewer of the events and characteristics described, the 
representation of vision impacts on the reader's relationship to 
Agesilaus. Through the self-positioning involved in the production of 
this relationship, scenes of vision challenge the reader's conception of 
him- or herself as Greek. 
The narratorial voice, which insists upon the paradigmatic status 
of Agesilaus as ideal Greek, also undercuts its own authority, inviting a 
more critical engagement with its assertions. The repeated claim that 
the reader can see the truth of what the text describes both assumes 
and provokes the reader's doubt. In impersonal statements about what 
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can be seen, the implications of the reader's viewing are ambiguous: 
the reader is encouraged to consider his or her response to scenes of 
Greek unity but also of Greek violence. 
The rhetorical appeal to the reader to look at and believe what is 
described makes the implicit claim that sight provides unmediated 
access to knowledge. However, in the text's scenes of vision, such a 
claim is revealed as coercive, as the manipulative nature of visual 
display is made clear: Agesilaus displays his army and his person as a 
means of acquiring power over his viewers. Further, scenes of vision 
are involved in the construction of identity: how one responds to a 
sight is made dependent on and indicative of the viewer's political 
relationship to the object of sight. Both how Agesilaus himself sees, 
and how his viewers see him and his displays, is determined by and 
determines their identity. These scenes reflect back on the text's 
displays to the reader: we are made aware of the cultural expectations 
which control the act of sight. What is it that the reader will "see" in the 
displays of Agesilaus? The text claims that particular forms of 
response to a sight are those of an ideal Greek; yet it also invites a 
more sceptical engagement with those sights. The problem of whether 
the Greek reader will identify with or be alienated from Agesilaus 
becomes a problem of determining what it means, at this period, to 
see (and read) "as a Greek". 
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7. Conclusion 
This discussion has shown not only that sight and display are 
important concerns across Xenophon's very different works, but that in 
engaging in the question of how to relate to or think about others , 
scenes of vision articulate problems of political and cultural self-
definition. In chapter 2, I argued that Xenophon's representation of 
vision engages in the construction of political power and citizen 
identity within the Athenian polis, but also, more problematically, in 
the articulation of relations between different class and ethnic groups. 
Chapter 3 investigated the conceptualisation of Greek identity in the 
Anabasis through the representation of travel as visual experience, 
finding that scenes of sight engage in, but also critique, the concept of 
Panhellenic unity. In chapter 4, we examined the problems of cross-
cultural viewing in the Cyropaedia, investigating how in the 
representation of barbarian responses to Cyrus the Great's imperial 
display, the security of Greek ethnographic detachment is both 
asserted and destabilised. 
In chapter 5, we moved on to consider how the representation of 
vision positions the Athenian reader not only in relation to the non-
Greek world, but in relation to other Greek identities, examining how 
Sparta is imagined in the Lak. Pol.'s scenes of sight and response: we 
saw that through the representation of viewing as a complex and 
conflicted process of self-positioning, the Lak. Pol. problematises the 
reader's relationship to Sparta. Finally, chapter 6 considered how the 
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rhetorical manipulation of sight in the Agesi/aus poses the problem of 
how an Athenian reader can relate to the Spartan king as both an 
idealised representative of Panhellenic values and as emblematic of 
Spartan power. 
The juxtaposition of these different texts has shown the 
similarity of concerns in the representation of Persians and other 
Asians and in the representation of Spartans. The reader's relationship 
with Cyrus the Great and Cyrus the Younger functions in a similar way 
to his or her relationship with Agesilaus, as Xenophon invites the 
reader to identify with these figures but also marks the complexities 
and risks of doing so for the reader's sense of self: Sparta and Persia 
pose a conceptual threat to the security of Athenian self-
consciousness. We have seen not only that Spartans can be thought 
about in a similar way to barbarians - that they are "barbarised"l - but 
that the problems of power and political and cultural positioning raised 
In the representation of barbarians, and particularly in the 
representation of Persians, are also raised in the representation of 
Spartans, as each is involved in a discourse of Athenian, and Greek, 
identity. 
We have seen that Xenophon engages In the concerns of 
contemporary political thought. His representation of Persians, other 
Asians and Spartans must be understood as participating within the 
discourse of Panhellenism, as the cohesiveness, unity and security of 
Greek identity are explored and tested: in this sense, Xenophon can be 
1 See Millender (1996) on the "barbarisation" of Spartans in fifth century literature. 
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understood as a "Panhellenist" writer. However, Xenophon's works 
show the complexities, limitations and ambiguities of Panhellenism as 
much as its potential. They are highly revealing about the anxieties 
and uncertainties of an especially troubling period in Athenian history, 
We have also examined how sight and display become 
particularly fraught terms in Xenophon, concerned with the security of 
knowledge and with the dangers of deception, seductive allure and 
political coercion. Whereas Xenophon's treatment of vision can be 
understood in terms of the political valuation of spectatorship 
associated with the institutions of Athenian democracy in the late fifth 
and early fourth centuries, Xenophon's representation of vision 
engages not only with the identity of the Athenian citizen within the 
democratic polis, but is concerned with the place of the Athenian 
within wider structures of identity, in relation to other Greek cultures 
and to non-Greeks. The anxiety about the lures and threats of vision 
associated with Athenian literature of this period takes on a new 
significance and a new urgency in Xenophon's discussions of cross-
cultural interaction and conflict. 
Finally, this thesis reappraises the historical value of Xenophon 
as a writer, revealing him as an important figure in fourth century 
intellectual and cultural history, and as a vital source for Greek 
conceptions of cultural identity, political power, imperialism and social, 
d I I confll'ct. We have seen that the contradictory, political an cu tura 
I f many of Xenophon's texts, far from being a unsett ing nature 0 
problem to be explained away, offers fundamental insight into the 
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complexities of fourth century Athenian self-consciousness, and the 
ambiguities and anxieties that attend the attempt to imagine or make 
claims about Greek identity in this period. 
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